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Abstract

This thesis presents a theoretical evaluation of the differential rate equations govern

ing recombination, emission and trapping via the single-level defect and multiple- 

level defects. A solution is derived to the governing differential rate equations for 

the single-level defect first developed in 1952 by Shockley, Read and Hall. This is 

extended to multiple levels by application of the single-level solution method to the 

multiple level rate equations, developed using a first principles approach, for two 

defect level systems. The intention is that this theory be applied to measurement 

techniques and modeling to evaluate the effects of defect levels in the bandgap at 

both the interface of silicon and silicon dioxide, and in the bulk region. Further, 

being of a general nature, the theory may be applied to other semiconductor systems 

and structures.

The decay of excess carriers via a single-level defect in non-degenerate semicon

ductors generated by a light impulse S(t) is governed by the differential equations 

referred to as the Shockley-Read-Hall ( SRH ) rate equations. In the past, linear 

approximations were used or restrictive conditions imposed to obtain an analytical 

solution limited to low or high injection. For defect level parameters of practical 

interest, the non-linear differential equations were numerically solved. Whereas car

rier decay is often approximated by one time constant r, in the present work it is 

shown that recombination occurs with both the minority ( T\ ) and majority ( t2 ) 

time constants present in the decay. Expressions for t\ and r2 are derived without 

an approximation at a given temperature, for arbitrary non-degenerate excess car

rier concentration, doping concentration Na,d, defect level concentration Nt, cross 

section <7„iP and energy level Et. A general analytic solution to the SRH rate equa-



tions represented by an infinite series of mono-exponential terms, the frequencies 

or inverse time constants of which, are a linear combination of the fundamental 

frequencies Ai = l/iq and A2 = l/r2, is derived without an approximation. The 

solution is the sum of the responses of an infinite number of linear systems and in 

this sense represents the impulse response. A critical point representing the tran

sition between the linear and non-linear variation of fundamental frequency with 

excess carrier density is identified. The analytic solution is verified by analysing the 

numerical solution of the SRH rate equations for the fundamental frequencies using 

a multi-transient technique. The trapping behaviour of the minority carrier at a 

single level defect, with excess carrier concentration is examined.

Experimental evaluation of semiconductor defect parameters is usually accom

plished by applying the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination time constant 

expression. It is shown that this expression is an approximation due to the nature 

of the definition of the time constant. Furthermore, a recent analytic solution to 

the SRH rate equations which is derived without an approximation for near equilib

rium and non-equilibrium situations, is shown to unify the work of previous authors 

for the single-level defect and small departures of carrier concentration from equilib

rium. The method of this solution is applied to derive the steady state solution. It is 

found that the resulting two time constants or eigenvalues of the steady state linear 

system, are in agreement with the order of the underlying second order differential 

equation. In this work the author describes the nature of the approximation in the 

original work and compares the approximation, the exact solution and the analysis 

of the numerical solution for component time constants.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

1.1 Discussion

The basic concepts of the recombination of excess carriers in semiconductors via a 

defect level within the bandgap were developed in the 1950s. The Shockley-Read- 

Hall (SRH) rate equations of Shockley and Read [2], Hall [3] describe the evolution 

with time of recombination, capture and emission of excess carriers via a single defect 

energy level in the bandgap of a semiconductor. Analyses of the recombination 

process were based primarily on numerical solutions of the differential equations, 

with analytic solutions provided in some limiting cases such as low or high excess 

carrier concentration Nomura and Blakemore [4]. Using linear approximations of 

the Shockley-Read-Hall rate equations, it has been shown that, for a single-level 

defect, there are two fundamental time constants, the inverse of which are referred 

to as the fundamental frequencies. These two time constants appear in steady-state 

conditions Shockley and Read [2] with an approximation, as well as transient carrier 

decay situations Streetman [5], Sandiford [6] also with an approximation.

A brief survey of developments related to the partial solutions of the SRH rate 

equations follows. A partial solution to the rate equations Fan [7] yielded two time 

constants in terms of a ”recombination time”, ”a time to trap a carrier” and ”a 

time to release a trapped carrier”. In this case the recombination time constant is 

defined as in Eq. (3.1) discussed later in the text. In Rose [8] the defect problem
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is addressed with approximations introduced to elucidate the different features of 

types of defects. For the transient case, an approximate solution of Sandiford [6], 

yields two time constants comprising an initial decay and a transient decay. A set 

of differential rate equations for multiple discrete levels based on a summation of 

the single level SRH equations is stated in Wertheim [9]. Approximations were 

introduced to provide a linear solution to the non-linear differential equations for 

small changes in Ap and An from the equilibrium values. For the single-level, two 

time constants result from this solution for the transient case which were simplified 

to one time constant and an ’’adjustment time” which agree with Sandiford [6].

In Nomura and Blakemore [4] approximations were applied to the solution not 

of the rate equations but to the second order differential equation in Ap that results 

from the rate equations and the charge neutrality condition. As pointed out by Ref. 

[4], all previous methods of solution of the second order equation including pertur

bative methods, were unsuccessful in yielding a solution. For this reason previous 

attempts at solving the rate equations have inherently involved approximations in 

order to gain some insight into the carrier dynamics. However, Streetman [5] con

firmed the existence of two time constants, as also indicated by Wertheim [9], for 

small departures from equilibrium for the transient case applied to the single-level 

defect. In Choo [10], application of the rate equations to coupled states and two 

independent states is investigated for the transient and steady state situations. The 

transient time constant expressions agree with Ref. [5] and Ref. [9] for small depar

tures of the carrier concentration from equilibrium for the single-level case. There 

are two time constants in these solutions which are in agreement with the exact 

solution of Debuf [1]. This is consistent with the governing second order differential 

equation since there are two eigenvalues of the linear system because the equation 

is second order.

The present work extends that of previous authors for the single-level by present

ing an analytic solution to the SRH rate equations. Furthermore, in the next Section 

1.2, an application of this solution method to the multiple level situation is indicated. 

For the single-level the decay of excess carriers in non-degenerate semiconductors, 

generated by a light impulse 8(t), is governed by the differential equations referred
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to as the Shockley-Read-Hall ( SRH ) rate equations. In the past, linear approxi

mations were used or restrictive conditions imposed to obtain an analytical solution 

limited to low or high injection. For defect level parameters of practical interest, the 

non-linear differential equations were numerically solved. Whereas carrier decay is 

often approximated by one time constant r, in the present work it is shown that re

combination occurs with both the minority ( T\ ) and majority ( r2 ) time constants 

present in the decay. Expressions for T\ and t2 are derived without an approximation 

at a given temperature, for arbitrary excess carrier concentration, doping concen

tration Na,Di defect level concentration Nt, cross section an>p and energy level Et. 

A general analytic solution to the SRH rate equations is derived without an approx

imation by the present author. This solution is in the form of an infinite series of 

mono-exponential terms, the frequencies or inverse time constants of which, are a 

linear combination of the fundamental frequencies Ai = 1 /t\ and A2 = l/r2. The 

solution is the sum of the responses of an infinite number of linear systems and in 

this sense represents the impulse response. A critical point representing the tran

sition between the linear and non-linear variation of fundamental frequency with 

excess carrier density is identified. The analytic solution is verified by analysing the 

numerical solution of the SRH rate equations for the fundamental frequencies using 

a multi-transient technique. The trapping behaviour of the minority carrier at a 

single level defect, with excess carrier concentration is examined.

Experimental evaluation of semiconductor defect parameters is usually accom

plished by applying the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination time constant 

expression. It is shown that this expression is an approximation due to the nature 

of the definition of the time constant. Furthermore, a recent analytic solution to 

the SRH rate equations which is derived by the present author without an approx

imation for near equilibrium and non-equilibrium situations, is shown to unify the 

work of previous authors for the single-level defect and small departures of carrier 

concentration from equilibrium. The method of this solution is applied to derive the 

steady state solution. It is found that the resulting two time constants or eigenvalues 

of the steady state linear system, are in agreement with the order of the underlying 

second order differential equation. In this work the author describes the nature of
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the approximation in the original work and compares the approximation, the exact 

solution and the analysis of the numerical solution for component time constants.

1.2 Thesis Organisation

The sequence of theory presented in the current work is intended to bring the reader 

forward from the single-level theory to the multiple-level theory in a natural pro

gression. A solution to the single-level SRH rate equations is derived in Chapter 

2. This is approached by a simple example for which the solution is given by two 

methods. The first method is differentiation of the linear solution and the second 

follows direct integration. Both methods converge to the same solution. This solu

tion is in the form of an infinite series of monexponential terms with frequencies or 

inverse time constants the linear combination of the eigenvalues of the linear solu

tion. It is shown that the SRH equations may be similarly solved and this solution 

is derived in more detail by the integral method in Appendix B. Independent veri

fication of the series solution is achieved by analysing the numerical solution for the 

component time constants by a multitransient technique. This analysis reveals time 

constants in good agreement with those fundamental time constants predicted by 

the theory. Furthermore, this analysis indicates that for the single-level the series 

solution with the frequencies a linear combination of the fundamental frequencies, 

is to be expected.

In Chapter 3 the accuracy of the steady state SRH time constant expression 

is examined. It is shown that this expression is not accurate in the linear (con

stant) region of variation of time constant with excess carrier concentration. This 

region corresponds to an excess carrier concentration in the neighbourhood of the 

equilibrium value. For small departures from equilibrium referred to as the small 

signal case, the SRH expression is often used for the ’’transient” interpretation of 

experimental data. This small signal case corresponds to the transient solution of 

Ref. [1], which has at least two time constants. The steady state solution for near 

equilibrium is shown to be identical to the small signal transient solution. The SRH 

expression is compared with the exact solution for the steady state and an analysis
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of the numerical solution for component time constants. There is good agreement 

between the exact solution and the analysis of the numerical solution. The SRH 

expression is found to be thirty percent in error relative to the exact solution, in the 

linear region.

The Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) rate equations determine on average the carrier 

transitions via a single level defect in the bandgap of a non-degenerate semicon

ductor. Multiple discrete level defects are usually described by a summation of the 

single level SRH equations. This formulation of the differential equations is diffi

cult to extend to other defect level systems and has not been verified. In Chapter 

4 the differential equations for the multiple discrete level system and the ground 

excited state level system are derived from first principles. Verification of the two 

sets of rate equations is performed by applying the method of solution for the single 

level rate equations developed recently. Given a general analytic solution to the 

SRH rate equations for the single defect level, represented by an infinite series of 

mono-exponential terms, the frequencies or inverse time constants of which are a 

linear combination of the fundamental frequencies A = 1/r, the multiple defect level 

solution expression is derived. Expressions for the minority carrier time constant T\ 

and time constants r^+i are derived for m with k = 1, 2, • • • , m discrete defect levels 

without an approximation at a given temperature, for excess carrier concentration 

below non-degenerate doping, arbitrary doping concentration Na,d, defect level con

centration TV**, cross section crnk,pk and energy level Etk- A similar expression for 

the minority carrier time constant T\ for the ground excited state system is derived. 

The minority carrier trapping behaviour is examined. A more accurate measure of 

semiconductor quality is proposed which is based on a measure of the time constant 

T\ whether the decay is a transient or steady state response for both defect level 

systems.

In Chapter 5 an expression for the average decay is determined by solving the 

carrier continuity equations, which include terms for multiple defect recombination. 

This expression is the decay measured by techniques such as the contactless pho

toconductance decay method which determines the average or volume integrated 

decay. Implicit in the above is the requirement for good surface passivation such
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that only bulk properties are observed. A proposed experimental configuration is 

given to achieve the intended goal of an assessment of the type of defect in an n-type 

CZ silicon semiconductor with an unusually high relative lifetime. The high lifetime 

is explained in terms of a ground excited state multiple defect level system. Also, 

minority carrier trapping is investigated.

Semiconductor material evaluation in terms of defect parameters is presently de

termined experimentally by applying the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination 

time constant expression. Two current methods of determining defect level depth, 

namely Lifetime Spectroscopy and Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS), are 

shown to yield incorrect results. The source of the error in each case is identified in 

Chapter 6. It is shown in Chapter 3 that the SRH lifetime expression is approxi

mate. A recent analytic solution to the SRH rate equations extended to differential 

rate equations for two multiple defect level systems, yields a solution derived with

out an approximation. In terms of material characterisation, this exact solution is 

shown to provide more detailed information on multiple level depths than the exist

ing theory, which relies on a dominant single level. Furthermore, for semiconductor 

samples known to be predominantly doped with one defect species, it is shown that 

the dominant decay time constant is influenced by the other defect species present 

in the semiconductor sample. A new method of semiconductor material evaluation 

for a single-level, called Analytic Lifetime Spectroscopy (ALS) is proposed. This 

method is based on the exact solution.
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Chapter 2

General Analytic Solution to the 

Shockley-Read-Hall Rate 

Equations with a Single Level 

Defect

2.1 Introduction

As outlined in Chapter 1, the basic concepts of the recombination of excess carriers in 

semiconductors via a defect level within the bandgap were developed in the 1950s. 

The Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) rate equations of Shockley and Read [2], Hall [3] 

describe the evolution with time of recombination, capture and emission of excess 

carriers via a single defect energy level in the bandgap of a semiconductor. Analyses 

of the recombination process were based primarily on numerical solutions of the 

differential equations, with analytic solutions provided in some limiting cases such 

as low or high excess carrier concentration Nomura and Blakemore [4]. Using linear 

approximations of the Shockley-Read-Hall rate equations, it has been shown that, for 

a single-level defect, there are two fundamental time constants, the inverse of which 

are referred to as the fundamental frequencies. These two time constants appear 

in steady-state conditions in Ref. [2] with an approximation, as well as transient
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carrier decay situations Streetman [5], Sandiford [6] also with an approximation.

The equation describing the time evolution of the normalised excess electron 

concentration Annm(t), is a second order non-linear differential equation and has a 

term in the cubic power of Annm(t) Ref. [4]. We expect at least two time constants 

in the solution (the eigenvalues of the linear system) as the differential equation is 

second order. However the existing interpretation of experimental data relies on 

one time constant rss (steady state case) or 77, (bulk decay - transient case). This 

implies a first order differential equation. While this situation may be sufficient 

as an approximation it lacks the provision for predicting behaviour and a unified 

approach to interpretation. For example with regard to the effect of a defect energy 

level in bulk silicon or in low dimensional structures, a consistent theoretical basis 

is required.

While the above findings were based on linear approximations of the underlying 

rate equations, in the present paper we derive a solution to the rate equations to ob

tain the time dependent response to a light impulse 5{t) without an approximation. 

Our analytical solution shows that the entire decay curve consists of an infinity of 

mono-exponential terms and that all inverse time constants or frequencies are a lin

ear combination of the two fundamental frequencies. One expression for the minority 

(ti) and one expression for the majority (t2) carrier decay time constant, is derived 

without an approximation at a given temperature for arbitrary excess carrier con

centration, doping concentration Na,d, defect level concentration Nt, cross section 

<jn^p and energy level Et. A critical point representing the transition between the 

linear and non-linear variation of excess carrier density with fundamental frequency 

is identified. This has not been previously given (see Ref. [5] and Ref. [6]) with 

the result that the linear approximations above were difficult to apply in practice. 

The theory presented addresses the whole decay process from 0+ < t < oo as the 

excess carrier decay is expressed by a sum of mono-exponential terms with coeffi

cients and time constants calculated from the above parameters. As such the sum of 

exponentials is non-linear. However each mono-exponential term is the response to 

a linear system and the series represents the sum of the responses to an infinite sum 

of linear systems. Hence in this sense, the derived solution represents the impulse
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response. To our knowledge the impulse response of the SRH rate equations for the 

transient case has not been derived for low through to high injection, and presents a 

unified approach to analysis of the single-level defect. As the present work extends 

the theory of the original SRH papers of 1952 which describe a simple case of uni

form excess carrier concentration and a single level, it is intended to provide a clear 

theoretical basis for further work.

To verify the theory this chapter contains a numerical solution of the SRH rate 

equations which is analysed by a multi-transient analysis method for the component 

exponentials. This analysis of the numerical simulation confirms time constants pre

dicted by the theory presented. We provide a consistent solution to the differential 

equations, with supporting evidence the multi-transient analysis of the numerical so

lution. Notwithstanding this, provision for the experimental position is also given. 

This work extends that of Streetman [5] and Sandiford [6] for the transient case, and 

Shockley and Read [2] for the steady-state case, by providing an analytical solution 

from low through to high injection. Note also that the SRH rate equations are valid 

for the non-degenerate statistics which indicates the high injection level limit Sze

[11] . Further work seeks to address the multi-level and interface or surface effects, 

in terms of the analytical solution to the SRH rate equations.

For practical device operation the effect of defect levels at the surface or interface 

is minimised by passivation which limits the concentration of such energy levels. As 

a result the bulk levels may have a significant impact on device operation such as 

solar cell efficiency and stable FET threshold voltage. However device operation 

occurs under varying injection levels from low through to high injection. Hence the 

requirement to model the effect of defects accurately and under varying conditions. 

Minority carrier decay is usually modeled by one time constant (representing bulk 

recombination, which is approached asymptotically for t >> 77,), derived from the 

simplified carrier continuity equations incorporating the law of mass action. Sah

[12] points out that the law of mass action is valid for the equilibrium situation.

The linear approximation referred to above infers low excess carrier concentration

in relation to the equilibrium majority carrier concentration, for which approximate 

time constant expressions are deemed to apply in Ref. [2] depending on defect level
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concentration Nt. An experimental restriction of low excess carrier concentration

is often imposed to facilitate interpretation of the data using the approximations

in order to determine defect level parameters such as cross sections, energy level

and concentration. It is shown that for the transient case whereas at high injection

T\ is adequate to model recombination, at low injection r2 is also required as the

magnitude of the coefficient can be significant. For the steady state, in low injection

the frequencies are the same as the transient case although the coefficients may be

markedly different and furthermore the coefficient for the r2 term may be significant.

The Chapter is organised as follows. The section 2.2 demonstrates the solution to 

a non-linear differential equation represented by a quadratic. In effect the SRH rate 

equations have a quadratic form and the example given is intended to illustrate the 

infinite series of mono-exponential terms in the solution, the bounds of the solution 

and in particular the non-linear nature of the solution. Two approaches to obtaining 

the indicated solution demonstrate a consistency in its derivation. This is further 

expanded in a more rigorous approach in section 2.4. However the eigenvalues Ai 

and A2 of the linear solution to the SRH rate equations are first determined in section 

2.3. The fundamental frequencies Ai and A2 are derived isothermally for arbitrary 

excess carrier concentration, doping concentration Na,d, defect level concentration 

Nt, cross section on)P and energy level Et. An excess electron concentration An(t) 

and hole concentration Ap(t) is assumed to be uniformly generated throughout the 

wafer thickness at t = 0+ (see Section 2.7). It is shown that the non-linear terms 

in the rate equations for An(t) and Ap(t) go to zero at t = 0+ or some time t = L 

where tt > 0+. The resulting linear differential equations may be solved at t = 0+ 

or t = ti for the two fundamental frequencies Ai and A2. In section 2.4, the response 

to a light impulse N0S(t) is determined for a p-type semiconductor with a single- 

level defect, including the effect of arbitrary injection level An(0) = N0. Having 

obtained the fundamental time constants, a general solution for An(t) and Ap(t), 

represented by the impulse response as stated above is found from the non-linear rate 

equations being expressed in integral form. A section 2.5 contains a multi-transient 

analysis of the numerical solution to determine the component exponentials in the 

sum of exponentials. Comparison of the predictions of the analytic solution with
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the results of the multi-transient analysis of the numerical solution is very good.

Also the theory indicates calculated magnitudes in agreement with those derived

from the numerical analysis. In particular the linear combination of fundamental

frequencies in the exponents predicted by the analytic solution and the variation

of the time constants T\ = l/X\ and r2 = 1/A2 with injection level, indicate close

agreement. An indication of recombination only and the onset of minority carrier

trapping is discussed. Note the defect level concentration is assumed to be uniformly

distributed throughout the silicon sample.

2.2 Non-Linear Rate Equation with Series Solu

tion

The processes of capture and emission of carriers from a defect level and recombina

tion and trapping via a defect level are governed by the SRH rate equations. These 

processes determine the average lifetime of minority carriers and hence device char

acteristics. As stated in the introduction current methods of analysis to determine 

defect level parameters are approximate in nature. Despite the probability that 

many defect levels may be present in a given semiconductor sample, an effective 

lifetime re is often evaluated as if they may be represented by one dominant level. 

A major contribution of the current work is the derivation of a general analytic 

solution to the SRH rate equations for a single level defect in order to provide a 

basis for future work.

It is shown in Ref. [4] that the SRH equations can be represented by a second 

order non-linear dynamical system. Further as discussed in section 2.4 the nonlin

earity is quadratic in nature. Derivation of a general analytic solution for such a 

system is quite tedious and involved (as is demonstrated in later sections). However, 

the fundamental concepts involved in such a solution are very simple. The main aim 

of this section is to illustrate these concepts through a simple first order example. 

Towards this end, consider the following first order non-linear dynamical system:

dn{t)
dt

Nin(t) + N2n2(t) (2.1)
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Note the nonlinearity is a quadratic term. In fact when N2 = 0 the system is linear

and has the usual solution n(t) = n(0) exp(Afit). When N2 / 0 the system has two

equilibrium points 0 and —N\/N2. It is an easy matter (by linearising the system

about the equilibrium points) to show that for N\ < 0, 0 is a stable equilibrium point

and —Ni/N2 is an unstable equilibrium point. Further the domain of attraction of

the stable equilibrium point 0 is rather large. Any trajectory starting from an initial

condition in the range —oo < n(0) < —N\/N2 for N2 > 0 and in the range —Ni/N2 <

n(0) < oo for ./V2 < 0 converges to this equilibrium point. From a mathematical

standpoint, trajectories outside this domain of attraction can be shown to diverge

to infinity. From a physical standpoint the effect of the non-linearity for an initial

condition starting inside the stated ranges and given an appropriate value of N2, may

enhance generation of minority carriers corresponding to the impurity photovoltaic

effect Keevers and Green [13]. This effect indicates an improved infrared response

of solar cells by the addition of defect levels such as produced by indium. The effect

is not evaluated in the present work.

Suppose that we have an initial condition that lies within the domain of attrac

tion. Then what is the exact nature of the solution? A solution to the linearised 

system would suggest that n(t) = n(0) exp(Afi£) and indeed it is a good approx

imation if n(0) is sufficiently small. However, for large n(0) we need to take the 

non-linear nature of the system into account. Because of the quadratic nature of 

the nonlinearity, it is possible to integrate the system Eq. (2.1) exactly to arrive at:

n(t)
Nin(0)eNlt

(Ni + iV2n(0)) - iY2n(0)eW
(2.2)

Another method to obtain the above solution is the following that highlights 

certain points. A solution to the linearised system suggests that we should try 

solutions of the form n(t) = n(0) exp (Nit). However when we substitute this into 

Eq. (2.1), a term involving exp(2Afi£) is generated on the right hand side. This 

suggests that we should try solutions of the form n(t) = n\ exp (Nit) +n2 exp(2N\t). 

Proceeding in this way a possible solution takes the form:

n(t) = nieNlt + n2e2Nlt + n3e3Nlt + n^e4Nlt + • • • (2.3)
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where:

dn{t)
= mNieNlt + n22Nle2Nlt + n33Nie3Nlt + (2.4)

Substituting Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) into Eq. (2.1) and noting that exp(A/’it), 

exp(2A/’it), ... are linearly independent functions and the equality in Eq. (2.1) can 

only be achieved when the coefficients on both sides of the equation match. Solving 

for the Uk where k = 1, 2,3,... a geometric series results in:

it) = + Ny
Ni

3„3Nitn\e +

nieNit

1 - ^nleN't
(2.5)

Using the initial condition:

n( 0) =
iii

(2.6)

results in the following which is equivalent to Eq. (2.2) that was obtained by direct 

integration:

Nxn( 0)
rti = (2.7)

Ni 4- N2n(0)

So despite their differences both methods lead to the same solution. It is es

sentially the first method that we use to obtain the general solution of the SRH 

rate equations. However it is shown that this leads to equivalent expressions when 

equating coefficients as derived from the assumption of the solution being a series 

of exponential terms (second method). Note that if Eq. (2.1) is modified to include 

a constant term N0 on the right side, then for initial conditions in the domain of 

attraction, the trajectories reach a nonzero steady state value. This can easily be 

accommodated in the second method by including a constant term n0 on the right 

side of Eq. (2.3).

A few salient points in the above development should be noted. These are also 

true for our general solution developed in section 2.4. A solution to the linearised 

system is a good approximation only for initial conditions that are sufficiently close 

to the equilibrium point. Following the second method, within the domain of at

traction the general solution is a linear combination of what could be said to be an
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infinity of exponential terms. Further the frequencies of these exponential terms are 

integer multiples of a fundamental frequency (in the above example they are mul

tiples of Ni). Finally the fundamental frequency is associated with the linearised 

system. In the next section it is shown that there are two fundamental frequencies 

for the single level defect system associated with the linear solution of the SRH rate 

equations.

2.3 Derivation of Ai and A2 for Arbitrary Injection 

Level

Neglecting the effect of excited states of a defect energy level, Auger recombination 

and radiative recombination, the carrier continuity equations for the one-dimensional 

case are given as follows:

dn(x, t)
= Gr U + - — 

q ax
(2.8)

dp(x,t) n rr , 1 dJp 
dt ~ p ” qdx (2.9)

with n(x, t) and p(x, t) being the electron and hole concentrations having a time 

t and a spatial x, dependence. Gn,p is the generation rate, Un,p is the recombination 

rate, and Jn>p is the current density given by respectively:

dn(x, t)
Jn = qpnn(x,t)€ + qDr dx

(2.10)

JP = «V>(z, *)? - (2-11)

Simplifications are made such that the generation rate Gn^ diffusion components 

qDndn(x, t)/dx and qDpdp(x, t)/dx, and the electric field f are considered negligible. 

Hence the continuity equations simplify to:

dn(t) 
dt

dp(t)

(2.12)

dt (2.13)
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Note that n and p do not depend on x. The excess electron concentration An(t) 

and the excess hole concentration Ap(t) are written in terms of normalised excess 

carrier concentration Annm(t) and Apnm(t) respectively. Note Annm(0+) = 1 and 

Apnm( 0+) = 1.

^Tlnm (t')
A n(t) 
An(0)

(2.14a)

APnm(t) — (2.14b)

The defect level electron concentration Ntf(t) is written in terms of the departure 

from equilibrium NtAf(t) and the equilibrium concentration Ntf0. As such the 

electron and hole concentrations, and the defect level concentration may be written 

respectively with Nt being the defect level concentration:

n'(t) — Annrn(t) A?7/(0) T rip0 (2.15a)

p(t) = Apnm(t)Ap(0) +ppo (2.15b)

NJ(t) = NtAf(t) + NJ0 (2.15c)

with the corresponding equilibrium concentrations npo and ppo and where at

equilibrium the electron occupancy of the defect level is fQ

of ppo by:

— /(0“) given in terms

f = PlJ 0
Ppo + p 1

(2.16a)

and in terms of npo by:

n TlpO
Jo .rOjpo T r~t\

(2.16b)

with

( (Ec-Et)\
Hl = ^exp( kT J

(2.17a)

( (Et-Ev)\
Pi Nv exp

kT
(2.17b)
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A charge neutrality relation indicates the conservation of charge with time.

Apnm(t)Ap(0) = Annm(t)An(0) + NtAf(t) (2.18)

NtAf(t) may be written as Ant(t) with Ant(t) being the defect level excess electron 

concentration. By rewriting the charge neutrality relation with An(0) = Ap(0), 

the valence, conduction and defect level electron concentrations may be directly 

compared since the three quantities are normalised to one injection level An(0).

A Pnm(t) = a nnm(t) + (2.19)

From Eqs. (2.15) and (2.18) the SRH rate equations in Ref. [4] may be written

in normalised form as:

dt^ = 7oA nnm(t) a0Apnm(t)

- Cn [ApnmAp(0)

AnnmAn(0)] Annm(£) (2.20)

dApnm(t) _ a^ /.*\ /? A^
at

4- Cp [ApnmAp(0)

AnnmAtt,(0)] Apnrn(£) (2.21)

where:

^ AT r L\ , PPo + Pi ^
00 = c*Nt{PP0+PG Nt }

(2.22a)

A> = CpNt{P-^±P!} (2.22b)

7o CnNt{ n i
+ 7T-1

+
+ ni

N*
(2.22c)

&o C„Nt{ + 711

Nt (2.22d)

with Cn = vthnVn and Cp = vthPvp being the capture coefficients for electrons and 

holes respectively.
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By extending the work of Streetman [5] and Sandiford [6] to cover the wider 

range of injection levels from low through to high injection, the rate equations are 

re-written so as to make the non-linear terms go to zero at some time t. To do this the 

differential equation (2.20) may be written with the inclusion of, —r]n(t)CnAn2 (0) Annm(t) 

and +r]n(t)CnAn2 (0) Annm(t) for the minority carrier, and — rjn(t)CnAn2 (0) Apnm(t) 

and +r]ri(t)CnAn2(0)Apnm(t) for the majority carrier, where pn(t) = Af(t). Inclu

sion of the rjn(t) terms above in Eq. (2.20) and a corresponding set of terms in 

rjp(t) into Eq. (2.21) is a construction which allows the application of the boundary 

conditions to evaluate the non-linear terms in both equations and determine the 

precise time at which the equations can be treated as linear. If the resulting Eqs.

(2.23) and (2.24) are multiplied out, the r]n(t) and r)p(t) terms cancel, reducing the 

equations to Eq. (2.20) and Eq. (2.21) respectively. Effectively the equations are 

unchanged by inclusion of the above terms.

dAnnm (t)
- CnNt Annm(t) ( +

Nt eip0 T tl\
n\ , r]n(t)An(0)

+
Nt

A„ u\((npo + ni) . Tin(t)Ap(0)\
Pnm[ ) l Nt + Nt )

+ — [Annm(t)An(0) - Apnm(t)Ap(0)] (Annm(t) - rjn(t))

(2.23)

Similarly for Eq. (2.21) substitutions of a corresponding set of terms containing 

r]p(t) result in Eq. (2.24).

dApnm (t)
- CpNt APnm (t)

Ppo + Pi
Nt +

Ppo + Pi
+

pp(t)Ap(0)\
Nt

A nnm (t) (Ppo+Pi) pp(t)An(Q)
Nt Nt

1
+ — [Apnm(t)Ap(0) - Annm(t)An(0)] (Apnm(t) - ijp(t))

^t

(2.24)

Using the charge neutrality relation with rjn(t) = Af(t), the non-linear term in 

Eq. (2.23) referred to as gn(t) may be written as follows:

9n(t) = - (A nnm(t) Tjn (^) ) Vn (t) (2.25)
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From Eq. (2.25) two cases exist for the non-linear function gn(t) to vanish at a 

certain time t0. Either Annm(t0) -rjn(t0) > 0 and rjn(t0) = 0 or, Annm(t0) -r]n{t0) = 

0 and rjn(to) > 0.

The first case is satisfied at to = 0+ as r]n(0+) = 0 since A/(0+) = 0 and from 

the charge neutrality relation, gp(0+) = 0. This corresponds to a linear region of 

frequency variation with excess carrier concentration as is further explained at the 

end of this section. At t0 = 0+ the non-linear term vanishes and the Eq. (2.20) 

becomes linear.

In the second case which corresponds to a non-linear region of frequency variation 

with excess carrier concentration (see end of section), pn(to) > 0 and rjp(to) > 0 

with t0 = ti such that Annm(ti) — r)n(ti) = 0 Again gn(ti) goes to zero with gn(L) = 

A f(ti) = Annm(ti) Effectively there is an intersection of A f(t) and Annm(t) whereas 

in the linear region of frequency variation above there is no intersection.

Similarly the non-linear term in Eq. (2.24) referred to as gp(t) may be expressed 

using the charge neutrality relation for Apnm(t).

gP(t) = (annm(t) + Af(t) ~ %(*)) Vn(t) (2.26)

At low injection gp(0+) = 0 and at high injection the choice of gp(to) > 0, given 

Af(ti) = Annm(ti) results in gp{t) = 0 at t0 = ti.

»b(t.) = (L0 + a5o)) (2-27)

The differential equations (2.23) and (2.24) are written in a simplified linear form 

similar to that by Streetman [5] at t0 = 0+ or to = ti as Eqs. (2.28). Constants 

rjn(to) and rjp(to) are dependent on the injection level. In Appendix A rjn(to) and a 

condition for 7]n(t0) > 0, at some t0 = ti is evaluated.

= aApnm(t0) - (3Annm(to) (2.28a)
t—^0

^fApnm (t) 

dt

dAnnrn (t)
yAnnm(to) a Apnm (to) (2.28b)

t—to

where a, /?, 7 and o now contain the pn(to) and rjp(to) terms for the two cases 

indicated above such that to = 0+ or to =U, with An(0) = Ap(0).

Pi , Ppo + Pi , H>(*o)Ap(0)a = CpNt{
Ppo + Pi

+
Nt

+
Nt } (2.29a)
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0 = CpNt{l\+Pl +
Nf Nt

(2.29b)

7 C { Ul + npo + ni + ^o)An(0) j
^po T ^1 Nt Nt

(2.29c)

<7 CnNt{ + Ti\
Nt

pn(t0)Ap(0)
Nt 1

(2.29d)

The method using the differential operator D = d/dt in Jordan [14] and Kreyszig 

[15] whereby the determinant of the matrix of equations (2.28) equals zero, allows 

the formation of the characteristic equation.

(D2 + (a + 7) D + (cry - ct/3)) e~xt = 0 (2.30)

The characteristic equation at t = t0 (where the non-linear terms go to zero) may 

be written as Eq. (2.31). As such the fundamental frequencies Ai and A2 (inverse 

time constants) may be evaluated.

A2 — (a: + 7) A -I- (ay — a/3) = 0 (2.31)

By evaluating the roots of Eq. (2.31) such that the frequency Ai 

A2 = l/r_ by comparison with Ref. [5].

Ai
1 a + 7
2 ay — a/3

1 -4ay — a (3\ 
(a + yf )

1/t+ and

(2.32a)

A2 1 Q + 7 (l_(l_ ^7-g/A 2\
2 ay — a(3 y \ (a + y)2 J ) (2.32b)

The linear solution of Eqs. (2.28) for Apnm(t) and Annm(t) is Aipnm(t) and Ainnm(t) 

respectively with Aif(t) derived from the charge neutrality relation.

A/P/X77J (t) = P10e~Xlt + P01e~X2t (2.33a)

^l^nm (t) = iV10e_-'lt + Noie~X2‘ (2.33b)

A ,f(t) = F10e-Al‘ + F01e-A2t (2.33c)
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The range of excess carrier density where the fundamental frequencies change 

with injection level is expressed by Eqs. (2.29) and (2.32). Low injection refers 

to the situation where the excess carrier density is much less than the equilibrium 

majority carrier density as in Ref. [11]. The linear region of variation of fundamental 

frequencies A1>2 with injection level or excess carrier density is defined by Eq. (2.34). 

This condition is satisfied upon expansion of Eq. (2.34) for rjn(to) = 0 and rjp(to) = 0 

at t0 = 0+. The requirement is found from rjn{t) = A/(t) which equals zero at t = 0+ 

as A/(£), the defect level excess electron concentration, is zero at t = 0+. An upper 

limit for the linear region of excess carrier density exists referred to as An(0)cr^ca/, 

is evaluated in Appendix A. Hence r]n(0+) = 0 and r]p(0+) = 0, renders Eqs. (2.23) 

and (2.24) linear for all injection levels less than An(0)cr^ca/.

d\ i,2

dAn(O)
0 (2.34)

The non-linear region of variation of fundamental frequencies Ai)2 with injection 

level or excess carrier density is defined by Eq. (2.35). This corresponds to the 

range of excess carrier density whereby the change in fundamental frequency with 

injection level is non-zero as expressed by Eq. (2.35). This condition is satisfied 

for rjn(to) > 0 and r}p(to) > 0 for some value of t0. As such Af(t) > 0 can only be 

achieved with t0 > 0+ as A f(t) is greater than zero except at t = 0+ and t = oo. 

The equations (2.23) and (2.24) are linear at to = L.

dX\,2
dAn(0)

2.4 Derivation of an Analytic Solution for Annm(t), 

Apnm{t) and Af(t)

Having evaluated the frequencies Ai and A2 derived from the linear equations at 

time t = 0+ or it now remains to find a solution for the rate equations away from 

the equilibrium points 0+ and £*. It is shown below that the general solution for 

Annm{t), Apnm(t) and A f(t), consists of the same infinite series of mono-exponential 

terms with different coefficients respectively, the inverse time constants of which are
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a linear combination of those frequencies of the linear solution. The non-linear dif

ferential rate equations for Annm(t) and Apnm(t) are re-written as indefinite integral 

expressions for Annm(t) and Apnm(t) respectively. These expressions are solved by 

repeated integration by parts, to reveal an infinity of mono-exponential terms for 

Annm(t) and Apnm(t). In this format the coefficients may be derived recursively in 

a nested fashion which is not computationally convenient. Having established that 

the solution is an infinity of exponential terms, equating coefficients on both sides 

of the rate equations, realises simultaneous equations which are independent pro

vided A1/A2 is irrational. This uniquely identifies, and allows the evaluation of the 

coefficients by a recurrence relation. A definition of linearity is provided in Ref. [16] 

which includes the state of the system prior to application of the impulse S(t). Since 

each mono-exponential term in Annm(t) is the solution of a linear differential equa

tion with a constant coefficient, the solution is the response to an infinite number 

of linear systems. As such the solution for Annm(t) represents the impulse response 

and provides a general solution to the rate equations. The region of convergence 

about the equilibrium point t = 0+ is examined.

The unconstrained coupled differential equations we are interested in are of the 

form of Eqs. (2.36), (2.37) and (2.38) taken from Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21), and 

substituting the charge neutrality relation.

_dAnnm{t) An(Q) = (7o - cr0)Annm(t)An(0)
at

- cr0NtAf(t)

- CnNtAnnm(t)An(0)Af (t) (2.36)

_ dApnm(t) An(Q) = (a0 — (3o)Apnm(t)An(0) 
at

+ P0NtAf (t)

+ CpNtApnm(t)An(0)Af(t) (2.37)

Apnm(t)An(0) = Annm(t)An(0) + NtAf(t) (2.38)

An insight is gained into the solution of the above non-linear rate equations as 

follows. On substitution of the linear solutions Eqs. (2.33) for Ainnm(f) Aipnrn(t)
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and Aif(t) into the above coupled differential equations (2.36) and (2.37) repre

senting the global evolution of Annm(t) and Apnm(t) respectively, we find that for 

example exp(—2Ai£), exp(—2X2t) and exp(—(Xi + A2)t), are generated on the right 

hand side and not on the left. Continuing by including exp(—2XR) etc. in a solu

tion and further inclusion of exponents which do not match, we intuitively expect 

an infinity of exponential terms in the solution form for Annm(t), Apnm(t) and via 

the charge neutrality relation for A/(£). We expect the non-linear solution to have 

an infinite number of exponential terms and the time constants to be a linear com

bination of the two fundamental frequencies Ai and A2, where the eigenvalues of the 

linearised system are given by —Ax and — A2. A more rigorous analysis is given in 

Appendix B.

The following solution form is proposed for Annm(t), Apnm(t) and via the charge 

neutrality relation Af(t), with the notation Eij = exp(—iXR — jX2t).
co co

Annm(t) = 3T Njjexp (-iXR - jX2t)
i 3

CO CO

= ^2J2Ni,jEitj (2.39a)
* 3

CO CO

A Pnm(t) = YIIL, Pi,3eXP M'M “ j X2t)

i 3
OO CO

= V. Y; pi,3Ei,j (2.39b)
* 3

CO CO

A/W = ^2 FhiexP (-*Ait - jX2t)
i—0 j=0

CO oo

= ^2 ^2 Piopi,j (2.39c)
i 3

The coefficients of the exponential terms are determined by solving simultaneous 

equations. The procedure for evaluating the coefficients Pij, NlyJ and is to substi

tute Eq. (2.39) into Eqs. (2.36), (2.37) and (2.38). Note that the exp( — (iX\ + jX2)t) 

are linearly independent functions for various (i, j) provided Ai/A2 is irrational. So 

equality for all t can only be attained by matching the coefficients of appropriate
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exponentials on both sides. For i = 0 and j = 0 the coefficients A0o, -Poo and P0o are

defined to be equal to values at t0 = 0+ or t0 = t{. As t -» 0+, Eij -> 1 and hence

Annm(0+) = N00 with A0o = 1. Confirmation of the above method of equating

coefficients is given in Appendix B and the coefficients Fw and P0i are determined

in Appendix C. Hence Afi0 and P10 may be evaluated in terms of Fio as follows.

Nt 
1 

Nt

((70 — (Jo) — Ai) A^io — uo^^yPio — CnNt (2NqqFio) (2.40a)

((«o ~ A) ~ Ai) P10 + Po Ap(0) ^10 _ — CpNt (2Po°Pi°) (2.40b)

Three simultaneous equations may be formed by equating coefficients for i = l,j = 

1, such that An and Pn may be evaluated in terms of Ai0, A0i, P10 and P0i given 

P10 and F01.

A,
((70 ~ ^o) — (Ai + A2)) An — ^o^^yPii = CnNt (A10F01 + A0iFi0 + 2A0oFn)

(2.41a)

((c*o — A) — (Ai + A2)) Pn + Aa ; Pn — —CpNt (P10F01 + P01F10 + 2PooFn)

(2.41b)

PnAp(O) - An An(0) ~ NtFn (2.41c)

Continuing to solve the simultaneous equations for further coefficients, a solution 

set for Annm(t) and Apnrn{t) may be realised in terms of Fi0 and F0i. A global 

solution for f(t) is obtained by substitution of solutions for An(t) and Ap(t) into 

the expression for the charge neutrality relation Eq. (2.18). From Eq. (2.36) a 

recurrence relation may be formed which simplifies the calculation of the coefficients 

and Fij with i = 1, 2, • • • 00 and j = 1, 2, • • • 00. Similarly a recurrence relation 

for PZJ may be formed.
00 00 00 00

Y Y +^2) NijEij - (70 - ^0) Y, Y NhjEi,j
1 j i j

Nt
<T0- E E F^E-An(0)

00

- CnNt £ £ StJ

i,j
* j

00 00

(2.42)
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where i?o,o = 1 and

i j
Si,j ^ ^ ^ ^ Ni—u,j—vL'u,vLJi—u,j—vL'u,v (2.43)

u v

The nature of the quadratic form for the SRH differential equation representing 

Annm(t) is determined in Appendix D. Further the sum of the responses to an 

infinity of linear systems which the solution represents is examined in Appendix E.

2.5 Numerical Solution of SRH Equations: Ideal 

Impulse S(t)

The unconstrained coupled differential equations we are interested in are of the 

form of equations (2.44), (2.45) and (2.46) taken from Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21), and 

substituting the charge neutrality relation.

~dAnyM An(0) = (70 - Oo)An„m(t)An(0)

- a0NtAf(t)

— C„NtAnnm(t)An(0)Af(t) (2.44)

_rfAp (i)An(0) _ (ao _ p0)Apnm(t)An(0)
at

+ /^o^A/(t)

+ CpNtApnm(t)An(0)Af(t) (2.45)

rfAp„m(f)An(o) = rfAn„m(t) An(0) + (2.46)

The three equations (2.44), (2.45) and (2.46) form a set of second order coupled 

differential equations Nomura and Blakemore [4] which are non-linear and solved 

numerically. No a priori knowledge is known about Annm{t+At) as it represents the 

time evolution of the excess carrier concentration derived numerically. A correlation 

between the numerical solution and the predictions of the analytical solution is made 

and found to indicate close agreement. This confirms the method used to analyse 

the decay as a useful tool.
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Table 2.1: Typical Parameters for Numerical Solution.
T 300.0 temperature [ K ]

nn 2048 number of time samples

At 2 x 10~8 time sample interval sec

Na 5 x 1013 majority carrier concentration cm-3

Et — Ey 0.65 energy level depth from valence band eV

Ara(0) 5 x 109 excess carrier concentration cm~3

Nt 5 x 1011 discrete level concentration cm-3

Op 8.5 x 10-17 cross section for holes cm2

9 x 10~15 cross section for electrons cm2

A fourth and fifth order Runge-Kutta scheme in Refs. [17] and [18], is chosen 

to represent discrete values of Annm(t), Apnm(t) and A/(£), to ensure convergence 

to the equilibrium concentration for the minority carrier as t —> oo. Figure 2.1 

representing the phase diagram as in Ref. [19] indicates the convergence to the 

equilibrium point for the example given by table 2.1. The normalised excess carrier 

concentrations at t = 0+ are given by Annm(0+) = 1.0 and Apnm(0+) = 1.0. The 

defect level initial occupation is assumed not to change from t = 0~ to t = 0+ 

(/(0+) = /(0“)). Table 2.1 indicates typical data used in the numerical solution.

Multi-transient analysis refers to the extraction of component exponential terms 

from a sum of exponentials comprising the signal. The methods available Yeramian 

and Claverie [20], Claverie [21] and Alam [22] present a means of analysing signals 

with additive white gaussian noise. In addition where the data matrix and the 

observation matrix may be subject to noise fluctuations, the Total Least Squares 

method in Ref. [23] (TLS) is employed. This method models the multi-exponential 

signal as an autoregressive process. For the present analysis the TLS method of 

Refs. [22] and [24] multi-transient analysis using Singular Value Decomposition 

(SVD) Klema [25] is applied to the analysis of the multi-component exponential 

decay.

TLS multi-transient analysis of the numerical solution of Eqs. (2.44), (2.45) 

and (2.46) results in the determination of frequencies which are compared with
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An(t)/An(0)

Figure 2.1: Phase diagram indicating convergence to the equilibrium point for the 

given example where An{t) is normalised to An(0) with An(0) = 5 x 109 cm~3

the existing theoretical expressions Eqs. (2.32) for low through to high injection. 

Figure 2.2 shows the comparison between the decay time constants T\ = \/\\ and 

r2 = 1 /A2 as calculated from Eq. (2.32) and as evaluated by TLS analysis of 

numerical data (An(t + At)) for T = 300 K. The figure indicates the variation 

from low injection through to high injection. Note the excess carrier concentration 

An(0) varies from 1 x 108cra-3 to 1 x 1016cm~3. Agreement is excellent and as 

such contributes to the confidence in the TLS method of analysis. The onset of the 

non-linear variation of frequencies Ai and A2 with An(0) for An(0) = An(0)cr^ca/ 

is clearly seen in the figure where the linear portion extends to 5 x 1011 cm-3 and 

begins to diverge for An(0) greater than 5 x 1011 cm-3. This indicates that the 

linear region is in close agreement with the definition given by Eq. (2.34). See 

Appendix A for the evaluation of An(0)cr^Ca/- For parameters listed in table 2.1, 

An(0)cr^ca/ = 5.44 x 1011 cm-3. Note also that TLS multi-transient analysis of the 

numerical solution results in T\ and r2 in close agreement with that predicted by the 

solution for T\ and t2 of Eq. (2.32) for high injection.

Figure 2.3 shows the comparison between the decay time constants T\ and r2
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Figure 2.2: A graph of T\ = 1/Ai and t2 = 1/A2 versus excess electron concentration 

An(0). The doping concentration Na of the sample is 5 x 1013 cm-3. See Table 

2.1 for defect level parameters. Continuous line: T\ and r2 predicted by Eq. (2.32) 

Circles: T\ and r2 derived from multi-transient analysis of the numerical solution.
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p-type

Figure 2.3: Decay time constant T\ = 1/Ai and r2 = 1/A2 versus the Fermi level Ep 

eV for doping concentrations of Na,d = 5 x 1010 cm-3 to Na,d = 1 x 1016 cm-3 with 

An(0) = 5 x 109 cm-3. See Table 2.1 for parameters. Continuous line: T\ and r2 

calculated by Eq. (2.32). Circles: TLS analysis of numerical solution An(t + At).

as calculated from Eq. (2.32) and as evaluated by TLS analysis of numerical data 

(An(£+At)) for T = 300 K, versus the Fermi level EF. The doping concentration for 

the p-type and n-type samples varies from 5 x 1010cm-3 to 1 x 1016cm-3. Agreement 

is very good for the numerical solution and the calculated T\ and r2. From this figure 

T\ describes the minority carrier decay constant and t2, the majority carrier decay 

constant, by analogy with Shockley and Read [2] for the steady state. As such they 

represent fundamental decay time constants.

Figure 2.2 indicates that for An(0) > Ari(0)critical, Ti increases realising a situa

tion where the minority carrier (p-type) time constant represented by T\ is becoming 

longer. The minority carriers (electrons) are remaining in the conduction band for 

a longer average time indicating that there are fewer holes at the defect level to 

recombine with. As such the defect level electron population is increasing and elec

trons are remaining at the defect level for a longer average time. This is referred to 

as minority carrier trapping. The time constant T\ remains constant in the linear re-
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gion of variation of 7i|2 with Ara(O). This region corresponds to recombination only

whereas the non-linear region undergoes recombination and trapping. Eventually

the trapping saturates as An(0) is increased to high injection and the time constant

T\ reaches a maximum becoming almost constant.

Further by recalling the expression Eq. (2.39) for the decay Annm(t) the infinity 

of time constants is found to be linear combinations of two fundamental frequencies 

Ai and A2. Table 2.2 indicates the correlation with the prediction of Eqs. (2.32) 

and (2.39), and TLS analysis of the decay An(t + At) within the limitations of the 

TLS method. No a priori knowledge is known about time constants associated with 

the numerical solution, yet the agreement of the analytical and TLS methods with 

respect to the linear combination of Ai and A2 and their magnitude, is excellent. The 

TLS multi-transient analysis also reveals the same magnitudes of the coefficients of 

the exponential terms as by the analytical approach (see Appendix C). Note the 

magnitudes of the coefficients decrease rapidly. In addition for the transient case in 

low injection, the magnitude of the coefficient for r2 is significant. By evaluating 

an error term £ Eq. (2.47), being the difference between the series with calculated 

coefficients as determined in Appendix C, and the numerical solution, an estimate 

of the agreement of the two approaches may be made.

E,°° ET NiJEW - An (* + At)
An(0)

Figure 2.4 indicates the agreement for the linear and non-linear regions of vari

ation of Ai>2 with An(0). The indicated closeness of fit between the two approaches 

is good for the initial part of the decay and diverges for large time. This may be 

explained by accumulation of error in the Runge Kutta numerical method. Further 

the value for dAnnm(t)/dt at t = 0+ for the series Nij at t = 0+ at the indicated 

injection levels, is 9.15075 x 104 which is in close agreement with the predicted value 

(see Eq. (C.l)). This verifies the calculated values of the coefficients by the 

method outlined in Appendix C.

(2.47)
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Table 2.2: TLS analysis of numerical data An(t + At) and evaluation of Eq. (2.32). 

Note the prediction of Eq. (2.39) with frequencies a linear combination of the 

fundamental frequencies and calculated coefficients Ni}j. Na = 5 x 1013 cm-3 with 

An(0) = 5 x 109 cm-3.

A

Eq. (2.32)

A sec-1

TLS frequency

A sec-1

TLS coefficient

normalised to An(0)

calculated

coefficient N{j

^1 3.92871 x 104 3.92871 x 104 Nio = 6.5804 x 10”1 6.5804 x 10_1

to 7.99744 x 104 N2(, = -2.135 x 10“4 -2.024 x 10“4

^2 19.10753 x 104 19.1069 x 104 N0i = 3.3825 x 10"1 3.3783 x 10“'

Ai + A2 23.3579 x 104 Nn = 3.0767 x 10“3 3.4045 x 10~3

2A2 38.3739 x 104 N02 = 8.4177 x 10“4 8.3745 x 10^4

3A2 60.1207 x 104 N03 = 1.3457 x 10'6 1.8820 x 10-6

5 x 10
5 x 10

5 x 10

5 x 10

5 x 10

time sec

Figure 2.4: Normalised error e Eq. (2.47) between predicted values of NijEij and 

numerical solution An(t + At) for An(0) = 5 x 109 cm-3 to An(0) = 5 x 1014 cm~3. 

This corresponds to the linear and non-linear regions of variation of An(0) with Aij2. 

Na = 5 x 1013 cm-3 and At = 1 x 10-8 sec.
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2.6 Further Aspects of Trapping

The definition of trapping is further addressed in order to clarify past definitions 

and a definition that encompasses trapping, recombination and generation. For 

the present case of a p-type semiconductor the first definition of minority carrier 

(electrons) trapping may be expressed as:

• The defect level electron concentration Ant increases with increasing excess 

carrier concentration effectively accumulating electrons at the level.

In this work the above definition gives insight into the unique behaviour of the 

fundamental time constant T\ with excess carrier concentration in both n-type and 

p-type semiconductor as opposed to the other fundamental time constants 7*+i (see 

also Chapter 4 on multiple defect levels). However it may be that a further definition 

that follows from a discussion on carrier transitions via defects by Blakemore [26] 

and Sah [27] is more acceptable from the physics of the trapping process. This 

extended second definition may be expressed in terms of the SRH rate equations [2] 

of Eq. (2.48) with the terms determined from the first principles approach to the 

carrier transitions in Appendix F.

= enNtf(f)-CnNtn(t)[l- f(t)} (2.48a)

= epNt[ 1 - /(*)] - CpNtP(t)f(t) (2.48b)

Eqs. (2.48) describe carrier transitions via a single-level defect and the following 

indicate required conditions for electron trapping, hole trapping, recombination and 

generation.

• electron trap: The probability or rate that a defect state captures a conduction 

band electron (CnNtn(t)[l — f(t)]) is greater than capturing a valence band 

electron - or emitting a hole to the valence band (epNt[l — f(t)]). In addition 

the trapped electron is emitted to the conduction band (enNtf(t)) rather than 

emit an electron to the valence band or equivalently capture a hole from the 

valence band (CpNtp(t)f (t)).

dn{t)
dt

dp{t)
dt
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• hole trap: The probability or rate that a defect state captures a valence band 

hole (CpNtp(t)f(t)) is greater than capturing a hole from the conduction band 

or equivalently emitting an electron to the conduction band (enNtf(t)). In 

addition the trapped hole is emitted to the valence band (epNt[l — ft(t)]) 

rather than emit the hole to the conduction band or equivalently capture an 

electron from the conduction band (CnNtn(t)[l — ft(t)]).

• recombination center: The probability or rate that a defect state captures 

a conduction band electron (CnNtn(t)[ 1 — f(t)]) is greater than capturing a 

valence band electron or emitting a hole to the valence band (epNt[l — f(t)]). 

In addition the trapped electron is emitted to the valence band or a hole is 

captured from the valence band (CpNtp(t)f(t)) rather than hole captured from 

the conduction band or equivalently an electron emitted to the conduction

• generation center: The probability or rate that a defect state captures a valence 

band electron or equivalently emits a hole to the valence band (epjVt[l — f(t)]) 

is greater than capturing a conduction band electron (CnNtn(t)[ 1 — /(£)]). In 

addition the trapped electron is emitted to the conduction band (enNtf(t)) 

rather than the electron emitted to the valence band or equivalently capturing 

a hole from the valence band (CpNtp(t)f (t)).

These definitions may be summarised in Table 2.3.

From Table 2.3 an expression for the recombination characteristics of a center at 

low excess carrier concentration may be evaluated. The first criteria or inequality 

for recombination is determined with n(t) = npo + An(t). Eq. (2.49) with ep = Cpp\. 

Equation (2.49) is determined from Eqs. (C.l) and (C.2) of Appendix C and Eq. 

(2.16a).

Single Level Defect 32

band (enNtf(t)).

(2.49)

Eq. (2.49) indicates that for the present case (see Table 2.1 for parameters) with 

dn/dt = 9.15 x 104 and dp/dt = 8.25 x 102 at t = 0+ this inequality is not satisfied
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Table 2.3: Requirements for an electron trap, hole trap, recombination center and 

generation center.

Type of center Definition

electron trap Cnn(f) Cp

-'> CpP(^)

hole trap CpP(t) ^ en 

Cp Cnn{t)

recombination center ^ &p

Cpp{t) > en

generation center Cp (Fn7l(t)

CpP(^)

in the linear region (constant region) of variation of T\ with excess carrier concen

tration. Hence, this level center acts neither as a recombination center only nor an 

electron trap only in this region. It may still act as a hole trap together with re

combination in this linear region. Furthermore, electron (minority carrier) trapping 

occurs for An(0) > 4.5 x 1011 cm-3, which is close to An(0)cr^ica/ = 5.44 x 1011 cm~3. 

Effectively, electron trapping occurs near An(0)cr^ca/ and for An(0) > An(0)cr^ca/. 

Hence, in the linear region there is no electron trapping except near An(0)cr^ca/ for 

the defect example given in Table 2.1. This validates the use of the first definition 

of trapping and the explanation of the increase of t\ for An(0) > An(0)cr^ca/ with 

minority carrier (electrons) trapping given in Section 2.5.

However, for a level near the band edge (conduction band) it is expected that 

emission en is more probable as is capture of electrons as n\ is greater and electron 

trapping may be more likely. The theory may be similarly applied to other defect 

parameters and doping concentration. The defect level parameters of cross sec

tion, level depth and concentration determine the unique values of the fundamental 

frequencies and so the series of monoexponential terms may be constructed as in 

Section 2.4 and Appendix C. From the series of terms the values of the differentials 

in Eq. (2.49) at t = 0+ may be evaluated and the trapping characteristics of the
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center determined according to the definitions of Table 2.3. This may be done either 

by resolving the fundamental frequencies from the experimental decay using a mul

titransient technique and constructing the exponential series or directly evaluating 

the terms.

2.7 Proposed Experimental Conditions

Specifically with regard to a p-type silicon wafer, for infra red light pulses produced 

by a YAG laser at t — 0+ with a wavelength of 1.064p,m, a uniform excess carrier 

concentration may be generated within a sample of 50pm thickness Luke [28]. This 

produces the initial condition An(0) = Ap(0) at t = 0+. Silicon nitride passivated 

surfaces provide a low effective surface recombination velocity (Seff) on a float zone 

p-type silicon wafer as in ref. [29]. Similarly a low surface recombination velocity 

may be attained with the Si — SiO2 system as in Ref. [30]. The effective surface 

recombination velocity is taken to be injection level dependent in Refs. [29] and 

[30]. For excess carrier concentrations 1 x 108 cm-3 to 1 x 1016 cm-3 an 5e// < 50 

cm/s is assumed to be attainable with appropriate processing with the Si — Si02 

system for a wafer resistivity of the order of 250 Qcm (5 x 1013 cm-3). The decay 

of excess carriers may be detected by a contactless microwave photoconductance 

measurement. Furthermore a dominant level with an energy near midgap (such as 

one of the gold levels at Et — Ev = 0.65eR) which represents an efficient recombi

nation centre, is the basis for the single level model. The defect level concentration 

is assumed to be uniformly distributed throughout the sample.

In terms of direct application a possibility immediately arises from the present 

work where a silicon sample is processed as above. Minority carrier trapping for a 

dominant defect level may be evaluated by an analysis of the decay due to an impulse 

of light as previously indicated to determine T\ and a plot of this quantity against 

the excess carrier concentration An(0). Since T\ represents the minority carrier for 

a dominant defect level, a measure of material quality is attained by an assessment 

of minority carrier trapping. From the charge neutrality relationship increasing the 

excess carrier concentration in the sample means that both An(t) and Ap(t) are
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measured. However from the present work both quantities contain the same decay

constants. The decay may be analysed for t\ and given the relative magnitude of

excess carrier concentration wafers may be compared for quality. Ideally the range

of excess carrier concentration should encompass the linear region and the non-linear

region of variation of T\$ with excess carrier concentration.

2.8 Discussion

As stated previously the steady state decay time constant is the same as the transient 

decay time constant with only the magnitudes of the coefficients of the exponen

tial terms differing from steady state to transient. Existing experimental data are 

largely interpreted using the expressions derived in Ref. [2] with approximations 

as indicated in the introduction. The current work seeks to address the anomalies 

arising from such an interpretation in terms of the defect level parameters such as 

level depth. To this effect for example figure 2.5 indicates the variation of t\ with 

excess carrier concentration and that of tl-srh and th-srh of Ref- [2] representing 

equations (5.3) and (6.1) respectively of that paper. Note that tl_srh is the low ex

cess carrier time constant and th-srh is the high excess carrier concentration time 

constant. From the figure tl_srh underestimates T\ by approximately thirty per

cent in the linear region. Although th-srh is a good fit in the non-linear region in 

terms of determining material quality for a dominant defect again the degree of trap

ping is unknown. However for defect level parameter estimation decay experiments 

are usually conducted in the linear region (low excess carrier concentration). The 

reason for the discrepancy in the linear region is that in the original paper of Ref. 

[2] the change in charge density produced by changing concentration in the traps 

is neglected. The present work makes no such assumption. Referring to the figure 

from the low and high excess carrier concentration time constants the An(0)cr^ca/ 

cannot be determined. As a result the extent of the linear region is unknown from 

these time constants. The extent of the linear region is also unknown with the work 

of Streetman [5]. Without knowing the limit on excess carrier concentration defining 

the linear region reduces the application of Ref. [2] and Ref. [5] in practice unless
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H-SRH

L-SRH

An(0) [ cm 3 ]

Figure 2.5: A graph of T\ = 1/Ai and tl_Srh, Lh-srh versus excess electron con

centration An(0). The doping concentration N& of the sample is 5 x 1013 cm-3. See 

Table 2.1 for defect level parameters.

the time constants are plotted against a range of excess carrier concentrations to 

ascertain the onset of trapping.
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Chapter 3

Accuracy of the 

Shockley-Read-Hall Time 

Constant for a Single-Level Defect 

Species

3.1 Introduction

A dominant recombination mechanism in semiconductors, apart from Auger recom

bination, is Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination as described by the SRH rate 

equations in 1952 [2] [3]. Shockley and Read developed an expression for the recom

bination time constant in the steady state rss. Although developed for the steady 

state, the theory has been applied to the transient case in the neighbourhood of 

the equilibrium point (small signal) and the time constant is referred to as r&. This 

applies to a single-level defect although in practical situations multiple defect lev

els occur. These rate equations have been applied to the analysis of experimental 

data assuming a dominant defect energy level. The literature indicates conflicting 

partial solutions to the rate equations, notably the expression with a single time 

constant [2] which is defined as (3.1), where U represents the recombination rate,
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and expressions of several authors with two time constants, indicated below.

An
Tss = ~u

The focus of the present work is to show that the SRH expression is an approxima

tion, indicate the source of the approximation which for the given example amounts 

to a relative error of thirty percent, and resolve the conflicting issues. The recent 

general analytic method of solution [1], for the transient case developed without an 

approximation, is applied to the SRH rate equations (3.2) to obtain a new steady 

state solution. This solution is compared to the existing steady state SRH time 

constant expression.

= CpNtp(t)f(t) - epNt (1 - f{t)) (3.2a)

= CnNtn(t) (1 — f(t)) — enN,J(t) (3.2b)

In Eq. (3.2), Nt is the defect concentration, n(t), p(t) are the electron and hole 

concentrations respectively, f(t) is the defect occupancy function or probability 

function, Cn and Cp are the electron and hole capture coefficients and, en and ev are 

the electron and hole emission rates.

In the present work the theoretical predictions of time constants from the analytic 

solution are compared with the analysis of the numerical solution for component time 

constants in the steady state case. Good agreement is found for this comparison. 

Previous analyses in the literature have assumed the validity of the single time 

constant expression (3.3) (Eq. 5.3 of Ref. [2]) derived from Eq. (3.1) without such 

a comparison.

(npo + rii + An)
CpNt (npo + ppo + An)

f (p,c + Pi + Ap) (3 3.
CnNt {npo + Ppo + An)

It is shown that the definition, Eq. (3.1), leads to an incorrect theoretical prediction 

of one time constant tss of Eq. (3.3) for the steady state whereas at least two time 

constants are predicted by the analytic steady state theory presented in this work.
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This indicates that the definition Eq. (3.1) is not related to the physics of the 

carriers.

The present work demonstrates that the steady state solution, determined both 

analytically and by analysis of the numerical solution, converges to the transient 

solution of Ref. [1] in the small signal transient limit. This confirms the transient 

and steady state multiple time constant solutions to be consistent. The single SRH 

time constant tss of Eq. (3.3) is inaccurate which implies from Eq. (3.1) that the 

recombination term U = Ati/tss is also inaccurate. In the literature this recombi

nation term is included in the carrier continuity equation which describes the flux 

of carriers into and out of a volume of semiconductor [31]. Within the volume there 

may be recombination and generation. The definition of Eq. (3.1) leads to a re

combination term, which at best is convenient as a means to represent the SRH 

equations in the carrier continuity equation in a mathematical context, is however 

not physically meaningful. A more accurate recombination term is derived in terms 

of the concept of fundamental frequencies in Chapter 5.

A brief survey of developments related to the partial solutions of the SRH rate 

equations follows. A partial solution to the rate equations [7] yielded two time con

stants written in terms of a ”recombination time”, ”a time to trap a carrier” and 

”a time to release a trapped carrier”. In this case the recombination time constant 

is defined as in (3.1). In [8] the defect problem is addressed with approximations 

introduced to elucidate the different features of types of defects. For the transient 

case, an approximate solution of [6], yields two time constants comprising an ini

tial decay and a transient decay. A set of differential rate equations for multiple 

discrete levels based on a summation of the single level SRH equations is stated in 

[9]. Approximations were introduced to provide a linear solution to the non-linear 

differential equations for small changes in Ap and An from the equilibrium values. 

For the single-level, two time constants result from this solution for the transient 

case which were simplified to one time constant and an ’’adjustment time” which 

agree with [6].

In [4] approximations were applied to the solution not of the rate equations 

but to the second order differential equation in Ap (3.4) that results from the rate
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equations and the charge neutrality condition.

— \y" (y +1 + —) - y
Vo l V Vo)
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where y = Ap/pQ and similarly for An and,

n\ = Nc exp (Ec - Et) 
kT

(3.4)

(3.5a)

Pi = Nv exp kf~V^ (3-5b)

As pointed out by [4], all previous methods of solution of (3.4) including per

turbative methods, were unsuccessful in yielding a solution. For this reason previ

ous attempts at solving the rate equations have inherently involved approximations 

in order to gain some insight into the carrier dynamics. However, Streetman [5] 

confirmed the existence of two time constants, as also indicated by [9], for small 

departures from equilibrium for the transient case applied to the single-level defect. 

In [10], application of the rate equations to coupled states and two independent 

states is investigated for the transient and steady state situations. The transient 

time constant expressions agree with [9] and [5] for small departures of the carrier 

concentration from equilibrium for the single-level case. There are two time con

stants in these solutions which are in agreement with the exact solution of [1]. This 

is consistent with the governing second order differential equation (3.4) since there 

are two eigenvalues of the linear system because the equation is second order.
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However, the equations in the multiple level and single level cases, were stated 

but the resulting time constants were not verified against an analysis of the numeri

cal solution for the component time constants. In Section 3.2 the exact steady state 

analytic solution is discussed and the steady state fundamental time constants pre

sented. In Section 3.3 the theoretical prediction of these fundamental time constants 

and analysis of the numerical solution for component time constants are shown to 

be in close agreement. This solution comprises, for the single-level, two fundamental 

time constants, T\ and 72, which are in agreement with previous derivations notably 

Refs. [9] [5] for the small signal case and the order of the underlying second order 

differential equation. In Ref. [1] the minority carrier time constant is defined as T\ 

and the majority carrier as r2. In this respect these two fundamental time constants 

are directly related to the physics of carrier decay which affect structures such as 

solar cells. In this case it is the minority carrier represented by t\ which is involved 

in the physics of trapping [1].

In [7] and [10] the steady state time constant is defined as (3.1) as in [2] (Eq. 

5.2), without justification. Although two time constants are derived for the minority 

carrier in n-type and p-type semiconductor material in the appendix of [2], these time 

constants are defined similar to (3.1). It may be shown that these time constants 

as defined, for the linear region (constant region) of variation of the dominant time 

constant T\ with excess carrier concentration, corresponding to the small signal case 

of [1], do not agree with the exact solution as given in [1].

For the single level case, the equation describing the time evolution of the nor

malised excess electron concentration (3.4), Annm(t), is a second order non-linear 

differential equation and has a cubic power of Annm(t) given as Eq. (9) in [4]. Since 

the differential equation for Annm(t) is second order, at least two time constants are 

expected in the solution (the eigenvalues of the linear system) for all excess carrier 

concentrations less than the Auger limit and the non-degenerate doping concentra

tion. The steady state is realized with the boundary condition dn(t)/dt = 0 at 

t = 0+ for electrons in the conduction band. Application of the boundary condition 

is still expected to realize two time constants in the solution since the underlying 

differential equation is second order.
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Z T

Figure 3.1: A graph of fundamental time constant T\ and SRH time constant tss — 

t~srh versus excess carrier concentration An(0+). Circles: r\ derived from multi

transient analysis of the numerical solution. There is a relative error e ~ 30% 

between rj and tsrh in the linear region.

In [2] the steady state is realised by setting Un = Up given as Eq. 4.1 of [2]. 

They define only a single time constant (Eq. 5.2 of [2] repeated as Eq. (3.1) of 

this work), rss, implying the solution of a first, rather than second, order governing 

differential equation. For a second order equation to become first order, a zero must 

be cancelled by a pole of the same magnitude and frequency as the zero for all 

excess carrier concentrations. A zero that is not cancelled should be realized in the 

solution.

It is shown in Figure 3.1 that the time constant rss = tsrh is approximately 

equal to the dominant time constant T\ for only part of the range of excess carrier 

concentration. Furthermore, the analysis of the numerical solution for component 

time constants (see Section 3.3) yields close agreement with the predicted value of 

ti for the steady state. Parameters used for the evaluation are given in [1]. Hence 

the definition of tss in [2], as stated above, yields a time constant expression which 

is inaccurate.
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3.2 Analytic Steady State SRH Solution

A recent analytic solution (3.6) [1] to the SRH rate equations (3.2) is obtained with

out any approximations for uniform arbitrary non-degenerate doping concentration 

Na,Di defect energy depth Et, defect concentration Nt and cross sections on and ov. 

The exact solution (3.6) for the single-level comprises an infinity of monoexponen

tial terms with frequencies or inverse time constants a linear combination of two 

fundamental frequencies Ai = 1/t\ and A2 = 1 /r2.
oo oo

Annm(t) = Y y NUfVexp (-uAR - v\2t) (3.6a)
U— 1 V— 1

oo oo

ApnTn{t) = yyPu,vexp(-u\lt-v\2t) (3.6b)
U= 1 V— 1

oo oo

Af(t) = yy Fu^vexp (-uXit - v\2t) (3.6c)
U=1 U = 1

The magnitude, of the coefficients NU}V and PU)V of the exponential terms, falls away 

rapidly to a very small value so that less than eight terms are significant in the 

series. The first two coefficients are the most significant, (u,v) = (1,0) and (0,1). 

Expressions for the minority carrier time constant T\ and majority time constant r2 

are derived and given as (3.12). The dominant time constant is T\ and its behaviour 

with excess carrier concentration indicates the onset of trapping. A critical point, 

representing the transition between the linear (constant) and non-linear variation of 

fundamental frequency with excess carrier density, is identified.

Application of the method of solution derived in [1] as indicated above, to the 

steady state is performed as follows. Fundamental frequencies are derived by scal

ing the differential equations and solving the linear form (3.7) of the non-linear 

differential equations.

o) o) (3.7a)dApnm {t)

dt

dAnnm (^)

t—to

t—£n
dt

y Annm{t{)) a Apnm(to) (3.7b)
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where ct, /?, 7 and o now contain the ryn(t0) and r/p(to) terms ( see [1] ), with 

An(0) = Ap(0) and rjn(to) defined as follows,

Vn(to) = /s(0+) — f0 (3.8)

From the charge neutrality relation with An(t0) = A/s(£0) = rjn(to) the quantity 

r]p(to) may be defined as Eq. (3.9),

Nt
vAto) = (1+A^))^o) (3.9)

The steady state definition of the occupancy function fs(t) (Eq. 4.2 of [2]), with 

n(t) = npo T An(t) and p(t) = ppo + Ap(t) and corresponding equilibrium concen

trations npo and ppo, is given as Eq. (3.10).

Cnn{t) T CpPl
/.(o+) = (3.10)Cnn(t) T C*pp(t) T Cnrii T Cpp\

At equilibrium the electron occupancy of the defect level is fQ = /(0-) given in 

terms of ppo by:

Pi

and in terms of npo by:

fo =

fo =

Ppo + Pi

Tlpo T Tl\

(3.11a)

(3.11b)

The fundamental frequencies T\ = l/X\ and r2 = 1/A2 are given as Eqs. (3.12) 

(see Ref [1]).

Ai = 1 a + 7(
2 0:7 — o/3 (« + 7)‘

(3.12a)

Ao — —
1 OL + 7
2 cry — o(3

1—1 — 4
ay — o/3\ 2 
(a + 7)'

(3.12b)

3.3 Numerical Solution for the Steady State

The unconstrained coupled differential equations are of the form (3.2) and (3.13), 

where (3.13) results from the steady state condition Un = Up [2] or:

dp(t) dn(t)
dt dt

(3.13)
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-2

high injection

low injection

Figure 3.2: A graph of T\ = 1/Ai and t2 = 1/A2 versus excess electron concentration 

An(0) for the steady state. The doping concentration Na of the sample is 5 x 1013 

cm-3. Continuous line: T\ and r2 predicted by equation (3.12) Circles: T\ and t2 

derived from multi-transient analysis of the numerical solution.

The initial conditions are n(0+) = p(0+) due to the generation rate G and /(0+) 

determined Eq. 4.2 of [2] for the steady state.

For small deviations from equilibrium (low excess carrier concentrations) referred 

to as the linear region (constant region) of variation of time constant with excess 

carrier concentration at least two time constants are expected in the steady state 

as with the transient case. This is because the governing equation is second order. 

For higher excess carrier concentrations away from equilibrium the time constants 

are expected to differ from the transient case because dn(t)/dt — dp(t)/dt will 

necessarily give a different An(0)cr^ca/ [!]• See [1] for the fifth order Runge-Kutta 

scheme and typical data used in the numerical solution.

Multi-transient analysis using the Total Least Squares (TLS) method, refers to 

the extraction of component exponential terms from a sum of exponentials compris

ing the signal (see [1]). Figure 3.2 shows the comparison between the decay time 

constants T\ = 1/Ai and r2 = 1/A2 as calculated from equation (3.12) and as eval-
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uated by TLS analysis of numerical data (An(t + At)) for T = 300 K. The figure

indicates the variation from low injection through to high injection. Agreement is

very good. Also, the steady state values for T\ and r2 agree with the transient values

for the constant region.

3.4 Discussion

The steady state solution converges to the transient solution for low excess carrier 

concentrations and hence confirms the transient solution for the near equilibrium 

case referred to as the small signal case. This steady state solution is independently 

determined from a different set of boundary conditions and yet converges to the 

transient solution as expected from the physics for the small signal case. Further

more, for the case of intermediate excess carrier concentration the steady state and 

transient solutions for the time constants are different as shown in Figure 3.3. The 

present work independently addresses the solution of the steady state, proving con

sistency in the solution and indicating a more accurate set of time constants than 

that of the 1952 SRH time constant.

3.5 Conclusions

From a theoretical standpoint, the SRH lifetime expression rss for the dominant 

single level model, is shown to be approximate. The existing interpretation of ex

perimental data relies on one time constant tss (steady state case) or (bulk decay 

- transient case) derived from the definition Eq. 5.2 of [2] (repeated as Eq. (3.1) 

here). Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 indicate that for low injection the SRH single time 

constant expression, applied to both the steady state and transient situations (small 

signal), does not adequately reflect the actual decay. Whereas at high injection T\ is 

adequate to model recombination and trapping, at low injection r2 is also required 

as the magnitude of the coefficient can be significant. For the steady state, in low 

injection the frequencies are the same as the transient case. From the above it can 

be seen that the single SRH time constant expression is not sufficient as an ap-
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steady state solution

transient solution

steady state solution

Figure 3.3: A graph of T\ = 1/Ai and r2 = 1/A2 versus excess electron concen

tration An(0). Comparison between the transient ([1]) and steady state solutions. 

Continuous line: t\ and t2 predicted by equation (3.12).

proximation and it lacks the ability to predict behaviour. Furthermore, the steady 

state solution together with the TLS analysis of the numerical solution, confirms 

the presence of at least two time constants in the decay. This unifies the existing 

solutions of the rate equations in the literature, as expected from inspection of the 

second order differential equation (3.4), for small departures from the equilibrium 

carrier concentration where the transient and steady state solutions are identical.
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Chapter 4

Multiple Defect Energy Levels and 

Isothermal Trapping in 

Semiconductors

4.1 Introduction

Consider the decay response of a semiconductor to a light impulse 5(t). The 

Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) rate equations Shockley and Read [2], and Hall [3] de

scribe the evolution with time of recombination, capture and emission of excess 

carriers via a single defect energy level in the bandgap of a semiconductor. These 

rate equations have been applied to date to the analysis of experimental data as

suming a dominant defect energy level. Multiple defect energy levels were discussed 

in Rose [8] with approximations introduced to elucidate features of types of defects. 

A set of differential rate equations for multiple discrete levels based on a summation 

of the single level SRH equations is given in Wertheim [9] and Choo [10]. Again 

approximations were introduced to provide a linear solution to the non-linear dif

ferential equations. The time constants resulting from this solution were applied to 

data where the sample semiconductor probably contained concentrations of uninten

tional defects in excess of what is currently acceptable today. A requirement exists 

such that the effect of low concentrations of defect levels may be assessed without
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introducing approximations.

The validation of the summation of the single level SRH equations for the mul

tiple discrete level case has not been previously confirmed. This is especially im

portant since many analyses applied to the multiple defect situation have involved 

approximations. The approach taken to determine the accuracy of the above formu

lation of the rate equations is firstly to derive the equations from first principles and 

secondly to analyse the numerical solution. The validity of the set of rate equations 

is confirmed by applying the method of solution developed in Chapter 2 Ref. [1]. 

This solution represents the impulse response and is given by an infinite number of 

monoexponential terms, the inverse time constants or frequencies, of which are the 

linear combination of fundamental frequencies. The fundamental frequencies are 

derived from the linear form of the differential equations. In this Chapter the differ

ential rate equations and the solution of the rate equations, for two multiple defect 

state systems, are derived. The first is the multiple discrete energy level situation 

where there are m discrete levels in the bandgap and the second is a ground state 

with an excited state. These two systems represent the multiple defect energy levels 

commonly encountered in the physics of device operation.

Major contributions of the current work are the derivation of the differential rate 

equations for the two defect level systems, derivation of expressions representing the 

analytic solution to the rate equations for the stated multiple defect level systems 

and verification of the rate equations. As with the single level solution of Chapter 

2 Ref. [1] the fundamental frequencies or inverse time constants are derived from 

the linear form of the scaled rate equations. Expressions for the minority (ti) and 

majority (r/g+i with k = 1,2 • • - m) carrier decay time constants for the discrete case 

and 71,2,3, f°r the ground excited state system are given. These are derived without 

an approximation at a given temperature for an excess carrier concentration below 

the non-degenerate doping concentration, arbitrary doping concentration Na,di de

fect level concentration JV**, cross section crnk,pk and energy level Etk- The theory 

presented here addresses the whole decay process from 0+ < t < oo. The analytic 

solution is verified by showing agreement with an analysis of the numerical solution 

of the rate equations for component time constants for the above given parameters
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using a multi-transient technique.

The processes of capture and emission of carriers from multiple defect levels and 

recombination and trapping via multiple defect levels are described by the derived 

rate equations. These processes determine the average lifetime of minority carriers 

and hence device characteristics. A considerable effort is being expended on improv

ing the quality of semiconductor material to minimise the mostly detrimental effects 

of defect levels on device performance. Current methods of analysis to determine de

fect level parameters or semiconductor quality are approximate in nature. Despite 

the probability that many defect levels may be present in a given semiconductor 

sample, an effective lifetime re is often evaluated as if they may be represented by 

one dominant level. However re is a cumulative quantity and by definition cannot 

be related to the physics of one carrier type over all excess carrier concentrations. 

A more accurate measure of semiconductor quality is proposed here. It is based on 

a measure of one time constant T\ which is shown to represent the minority carrier 

over all excess carrier concentrations whether the decay is produced by an impulse 

N0S(t) or in the steady state. The behaviour of T\ with excess carrier concentration 

gives an indication of the onset of minority carrier trapping. Note that the time 

constants for the impulse response and the steady state response are the same in 

the neighbourhood of the equilibrium point, only the coefficients of the exponen

tial terms in the series change. A critical point representing the transition between 

the linear ( constant ) and non-linear variation of fundamental frequency with ex

cess carrier density is identified. For practical assessment of semiconductor material 

quality a contactless isothermal method is required. The photoconductance decay 

method may be applied for a range of silicon conductivities suitable for device fab

rication. Given an ideal surface passivation, namely surface recombination velocity 

S = 0, a measure of t\ may be extracted from the decay.

The paper is organised as follows. The differential equations for the multiple 

discrete defect level system are derived from first principles in Appendix F and the 

fundamental frequencies evaluated in section 4.2. Fundamental frequencies Xk+i 

representing m, k = 1, 2 • • • m discrete energy levels are derived for isothermal con

ditions for arbitrary excess carrier concentration below non-degenerate doping, uni-
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form doping concentration Na,d, defect level concentration Ntk, cross section <jnk,pk 

and energy level Etk• An excess electron concentration An(t) and hole concentra

tion Ap(t) is assumed to be uniformly generated throughout the wafer thickness at 

t = 0+. It is shown that the non-linear terms in the rate equations for An(t) and 

Ap(t) go to zero at some time t = t0. The resulting differential equations may be 

solved at t = 0+ or t = t0 for the fundamental frequencies or eigenvalues — Xk+i- 

Having obtained the fundamental time constants, a general solution for An(t) and 

Ap(t), represented by the impulse response is given.

The ground excited state defect level system is evaluated in section 4.3. Here 

the differential rate equations are derived from first principles for carrier transitions 

between the ground and excited state. Again the linear form of the rate equations 

indicates the fundamental frequencies involved in the decay.

A section 4.4 contains a multi-transient analysis of the numerical solution to 

determine the component exponentials in the sum of exponentials. Comparison of 

the predictions of the analytic solution for the multiple discrete and ground excited 

state systems with the results of the multi-transient analysis of the numerical solu

tion is very good. In particular the linear combination of fundamental frequencies 

in the exponents predicted by the analytic solution and the variation of the time 

constant T\ = 1/Ai with excess carrier concentration, indicate close agreement. An 

indication of recombination only and of trapping is discussed.

A section 4.5 discusses the implications of the theoretical results determined 

above. In particular, defect level parameters for the same level as in Chapter 2 Ref. 

[1] are retained in the present analysis and it is shown that with additional levels the 

minority carrier time constant T\ is lower. This is to be expected, however since T\ is 

the dominant decay time constant, it has implications in terms of interpretation of 

experimental data which relies on measuring the dominant decay term. The reason 

for this is that different semiconductor samples may have different concentrations of 

background defect species leading to variable impact on T\ even though a dominant 

defect species may be present in the samples.
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Figure 4.1: Band diagram for three discrete defect levels indicating carrier transi

tions with the respective band.

4.2 Multiple Discrete Energy Levels: Derivation 

of Frequencies A for Arbitrary Injection Level

Consider m discrete defect energy levels in the bandgap where the processes of re

combination and emission proceed with the respective band for each level indepen

dently. Interaction between levels is not considered. In Ref. [9] the rate equations 

are given without formal derivation as a summation of the SRH single level level 

rate equations. It is shown in Appendix F that this formulation is effectively correct 

although one can not, strictly speaking, define individual level carrier recombina

tion rates. There is only one recombination rate for each carrier. With reference to 

Figure 4.1 for three defect levels (to = 3) the following rate equations apply as in 

Refs. [2] [9] for the recombination via and emission from the kth defect level:

dn(t)
dt £ l4cNtkfk(t)

k—1

~v"kNtkn(t) (1 - /*(*))] (4.1)
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= EKA(i-AW)
k=1
-v%hNtkP(t)fk{t)] (4.2)

where ekc and epkv represent the emission rates for electrons and holes respectively 

( for the kth defect level ) and, v™k, vpvk are the capture coefficients for electrons 

and holes respectively. The following are defined from the first principles approach 

in Ref. [2] and Appendix F to simplify notation used in the text.

Cnk^llk = &kc (4.3a)

CPkPik = epkv (4.3b)

Cnk = Vck (4-3c)

Cpk = vPvk (4.3d)

where Cnk = vthncrnk and Cpk = vthP°Pk, with ank and apk, the cross sections for 

electrons and holes respectively. The quantities vthn and vthP are the average thermal 

velocity of electrons and holes respectively, and

nik = Nc exp f-------—----  1 (4.4a)

Pik Nv exp {Etk ~ Ey) \
~kT )

(4.4b)

The excess electron concentration An(t) and the excess hole concentration Ap{t) 

are written in terms of normalised excess carrier concentration Annm{t) and Apnm{t) 

respectively where the subscript nm denotes a normalised quantity. Note that 

Annm(0+) = 1 and Apnm(0+) = 1.

{t)
A n(t) 
An(0) 
&p(t) 
Ap(0)

(4.5)

^Pnm {t) (4.6)
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The defect level occupancy function fk(t) for the kth level is written in terms of the 

departure from equilibrium A/*.(£) and the equilibrium occupation fQk. The electron 

and hole concentrations, and occupancy terms may be written:

n(t) — Annm(t) An(0) + n% (4.7a)

p(t) = Apnm(t)Ap(0)+p, (4.7b)

}k{t) = Afk(t) + fok (4.7c)

where the corresponding equilibrium concentrations npo and ppo and where the equi

librium defect level occupation fQk = /^(O-) is given for the kth level by:

fok
Plk (4.8)

Ppo T P\k Tipo T ri\k 

A charge neutrality relation requires the conservation of nett charge with time 

as in Ref. [2] with Nt being the defect level concentration.

Apnm{t)Ap(0) = Annm(t)An(0) + ^ NtkAfk(t) (4.9)
k=1

Af(t) may be written as Ant(t)/Nt with Ant(t) being the defect level excess electron 

concentration. By rewriting the charge neutrality relation with An(0) = Ap(0), 

the valence, conduction and defect level electron concentrations may be directly 

compared since the three quantities are normalised to an injection level Ap(0).

A ntk(t)
^Pnm(t) ATlnrn(t) -\~ An(0)

(4.10)

For multiple discrete energy levels in the bandgap the rate equations are given 

by the first principles derivation in Appendix F as Eqs. (F.ll) and (F.12) which 

correspond to the rate equations Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) and are written as follows:

dn(t)
= -Un (4.11)

dp(t)
= -Ur, (4.12)
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The differential equations (4.1) and (4.2) are scaled Fulford et al [32] by a nor

malising factor Ara(O) = Ap(0) where Annm(t) and Apnm(t) represent the scaled 

electron and hole concentrations. It is shown that the non-linear terms in the rate 

equations for Annm(t) and Apnm(t) go to zero at some time t = t0. The resulting 

differential equations contain terms in only Am+i. As there are m + 1 equations 

and m + 1 unknowns the equations may be solved for the fundamental frequencies 

Am+i. The scaled equations are written as Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14) for the normalised 

electron and hole excess carrier concentrations respectively.
m

Annm(t) ^ &0k)
k—1 

m

m
- y; CnkNtkAnnm(t)Afk(t) (4.13)

k—\

dAnnm (t) 

dt

dApnm(t)
Apnm(t) ^ k ftok)

k—l

m
+ ^2 CpkNtkApnm(t)Afk (t)

k—l

(4.14)

where:

— n at i i Pp° Plk l&ok Lpkfvtk | T }
Ppo + Pik Ntk

(4.15a)

@0k ~ CPkNtk{ Ppo T Plk 

Ntk } (4.15b)

70A: — CukNtk{ T +
Pipo T nik

+ nlk

Nt
(4.15c)

= CnkNtk{npo + Hlk } (4.15d)
1'tk

It is shown that the non-linear terms in the second order differential equation de

scribing Annm(t) vanish at time t = to for two conditions. This allows the eigen

values to be determined. Two variables are defined and the conditions on these
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two variables determine how the non-linear terms in the second order differential 

equation go to zero at time t = t0. For a given excess carrier concentration one 

defect level occupancy function Afk(t) for some k may intersect Annm{t) at some 

time to- A further increase in An(0+) may result in two defect level occupancy 

functions intersecting Annm{t) concurrently at t = t0. These two intersections oc

cur simultaneously at t = t0 although the times tlk for a given k of each intersection 

are different. The important point is that in intersecting simultaneously, the values 

of rjnk(t) and r]pk(t) are the values of the individual defect level intersecting with 

t = tik. Let rinkitik) — Afk(tik) = Annm(tik) at the point of intersection for some 

k. There is also a corresponding term 7lpk(tik) to be described below. Note that 

the occupancy functions in intersecting simultaneously with Annm(t) at t = to, the 

values of pnk(tik) and r]pk(tik) are from intersections that occur at different tik. Eqs. 

(4.13) and (4.14) may be written as Eq. (4.16) and Eq. (4.17) respectively, which 

include the terms rjnk{Uk) and rjpk(tik)

dAnnm (t) 
dt E Annm(t) [y^ <7k] Ok

An(0)
NtkAfk(t)

-CckAn(0)NtkAfk(t) [Annm(t) - r]nk(t)}] (4.16)

Similarly for Eq. (4.14) substitution of a corresponding set of terms containing 

VPk(Uk) result in Eq. (4.17).

dApnm (t) = E
fc=i

APnm(t) \ptk (dk\ +
A

An(0)
NtkAfk(t)

+C%kAn(0)NtkAfk(t) [Apnm{t) - rjpk(t)]] (4.17)

where ak, yk, (5k and ok now contain the pnk{tik) and r]pk(tik) terms for the two cases 

indicated above at t = to with An(0) = Ap(0).

= CpvkNtk{ Pik

+

Ppo T P\k

Ppk{tik)Ap(0) ,

+ Ppo + Plk 

Nty

Ntk
(4.18a)

A = ClkNtk{P-^±^
P'tk

Ppk{tik) Ari(O) .. 
AU 1

(4.18b)
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dnk{tik)
~Kk ^

(4.18c)

dnk ->
~N^k 1

(4.18d)

and

[70k — ^OA:] — [lk ~ &k] (4.19a)

[«0A: —00k] ~ [dk ~ Pk\ (4.19b)

Inclusion of the r]nk{t) terms above in Eq. (4.16) and a corresponding set of terms in 

r]Pk{t) in Eq. (4.17) is a construction which allows the application of the boundary 

conditions to evaluate the non-linear terms in both equations. The non-linear terms 

in the differential equations go to zero at time t0 at which the equations contain only 

the terms in Ak- If the resulting equations (4.16) and (4.17) are multiplied out, the 

77nk(t) and rjpk{t) terms cancel. Effectively the equations are unchanged by inclusion 

of those terms.

The non-linear term in Eq. (4.16) labeled as pjj(t) may be written as follows 

with t = t0:

Similarly, the non-linear term in Eq. (4.17) referred to as gpk{t0) may be expressed 

as follows.

9k(to) [^nm(^o) T]nk (^o)] Vnk (^o) (4.20)

9Pk(t0) = (Apnm{to) - rjpk(t0)) rjnk(to)

(4.21)

Two conditions exist for the non-linear terms to vanish (go to zero at time t0) 

in Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17) at a certain time t0. For example, two quantum levels 

(m = 3) the charge neutrality relation Eq. (4.9) is written as Eq. (4.22) with two
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intersecting occupancy functions Afi(tn) and A/2(t*2). Note that for a light impulse

S(t), carriers are generated with Ara(O) = Ap(0) and Annm(t) is normalised.

AT
Apnm(t0) = Annm(t0) + A/i(^o)

+ An(0)A/2(<o) + An(0)AMt0)

At t — t0, the following constants are defined.

(4.22)

Vnk(to) ^7nl(til) T r/n2(ti2) (4.23a)

Vpk{l0) ^7pl (t^l) T (t^2) (4.23b)

with

^7pl(til) 01^7nl(tjl) (4.24a)

Vp2(ti2) — (J>2dn2(ti2) (4.24b)

and (f)^ Eq. (4.25) defined with k = 1

, r Ntl '
01 - [1 + An(0)j

(4.25)

now from equations (4.23b) and (4.24)

dpki^o) — 01^?nl(^il)

+ 4>2Vn2(ti2) (4.26)

so that the charge neutrality relation Eq. (4.22) and Eq. (4.26) may be written as 

Eq. (4.27) where the constant 77^ (to) is defined by 77^ (to) = Apnm(t0).

Apnm(to) Vpk{to)

+ ^A/3fe) (4.27)

Therefore A/3(ti3) = 0 and this can only occur if the condition = 0+ for which 

4N/3(0+) = 0 since fk(0~) = fk{0+) for k = 3. The other condition is tn > 0+ and 

t{2 > 0+ for which Afi(tn) > 0 and A/2(tj2) > 0, the points of intersection. Hence
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constants r]ni(tn) > 0 and 77n2fe) > 0 and similarly for r]pk(tik) > 0 for k = 1,2.

The constant 77^3(ti3) = 0 and similarly for r]pk{Uk) = 0 for k = 3.

The linear (constant) region of frequency variation with excess carrier concen

tration corresponds to the case of pnk(^+) = 0 and r]pk(0+) = 0 for all k. When 

Vnk{Uk) > 0+ for some k, this corresponds to the non-linear region of frequency vari

ation with excess carrier concentration (see at the end of this section ). Effectively 

there is an intersection of Afk{Uk) and Annm(t) whereas at low injection there is 

no intersection.

For a light impulse 6(t), carriers are generated such that An(0) = Ap(0). The 

differential equations (4.16) and (4.17) are written in a simplified linear form at 

t = t0 as equations (4.28) and (4.29) respectively. Constants r]nk{tik) and rjp(tik) 

are dependent on the excess carrier concentration. In Appendix G r}nk{Uk) and a 

condition for the r]nk{Uk) > 0, at some t = t0 is evaluated.

dAnnm(t) . . \
-------dt----- = wfc — Gk)

k=l
m

-E^o) N«AMt) (428)

dApnm (t) 
dt ^ Pk)

k—1
m n

(4.29)

In addition the following expression indicates the kth defect level electron rate 

of occupation given by Eq. (F. 14) ( see Appendix F ) which corresponds to an 

equivalent expression in Ref. [9]:

Ntk
dAfk(t)

dt Un |/c Up\k (4.30)

A set of linear equations is formed similar to that in Chapter 2) Ref. [1] from Eqs. 
(4.28) and (4.30) and is written as follows with the differential operator D = d/dt
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Eq. (4.31) where Eq. (4.29) is dependent and not included.

det

D + X) G* ~
h = 1

0 -

- (71 - <Tl ) (<*1 - Pi)
N

— (72 ~ <72) (q2 — P2) 0

g>1CO1 (03 - Pz) 0

1 -1

Nt \(J\ 

An(0)

An(0)

Nn
An(0)

Nt2P2
An(0)

Nt2 {D + C72 + 02) 
An(0)

Nt2
An(0)

Nt 3^3
An(0)

Nt3 (D + <T3 + 0z)

Ntz
An(0)

An(0)

(4.31)

As mentioned in Chapter 2 the method using the differential operator D = 

d/dt Jordan [14] and Kreyszig [15] whereby the determinant of the matrix of linear 

equations (4.31) equals zero, allows the formation of the characteristic equation at 

t = to ( where the non-linear terms go to zero ). The characteristic equation is given 

by Eq. (4.32) and may be solved for the time constants where the coefficients ( b, c, 

d, e ) are determined from the determinant of the matrix formed from Eq. (4.31).

(D4 + bD3 + cD2 + dD + e)exp{-Xt) =0 (4.32)

As such the fundamental frequencies A*, ( inverse time constants ) may be evaluated.

A4 - 6A3 + cA2 - dX + e - 0 (4.33)

By evaluating the four roots of Eq. (4.33) the fundamental frequencies are given by 

Ai = 1/ti, A2 = l/r2 A3 = I/73 and A4 = l/r4

The linear region of variation of fundamental frequencies A*, with injection level 

or excess carrier density is defined by Eq. (4.34). This condition is satisfied upon 

expansion of Eq. (4.34) for r]n(to) = 0 and r]p(to) = 0 at to = 0+. The requirement 

is found from rjn(t) = Af(t) which equals zero at t = 0+ as A/(£), the defect level 

excess electron concentration, is zero at t = 0+. An upper limit for the linear region 

of excess carrier density exists referred to as An(0)cr^ca/, is evaluated in Appendix 

G.

dXk
dAn(O)

0 (4.34)
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The non-linear region of variation of fundamental frequencies A^+i with injection 

level or excess carrier density is defined by Eq. (4.35). This condition is satisfied 

for rjn(to) > 0 and r}p(to) > 0 for some value of t0. Af(t) > 0 can only be achieved 

with t0 > 0+ as Af(t) is greater than zero except at t = 0+ and t = oo.

dAn(O)
> 0 (4.35)

Having evaluated the fundamental frequencies for m = 3, an analytic solution of 

the differential rate equations for An(t) and Ap(t) may be written as Eqs. (4.36) 

and (4.37) respectively following the derivation for a single level in Chapter 2 Ref. 

[!]•
OO OO OO OO

An(t) = Nhj,U^eoop {-iXit - jX2t - uX3t - vXyt) (4.36)
i=0 j—0 u=0 v=0

oo oo oo oo

Ap(t) = ^2^2^2^2pi,j,u,vexp(-iXit - j\2t - uX3t - v\At) (4.37)
z=0 j—0 u=0 u=0

4.3 Ground Excited State System: Derivation of

Frequencies A for Arbitrary Injection Level

Consider a single defect energy level Egnd representing the ground state with an 

excited state Ex in the bandgap of an n-type semiconductor. The processes of 

recombination and emission proceed inter-dependently between the ground and ex

cited state and with the respective band. With reference to Figure 4.2 the following 

equations apply similar to Refs. [2] [4] for the recombination via and emission from 

the ground and excited state system (see Appendix H for relevant expressions for 

U?g, U£g, UgX and U$x):

dn(t) enacNJg(t) + enxcNtfx(t) - v^gn(t)Nt [1 - fg(t)} - v^xn{t)Nt [1 - fx(t)\

(4.38)
dt
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Figure 4.2: Band diagram for the ground excited state system indicating carrier 

transitions with the respective band.

= egvNt [1 - fg(t)\ + ePxvNt [1 - fx{t)] - vlsp(t)Ntfg(t) - vpvxp(t)N,Jx(t)

(4.39)

= Kn(t) + epv) Nt + (U;g - Ugx) - {Upxg - lFgx)

~ [«£»*(*) + <,p(t) + ePgv + ejc+] (4.40)

= («»«(*) + elv) Nt + ([/" - Uxg) - (Upgx - U*xg)

~ [«&«(<) + v*xp(t) + epxv + e”c+] Ntfx(t) (4.41)

where the superscript denotes the carrier for example, Crclg = vthn&cg and ^vg ~ 

Vthp&vg represent the capture coefficients for electrons and holes respectively. The 

quantities cr™g and <rj5 represent the cross sections for electrons and holes from the 

conduction and valence bands to the ground state respectively . The quantities vthn 

and vthP are the average thermal velocity of electrons and holes respectively:

egc = C>i9 (4.42a)

Nt~ir

C"xnlx (4.42b)
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Jp — 'gv CvgPl9 (4.42c)

,p
XV CPVXP lx (4.42d)

~ ^ eg — vthn&cg (4.42e)

__ fin
^ cx = Vthn°cx (4.42f)

- nv~ ^vg — Vthp®yg (4.42g)

— npvx Vthp&yX (4.42h)

with:

ni9 = Ncexp ^Ec kj9nd^ (4.43a)

Pig = Nv exp <yE,,ndkT Ev^ (4.43b)

nix = Nc exp - (Ec ~ Ex) 
~kT (4.43c)

P lx Nv exp - (Ex — Ey) 
~kT (4.43d)

From the charge neutrality relation,

dApnm(t) _ dAnnm(t) | Nt (dAfg(t) | dAfx(t) 
dt dt An(0) \ dt dt

_ dAnnm(t) Nt dAf(t)
dt An(0) dt

(4.44)

The rate equations (4.38) and (4.39) are re-written so as to make the non-linear 

terms go to zero at some time to. For a given excess carrier concentration one 

defect level occupancy function Afg,x(t) for some k may intersect An(t) at some
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time t0. A further increase in An(t) may result in the two defect level occupancy 

functions intersecting An(t) concurrently at t = t0. These two intersections occur 

simultaneously at t = to although the times ti9 and tix of each intersection are 

different. The important point is that in intersecting simultaneously the values of 

Vng{t) and rjnx(t) are the values of the individual defect level occupancy function 

intersecting, at t = t{g and t = tix. Inclusion of 77ng(t) and rjnx(t) terms into Eq. 

(4.45) and a corresponding set of terms in f]pg(t) and r)px(t) into Eq. (4.45) follows the 

derivation in the previous section. It is a construction which allows the application 

of the boundary conditions to evaluate the non-linear terms in both equations and 

determine the precise time at which the equations become linear. See Appendix 

H for a derivation of the carrier transition equations for the ground excited state 

system.

dAnnm (£) 
dt Annm(t) [(y<7 (Jg) 

T ip/x &x)\

NtAUt)
An(0)

- CJA„(0)A/,(1) [An,

- CcxAn(0)A/x(t) [An,

(t) ~ rjng(t)]

(t) - Vnx(t)\ (4.45)

Similarly for Eq. (4.39) substitutions of a corresponding set of terms containing 

Vp(g,x)(t) result in Eq. (4.46).

dj. ~ nm{t) [(<^5 (3g)

+ ~ Px)]

+ 09 NtA },(t)

+

An(0)
Px NtAfx(t)

An(0)
+ C*gAn{0)Afg(t) [Apnm{t) - r)pg{t)\

+ C%xAn(0)Afx(t) [Apnm(t) - r}px(t)\ (4.46)
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where the for example the symbols a9 and ax are represented below as a9jX where 

either g or x applies. See H for the relevant expressions for fg(t) and fx(t).

a(g,x)
r^p AT ( Pd9,x) , Ppo + Pl(g,x) 'i

C^Nt{Ppa + Pns,x) + Nt }
r1p(g,x){L)An(0)

Nt 1
(4.47a)

riP Ar fPpo + Pi(5,x) , rlp{g,x){U)An(0) 1
Cv(g,x)Nt{ ^ ^ I (4.47b)

7(5, x) Cci9,x)Nt{
nl(g,x)

ripo d- ^1(0,1)
npo 4- ^l(g,x)

Nt ]
. Vn(g,x) {ti)Np{0) . (4.47c)

Ar (nP° + nl{9,x) , 77n(5,x)(^)^P(0) t
^x) = <7c(s,x)^M---------^---------  + ------------ AT------------ I (4.47d)

Nt Nt

The non-linear term in Eq. (4.45) referred to as gn(t) may be written as Eq. 

(4.48) with 7jng(t) = Afg(t) and rjnx(t) = Afx(t).

9 (t) \_Annm(t) 9ng{P)] 9ng(f)

- [A71nm(t) ^nx(0] Vnx (^) (4.48)

Similarly, the non-linear term in Eq. (4.46), referred to as gp(£), may be expressed 

as Eq. (4.49).

gp(t) = (annm(t) + A/9(i)77y - vpg(t)j rjng(t)

+ (annm(t) + A/T(t)-^0 ■ - ripxitfj vjnx(t) (4.49)

The two conditions for evaluating rjng(to) > 0 and gnx{to) > 0, and the choice of 

9pg(0+) > 0 and 77px(0+) > 0 at some t = to, are determined similar to the method 

in Section 4.2. For example, at low injection r]pg{0+) = 0 and rjpx(0+) = 0 and the 

choice of gpg(0+) > 0 and gpx(0+) > 0 at some t = t0 given Afg(Ug) = Annm(ti9) 

and Afg(tix) = Annm(tix) results in gp(t) = 0 at t0.

Nt \
An(0) JVp(tig) ~ ^fttig) ( 1 ~b (4.50a)
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VP(Ux) = Af(tix) (l + “A (4.50b)

For a light impulse 6(t), carriers are generated such that An(0) = Ap(0). The 

differential equations (4.45) and (4.46) at t0 = 0+ or t = t0 are represented by equa

tions (4.51) and (4.52). Constants r]n(t0) and r)p(to) are dependent on the injection 

level. In Appendix I r)n(to) and a condition for the existence of ryn(t0) > 0, at some 

to is evaluated.

dAnnm (t)

t—to

Annm(to) [(^9 ® g)

+ irtx - °x)]

NAfgito)An(0)
@ x

An(0)
NtAfx(t0) (4.51)

dApnm (t)

t—to

— A7T,nm(to) [(^9 (dg)

+ (<Ar ” Px)\

+

+

A
An(0)

Px
An(0)

NtAfg(t0)

NtAfx(to) (4.52)

The set of linear equations representing the ground excited state system are 
expressed as follows, where D — d/dt. See Appendix H for Afg(t) and Afx(t). The 
values of fog and fox are determined from dfg/dt = 0 and dfx/dt = 0 respectively.

[D + (7(g) - <r<o))
+ (7(i) ~ ^z))]

— (7(a) ~ a(g))

(7(i) <T(x))

0 ~°{g)

(a(s) “ P(9)) { [D + (a(9) ^(s))l

+ Nt(x) 
+ Cf

nn f02

(xg) t Jog
(1 — fox)

(^(z) /^(z)) ^t(x)

(IS)(1 -foo). 
s~iP Jox 

. {9X)fog,
, r*n (■*■ — fox)i" Wr

-/oS

-a(z)

^t(g)
+ c?

(jP LjL
, (X9) fox
T ~ fog)

{X9)0-fox)\

{ [D + (a(x) + /3(z))l 

fog
+ Nt(g)

+ Cf

/~in

{9X)fox
(1 -fogV

{9X)0- fox) \

Annrn(t 0) 
^Pnm(^o)

^fg(t 0)
&fx(to)

1 -1 1 1
(4.53)
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The method using the differential operator D as in Refs. [14] [15] whereby the 

determinant of the matrix of equations (4.53) equals zero, allows the formation of 

the characteristic equation.

(D3 + bD2 + cD + d) exp(—At) = 0 (4.54)

The fundamental frequencies Ai52,3 ( inverse time constants ) may be evaluated by 

solving for the three roots of Eq. (4.55)

—A3 + b\2 — c\-\- d = 0 (4.55)

with the frequencies given by Ai = 1/ti, A2 = I/72 and A3 = l/r3.

The linear region (constant) of variation of fundamental frequencies A1)2)3 with 

injection level or excess carrier density is defined by Eq. (4.56). This condition is 

satisfied upon expansion of Eq. (4.56) for rjng(to) — 0? Wnx(to) = 0 and rjPg(to) = 0, 

dpx{to) = 0 at t0 = 0+. An upper limit for the linear region of excess carrier density 

exists, referred to as An(0)cr^ca/, is evaluated in Appendix I.

dX 1,2,3 

dAn(O)
(4.56)

The non-linear region of variation of fundamental frequencies A1)2,3 with injection 

level or excess carrier density is defined by Eq. (4.57). This corresponds to the range 

of excess carrier density whereby the change in fundamental frequency with injection 

level is non-zero as expressed by Eq. (4.57).

0^1,2,3

dAn(O)
> 0 (4.57)

This condition is satisfied for rjng(to) > 0 r]nx{to) > 0 and ppg{to) > 0, rjpx(to) > 0 

for some value of t0. A fg,x(t) > 0 can only be achieved with t0 > 0+ as A f9lX(t) is 

greater than zero except at t = 0+ and t = 00.

Having evaluated the fundamental frequencies for the ground excited state sys

tem, an analytic solution of the differential rate equations for An(t) and Ap(t) may
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Table 4.1: Typical defect level parameters for numerical solution of the discrete 
multiple defect level system.___________________________________________
parameter level one level two level three
Et — Ey
energy depth [eV]

0.55 0.65 0.75

Nt concentration 
[cm-3]

5 x 1012 5 x 10u 5 x 1010

gp cross section 
holes [ cm2 ]

a„i = 8.5 x 10"15 av2 = 8.5 x 10-17 gv3 = 8.5 x 10~12

Gn cross section 
electrons [ cm2 ]

acl = 9.0 x 10-17 crC2 = 9.0 x 10“15 (jc3 = 9.0 x 10“14

be written as Eqs. (4.58) and (4.59) respectively.
oo oo oo

A n(t) = 22^2^2 Nm^exP (-^i* “ ~ u\3t)
i—0 j=0 u—0

(4.58)

Ap(t)
oo oo oo

= ^2 ^2^2 Pm,uexp (-iXit - j\2t - uX3t)
i=0 j—0 u—0

(4.59)

4.4 Numerical Solution for the Multiple Level and 

Excited State Systems: Ideal Impulse 8(t)

Considering the multiple discrete defect level system the coupled differential equa

tions we are interested in are of the form of Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) with dfk/dt from Eq. 

(4.30). These equations form a set of second order coupled differential equations No

mura and Blakemore [4] which are non-linear and are normally solved numerically. 

There is no a priori knowledge about n(t + At) as it represents the time evolution 

of the excess carrier concentration derived numerically. A correlation between the 

numerical solution and the predictions of the analytical solution is made and found 

to indicate close agreement. This confirms the method used to analyse the decay as 

a useful tool.

A fifth order Runge-Kutta scheme as in Refs. [17] [18], is chosen to represent 

discrete values of n(t), p(t) and /*(£), to ensure convergence to the equilibrium
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concentration for the minority carrier as t —> oo. The normalised excess carrier 

concentrations at t = 0+ are given by Annm(0+) = 1 and Apnm(0+) = 1. The 

defect level initial occupation is assumed not to change from t = 0~ to t = 0+ 

(/(0+) — /(0-)). Table 4.1 indicates typical data used in the numerical solution.

As mentioned in Chapter 2 the component exponentials, of a sum of exponentials, 

are determined by a multi-transient technique. Multi-transient analysis refers to the 

extraction of component exponential terms from a sum of exponentials comprising 

the signal. The methods available as in Refs. [20] [21] [22] present a means of 

analysing signals with additive white gaussian noise. In addition, where the data 

matrix and the observation matrix may be subject to noise fluctuations, the Total 

Least Squares method Van Huffel [23] ( TLS ) is employed. This method models the 

multi-exponential signal as an autoregressive process. For the present analysis the 

TLS technique of Refs. [22] and [24] multi-transient analysis using Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD) Klema [25] is applied to the analysis of the multi-component 

exponential decay.

TLS multi-transient analysis of the numerical solution of equations (4.1), (4.2) 

and (4.30) results in the determination of frequencies which are compared with those 

derived from a theoretical expression represented by Eq. (4.33). Figure 4.3 shows 

the comparison between the decay time constants rm+1 = 1/Am+1 for m = 3 as 

calculated from Eq. (4.33) and as evaluated by TLS analysis of numerical data 

[An{t + At)] for T = 300 K. The figure indicates the variation of fundamental 

frequencies with excess carrier concentration. Agreement is excellent and as such 

contributes to the confidence in the TLS method of analysis. The onset of the 

non-linear variation of frequencies Am+i with An(0) for An(0) = An(0)cr^ca; is 

clearly seen in the figure. The linear portion extends to 5 x 1011 cm-3 and begins to 

diverge for An(0) greater than 5 x 1011 cm-3. This indicates that the linear region 

is in close agreement with the definition given by Eq. (4.34). See Appendix G for 

the evaluation of An(0)cr^ca*. For parameters listed in Table 4.1, An(0)cntjca| =
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high injection— x [ sec ]

= low injection

Figure 4.3: A graph of t\ = 1/Ai, r2 = 1/A2, r3 = 1/A3 and r4 = 1/A4 versus 

excess electron concentration An(0). The doping concentration N& of the sample 

is 5 x 1013 cm-3. See Table 4.1 for defect level parameters. Continuous line: r4, 

7*2) 73, D predicted by Eq. (4.33) Circles: Ti, r2, r3, r4 derived from multi-transient

analysis of the numerical solution
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p-type n-type

Figure 4.4: Decay time constant T\ = 1/Ai, r2 = 1/A2, r3 = 1/A3 and 74 = 1/A4 

versus the Fermi level Ep eV for doping concentrations of Na,d = 5 x 1010 cm-3 

to Na,d = 1 x 1016 cm-3 with An(0) = 5 x 109 cm-3. The intrinsic Fermi level is 

shown as E{. Continuous line: ri>2>3j4 calculated by Eq. (4.33)

5.44 x 1011 cm-3. Note also that TLS multi-transient analysis of the numerical 

solution results in rm+1 in close agreement with that predicted by the solution for 

rm+1 of Eq. (4.33) for high injection. Some values from the analysis of the numerical 

solution ( circles ), could not be resolved due to the very small magnitude of the 

coefficient of the exponential term.

Figure 4.4 shows the comparison between the decay time constants rit2>3>4 as 

calculated from Eq. (4.33) for T = 300 K, versus the Fermi level Ep. The doping 

concentration for the p-type and n-type samples varies from 5 x 1010cm-3 to 1 x 

1016cm~3. From this figure T\ describes the minority carrier decay constant and 

Tfc+1 with k > 1, the majority carrier decay constants, by analogy with Shockley 

and Read [2] for the steady state. As such they represent fundamental decay time
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constants.

Figure 4.3 indicates that for An(0) > An(0)crjticai, Ti, the minority carrier ( 

p-type ) time constant is becoming longer. The minority carriers ( electrons ) are 

remaining in the conduction band for a longer average time indicating that there are 

fewer holes at the defect level for them to recombine with. The defect level electron 

population is increasing and electrons are remaining at the defect level for a longer 

average time. This is referred to as minority carrier trapping. The time constant 

T\ remains constant in the linear region of variation of Tk+i with An(0). This 

region corresponds to recombination only whereas the non-linear region undergoes 

recombination and trapping. Eventually the trapping saturates as An(0) is increased 

to high injection and the time constant 7i, becomes almost constant.

Further, by recalling the expression Eq. (4.36) for the decay Annm(£), the infinity 

of time constants is found to be linear combinations of ra+1 fundamental frequencies 

Afc+i. Table 4.2 indicates the correlation with the prediction of equations (4.33) and 

(4.36), and TLS analysis of the decay An(t + At) within the limitations of the 

TLS method. No a priori knowledge is known about time constants associated with 

the numerical solution, yet the agreement of the analytical and TLS methods with 

respect to the linear combination of Xk+i is excellent. Note the magnitudes of the 

coefficients decrease rapidly. In addition for the transient case in low injection, the 

magnitude of the coefficient for t2 is significant.

The equations describing the time evolution of the decay for the ground excited 

state system are given by Eqs. (4.38), (4.39), (4.40) and (4.41). A fifth order 

Runge-Kutta scheme as in Refs. [17] [18], is chosen to represent discrete values of 

n(t), p(t) and fk(t). TLS multi-transient analysis of the numerical solution of the 

given equations results in the determination of frequencies which are compared with 

the derived theoretical expressions represented by Eq. (4.55). Figure 4.5 shows the 

comparison between the decay time constants 71,2,3 = f/%,2,3 as calculated from Eq. 

(4.55) and as evaluated by TLS analysis of numerical data [An(t + At)] for T = 300
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Table 4.2: TLS analysis of numerical data Sn(t + At) for the case of level one, level 

two and level three included in the model. Evaluation of Eq. (4.33) and Eq. (4.36) 

for Na = 5 x 1013 cm-3 with An(0) = 5 x 109 cm-3.

A

Eq. (4.33)

A [secs-1]

TLS frequency

A [secs-1]

TLS coefficient

Ai 4.52402 x 104 4.523774 x 104 Ni000 = 6.27774 x 10-1

2Ai 8.785162 x 104 N2000 = 6.72298 x 10-4

A2 19.4182 x 104 19.40604 x 104 7Vo100 = 3.62217 x 10-1

Ai + A2 22.47085 x 104 100 = 4.97937 x 10-3

2A2 38.37658 x 104 AW = 9.82831 x 10-4

2X\ T 2A2 50.62222 x 104 AW = 1.41584 x 10-5

A3 820.513 x 104 677.3815 x 104 AW = 3.03147 x 10-1°

2A3 1989.850 x 104 AWo = 6.42367 x 10-8

A4 2735.61 x 104 2736.545 x 104 AW = 3.35857 x 10-3
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K. The figure indicates the variation of fundamental frequencies with excess carrier 

concentration. Agreement is excellent. Again the onset of the non-linear variation 

of frequencies Ai52,3 with An(0) for An(0) = An(0)cr^ca/ is clearly seen in the figure.

Figure 4.6 shows the comparison between the decay time constants 7i, t2 and 

r3 as calculated from Eq. (4.55) for T = 300 iF, versus the Fermi level EF. The 

doping concentration for the p-type and n-type samples varies from 5 x 1010cra-3 to 

1 x 1016cra~3. Agreement is very good for the numerical solution and the calculated 

71,2,3. From this figure t\ describes the minority carrier decay constant and 72,3, the 

majority carrier decay constants.

4.5 Discussion

From the theory presented it is evident that T\ represents an important parameter 

in terms of the minority carrier trapping behaviour. This extends to both the mul

tiple discrete defect level system and the ground excited state defect level system. 

These two systems are considered to be the most significant sources of defect level 

effects on the minority carrier. The measurement of T\ with excess carrier concen

tration for a given temperature in the linear and non-linear region realises a basis 

for evaluating semiconductor material quality. In particular the linear region which 

represents recombination-only allows comparison of semiconductor time constants 

( T\ ). Comparison of time constants in the non-linear region is at best unreliable 

as the degree of trapping is unknown and the range of variation of r\ with excess 

carrier concentration is significant.

The ground excited state system may be applicable to the boron-acceptor com

plex Zhao [33]. This is not explored further in the present work. It is also evident 

that even a very low concentration of ground excited state defect levels (see table 

4.3) has a dramatic effect on the time constant T\. Also, for such a system the effect 

is significantly different for p-type as opposed to n-type (see Figure 4.6). Again
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x [ sec ] 

low injection high injection

Figure 4.5: A graph of T\ — 1/Ai, r2 = 1/A2 and r3 = 1/A3 for the excited state 

system versus excess electron concentration An(0). The doping concentration No of 

the sample is 5 x 1013 cm-3. See Table 4.3 for defect level parameters. Continuous 

line: T\, t2, t3 predicted by Eq. (4.55) Circles: r1? r2, t3 derived from multi-transient

analysis of the numerical solution
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p-type n-type

Figure 4.6: Decay time constant T\ = 1/Ai, r2 = 1/A2 and r3 = 1/A3 for the 

excited state system versus the Fermi level Ep eV for doping concentrations of 

Na,d = 5 x 1010 cm-3 to Na,d = 1 x 1016 cm-3 with An(0) = 5 x 109 cm-3. The 

intrinsic Fermi level is shown as Et. Continuous line: r1)2)3 calculated by Eq. (4.55)
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Table 4.3: Typical defect level parameters for numerical solution of the ground

excited state system.

parameter ground state excited state

Ec — Ex energy depth [ eV ] 0.425

Ex - Egnd energy depth [ eV ] 0.320

Nt concentration [ cm-3 ] 5 x 104 5 x 104

op cross section holes [ cm2 ] o*, = 8.5 x lO"14 <x = 8-5 x lO"11

on cross section electrons [ cm2 ] <r" = 8.5 x 10-17 oncx = 8.5 x 1CT15

a measurement of T\ from the linear to the non-linear regions indicates material 

quality (see Figure 4.5).

The defect level parameters for the single defect level in Chapter 2 Ref. [1] 

were intentionally retained in the present analysis of the multiple discrete level 

case (see table 4.1). Comparison of T\ = 2.55 x 10-5sec for the single defect state 

of Chapter 2 Ref. [1] and that for the multiple discrete level state T\ = 2.21 x 

10-5sec (see Table 4.2) reveals that additional levels results in a faster minority 

carrier time constant. This represents a relative error greater than ten per cent in 

addition to measurement errors. This has obvious implications for interpretation of 

experimental data where T\ is the dominant decay time constant. It thus becomes 

imperative that a multiple level model such as proposed in the present work be used 

to interpret data as the dominant level model is not sufficient to provide accurate 

defect level parameters. Further, the above discussion may help to explain the 

anomalies arising from interpreting data in experimental methods such as Deep 

Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) which determine the dominant decay time 

constant for a given rate window at a given temperature.

Furthermore, from the multitransient analysis of the numerical solution the num-
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ber of fundamental frequencies is directly related to the number of electrically active

defect levels present in the semiconductor sample. In both the multiple discrete level 

system and the coupled level system the number of fundamental frequencies is m + 1 

where there are m defect levels. Hence from a practical viewpoint the total number 

of defects may be determined by analysing the decay for the fundamental frequen

cies.
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Chapter 5

Multiple level Defect Species 

Evaluation from Average Carrier 

Decay

5.1 Introduction

As previously noted, decay of carriers due to an impulse of light N06(t) via a single 

level defect in the bandgap is described by the Shockley-Read-Hall ( SRH ) differ

ential rate equations Shockley and Read [2], These equations refer to the average 

rate of transitions via the defect level for the processes of recombination, capture 

and emission. The recent analytic solution to the SRH rate equations of Chapter 

2 Ref. [1] is composed of an infinity of monoexponential terms, the frequencies 

A*;+i or inverse time constants (A^+i = of which are a linear combination of

two fundamental frequencies for the single level case. The fundamental frequency 

Xi = 1/ri refers to the minority carrier decay. Application of the single-level method 

of solution to two multiple defect systems in 4 indicates that the decay contains k +1
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fundamental frequencies or inverse time constants for k discrete defect levels. The 

time constant T\ is the dominant decay time constant. A plot of T\ versus the excess 

carrier concentration indicates the recombination only and trapping with recombi

nation regions.

These analytic solutions for the single level differential equations and conse

quently for the multiple level case were derived without any approximation for ar

bitrary doping concentration Na,Di non-degenerate excess carrier concentration and 

defect level parameters, Ntk, the concentration and onk, crPk, the electron and hole 

cross sections for the kth level respectively. Note that the differential equations ap

ply for non-degenerate statistics so that there is an upper limit on the excess carrier 

concentration Sze [11].

A contribution of this chapter is the solution of the carrier continuity equation 

including a multiple defect level recombination term. This solution is determined, 

with constraints which reflect the experimental conditions, in order to ascertain the 

nature of the decay as predicted by theory in Chapter 4 and the average decay 

determined in section 5.2. The diffusion term Z}n,p, which is expressed in terms of 

the mobility /inp, may be taken to first order at low frequency Sze [34]. The first 

order dependence of the diffusion term, expressed in terms of the mobility as above 

also applies for non-degenerate statistics. The differential rate equations referred to 

as the Shockley-Read-Hall rate equations for the single level defect Ref. [2] and the 

differential rate equations for the multiple defect systems of Chapter 4 apply for non

degenerate statistics. Furthermore, in the derivation of the SRH rate equations, the 

carriers are assumed to reside at the band edge and so Boltzmann statistics apply 

and non-parabolic, multiple bands are not considered.

The relatively long lifetime of the particular CZ silicon sample under consider

ation suggests that the impurity levels are close to the band edges, yielding a long 

time constant T\. The current work investigates two-level carrier transitions for the 

ground and excited state or coupled levels system of Chen et al [35] and Frens et
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al [36]. Experimental results are explained in terms of defect complexes which have 

these ground and excited states near the band edges. For the particular silicon CZ 

sample, three defect complexes are identified as possible sources of the relatively long 

time constant T\. The first is the carbon interstitial - oxygen interstitial C* — Ox 

complex Ref. [36], the second is the vacancy - oxygen V — O complex Ref. [36] 

and the third is the phosphorus donor (n-type) and the ground state of the V — O 

complex or C{ — 0{ complex Ref. [35]. These complexes have energy levels near the 

band edges.

It is shown that multiple level fundamental time constants for the ground excited 

state or coupled levels system, for one of the complexes above, are in agreement with 

experimental data determined by a contactless photoconductance technique. This 

technique measures the average or volume integrated decay. The average decay in 

a semiconductor wafer (silicon) with an ideal surface passivation described by the 

surface recombination velocity S = 0 cm/s is derived in Luke [28]. An assessment of 

the effect of bulk minority carrier recombination and trapping is not performed in 

Ref. [28] although an effective bulk lifetime is included. The effective bulk lifetime 

describes the effect of a dominant defect level. For the more accurate case of multiple 

defect levels the average decay is determined analytically from the theory of Chapter 

4. This forms the basis for interpreting the experimental results. An evaluation of 

recombination and or trapping is performed in the present work by plotting the 

versus excess carrier concentration. For the complexes stated above a difference is 

found in the nature of the plots. This represents a method of identifying particular 

defect species.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 5.2 the method of solving the carrier 

continuity equations analytically for the above constraints is presented. The average 

decay which indicates the volume integrated decay measured by the photoconduc

tance decay method is evaluated. Section 5.3 describes the derivation of the ground 

excited state system equations and the excess carrier concentration decay equation.
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This equation includes the fundamental frequencies for this defect system. Sections 

5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 describe the experimental constraints, the experimental conditions 

and the experimental results respectively. This is followed by a Section 5.7 on a 

discussion of the results.

5.2 Impulse Response and Average Excess Car

rier Concentration

For the purposes of illustrating the method of solution, a multiple-level defect an

alytic solution of Chapter 4 to the rate equations is used in the carrier continuity 

equation solution method. Consider a p-type silicon wafer with a defect with a 

ground excited state uniformly distributed. The analytic solution to the rate equa

tions with excess minority carrier concentration An(£), in the absence of a field £ and 

diffusion Dnv is represented by Eq. (5.1). This expression is the impulse response 

An(t) as derived in Chapter 2 Ref. [1] to a light impulse N0S(t) with a single level 

defect. In the above derivation the excess carrier concentration An(0) is uniformly 

distributed throughout the sample at t = 0+. The non-uniform excess carrier gener

ation, through the thickness of the sample, for the multiple defect system equations 

of Chapter 4 is considered in section 5.3.

The recombination rate Un(t) is defined as follows Wertheim [9] where An(t) repre

sents the impulse response for recombination.

oo oo oo

An(t) = Ni,j,nexP (-^M - j^2t - u\3t)
i=0 j—0 u=0
oo oo oo

(5.1)
i—0 j=0 u—0

Un(.t)
dAn(t)

dt
(5.2)
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and from Eq. (5.1):
oo oo oo

Un(t) = (iXit + j\%t + uX^t) (5.3)
i—0 j—0 u=0

where

= exp - jX2t - uX3t) (5.4)

In the present analysis the carrier and recombination spatial profile as well as the 

time evolution, is sought normal to the surface at the point of the incidence of light. 

For the single-level, neglecting excited states, Auger recombination and radiative 

recombination, the carrier continuity equation for the one dimensional case is given 

as follows Sze [11]. Simplifications are made such that the generation Gn# at t = 0+ 

after cessation of the impulse, is negligible. The electric field f in the bulk is also 

considered negligible.

dAn(x,t) _ n d2An(x,t) TT ^
(5.5)at dx2

Consider the following expressions for the recombination rate Un(x,t) and the 

excess carrier concentration An(x,t), which include the spatial dependence in the 

term u(x, t).

Un(x,t) = u(x,t)
oo oo oo

x E E E (^t + j*2t + U\3t) NiJtUEitjtU (5.6)
i=0 j=0 u—0

An(x, t) — u(x, t) y ^ y ^ y ^ A(5-7)
i=0 j=0 u=0

It remains to find an expression for u(x,t).

The following are the boundary conditions due to the surface passivation where 

S is the surface recombination velocity and Dn is the diffusion constant. Consider 

both surfaces to be identically passivated such that they both have the same value 

of S.

D,
dAn(x, t)

dx
— SAn(—d/2,t) (5.8a)

x——d/2
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-D,
dAn(x, t)

dx = SAn(+d/2,t)
x—+d/ 2

and where the boundary conditions transform to:

du(x,t)
dx = Su(—d/2,t)

x=—d/2

(5.8b)

(5.9a)

= Su(+d/2,t) (5.9b)
x—+d/2

Using the principle of the separation of variables, the required solution of Eq. (5.5) 

is represented by,

d u(x,t) 
dx

u(x,t) = X(x)T(t) (5.10)

such that by substitution of Eq. (5.10) into Eq. (5.5) realises an expression Eq. 

(5.11) whereby the two functions of x and t can only attain equality if equal to a 

constant.

1 d2X(x) _ 1 dT(t)
X(x) dx2 ~ DnT(t) dt

The respective solutions become,

(5.11)

T(t) _ e~a2Dnt (5.12)

X(x) = A cos(ax) + B sin(aa:) (5.13)

An equation for u(x, t) ( excess carriers ) results from the separation of variables 

McKelvey [37], where the Am and Bm are given in Ref. [28]. A linear superposition 

of solutions Eq. (5.10) is required to satisfy the boundary conditions Eq. (5.9). 

Each term in the summation ( each value of m ) satisfies the boundary conditions.

u(x,t) = y^um(x,t)
m

- ^Ame~a™Dnt cos(amx)
m

+ Bme~a’nDnt sin(ami) (5.14)
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Due to symmetry, the spatial dependence of excess carrier concentration An(x, t) 

must be an even function of x so Bm —> 0. However the boundary condition Eq. (5.9) 

must also be satisfied, requiring agreement of Eq. (5.14) and Eq. (5.9) resulting in 

the equation (5.15), using the method for finding the coefficients of a Fourier series 

( see appendix of Ref. [28] ).

Au(x,t) = y [4m(A)e (5.15)

where,

^m(^) —
4g'0ame axd/2 (l + Re axd) 
(a2x + a4) [amd + sin(amd)]

• U / f OLmdot\ sinh ( — 1 cos [ ~y~

. cn\d\ . f Qtmd +Oim cosh I — ) sin (5.16)

A general solution An(r, t) is found by multiplying the impulse response given 

by Eq. (5.1) by that of Eq. (5.15) as shown in Eq. (5.17).

oo oo oo

An(a;, t) — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Ni,j,uEi,j,u
i=0 j=0 u=0

x Y [4n(A)e a™Dnt cos(amx)
m

Similarly for the solution Un(x,t) given by Eq. (5.18).

(5.17)

OO OO OO

= 'Y, Y^ Y^ {i^it + jX2t + uX^t) NiyjjUEi}jtU
i=0 j=0 u—0

x Y [Am(\)e~a2mDnt cos(amx)
m

(5.18)

It may be shown by substitution for each value of the mode of decay m that 

equations (5.17) and (5.18) are a solution to the carrier continuity equation (5.5). 

These solutions include the spatial dependence, a term related to the diffusion of 

carriers to the surfaces and a recombination via multiple levels defect term.
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The value am is found by substituting Eq. (5.15) into one of Eq. (5.9), resulting 

in the following condition to be satisfied by the selection of an appropriate surface 

recombination velocity S.

cot Qfm d &m,Dn (5.19)
2 / S

The average excess carrier concentration is now sought. Integrating Eq. (5.17) 

with respect to x Eq. (5.20, realises an expression for the average density of minority 

carriers representing the impulse response given by Eq. (5.21).
2 ra/z

Anav(t) = - A n(x,t)dx
d J—d/2

The integral Eq. (5.20) may be evaluated yielding the result Eq. (5.21). 

A CLav{/d) —

(5.20)

oo oo oo

X

^2 Nid,uexP (-^11 - j'A2£ - A3t)
_i—0 j—0 u=0

8g0e~axd/2 s-' sin(amd/2)
+ c>4) [amd + sin(amd)]E

aA sinh ( ^ j cos J + am cosh ^ J sin
axd\ CUrri d ~{°dnDn)t

(5.21)

As S' —> oo, from equation (5.19), amd/2 = 7t/2, 37t/2, 57t/2 • * * such that for 

m = 1, 2, 3, • • •, am is given by Eq. (5.22).

(2m — 1)7T
Q^m — (5.22)

The average density of minority carriers representing the impulse response for 

S —» oo, is given by Eq. (5.23) with m = 1, 2, 3, • • • being the mode of decay.

A Tlavijf) —
oo oo oo

Nid,uexP (-*Ai t ~ j\2t - A 3t)
_ i=0 j—0 u=0

sin (amd/2)x S9oe-a^2 ^
d («a + am) lamd + sin(amd)]

. axd\ (amd\ (axd\ . (amd
ax sinh ---- cos ——- + am cosh | — | sin

(5.23)
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The initial average minority carrier profile is exponential with a peak at x = —d/2 

normal to the incidence of light.

For the case where the surface recombination velocity S approaches zero in the 

limit, the condition given by Eq. (5.19) indicates that otmd/2 = 0, 27t, 47t, 67t, • • •, 

and all the terms in the summation of equation (5.21) vanish except for amd/2 = 0. 

The mode of decay is m = 0. This results in an indeterminate form for the limit 

which is solved by the use of L’Hopital’s rule. The result for the 5 = 0, case given 

by Eq. (5.24), indicates that only the bulk term is involved in the decay.

lim Anav(t)
ao~>0

oo oo oo

= ^2 zL Nhj,uexP (-*Ait - j\2t - A3t)
i—0 j—0 11=0

4g0a\ sinh (A^) e axd/2
(5.24)

lim Apav(t)
qq—>0

X

^2 PhhuexP (-iXit - j\2t - X3t)
i—0 ,7=0 u=0

4^0q;a sinh (^) e~axd/2 
d

(5.25)

Note that the coefficient of the exponential terms contains the absorption coeffi

cient a\ which is related to the wavelength of the incident light. The expressions 

for average decay indicate that the fundamental frequencies are unaffected by the 

absorption coefficient.

5.3 Ground and Excited State System: Funda

mental frequencies A

As mentioned in Chapter 4 consider a defect energy level Egnd representing the 

ground state with an excited state Ex in the bandgap of an n-type semiconductor. 

The set of linear equations representing the ground excited state system are Eqs. 

(5.26) with the differential operator D — d/dt, where C”x, CTX, C™g and C^g are
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constants related to the carrier transitions between states. The values of fog and fox 

are determined from dfg/dt = 0 and dfx/dt = 0 respectively.

[D + C(9) “*(»)) 0

+ (7(«) — «■(*))]

C(g) ~ a(g))

~ (7(i) ~ a{x))

(q(9) 0(g)) { [T + D(g) + @(g))\

fo+ Nt(x)
, r-P C1 ~ fox) 1 1 

+

(^(x) 0(x)) ^t(x)

+ CZ

fox 

^fog 

(1 — fox)

(9l)(l-/oS)

^t(g)

C(xg)-T +c"Jog

rp fog
(x9)/ox 

(1 ~ /op)

(X9)(l-/oz)J

{[£>+ (<7(x) +/3(x))j

Jox

, /-.p (1 ~ fog) \
+ ^(l~ fox) \!

-1

AlT-nm (to)

Apnm (to)

&fg(to)

Afx (to)

(5.26)

where constants rjn(g,x)(to) and pp(g)X){to) in Eq. (5.27) may be evaluated as in 

Chapter 2 Ref. [1].

a(g,x) ~ )Ni(g,x){
Pl(g,x) Ppo + Pl(g,x)+

+

v(g,xY ^>^po + pl{gx) ■ NtM

Pp(g,x)(to)^P(^)
Nt(g,x)

} (5.27a)

P(g,x) — ^v(g,x)^t(g,x){
Ppo T P\(g,x) Pp(g,x)(to)^^(d)

N +
*(0,z)

}

(5.27b)

l(g,x) — ^c(g,x) Nt(g,x){
Ttl(g,x) Ttpo T f^\(g,x)

+

Tlpo T Tll(g,x)

^)WAn(O)

+ Nt(g,x)

Nit(g,x)
} (5.27c)

a(g,x) ~ Cc(g,x)Nt(g,X){
Ctpo Tl\(g X) T]n(g,x) (^o)^p(o)

N +
t(g,x) Nt(g,x)

}

(5.27d)
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with

nig = Nc exp (^-"~C"kf'9nd^ (5.28a)

Pig = Nv exp Ev(5.28b)

nix = Nc exp kpEx^ (5.28c)

Pix = Nv exp (^~^ExkTEv^ (5.28d)

The method using the differential operator D as in Refs. [14] [15] whereby the 

determinant of the matrix of equations (5.26) equals zero, allows the formation of 

the characteristic equation.

(D3 + bD2 + cD + d) exp(—At) = 0 (5.29)

The fundamental frequencies Ai)2,3 ( inverse time constants ) may be evaluated by 

solving for the three roots of Eq. (5.30)

—A3 + b\2 — c\ + d = 0 (5.30)

with the frequencies given by Ai = 1/ti, A2 = 1/t2 and A3 = l/r3.

Following the analysis in Chapter 2 Ref. [1], Chapter 4 and Choo [10], the

following equations for the excess carrier concentrations Anav(t) Eq. (5.31) and 

Apav(t) Eq. (5.32) may be written for the multiple level or ground excited state 

system. There are three fundamental time constants.

oo oo oo

A nav(t) = Ni,j^exp (-iXit - j\2t - u\3t)
i—0 j=0 u—0

4g0a\ sinh (^) e~axd/2
x

d (5.31)
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and:

oo oo oo

Apav{t) = Y] Pj,j,uexP - j\2t - uX3t)
i=0 j=0 u=0

(5.32)

Equations 5.31 and 5.32 indicate that for ideal surface passivation (5 = 0) there 

are an infinity of exponential terms in the decay and the frequencies are a linear 

combination of the fundamental frequencies.

4g0a\ sinh (^) e axd/2

5.4 Experimental Constraints

In Sections 5.2 and 5.3 the theoretical analysis reveals that for ideally passivated 

surfaces (S = 0) the fundamental frequencies may be determined from the average 

decay. Furthermore, the diffusion term vanishes due to conditions imposed on the 

modes of decay. For this case of a very low surface recombination velocity (S ~ 0) 

the modes of decay are restricted to m = 0. Also, in the previous Section 5.3 it is 

shown that for average decay the fundamental time constants are unaffected by the 

wavelength of light. The absorption coefficient only affects the magnitudes of the 

coefficients of the exponential terms in the decay. For the purpose of illustrating the 

range of excess carrier concentrations over which the fundamental frequencies may be 

measured an impulse of light N0S(t), with a single wavelength and a energy slightly 

greater than the bandgap, is chosen to represent the light source. In the limit of weak 

absorption, an impulse of light S(t) generates a uniform excess carrier concentration 

in the semiconductor material where An(0) and Ap(0) are equal and represent 

the photo-excited excess carrier density. The relative change in conductivity of 

sample wafers of different resistivity when photo excited defines a criteria for decay 

detection by a microwave or inductively coupled detector. Low resistivity p implies
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high conductivity o and the relative change Acr/cr may be small.

rd/2
Act = / q(pnAn(x, t) + ppAp(x, t))dx (5.33)

J—d/2

For sufficiently small Ap(0) ( n-type silicon ) the contribution to conductivity in 

the majority band is negligible as opposed to the sudden increase in minority carriers 

above the equilibrium concentration in the minority band ( for n type Ap(0) << npo 

). As the photoconductivity perturbation Ao is small compared to the wafer con

ductivity, the time dependence of the microwave signal is the same as the average 

excess carrier density Apav(x,t) proportional to Act. Although the microwave re

flectance is a non-linear function of wafer conductivity, the above is true for high 

(p = 0.2Dcm2) and low (p = lOOQcm2) conductivity samples considered here where 

the values in brackets represent resistivity. The difference is that for high conduc

tivity wafers, high order modes of decay Luke [28] (m >> 1) decay much faster and 

are not observed by the microwave system. As the excess carrier concentration is 

increased the contribution to conductivity of the majority band is not negligible and 

both carriers contribute to the conductivity Ao as in Eq. (5.33).

After the optical excitation pulse in the absence or low concentration of discrete 

levels (trapping centers), the decrease in the average minority carrier concentration 

and subsequent observed decay is determined by bulk and surface recombination and 

diffusion of carriers to the surfaces. The average carrier concentration, proportional 

to the sheet conductance of the wafer, decays with a characteristic time constant rm 

for a given surface recombination velocity S » 1 cm/s. This volume integrated 

concentration is measured by the microwave reflectance photoconductance decay 

method Luke [28]. Equation (5.31) represents the impulse response with k + 1 

fundamental frequencies due to k = 2 multiple defect levels in the bandgap for 

5 = 0, indicating that only the three fundamental time constants are involved in 

the decay.

Analysis of the decay for 7*, the fundamental time constants, is performed using
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a multi-transient technique as mentioned in Chapter 2. Multi-transient analysis 

refers to the extraction of component exponential terms from a sum of exponentials 

comprising the signal. The methods available as in Refs. [20] [21] [22] present a 

means of analysing signals with additive white Gaussian noise. In addition, where 

the data matrix and the observation matrix may be subject to noise fluctuations, the 

Total Least Squares method Van Huffel [23] (TLS) is employed. This method models 

the multi-exponential signal as an autoregressive process. For the present analysis 

the TLS method of Refs. [22] [24] multi-transient analysis using Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD) Klema [25] is applied to the analysis of the multi-component 

exponential decay.

From equation (5.33), increasing the excess carrier concentration in the sample 

means that both An(t) and Ap{t) contribute to the conductivity Act. However, 

from the present work, both quantities contain the same decay constants Eqs. (5.31) 

and (5.32). Hence the decay may be analysed for T\ with arbitrary excess carrier 

concentration. Ideally the range of excess carrier concentration should encompass 

the linear (constant) region and the non-linear region of variation of T\ with excess 

carrier concentration. Longer minority carrier time constants (ti) indicate lower 

defect level effects and an estimate of the linear region of T\ with excess carrier 

concentration realises a range of excess carrier concentration before the onset of 

trapping.

5.5 Experimental Conditions

Experimental conditions for determining bulk decay are discussed below. Specifically 

with regard to a n-type CZ silicon wafer, a uniform excess carrier concentration may 

be generated within a sample of 400pm thickness Luke [28] by light of a wavelength 

of the order of 1 pm. For a light source with multiple wavelengths, whether it be 

blue light (strongly absorbing) or infra red light (weakly absorbing), a variation in
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generation of excess carrier concentration is expected at the surface with respect to 

the bulk. The high excess carrier concentration generated at the surface produces a 

long time constant Tiong contribution given a good surface passivation. This is due 

to trapping at bulk states near the surface (see Chapter 2 Ref. [1] for an explanation 

of minority carrier trapping). From equation (5.34) it may be seen that the effective 

time constant re is that of the bulk states rShort away from the surface, which is 

shorter.

1 1 
— + (5.34a)

T~long Tshort

Te ~ Tshort (5.34b)

Simulations indicate that the infra-red light produces a near uniform excess car

rier concentration away from the surface in the bulk. The light source produces the 

initial condition An(0) = Ap(0) at t = 0+. A low surface recombination velocity 

may be attained with the Si — Si02 system as in Ref. [30]. A phosphorus surface dif

fusion (n-type) of Ref. [38] or boron surface diffusion (p-type) of Ref. [39] provides 

a surface field that limits the injection of carriers into the surface states. However 

it may be modulated by the excess carrier concentration, so the effective surface 

recombination velocity is taken to be injection level dependent in Refs. [30] and 

[29]. For excess carrier concentrations 1 x 108 cm-3 to 1 x 1016 cm-3 an 5e// < 50 

cm/s is assumed to be attainable with appropriate processing with the Si — S1O2 

system for a wafer resistivity of the order of 5 flcm ( 5 x 1014 cm-3 doping density). 

The decay of excess carriers may be detected by a contactless microwave as in Ref. 

[40] or inductively coupled as in Ref. [41] photoconductance measurement.

5.6 Experimental Results

The following is the author’s experimental results. As indicated in the introduction 

three candidate complexes are considered for assessment as to the unusually long
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lifetime of the CZ silicon sample by application of the theory developed in Chapter 

4. This theory describes the decay due to pulse of light for the coupled levels system 

in terms of the fundamental frequencies Ai = 1/ti, A2 = 1/t2 and A3 = l/r3. The 

first defect complex is the carbon interstitial - oxygen interstitial Ci — Oi complex 

Ref. [36], the second is the vacancy - oxygen V — O complex Ref. [36] and the third 

is the phosphorus donor (n-type) and the ground state of the V — O complex or 

C{ — Oi complex Ref. [35]. These complexes have energy levels near the band edges 

which may give rise to the long lifetime.

The resistivity of the n-type CZ silicon sample is 5.5 cm which corresponds 

to a doping concentration, ND, of 8.34 x 1014 cm-3. An n+ surface diffusion is 

performed as in Ref. [38], followed by an oxidation step. The thickness of the wafer 

is 411 pm. The photoconductance measurement is performed with an inductively 

coupled system similar to Ref. [41] except that the frequency is lower (8-10MHz) 

and the light source is a tungsten flash. The major component in terms of intensity, 

in a tungsten flash, is infra-red light. This light is assumed to generate near uniform 

excess carrier concentration throughout the thickness of the wafer except near the 

surface. The dominant time constants are expected to be that of the bulk states 

away from the surface (see Section 5.5). Furthermore, the silicon sample is not 

subjected to high energy radiation of electrons which would be expected to create 

vacancies in the silicon lattice as in Ref. [36].

The first fit of experimental data by theoretical values of T\ and r2 Eq. (5.30), 

determined by adjusting excited state defect parameters, is shown in Figure 5.1. 

The defect parameters adjusted were the defect concentration Nt, the electron and 

hole cross sections, onx and opx respectively, for the excited state and the electron 

and hole cross sections, ong and opg respectively, for the ground state, shown in 

Table 5.1. Energy levels for this coupled state system correspond to the carbon 

interstitial - oxygen interstitial complex (Ci — Oi) Ref. [36], with Ec — Ex = 0.04 

eV for the excited state, and Ec — Eg — 0.84 eV, for the ground state. From Figure
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Figure 5.1: A graph of T\ = 1/A1? r2 = 1/A2 and r3 = 1/A3 for the excited state 

system of C{ — Oi (carbon interstitial - oxygen interstitial) versus excess carrier 

concentration An(0) = Ap(0). The doping concentration AD of the sample is 8.34 x 

1014 cm-3. See Table 5.1 for defect level parameters. Continuous line: Fit of T\ and 

t2 determined from the characteristic equation, to the experimental data. Circles: 

Experimental data for n-type CZ sample 6_1.
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Table 5.1: Defect level parameters used for the fit of experimental data of the ground 

excited state system, for CZ sample 6_1, (carbon interstitial - oxygen interstitial).

parameter ground state excited state

Ec — Ex energy depth [ eV ] 0.04

Ec - Egnd energy depth [ eV ] 0.84

Nt level concentration [ cm-3 ] 5 X 106 5 x 106

op cross section holes [ cm2 ] opvg = 4.5 x 10“19 = 6.5 x 10-9

on cross section electrons [ cm2 ] <7" = 2.5 x 10“2° oncx = 8.5 x 10“15

5.1 the agreement is good for T\ and r2 with the adjusted parameters of Table 5.1. 

Experimental data for r3 could not be determined because this time constant is very 

short.

A fit of theory for the ground excited state system of Table 5.2 corresponding to 

the vacancy-oxygen complex (V — O) Ref. [36] is shown in Figure 5.2. Again, the 

concentration Nt and cross sections of the defect were adjusted to provide as close a 

fit to the experimental data with the theoretical values of T\ and t2 Eq. (5.30). The 

energy levels for the V — O complex are Ec — Ex = 0.17 eV for the excited state, and 

Ec — Egnd = 0.76 eV, for the ground state. From Figure 5.2 agreement is relatively 

poor for T\ as the theoretical curve enters a trapping region. This is because at 

low excess carrier concentrations the minority carrier is the major contributor to 

the decay which corresponds to t\ . At higher excess carrier concentrations the time 

constant T\ is becoming longer indicating that for the n-type silicon there are fewer 

electrons at the defect levels to recombine with. Hence the minority carrier holes are 

accumulating or being trapped at the defect levels. Experimental data points do not 

follow this trapping behaviour. It is concluded that the vacancy-oxygen complex is 

not a major contributor to the decay. This is to be expected since the silicon sample
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Figure 5.2: A graph of T\ = 1/Ai, r2 = 1/A2 and t3 = 1/A3 for the excited state 

system of V — O (vacancy - oxygen complex) versus excess carrier concentration 

An(0) = Ap(0). The doping concentration Np of the sample is 8.34 x 1014 cm~3. See 

Table 5.2 for defect level parameters. Continuous line: Fit of T\ and r2 determined 

from the characteristic equation, to the experimental data. Circles: Experimental

data for n-type CZ sample 6_1.
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Table 5.2: Defect level parameters used for the fit of experimental data of the ground 

excited state system, for CZ sample 6_1, (vacancy - oxygen complex).

parameter ground state excited state

Ec — Ex energy depth [ eV ] 0.17

Ec - Egnd energy depth [ eV ] 0.76

Nt level concentration [ cm-3 ] 2.8 x 104 2.8 x 104

op cross section holes [ cm2 ] <jpvg = 7.5 x 1(T19 <. = 6.5 x 10“9

on cross section electrons [ cm2 ] cr" = 2.5 X 10“19 <r" = 8.5 x 10-13

did not undergo radiation with high energy electrons to create vacancies in the silicon 

lattice. A fast time constant r3 is shown in Figure 5.2, could not be resolved by the 

contactless photoconductance method because the sampling time is too large.

A fit of the experimental data with theory for the phosphorus donor with a 

concentration of 8.34 x 1014 cm3 and cross sections op — 5 x 10~21 cm2 and crn = 

5 x 10“15 cm2 Ref. [35] and ground states of the complexes could not be achieved. 

The phosphorus donor lies at an energy level EC — ED = 0.045 eV. The ground states 

were Ec — Et = 0.17 eV and Ec — Et = 0.76 eV, corresponding to the vacancy-oxygen 

complex and Ec — Et = 0.84 eV, corresponding to the carbon interstitial - oxygen 

interstitial complex Ref. [36].

5.7 Discussion

Given a silicon wafer sample with a well passivated surface, the fundamental time 

constants t\ and T2 may be determined from the photoconductance decay by multi

transient analysis. A relatively long time constant is attributed to defect levels near 

the band edges. Examples of coupled levels used to fit the experimental data have
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levels near the band edges. A consistent fit to the experimental data is provided 

by the Ci — 0, complex. The vacancy - oxygen complex V — O shows trapping 

behaviour which is not apparent in the experimental data. The phosphorus V — O 

ground state complex could not be fitted to the data given the concentration of the 

doping concentration N& and the much smaller ground state concentrations of the 

Ci — Oi and V — O complexes. Also, the history of the silicon sample indicates 

that it is unlikely to have a high vacancy concentration. This indicates that the 

V — O complex is less likely than the Ci — Oi complex. A plot of the fundamental 

time constants versus excess carrier concentration may be a method of identifying 

a defect species.

The small concentration of the defects (5 x 10-6 cm-3) determined from the fit, 

is consistent with the theory of Chapter 4 for the ground excited state system. The 

dip in T\ of the experimental data points, at higher excess carrier concentration, is 

attributed to the beginning of Auger recombination.
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Chapter 6

Accuracy of Semiconductor 

Multiple-Level-Defect 

Measurements Using Deep Level 

Transient Spectroscopy and 

Lifetime Spectroscopy

6.1 Introduction

In materials’ characterisation, the defect level depth, which is directly related to car

rier recombination, is predominantly determined from rate equations. A dominant 

recombination mechanism (apart from Auger recombination) is Shockley-Read-Hall 

(SRH) recombination [2] [3] as described by the SRH rate equations. Strictly, these 

rate equations apply to a single-level defect although interpretation of experimental
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data has usually relied on the assumption of a dominant defect energy level. A set 

of differential rate equations for multiple discrete levels based on the summation of 

the single-level equations is given in [9] and [10]. A recent analytic solution to the 

SRH rate equations [1], extended to include multiple defect levels in a first principles 

approach, indicates that the equations of [9] and [10] for multiple discrete levels are 

correct only in the neighbourhood of the equilibrium point.

The Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) technique of semiconductor de

fect level depth measurement, first developed in 1974 by Lang [42], is extended in 

the present work by including all multiple-level carrier transitions in a full set of 

rate equations. The method of solution of the recent analytic solution [1] to the 

single-level (SRH) rate equations, is extended to the two multiple level systems, 

namely the multiple discrete level system and the ground excited states or cou

pled levels system. This proposed theory indicates that the accuracy of the usual 

method of DLTS measurement is affected by additional defect levels comprising the 

multiple-level systems. These two defect systems have a major effect on the mi

nority carrier and hence the physics of device operation. In the present work the 

three-multiple-discrete-level system, using the exact solution in the neighbourhood 

of the equilibrium point, provides a clear distinction of the effect between one and 

multiple levels on the dominant time constants in the decay. The extended solu

tion is obtained without approximation for arbitrary excess carrier concentration 

below non-degenerate doping, uniform arbitrary doping concentration Na,d, defect 

energy depth Etjk, defect concentration Nty and cross sections on^ and op^ (for 

the ktfl level). The solution is comprised of an infinity of mono-exponential terms, 

the frequencies (inverse time constants) of which are a linear combination of the 

fundamental frequencies A^+i = l/r^+i. Expressions for the minority carrier time 

constant iq and time constants rq+i arising from majority carrier transitions are 

derived for m discrete defect levels with k = 1, 2,... m (the magnitude of the time 

constants is in descending order 7q > r2 > r3 > ... rq+i). The dominant time con-
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stant is T\ for n-type or p-type semiconductor and its behaviour with excess carrier 

concentration indicates the onset of trapping.

This Chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 briefly discusses the principle 

underlying DLTS. Then a detailed account of the theory related to multiple defect 

levels is addressed so as to provide a basis for assessing the impact of additional levels 

on the dominant decay time constant T\. It is the dominant decay time constant 

that DLTS measures. Section 6.5 discusses the theory of the SRH rate equations 

and how accepted theory which yields one time constant expression r, is incorrect. 

This has an impact on the existing defect level measurement method known as 

Lifetime Spectroscopy. Then in Section 6.6 a detailed account of the proposed 

lifetime spectroscopy method termed Analytic Lifetime Spectroscopy is given for 

the single level case as an illustration of the method. Section 6.7 indicates the 

limitations on material characterisation due to theoretical approximations and both 

theory and material properties that may lead to erroneous parameter determination 

as discussed in the previous sections.

6.2 Existing DLTS

In order to place the extended solution in context, a brief review of DLTS is war

ranted to see what emerges when it is applied to a multiple defect level system, as 

may often exist in practice. In DLTS, a pulse is applied to a device with a depletion 

layer, which is reduced in width by the forward bias of the pulse to fill deep levels 

with carriers. On application of a reverse bias pulse the depletion layer widens and 

the carriers in each band travel to the depletion layer edge in a matter of picoseconds. 

Due to thermal emission, carriers in the deep levels are emitted to the respective 

band and this is detected as a change in capacitance AC of the depletion layer. The 

thermal emission rate determines the decay rate of the depletion layer. In order to 

detect the decay rate, a rate window t\ — £2 is usually employed although similar
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schemes (correlator) are available. At low temperatures the decay rate is slow and 

the difference in the decay AC at times t\ and t2 is small. At intermediate temper

atures, the difference is greater. However, at high temperatures the decay rate is 

very fast as thermal emission is greater and again the difference is small. Hence, a 

peak in the emission rate versus inverse temperature occurs. A plot of several peaks, 

corresponding to different rate windows, produces a straight line plot with the slope 

proportional to the level depth. This plot is referred to as an Arrhenius plot. For 

multi-exponential decays rate windows may be selected to resolve the different time 

constants resulting in several Arrhenius plots.

As originally conceived, DLTS assumes that the effect of each level may be inde

pendently determined from the multi-exponential decay of a capacitance transient 

with the dominant time constant r arising directly from a dominant defect species. 

One carrier type is assumed to be emitted from the defect levels. The thermal emis

sion rate en,p = 1/r derived from the detailed balance relations is given by Eq. (6.1)

[43].

&n,p
an,pVth(n,p)Nc,v

9
exp

~AGU)P
kT (6.1)

where a1 is the thermal cross section for electrons or holes, vth(n,P) is the thermal 

velocity of electrons or holes, NCtV is the effective density of states for electrons or 

holes, g is the degeneracy and AGn,p is defined by (6.2).

A Gn,P AHntP - TASn,p (6.2)

AGnjP represents the change in Gibbs’s free energy required to emit an electron 

(hole) from the center at constant temperature. Eq. (6.2) expresses this quantity in 

terms of the change in enthalpy AH and the change in entropy AS. By substitution 

of the relevant terms, where AG is replaced by AE, implying no change in entropy 

(adiabatic process), an emission time constant r results in Eq. (6.3).

9 1
<,pln,pNc,v T2 P

r-AEi
T

kT (6.3)
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where

ln,p 2^3 k2mlv 2tt1 ^
h2

(6.4)

with k being Boltzmann’s constant, m*v the effective mass for electrons or holes 

and h is Planck’s constant.

Modulation by a pulse of the depletion layer of a Schottky barrier or pn junction 

produces a change in capacitance where the capacitance of the depletion layer is 

given by Eq. (6.5).

C(t) = C(0+)exp (“) - Coo (6.5)

A rate window is defined by t\ — t2 representing two points on the decay curve. A 

change in capacitance of the depletion layer may be expressed by Eq. (6.6).

A C(t) = C(fi)-C(*2) (6.6a)

A C(t)
C(0+)

= exp —U — exp ^2

T
(6.6b)

Differentiating equation (6.6b) with respect to r yields the familiar expression re

lating the rate window t\ — t2 to the maximum emission time constant r as Eq. 

(6.7).

ti ~ h

T =

Laplace Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (LDLTS) [44] is a mathematical re

finement of the usual Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS), giving better 

resolution of the spectral peaks. Although LDLTS is used to resolve multiple de

fect level depths, it may not lead to the direct identification of the defect species. 

However this may be possible in conjunction with other methods both theoretical 

and experimental. The DLTS method has limitations on the sensitivity or detection 

of low defect concentrations. LDLTS or the usual DLTS uses the concept of a rate
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window to resolve the dominant time constant in the decay. Over a temperature 

range a time constant expression containing the rate window Eq. (6.7), which is 

proportional to the emission time constant of Eq. (6.1) (r = l/e„)P), is evaluated. 

The emission rate en>p is related to the dominant decay time constant through this 

expression. A maximum emission rate is expected at a particular temperature. This 

maximum is related to the defect level energy depth via Eq. (6.3). A plot of several 

maxima versus the inverse of the temperature allows the defect energy depth to be 

resolved from the slope of the linear plot.

6.3 Accuracy of Existing DLTS

Having discussed the DLTS method, the proposed extended multiple-level theory, 

comprising the full set of carrier transitions using the recent method of solution in 

Ref. [1], is now applied to the three level system. A review of the DLTS method ap

plied to the actual resulting time dependent decay and how the rate window scheme 

interprets it is examined later in the Chapter. Fundamental frequencies are derived 

by scaling the differential rate equations and solving the linear form of the non-linear 

differential equations. The determinant of the matrix of these differential equations, 

Eq. (6.8), is reduced to a polynomial of the differential operator D = d/dt, termed 

the characteristic equation, Eq. (6.9) [15]. From this polynomial the fundamen

tal frequencies may be determined as in Eq. (6.10). For m defect levels there are 

ra + 1 fundamental frequencies where T\ = 1/Ai is the dominant time constant. This 

matrix concept may be seen in [10] for low excess carrier concentration where the 

carrier concentration does not deviate appreciably from the equilibrium concentra

tion, and so can be neglected. In this case the non-linear rate equations become 

linear. For higher excess carrier concentrations the matrix terms are modified as in 

[1]. Eqs. (6.8) describe the full set of carrier transitions whereas Eq. (6.1) is an 

approximation involving only the emission of one carrier type.
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where the ao*, A)fc> 7ofc and oojfcj with A: = 1,2,3, refer to the near equilibrium case.

The characteristic equation is given by equation (6.9) and may be solved for the 

time constants where the coefficients (b, c, d, e) are determined from the determinant 

of the matrix formed from Eq. (6.8).

[D4 4- bD3 + cD2 + dD + e] exp(—At) = 0 (6.9)

The fundamental frequencies A^+i (inverse time constants) may be evaluated from 

the polynomial of degree m + 1 given by Eq. (6.10).

A4 -6A3 + cA2 -d\ + e =0 (6.10)

By evaluating the four roots of the polynomial (6.10) the fundamental frequencies 

are given by Ai = 1/n, A2 = l/r2, A3 = l/r3 and A4 = l/r4.

The square matrix, with the differential operator D in the off diagonal entries as 

in the matrix of Eq. (6.8), is of order m + 2. Similarly for the square matrix of Ref. 

[10] for the near equilibrium case of two levels. This means that when more levels 

are added the order of the matrix increases by the additional number of levels and 

the degree of the polynomial or characteristic equation increases correspondingly. 

It is important to note that with additional defect levels, the size of the matrix 

changes and the coefficients of the polynomial Eq. (6.10) change. Hence, the roots 

or fundamental frequencies of the polynomial change. This alters the values of all 

the fundamental frequencies. For instance with additional defect levels, T\ becomes
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Table 6.1: Defect level parameters for the analytical solution of time constants from 
Eqs. (6.8) for the multiple discrete defect level system.
parameter level one level two level three
Ec — Et
energy depth [eV]

0.55 0.35 0.25

Nt concentration 
[cm~3]

5 x 1011 5 x 1010 5 x 109

op cross section 
holes [cm2]

<tvi = 8.5 x 10-15 <7„2 = 8.5 x 10-17 <T„3 = 8.5 x 10~12

<7n cross section 
electrons [cm2]

<7ci = 9.0 x 10"17 ac2 = 9.0 x 10“15 ac3 = 9.0 x 10-14

lower in value, and is not a linear change. Hence the effect of all the defect levels is 

not the sum or linear superposition of the individual effects of each defect level.

The main assumption inherent in the multiple-level theory is that the matrix of 

Eqs. (6.8), which strictly describe the full set of carrier transitions in a field free 

region, also apply within the depletion region where an electric field f is present. 

Equivalently, the resulting fundamental frequencies (which are the irrational eigen

values of the linear system [1]) are unique for the given defect level properties (see 

Table 6.1) and are independent of the electric field f being determined by equilib

rium values of defect level occupancy, cross sections and concentration. Hence, it 

may be concluded that the level depths may be recovered from these same funda

mental frequencies in a field or field free region because they reflect the same level 

depths. Although the depletion electric field £ may enhance emission through the 

Poole-Frenkel effect [45], the effect is neglected in the present analysis.

In order to recover the true level depths, decay measurements are performed at 

constant temperature over a temperature range. The fundamental frequencies A^+i 

must be resolved using a multi-transient analysis technique [1] from each experi

mental decay and a set of simultaneous equations formed at each temperature from 

the polynomial of Eq. (6.10). Each equation in the set contains a different A. The 

coefficients (b,c,d,e) of Eq. (6.10) are determined in terms of the A^+i from the 

simultaneous equations. From expressions for each coefficient, found by expanding
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the matrix Eq. (6.8), the level depths may be evaluated from the slope of the plot 

of each coefficient in terms of the A^+i versus 1/kT. A graph of linear plots, with 

the x abscissa in units of 1 /kT, is obtained with the slopes of each line representing 

the level depths. This measurement technique is termed Fundamental Frequency 

Spectroscopy.

To place the DLTS method of measurement in context with the foregoing multiple- 

level theory an example set of three defect levels from Table 6.1 is examined with 

respect to the resolution of the levels using the rate window concept. For the com

bined effect of three levels, the best a rate window can do is to resolve a t (Eq. (6.3)) 

with time constants r = t\ and r = r2. The time constants t\ = 1/Ai and r2 = 1/A2 

make the most significant contribution to the respective exponential decay term, 

whether all three levels or just one level is included in the matrix of Eqs. (6.8). 

The fundamental frequencies (Ai, A^+i for k = 1, 2 • • • m), for the two cases of three 

levels (m = 3) and one level (m = 1), are the respective roots of the polynomial of 

Eq. (6.10) resulting from Eqs. (6.8) for each case.

For a doping concentration of No = 5 x 101'3 cm-3 in a silicon sample, Figure 6.1 

indicates the variation of the dominant time constant T\ for the combined effect of 

the three levels in Table 6.1, and for each level as if it were the only defect present 

in the semiconductor sample. A rate window may be chosen corresponding to the 

dominant time constant T\. Figure 6.1 is a log plot of r versus 1/kT, from which 

the energy level depth may be recovered from the slope of each line as described by 

equation (6.3).

It is seen from Figure 6.1 that level one is resolved as the plot of T\ for level 

one alone almost coincides with the time constant T\ for the combined effect of 

all three levels. In resolving the level there is a relative error of a few percent. 

From Eq. (6.10), the next significant contribution to the decay comes from the 

component with t2 as the time constant. Examining this time constant, r2, from 

Figure 6.2, the combined effect of all levels produces a r2 which does not coincide
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t level two only

t level three only

= x, combined effect of three levels

Figure 6.1: A graph of fundamental time constant Ti, from the root of Eq. (6.10) 

versus 1 //cT, for the combined effect of three levels in Table 6.1 and for the case 

of each level in the Table as if it were the only level present in the semiconductor 

sample. Solid line: plot of T\ for each level. Solid line with circles: combined effect

of three levels.
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-4

T [S]
t level one only

t9 combined effect of three levels 
t9 level two only

t9 level three only

Figure 6.2: A graph of fundamental time constant 72, from the root of Eq. (6.10) 

versus 1/kT, for the combined effect of three levels in Table 6.1 and for the case 

of each level in the Table as if it were the only level present in the semiconductor 

sample. Solid line: plot of t2 for each level. Solid line with circles: combined effect

of three levels.
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with any level except at low temperatures (with a different slope). The closest level 

to the combined time constant of r2 is the level one. However, the level resolved 

is effectively a ’’ghost level” because it does not exist. It is evident that level one 

has the dominant effect on the dominant time constant T\ and the time constant r2, 

for the combined levels, due to a combination of deep level depth and concentration 

(see Table 6.1).

As shown in Figure 6.1 at any one temperature t\ is lowered by the addition 

of other defect levels arising from other defects which are electrically active. That 

means that since T\ is the dominant decay time constant in both n-type and p-type, 

it varies in an unpredictable manner with each semiconductor sample. Without 

taking into account all the other fundamental time constants and linear combination 

of them, DLTS effectively measures r1? the dominant decay constant, via the rate 

window concept. Given a dominant defect species in two semiconductor samples, 

but with different numbers of background defect species in each sample, the values 

of t1 in each sample will be different. Each DLTS peak will shift in an unpredictable 

way if the background defects are unknown. Hence, in the two cases the level is 

resolved with an error compared to the case where the dominant defect species level 

exists on its own, without any other defect levels present. A similar argument applies 

for time constant t2.

6.4 Discussion

In conclusion the above discussion may help to shed some light on the anoma

lies arising from interpreting data in experimental methods such as LDLTS which 

determine the dominant decay time constant for a given rate window at a given 

temperature. In the literature there is a spread of values reported for defect level 

parameters such as level depth. This is because a given sample with, for example, 

iron as the dominant defect will have different background defect levels to another
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similarly doped sample, resulting in a different time constant t\ as well as different 

resultant fundamental frequencies Xk+i = l/r^+i.

6.5 Accuracy of Existing Lifetime Spectroscopy

Although developed for the steady state, the SRH theory has been applied to the 

transient case in the neighbourhood of the equilibrium point (small signal) and the 

time constant is referred to as r^. This applies to a single-level defect although 

in practical situations multiple defect levels occur. These rate equations have been 

applied to the analysis of experimental data assuming a dominant defect energy level. 

The literature indicates conflicting partial solutions to the rate equations, notably 

the single time constant expression of Ref. [2] which is defined as Eq. (6.11), where 

U represents the recombination rate, and expressions with two time constants of 

several authors indicated below.

The definition Eq. (6.11) is given without justification in the literature in Ref. [2] 

and subsequently.

For the single level case, the equation describing the time evolution of the nor

malised excess electron concentration, Annm(t), is a second order non-linear differ

ential equation and has a cubic power of Annm(t) given as Eq. (9) in Ref. [4]. Since 

the differential equation for Annm(t) is second order, at least two time constants 

are expected in the solution (the eigenvalues of the linear system) for all excess 

carrier concentrations less than the Auger limit and the non-degenerate doping con

centration. The steady state is realized with the boundary condition dn(t)/dt = 

0 at t = 0+ for electrons in the conduction band ie. the population of carriers re

mains constant with time. Application of the boundary condition is still expected 

to realize two time constants in the solution since the underlying differential equa-
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tion is second order. These two time constants are the fundamental time constants 

determined from the response to an impulse (transient solution of Chapter 2 Ref.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, in Ref. [2], the steady state is realised by setting 

Un = Up given as Eq. 4.1 of Ref. [2]. They define only a single time constant 

(Eq 5.2 of Ref. [2] repeated as Eq. (6.11) of this work), r, implying the solution 

of a first, rather than second, order governing differential equation. For a second 

order equation to become first order, a zero must be cancelled by a pole of the same 

magnitude and frequency as the zero for all excess carrier concentrations. A zero 

that is not cancelled should be realized in the solution. It is shown in Figure 6.3 

(from Chapter 3) that the time constant r = tsrh is approximately equal to the 

dominant time constant T\ for only part of the range of excess carrier concentration. 

Furthermore, the analysis of the numerical solution yields close agreement with the 

predicted value of t\ for the steady state. Parameters used for the evaluation are 

given in Chapter 2 Ref. [lj. Hence the definition of t in Ref. [2], as stated above, 

yields a time constant expression which is inaccurate.

An existing method of lifetime spectroscopy Rein et al [46] using the SRH ex

pression for lifetime r ( Eq. 5.3 of Ref. [2] ) proposes the following expression ( Eq. 

18 of Ref. [46] ) for determining the level depth Ec — Et where r is the dominant 

decay constant for low level injection.

As indicated in the above the dominant time constant value does not accurately 

reflect the effect of a single defect level given there may be other defect species 

present in the semiconductor sample. It is an effective lifetime. Figure 6.4 indicates 

a plot of Eq. (6.12)

[!])■

(6.12)
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Z T

Figure 6.3: A graph of fundamental time constant T\ and SRH time constant r — 

tsrh versus excess carrier concentration An(0+). Circles: T\ derived from multi

transient analysis of the numerical solution. There is a relative error s ~ 30% 

between t\ and tsrh in the linear region at T = 300 K.
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Figure 6.4: For this p-type semiconductor example, the existing Lifetime Spec

troscopy technique shows curves for the indicated energy level depths Et — Ev. The

temperature variation is from 80K to 400K.
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6.6 Proposed Analytic Lifetime Spectroscopy, Single-

Level

A single level is considered for the purposes of illustrating the method of the proposed 

Analytic Lifetime Spectroscopy described below, for low excess carrier concentra

tion where the deviation from equilibrium is small. Multitransient analysis of the 

numerical solution of the governing differential equations has independently verified 

the fundamental frequencies predicted by the theory of Chapter 2 Ref. [1].

The following rate equations apply as in Refs. [9] [10] for the recombination via 

and emission from the defect level k:

dn(t)
dt

-v"kNtkn(t) (1 - /*(*))] (6.13)

dp(t)
dt [ePkvNtk (1 - /*(*))

~vpvkNtkp(t)fk(t)] (6.14)

where ekc and epkv represent the emission rates for electrons and holes respectively ( 

for the kth defect level ) and, v™k, vpvk are the capture coefficients for electrons and 

holes respectively. The following are defined to simplify notation used in the text.

Cnk^lk &kc (6.15a)

CpkPlk — ekv (6.15b)

e-SII (6.15c)

II"a. (6.15d)

where Cnk = vthnank and Cpk = vthpopk, with onk and opk, the cross sections for 

electrons and holes respectively. The quantities vthn and vtkp are the average thermal
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velocity of electrons and holes respectively, and

n\k = Nc exp krftk^ (6.16a)

Pik Nv exp {Etk ~ Ey) \

kT ) (6.16b)

For the present let m = 1 signifying one defect energy level. The excess electron 

concentration An(t) and the excess hole concentration Ap(t) are written in terms 

of normalised excess carrier concentration Annm(t) and Apnm(t) respectively. The 

defect level electron concentration Ntf(t) is written in terms of the departure from 

equilibrium NtAf(t) and the equilibrium concentration Ntf0. The electron and hole 

concentrations, and the defect level concentration may be written as follows from 

Chapter 2 Ref. [1] with Nt being the defect level concentration:

?7/(t) — Annm(t)An(0) T cipo (6.17a)

p(t) = Apnm(t) Ap(0) + ppo (6.17b)

Ntf(t) - NtAf(t) + Ntf0 (6.17c)

with the corresponding equilibrium concentrations npo and ppo and where at 

equilibrium the electron occupancy of the defect level is f0 = f(0~) given in terms 

of ppo by:

and in terms of npo by:

fo
Pi

Ppo + Pi
(6.18a)

fo
Tlpo

Tipo T ci i
(6.18b)

A charge neutrality relation indicates the conservation of charge with time.

Apnm(t)Ap(0) = An„m(t)An(0) + NtAf(t) (6.19)
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Nt A f(t) may be written as Ant(t) with Ant(t) being the defect level excess electron 

concentration. By rewriting the charge neutrality relation with An(0) — Ap(0),

compared since the three quantities are normalised or scaled to one injection level

An(0).

The differential equations (6.13) and (6.14) are scaled Ref. [32] by a normalising 

factor An(0) = Ap(0) where Annm(t) and Apnm(t) represent the scaled electron 

and hole concentrations. It is shown that the non-linear terms in the rate equations 

for Annm(t) and Apnm(t) go to zero at some time t = t0. The resulting differential 

equations contain terms in only Am+i. As there are m + 1 equations and m + 1 

unknowns the equations may be solved for the fundamental frequencies Am+i. From 

equations (6.17) and (6.19) the SRH rate equations of Ref. [4] may be written for 

m = 1 in normalised form as Eqs. (6.21) and (6.22).

the valence, conduction and defect level electron concentrations may be directly

(6.20)

- CnkNtkAnnm(t)Afk(t) (6.21)

+ CpkNtkApnm(t)Afk(t) (6.22)

where:

(6.23a)

(6.23b)
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To r< at r Ul i nP° + Ulk ^DnAitk {--------- ;------------- 1---------- ^--------- jri ik f'tk
(6.23c)

<r0 = CnNtk{np°Mlk} (6.23d)
Ttk

with Cn — Vthn^n and Cp = vthpop being the capture coefficients for electrons and 

holes respectively.

The following solution of Eqs. (6.21) and (6.22) is derived for Annm(t), Apnm(t) 

respectively and via the charge neutrality relation Afk(t).
oo oo

Annm(t) = ^ y Njjexp (-iXit - j\2t) (6.24a)
* 3

oo oo
A Pnm(t) = yyPijexp(-i\it-jX2t) (6.24b)

* 3

A/(t) = yy Fi}jexp (-iXit - jX2t) (6.24c)
i=0 j=0

The characteristic equation (6.16) formed from the scaled differential equations 

(6.21) and (6.22) where the non-linear terms go to zero at time t0. Measurement 

of the fundamental frequencies Ai and A2 (inverse time constants) from the decay 

allows the determination of (ao + To) and (<aoTo — 0oA)) as indicated below.

A2 — (r*o + To) A + (<aoTo — 0oA)) = 0 (6.25)

The frequencies Ax = l/r+ and A2 = l/r_ by comparison with Ref. [5] are given as 

Eq. (6.26).

H = 1 ao + 70 b +
2 a0To — ^oPo y \ (a0 + To) / /

(6.26a)

1 Qp -f 70 / / ^QfoTo — cr0<do \ 2

2 aoTo - ^oA l V («0 + To)2 /
(6.26b)

The linear (constant) region of variation of fundamental frequencies Ai;2 with 

injection level or excess carrier density is defined by Eq. (6.27) It is the linear region
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that is independent of excess carrier concentration. For the proposed Analytic Life

time Spectroscopy method the frequencies Ai and A2 as determined in this region 

allows the direct application of Eq. (6.25). An upper limit for the linear region (con

stant) of excess carrier density exists and is referred to as An(0)critical, as evaluated 

in Chapter 2 Ref. [1].

£%>) = ° (6-27> 

Re-writing Eq. (6.25) and substituting the values of the fundamental frequencies

Ai and A2 determined from the measured decay yields an expression developed below, 

that allows the evaluation of the level depth.

—A? — — (qio + 70) Ai + (c*o7o ~ &0P0) (6.28a)

—A2 — — («o + 7o) A2 -f (<ao7o ~ &0P0) (6.28b)

Equations (6.28) are solved for (a0 -I- 70) and (ao7o — 0oA)) ferms °f Ai and A2:

-A? 1

(«o + 7o) —
A* 1
A

(<*o7o — &oflo) —

-Ai -A?

— Ao
A

where

(6.29a)

(6.29b)

A — A2 — Ai (6.29c)

Expressions for (a0 + 70) and (ao7o — croA)) are formed from Eq. (6.23), yielding 

the following.

9nCn {jipo A n-i) — CnNt (1 - /„) - C„Ntf0 (6.30a)
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where:

Cp (Ppo “I- Pi)
__________ 9p___________
CnNt (1 - f0) - CpNtf0

(6.30b)

9n = (a0 + 7o) CnNt (1 - f0) - (ao7o - <toA)) 

- [CnNt (1 - /0)]2 (6.31a)

9p — (&o + 7o) CpNtf0 — (o:o7o — 0oA)) 

- [CpNtf0]2

and at t = 0+ from Eqs. (6.21) and (6.22) with A/(0+) = 0:

dAnnm (t)
dt

t—o+

C„Nt (1 - f„)

(6.31b)

(6.32a)

dApnm (t)
= CpNtf0 (6.32b)

t-o+

By dividing Eq. (6.30a) by Eq. (6.30b), yields an equation (6.33) that is the 

basis of the proposed Analytic Lifetime Spectroscopy.

, z "\ Ec - Et
In \9n) -----^-----b In

The quantity gn expressed as Eq. (6.31a) in terms of measured quantities from 

the decay, such as (c*o + 7o) and (ao7o ~(JoPo) in terms of and A2, and dn(t)/dt at 

t = 0+ as given by Eq. (6.32a). This quantity is plotted against 1/kT as indicated 

by Eq. (6.33) and the slope of the plot yields the level depth Ec — Et. Figure 6.5 

indicates a number of plots of simulations of various single level depths.

However, this implementation may not be realised in a practical sense over a 

wide range of temperatures and requires low excess carrier concentrations to remain 

in the linear (constant) region.

CnK
C'p Ppo

(6.33)
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Figure 6.5: For this p-type semiconductor example, the Analytic Lifetime Spec

troscopy technique shows curves for the indicated energy level depths Et — Ev. The 

temperature variation is from 20K to 400K.
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6.7 Limitations on Materials Characterisation

As indicated above, the limitations on material characterisation using the existing 

method of lifetime spectroscopy of Ref. [46] become apparent as follows. As out

lined in the Introduction, from a theoretical standpoint the lifetime expression r for 

the dominant single level model is approximate. Furthermore, from both a theoret

ical consideration as indicated and the differences in background defect species of 

physical semiconductor samples known to be predominantly doped with one defect 

species, the dominant time constant in the decay is influenced by the other defect 

species present in the semiconductor sample.

As indicated in Section 6.6, the new Analytic Lifetime Spectroscopy is based on 

theory which is an extension of the single-level theory developed in Chapter 2 Ref. 

[1]. A multitransient analysis of the numerical solution yields very good agreement 

with the theoretical prediction of the fundamental frequencies Ai and A2 for the single 

level case. This independent verification of the theory, derived from the differential 

rate equations determined from first principles, and the Shockley-Read-Hall rate 

equations, confirms the properties of the above solution.

6.8 Discussion

The Analytical Lifetime Spectroscopy method presented in this Chapter has a sig

nificant advantage over the present Lifetime Spectroscopy method. The advantage 

is that variables resolved by multitransient analysis from the measured decay may 

be plotted against 1/kT to determine a single-level defect level depth without ambi

guity. With Lifetime Spectroscopy from Figure 6.4 a plot (linear part) for a level in 

the lower half of the bandgap intersects that of a level in the upper half. Effectively 

the two level depths cannot be distinguished from one measurement technique. In 

effect Two defect level depth measurement methods are required to identify the level
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depth and which half of the bandgap the level resides (see Rein et al [46]). It is clear 

from the graph of Figure 6.5 for Analytic Lifetime Spectroscopy that the level depth 

represented by the slope of the plots (linear part indicated by a level depth) does 

not have this ambiguity as there are no intersections. Only one measurement and 

one wafer is required to determine level depth making the procedure very straight 

forward and simple. This is a very practical outcome of the new theory.
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions

7.1 Discussion

Initially at t = 0+, for the situations examined in this thesis Ara(O) electrons and 

Ap(0) holes are uniformly generated in the material. Expressions for the minority 

(ti) and majority (r2) carrier decay time constants are derived without an approx

imation at a given temperature for arbitrary excess carrier concentration, doping 

concentration Na,d, defect level concentration Nt, cross section anjP and energy 

level Et. The transition from low to high injection is also given. A general analytic 

expression for the carrier decay An(t) for t > 0+ derived from the rate equations is 

represented by an infinity of exponential terms, the frequencies of which are linear 

combinations of the two fundamental frequencies and A2. These frequencies are 

attributed to minority Ai and majority A2 decay frequencies (inverse time constants 

). Very good agreement is found between the decay frequencies Ai and A2 for the 

theory presented and by TLS multi-transient analysis of the numerical solution, 

at one temperature. This independent verification of the theory derived from the 

Shockley-Read-Hall rate equations confirms the properties of the above solution. 

Further, the solution represents the impulse response as the exponential terms are
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the response of an infinite sum of linear systems.

From a theoretical standpoint, the SRH lifetime expression r for the dominant 

single level model, is shown to be approximate. The existing interpretation of ex

perimental data relies on one time constant rss (steady state case) or t\> (bulk decay 

- transient case) derived from the definition Eq. 5.2 of Ref. [2] (repeated as Eq. 

(3.1) here). Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 indicate that for low injection the SRH time 

constant expression, applied to both the steady state and transient situations, does 

not adequately reflect the actual decay. It is the low injection region that is com

monly used to interpret experimental data and determine defect level parameters. 

Whereas at high injection T\ is adequate to model recombination and trapping, at 

low injection r2 is also required as the magnitude of the coefficient can be significant. 

For the steady state, in low injection the frequencies are the same as the transient 

case. From the above it can be seen that the single SRH time constant expression is 

not sufficient as an approximation and it lacks the provision for predicting general 

behaviour. Deviations could be at their most significant when the magnitude of 

the coefficient, of the exponential terms of the minority and majority decay time 

constants, are similar in magnitude.

Furthermore, the recent general analytic solution of Chapter 3 (also published 

elsewhere Debuf [1]) applied to the steady state, together with the TLS analysis of 

the numerical solution, confirms the presence of at least two time constants in the 

decay. This unifies the existing solutions of the rate equations in the literature, as 

expected from inspection of the second order differential equation (3.3), for small 

departures from the equilibrium carrier concentration where the transient and steady 

state solutions are identical.

Using the method of solution developed in Chapter 3 Ref. [1] it is shown that 

the differential rate equations derived for the two-defect-level systems are consistent 

with the numerical solution of the rate equations. The linear form of the rate equa

tions predicts fundamental time constants which agree with those determined from
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the analysis of the numerical solution. As previously mentioned, the analytic solu

tion to the differential rate equations for the multiple defect state systems indicates 

an infinity of exponential terms, the frequencies of which are a linear combination 

of fundamental frequencies. The fundamental frequencies are derived from the lin

ear form of the rate equations without an approximation at a given temperature 

for arbitrary, excess carrier concentration, doping concentration Na,Di defect level 

concentration Nt, cross section crn;P and energy level Et. The transition from the 

linear to non-linear variation of fundamental frequency with excess carrier concen

tration is also given. Trapping behaviour of the minority carrier T\ is discussed and 

a measure of semiconductor quality is proposed based on the value and behaviour 

of T\. Expressions for the minority (ri) and majority carrier decay time constants 

are given. There is no priori knowledge of the number and value of time constants 

in the numerical solution. This independent verification of the theory, determined 

from the first principles derivation of the rate equations, confirms the properties of 

the above solution and the method of multi-transient analysis.

The fundamental theory of transient decay due to the two-multiple-defect level 

systems given in the present work may find a wide range of applications. Some 

of these applications may be comparing the quality of crystalline silicon, polycrys

talline silicon and cast silicon in the case of solar cells. Further, the effectiveness 

of different experimental techniques may be refined with the measurement of the 

fundamental decay time constants associated with multiple defect levels. Hence a 

uniform interpretation of defect level parameters across the techniques may ensue.

This work introduces the solution of the carrier continuity equation which in

cludes multiple defect levels in the carrier recombination terms. The recombina

tion term is expressed as an infinite number of exponential terms with frequencies 

which are multiples of fundamental frequencies. The resulting expressions for the 

excess carrier concentrations Anav(x,t) and Apav(x,t), may be readily formulated 

by analysing the decay for a well passivated surface (S = 0) for T\ and r2, the fun-
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damental time constants. Simplifications are made which reflect the experimental 

situation envisaged to carry out a simple contactless photoconductance decay mea

surement. A silicon CZ wafer with both surfaces well passivated is shown to yield 

consistent experimental time constants, with an exact theory.

Existing experimental data are largely interpreted using the time constant ex

pression t derived by Shockley, Read and Hall in Refs. [2] [3] and for multiple levels 

with approximations, as indicated in the introduction. The current work seeks to 

address the anomalies arising from such an interpretation in terms of the defect 

level parameters such as level depth, using exact theory developed recently. The 

accuracy of the existing measurement techniques, DLTS and Lifetime Spectroscopy, 

is demonstrated and the limitations of each method presented. A proposed Analytic 

Lifetime Spectroscopy for a single level defect is outlined.

7.2 Concluding Remarks

The fundamental frequencies uniquely identify the defect level properties of capture 

cross section crnjP, level concentration Nt and energy Et, as a signature of time 

constants. The numerical solution at temperature T;, excess carrier concentration 

An(0) and doping concentration Na, indicates the evolution of the decay with the 

given defect level parameters and indicates that the theory is consistent having 

been derived without approximations and independently verified by a multitransient 

analysis of the numerical solution.
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Appendix A

Evaluation of f]n{to) and T}p{to)

For low injection r)n(to) and rjp(to), at to = 0+ are both zero. It remains to find a value 

for rjn(to) and r)p(to) at t0 = U- Firstly a relationship between the differential terms in 

equations (2.27) is established and subsequently an expression for rjn(ti) is developed. 

Secondly having determined an expression for rjn(ti) in terms of the excess carrier 

concentration An(0), a critical value of excess carrier concentration An(0)cr^CaZ may 

be evaluated. This value represents the transition between the linear variation of 

fundamental frequency with excess carrier concentration and the non-linear variation 

with rjn(to) = 0. A requirement for the selection of rjn(ti) = A/(£*) — Annm(ti) is 

found from the charge neutrality relation Eq. (2.18) with Ap(0) = An(0) as follows.

Equating coefficients on both sides of Eq. (A.l) considering the first two compo

nents.

(A.l)

where,

(A.2)

(A.3)
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Now, multiplying the first equation of Eqs. (A.3) by Ai exp(—A^) and the second 

equation by A2exp(—A2U) yields

PoiA2e-A2ti = (l + EEr) N01\2e~^ (A.4)

Summing the left hand side of Eqs. (A.4) and equating that to the sum of the right 

hand side results in a relationship between the differentials as follows.

dApnm (t)
to—1{

= 1 +
Nt \ dAnnm(t) 

dt (A.5)
to = tiAn(0) /

Having established this relationship equation (2.28) may be solved for r)n(ti). The 

value of rjp(ti) is evaluated from Eq. (2.27).

(M) - A) - ((f>7o - 4>2°o)
Pni^i) 0An(O)(l-0)(Cn + Cp)

(A.6)

where cr0, A> 7o and cr0 are given by Eq. (2.22). Solving the following quadratic 

resulting from equation (A.6) with pn(U) = 0, corresponding to the linear region 

of variation of Ai)2 with An(0), indicates the onset of the non-linear region. For 

An(0) > 0, the onset of the non-linear region is termed An(0)cr^ca/.

0 = An2(0) ((a0 -/?0) - (7o ~ cro))

+ An(0) (Nt&o — Nt70 + 2Ntoo)

+ A2<7q (A.7)

Note also from Eqs. (2.28) and (A.2) the following may be established for tp

1
(7 “ CT0)

U In (■rjn(ti)) (A.8)
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Appendix B

Derivation of an Analytic Solution

for Annm(t), Apnm(t) and Af(t)

More formally the non-linear equation (2.36) may be written in the following form 

given rn(t) and qn(t) where An(t) = Annm(t)An(0)

dAp. + rn{t)An(t) = Qn{t) (B.l)at

where Af(t) is the non-linear occupation function.

rn(t) = (70 - (To) ~ CnNtAf(t) (B.2)

Qn{t) = croNtAf(t) (B.3)

An analytic solution for An(t) may be written as follows (see Kreyszig [47]).

A n(t) e -frn(t)dt (B.4)

It is assumed that the non-linear function Af(t) may be given by Aif(t), Eq. 

(2.33). A solution of equation (B.4) is obtained by substitution of Aif(t) and eval

uating the indefinite integral by repeated integration by parts. An infinite sum of 

exponentials with exponents a linear combination of the fundamental frequencies Ai 

and A2 is revealed for An(t) ( Eq. (B.10) ).
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The solution of Eq. (B.4) is briefly outlined as follows, let,

Iq„(t) = J«0Nt (F10e- + F01e-)

(B.5)

and

h n(t)
e~ f rn(t)dt

e-(7o-ffo)tg- CnNtFWc_Xlt C-A2t ^
A1 A2 (B.6)

such that, where C is a constant of integration to be determined by the boundary 

conditions.

A n(t) = /"(<)(/„ n(t) + C) (B.7)

and performing the integration by parts for the first term of Iqn(t) as follows,

I =

(B.8)

where,

u
cnNtFw C-A1t | cnNtFa\ c~\2t , ^

e Ai a2 (B.9a)

du
cnNtF]n c-\1t | CnNtFm c-Aot i ^

e Ai a2 {-CnNtFwe~Mt C„NtF01e-A21)

(B.9b)

<^*>0 )t
((7o - ct0) - A,)

(B.9c)

dv = e((70~"o)~Al)( (B.9d)

Multiplying equation (B.5) through by I~n(t) and collecting terms yields an ex
pression for An(t) where Rxyz{t) is an integral which may be further integrated by 
parts. The equation representing the function An(£) is given by Eq. (B.10) indicat
ing a series of exponential terms which on further integration goes to an infinity of
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terms. Effectively the integration is performed until the magnitude of the remainder 
( Rxyz(t) ) is less than some e. The constant of integration C is evaluated at the 
end of this section.

An(t) = <ft0Fio {e~*'l + </£0F10 [e~2x'‘+ itf0F10 (e~33'‘+ Rln(t)) + V>2"F0i (e-<2A‘+^>‘ + fl112(t))' 

+ VftFo! [e-<A‘+A’>‘ + Fjo (e-<2A'+A’>‘ + tf121(t)) + $*2F0i (e-<A'+2A2>‘ + F122(t))] }

+ 0oiFoi |e a"+V>o"2Foi e 2As( + V’osFoi (e 3Aaf + F222(£)) + ^>p2Fio^e (Ai+2A^)' + R22i(t)^

+ V>nFi0 [e-<A'+As)'+*F10 (e-<2Al+Aa>‘ + fl211(t)) + tf&Foi (e-<A'+2A2>‘ + F212(())] }

+ I~n(t)C (B.10)

where

*5 =

n =

CTqA^

(7o ~ CTo) — (*Ai + j\2) 
CnNt

(B.ll)

(B.12)

where,

(70 — cro) — (*Ai + jA2)

Consider now the second non-linear expression Eq. (2.37) for Apnm(t) which 

may be similarly written in the following form with Ap(t) = Apnm(t)An(0):

~^^ + rp(t)Ap(t) = qp(t) (B.13)

rp(t) = (oc0 -/30) + CpNtAf (t) (B.14)

qp(t) = -/30NtAf(t) (B. 15)

An analytic solution for Ap(t) may be written as follows (see Ref. [47]).

Ap(t) = e-fT’m (Jq^eCM^dt + c) (B.16)

Similarly an analytic solution for Ap(t) is available by integrating equation (B.16) 
by parts to reveal an infinite series of mono-exponential terms with inverse time 
constants, a linear combination of the frequencies Ai and A2.

Ap(t) = tf0F,0 je~Al( - V-?0F,0 [e-2Al‘ - 4>rmF10 (e~3Al1 + Rln(t)) - 1/&F01 (e-(2Al+A2)‘ + F„2(f))'

- ruFoi [e-<A'+A2>‘ - V-2p,Fio (e-<2A'+A’>‘ + R12i(t)) - </>f2F0I (e-<A'+2A2>‘ + F122(t))] }

+ *F0i {e-Asi - <Fol [e“2A2‘ - <p%,Foi (e~3X*‘ + R222(t)) - tf2F10 (e-<A'+2A’>‘ + R221(t))'

— V’nFio [e-<A,+A2)‘-^1F10 (e~(2X'+X2,‘+ R2n(t)) ~ tf2Foi (e-<A'+2A2>‘+ F2I2(i))]}

+ lrp(t)C (B.17)
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where

=

-PoNt

=

(ao — A) — (^1 + J/A2)
CpNt

(B. 18) 

(B. 19)
(<*o ~ A) — (^1 + )A2)

From the charge neutrality relation as follows, a solution for the non-linear func

tion A f(t) should also contain an infinity of exponential terms contradicting the 

assumption that Af(t) be represented by Aif(t)

NtAf(t) = Ap(t) - An(t) (B.20)

Hence mono-exponential terms containing the linear combination of the fundamental 

frequencies should also be included in A f(t) as follows:

A/(() = A if(t) + 72oe_2Al< + 7o2e_2A2<

+ 7ne“(A,+A2)' + "- (B.21)

As such the following solutions for An(t) and Ap(t) may be determined.

An(t) = </>i0Fi0e Xlt + {fiio'fi20^10 + 02o72o) e 2Xlt + (010^20^30 ^10 + ^3o73o) e 3Xlt

+ {WoMo'l’nKFoi + + WMMAFk + <$l72i) e~^+^‘

+ (ftV-^FioFo! + ^V-nFioFo! + ^l7ii) e-<A'+A2)‘

+ + ro^^FioF^ + Kr^F^Fl + </>?2712) e-<Al+2A2>‘

+ 7oi Fme x‘‘ + + ^02702) e 2A2‘ + ('Aor'^V’ra^i + $>3703) e 3A2<

+R"(«) + /-(t)C (B.22)
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and

Ap{t) — (f)pl0Fi0e Xlt + (0iO02o^n) + 02o72o) e 2Ali + (0iO02O03o^i3o + 03o73o) e 3Al*

+ Wo^iT^oi + + MitfiMiKFoi + <%i72i) e-(2Al+A2>‘

+ («FioF01 + '/’oiV'n^'io-f’oi + 0ii7n) e *Al+A2*‘

+ Wo'Pn^uFioFZi + Vm^uFioFm + Oc^OoF2 + ^712) e-<Al+2A2>! 

+ o't’nFne Xlt + (^Y'.-'mCu + 7o27o2) e 2X21 + (4’'(n ,2!n2,l'mFin + 7o:t7o:i) e 3A'2* 

+Rp(t) + I~p(t)C (B.23)

Using the charge neutrality relation and equating coefficients, the factor 720 for 

example may be evaluated.

Nrnoe 2A|' = (^o’/’mTo + $So72o) e 2Alf

- + ^o72o) e-2Al( (B.24)

such that

720 —
(010020 0?O^2nO) *?0

— 020 ~b 020
(B.25)

Using the notation in the text an expression for N2o may be evaluated and is 

equivalent to that derived by equating coefficients of like exponential terms.

Non — 0^,010020 ~h 010020020 010 020 020 ) ^10

Nt ~ 020 d- 020
(B.26)

Evaluation of the constant of integration C and confirmation of the method of 

equating coefficients to realise simultaneous equations, is as follows. Equation (B.10) 

may be expressed as Eq. (B.27).

M0 = OnW-WO + ITn{t)C (B.27)

and the constant C determined at t0 = 0+ or to = U which represent boundary

conditions where the value of An(t) is known.

An(t0) - I-n(t0)Iqn(t0)
Ifni* o)

C (B.28)
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Differentiating equation (B.27) results in an expression Eq. (B.29) ( with the value 

of C Eq. (B.28) included ) which may be equated with Eq. (2.20) and substituting 

the charge neutrality relation.

dAn(t)
dt t—t o

^ [Irn(t)Iqn{t)\ _j_ 

dt t=to
[An(t0) - I~n{t0)Iqn{t0)]

x [— (ffo — tfo) + CnNtFioe Xlt° + CnNtFoie X2to + • • • ]

(B.29)

At t0 = U for example equating like exponential terms for Ai yields the following 

where rjn{ti) = Af(U):

((ffo — &o) ~ Ai — CnNtr]n(ti)) Nioe Xltl = + 2CnNt (Nqq + r]n(U)) \ Fioe Xltl

(B.30)

and for i = 1, j = 1:

((To 0o) — (Ai + A2) — CnNtr}n(ti)) Nue (Al+ATi _

x

(a°An(0) 2CnNt (N0q + 77n(tl))Sj

Fne~(Xl+X2)ti

+CnNt (NiqFqi + A^oiBio) 

x e~(Ai+A2 )ti (B.31)
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Appendix C

Calculation of Coefficients F\q, Fqi 

and Ni j

All coefficients 7VZJ and Pij are a function of Fi0, F0i, Ai, A2 and rjn(ti). Note that 

the differentials of the normalised variables Annm(t) and Apnm(t) at t = 0+ are 

equal to a constant independent of the injection level and derived from equations

(2.20) and (2.21).

dAnnm (£)

t=o+

dApnrn (t)

~CnNt (1 - fQ) 

= —CpNtf0

(C.l)

(C.2)
£=0+

At t = 0+, the normalised expressions Eqs. (2.39) are represented by Eq. (C.3), 

given Eq. (C.l).

1 — Aio + Nqi + £n (C.3a)

CnNt(l-f0) = XiNio + A2AT01 + e'N (C.3b)

where e and e' are error terms representing the series:

£ N — Fill + N2q + Nq2 + N\2 + N2l

+ A”30 + N03 + • • • (C.4a)
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e>N — (^1 + ^2)^11 + 2AiA^20 + 2A2 A^q2

+ (Ai + 2A2)iVi2 + ■ ■ ■ (C.4b)

From equation (B.30) with r]n(ti) = 0, the values of F10 and Fqi may be evaluated, 

given TVio and N01} as follows:

[(70 ~ o~o) ~ ^1] ^10
^ + KM

(C.5)

p _ [(70 ~ ffi)) ~ ^2] Nqi

01 ' St + 2 CnNt

At t = ti, the values of F10 and F0i may be determined from Eq. (B.30).

Let £n = 0 and e'N = 0 and calculate N\o and No 1 from Eq. (C.3). With an 

initial value of iVi0 and No 1, the components Nij of the series for and e'N may 

be evaluated by equating coefficients and solving simultaneous equations. Similarly 

for P10 and P0i, the Pzj for the series £p and e'P may be evaluated. The coefficients 

N\o and N01 are re-evaluated from Eq. (C.3) corrected for the error terms eN and 

e'N as follows:

A^io + A^oi = 1 — £ n (C.7a)

AiA/io + A2A^oi — CnNt (1 — f0) — £rN (C.7b)

N\q and N01 are re-evaluated, and the 7VtJ-, Pi}J and Fij determined from the 

simultaneous equations such that the sum of the coefficients at t = 0 equals one. 

Note that at t = 0+ the resulting series for Nij should yield a value for dAnnm(t)/dt 

given by Eq. (C.l) for arbitrary injection An(0).
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Appendix D

Rate Equation: Quadratic Form

At t = 0+ the following quadratic applies for the transient case at hand. As such 

the easiest way to deal with this is to do a co-ordinate change so that the N0 term 

disappears in the new co-ordinates.

0 - Ao + Ahn(0+) + A2n2(0+) (D.l)

Now n(0+) approaches nt the non-zero solution of the above quadratic and using 

the co-ordinate change ft = n(0+) — nt, the N0 term is eliminated. In terms of Eq. 

(2.42), Eq. (2.1) is written as follows such that for all (i, j) we have:

EE
* j

dNijEij -EE (7o cro)Aj)j <To^ Fid CnNt<&ij

i j
Fr+o,.vtEE.v'EE

* j
at? zt^

EE-w-w
i j

(D.2)

where is the sum of the cross terms and:

N0

Ni

N2

C„Nt( 1 - /„)
/ oo oo

- ( (To - cr0) - CnNt ^2 X! 
\ i j

CnNt £ Y,
i j

C j 

Ni,3

(D.3)

(D.4)

(D.5)
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Appendix E

Analytic Solution: Infinity of 

Linear Systems

It may be shown as follows that the infinite series solution represents the sum of 

responses of an infinite number of linear systems to an impulse S(t). Given the 

infinity of exponential terms comprising the solution for Annm(t) each NijEij term 

may be written as:

ui,j ~ (E.l)

which is a solution of a linear differential equation with a constant coefficient and 

Ai > 0 and A2 > 0:

= — (*Ai 4- j\2)Uij (E.2)

As such the infinite series of exponential terms comprising the solution of the differ

ential equation for Annm(t) is a sum of linear responses and the solution represents 

the impulse response. Stability for linear ordinary differential equations Stuart [48] 

is assured if the eigenvalues — i\\ and —jA2, lie on the real axis in the left half plane 

ie. Re(-iXi) < 0 and Re(—jA2) < 0. This is certainly the case here.
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Appendix F

Differential Rate Equation for 

Multiple Discrete Levels

A first principles approach is adopted as in Shockley and Read [2] in deriving the 

differential rate equations for carrier transitions via multiple discrete defect energy 

levels in the bandgap. The recombination rate for electrons at a discrete defect 

energy level is the difference in the rate of electron capture and the rate of electron 

emission Ref. [2]. Consider m discrete defect levels where there is no carrier ex

change between levels. Furthermore, a carrier at the k' level in the range of energy 

dEk' makes a transition to the kth discrete defect level as shown in Figure F.l. A 

rate of electron capture from the conduction band to multiple levels may be ex

pressed as being proportional to the number of electrons in the conduction band 

f (Ek')N(Ek')dEk' ( f(Ek') is the electron occupation probability function ) and the 

number of holes A^(l — fk(Etk)) at the defect levels where fk{Etk) is the elec

tron defect level occupation function for a given k. The constant of proportionality 

is Cn{Ek: Ek'). Similarly the rate of electron emission from the defect levels

to the conduction band is proportional to the number of available empty states 

fp(Ev)N(Ek')dEk' ( where fp(Ek>) = (1 — /(£V) ) in the conduction band and
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a Energy E

- E

level k’

level k

Figure F.l: Carrier transitions between the k' level in the conduction band and the 

kth level defect state in the bandgap.

the number of electrons ^TJk=\ Ntkfk(Etk) at the defect levels Again, the constant of 

proportionality is Ylk=i en(£*/, Ek).
m

dUn — ^ ^ cn (.F/c, Ek>^
Jk'=1

x / (Ek')N(Ek')dEk'
m

^ ^ {Ek>, E/f)
.k'=1

x fp(Ek>)N(Ek’)dEk/ (F.l)

where:

~fk(Etk))
_k=l

y] (Etk)
_k=1

and:

fk{Etk) —

/(£*') =

1 + exp

1

1 + exp I Ek'—E.Et'> ^

(F.2)

(F.3)
/cT y

At equilibrium the recombination rate dUn is zero and Eftk{0~) = Ef where Eftk 

is the kth defect level occupancy Fermi level and Ef is the equilibrium Fermi level.
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The proportionality constant cn(Ek, Ek>) is non-zero for a carrier transition involving 

a particular (A, k') pair, otherwise it is zero. From the equilibrium condition, it may 

be established that en(Ek>,Ek) is also non-zero for the same (k,k') pair since the 

occupancy functions are non-zero at equilibrium. Hence carrier transitions occur in 

unique pairs (k',k), so that equation (F.l) is only valid for a corresponding pair to 

the exclusion of all other pairs. The mathematical equivalent for the discrete level 

case where there is no interaction between levels is that the quantities fk(Etk) ( and 

hence [1 - fk(Etk)] ) and is an fk(Etk>) ( and hence [1 - fk(Etk/)] ) are orthogonal 

functions with respect to functions of cn(Ek,Ek>) and en(Ek>,Ek) Kreyszig [49] as 

follows.

dUn = 0 for k ^ k' (F.4a)

\dUn\ > Ofor k = k' (F.4b)

From equation (F.l) the following may be established from the given equilibrium 

condition by summing over all (A:', k) pairs.

^ ^ (Ek' i Ek)
ik' = l

^ ^ Cn (Ek, Eki^j

Etk — Ek>
,k'=1

y^exp
k=1

kT (F.5)

Substitution of Eq. (F.5) into Eq. (F.l) results in the following integral, similar to 

Ref. [2] for the single-level case.

Efk ~ Ef(t)
Un = exp

k=l kT

52 -/*(£?«))

S(Ek/)N{Ek/)dEk,

_k=1 
m

(F.6)'y ^ (Ek, Ek>)
,k'=1

In the conduction band most of the carriers are near Ec and so fv(Eki) is nearly 

unity.
roo

n(t) = / N(Eki)f(Ek>)dEki (F.7)
J En
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Together with the following equation expressing n(t) using Fermi-Dirac statistics, 

an expression for Nc is derived Eq. (F.9a) as in Ref. [2] where f(Ek>) is written in 

terms of fp{Ek>).

n(t) = Nc exp (F.8)

When the following substitutions are made together with the orthogonal relation Eq. 

(F.4) an average value for cn(Ek,Ek') is determined Eq. (F.9c). It is the average 

value that is measured experimentally.

Nc N (Eki) dEk> (F.9a)

Enk — ^ ^ (Efc>) >

fc' = 1

where

< ^ cn (Ek, Eki^ >
k’ — l

JeT [«P (^)] E”=1 Cn (£*, Ek,)] N (E„o dEtf

Nc

the resulting equation for the recombination rate Un is as follows:

Etk ~ Ef{t) \
Un = YjCr

k=1
1 — exp

kT J

xNtk [1 - fk (Etk\) n(t)

This may be further refined such that with n\k given by Eq. (4.4a):

m
Un = ^T[CnkNtk (1 - fk (Etk))n(t)

it=i

Cnk^tk/k (k) ^lfc]

(F.9b)

(F.9c)

(F.10)

(F.ll)

Similarly an expression for Up may be derived with pik given by Eq. (4.4b):

m
Up = [CpkNtkfk (Etk) p(t)

k—1
— CpkNtk (1 — fk (Etk)) pik] (F.12)
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It may be shown that the equations (4.13) and (4.14) may be directly derived from 

Eq. (F.ll) and Eq. (F.12). Note there is only one recombination rate. The sum

mation of NtkAf(Etk) over all discrete defect levels is equal to Ap(t) — An(t) from 

the charge neutrality relation. From the charge neutrality relation one may write:

m
dj_ (Etk) 

dt
Un-Up (F.13)

and from the orthogonality condition Eq. (F.4) for each k the following is estab

lished:

r df(Etk) 
tk dt

U,n A: ap\k (F.14)

where the following are defined to simplify the notation and do not indicate a level 

recombination rate:

Un\k = Cn (k) Ntk (1 - fk (Etk)) n(t)

- Cn (k) Ntkf (Etk) nlk (F.15)

and:

Up\k = Cp (k) Ntkf (Etk) p(t)

Cp (A:) Ntk (1 — /* (Etk)) Pik (F. 16)
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Appendix G

Evaluation of f]nk{to) and rjpk(tg)

For low injection f]nk{to) and r/pk(to), at t0 = 0+ are both zero. It remains to find a 

value for i]nk{t0) and rjpk(to) at t = tik for a k value. Firstly a relationship between 

the differential terms in Eqs. (4.28) and (4.29) is established and subsequently 

an expression for r]nk(tik) is developed. Secondly having determined an expression 

for VnkiUk) in terms of the excess carrier concentration An(0), a critical value of 

excess carrier concentration An(0)cntica; may be evaluated. This value represents 

the transition between the linear variation of fundamental frequency with excess 

carrier concentration and the non-linear variation. A requirement for the selection 

of Vnk(,tik) = Af(tik) = Annm{tik) is found from the expression Eq. (4.24) with 

Ap(0) = An(0) as follows.

(G.l)

where for p-type:

(G.2)

and for n-type:

(G.3)
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In relation to p-type, equating coefficients on both sides of Eq. (G.l) and considering 

the first two components.

Pio = 

Pol =

An(0))

1 +
An(0))

Nio

NQl (G.4)

Now, multiplying the first equation of Eqs. (G.4) by \\ exp(—XiUk) and the second 

equation by A2 exp(—A2^) yields

P0l\2e-x^ = (l +^r) Af0iA2e-A2,“ (G.5)

Summing the left hand side of Eq. (G.5) and equating that to the sum of the right 

hand side results in a relationship between the differentials as follows.

dAPnm (t)

t—tik
h Nth A d/\n 

An(0) / dt
(G.6)

t-tik

Having established this relationship equations (4.28) and (4.29) may be solved for 

a given k for r]n(tik). The value of rjp(tik) is evaluated from Eq. (4.24).

Vnkv'ik)
(Pk&Ok ~ ftok) ~ {PklOk ~ Pfook) (G.7)

<foAn(0)(l - <t>k)(Cnk + Cpk)

where ao*;, Pok, 7ok and ook are given by Eq. (4.15). Solving the following 

quadratic resulting from equation (G.7) with AT]nk(Uk) = 0, corresponding to the 

linear region of variation of A^+i with An(0), indicates the onset of the non-linear 

region. For An(0) > 0, the onset of the non-linear region is termed An(0)cr^ca/. 

For p-type An(0)cr^ca; is evaluated from:

0 = An2(0) ((aofc - Pok) ~ (To* ~ &ok))

+ An(0) (NtkOtok — Ntk^ok + ZNtk&ok)

+ N?ka0k (G.8)
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and for n-type, An(0)cr^ca/ is evaluated from:

0 = - An2(0) ((aofc -/?oa:) ~ (7ofc - crofc))

+ An(0) (NtkCxok — Nthiok + 2NtkOok)

+ N?kaok (G.9)

Note also from Eqs. (4.19) and (G.2) the following may be established for

tik
ilk &k$k)

{jink ) (G.10)
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Appendix H

Differential Equations for Ground 

and Excited State System

Carrier transitions at the ground and excited states are described the recombination 

rates as follows:

= Un> ~Ups + ^ ~ ~ (H-la) 

Nt-f- = unx - upx + {u;x -us,)- (u*x - ui9) (H.ib)

Expressions for Ung — Uvg and Unx — Upx may be derived similar to that for multiple 

levels in Appendix F. Due to the orthogonality relation in Section F only transi

tions between the ground and excited state need be considered. It remains to find 

expressions for U^g — Ugx and U%g — UJjx for the excited state and similarly for the 

ground state.

The recombination rate for holes at the excited state is the difference in the rate 

of hole capture and the rate of hole emission Eq. (H.l). A rate of hole capture from 

the ground state to the excited state may be expressed as being proportional to 

the number of holes at the ground level and the number of electrons at the excited
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level. The constant of proportionality is Cpx. Similarly the rate of hole emission 

from the excited state to the ground state is proportional to the number of holes in 

the excited state and the number of electrons on the ground state. Again a constant 

of proportionality is epxg Ref. [2].

At equilibrium the recombination rate Upx is zero and Efg(0-) = Efx(0~) = Ep 

where Ep is the equilibrium Fermi level. From equation (H.l) and equation (F.2) 

where in this case the kth level is the excited state, the following may be established 

from the given equilibrium condition.

On substitution of Eq. (H.3) into Eq. (H.l) the recombination rate for holes at the 

excited state is given as:

The recombination rate for electrons at the excited state is the difference in the 

rate of electron capture and the rate of electron emission Eq. (H.5). A rate of 

electron capture from the ground state to the excited state may be expressed as 

being proportional to the number of electrons at the ground level and the number of 

holes at the excited level. The constant of proportionality is Cgx. Similarly the rate 

of electron emission from the excited state to the ground state is proportional to 

the number of electrons in the excited state and the number of holes on the ground 

state. Again a constant of proportionality is exg.

Urgx-Ul9 = C*xNt (1 - /,(*)) Ntfx(t)

~ exgNt (1 - /*(<)) NJg(t) (H.2)

ugx - u;g = c;xNtfg(t)Nt (i - /,(*))

-enxgNJx(t)Nt(l-fg(t)) (H.5)
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At equilibrium the recombination rate UgX — Uxg is zero and Efg(0~) = Efx(0~) = 

Ep where Ep is the equilibrium Fermi level. From Eq. (H.5) the following may be 

established from the given equilibrium condition.

en
xg (H.6)

On substitution of Eq. (H.6) into Eq. (H.5) the recombination rate for electrons at 

the excited state is given as:

Un - Ungx xg = CLJV? [(!-/,(*))/,(*)

exp Jgnd

kT )W(! - /«(<)) fx(t) (H.7)

A similar analysis may be performed for the ground state. The rate of change of 

electron occupation at the excited state from the ground state may be expressed as.

df9x(t) = (y» _ £,») _

+ c*) (i

(1 - fx(t))fg(t)

N*

= n: Cox exp
E-r — E,

+ C" + CPQX exp -

gnd

kT
(Ex Egn([)

kT
(H.8)

Similarly the rate of change of electron occupation at the ground state from the 

excited state may be expressed as.

jy dfxg{t)
Nt~dt~ (u;s - u;x) - (u*X9 - u>x)

Ex Egnd
Cxoexp kT

~ C"+Cpexp - (Ex Egnd)

(! - fg(t))fx(t)

) (1 - /*(«)) fg(t)

(H.9)
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Appendix I

Evaluation of r)ng(to), rjpg(to) and 

rlnx{to)i Vpx(to)

For low injection ring(to), rjpg(to) and r]nx(t0), r]px(t0), at to — 0+ are both zero. It 

remains to find a value for r}ng(to), Tjpg(to) and r)nx(t0), rjpx(to), at t0 > 0+. Following 

the derivation similar to Appendix G, the relevant expressions are given below.

For example for the ground state a requirement for the selection of 77ng(tig) = 

Af(tig) = Annm(tig) (p-type) is found from the charge neutrality relation Eq. (4.9) 

with Ap(0) = Ara(O) as follows.

(1.1)

where for p-type:

(1.2)

and for n-type:

(1.3)

A relationship between the differentials is as follows:

(1.4)
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Having established this relationship equation (4.19) may be solved for rjn(tig). The 

value of r)p(tig) is evaluated from Eq. (4.20).

Vngitig)
((f)q0g - P0g) - (07Og ~ (jP (70g)

0An(O)(l-^)(C-+Cy
(1.5)

where aog, /3q9, 70g and aog are given by Eq. (4.15). Solving the following 

quadratic resulting from equation (1.5) with Arjng(tig) = 0, corresponding to the 

linear region of variation of A with An(0), indicates the onset of the non-linear 

region. For An(0) > 0, the onset of the non-linear region is termed An(0)cr^ca/. 

For p-type An(0)cr^ca/ is evaluated from:

0 = An2(0)((a09-/Jo9)-(7o!,-ffo9))

+ An(0) (Ntaog — Ntfog + 2Nt(Jog)

+ O Qg (1.6)

and for n-type, An(0)cr^ica/ is evaluated from:

0 = - A?i2(0) ((a09-/?o„) - (7o„-cto9))

+ An(0) (NtQiQg — Nt^og + 2A^<to5)

+ ^ta0g (1.7)

A similar analysis to the above may be made for the excited state.
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Appendix J

Addendum: Referees’ Reports and 
Author’s Comments

J.l Introduction
This thesis extends the work of Shockley, Read and Hall by presenting a detailed account of 
an exact solution to the single-level and multiple-level differential equations describing carrier 
transitions via defect levels in semiconductors. The predicted fundamental frequencies derived 
from this theory are independently verified by a multitransient analysis of the numerical solution 
of the differential equations. This provides a consistent theory or basis for experimental analysis 
and modeling. I believe the new theory may enhance our understanding of the effect of multiple 
levels in semiconductor devices and may even be used to identify defect species.

The respective referees’ comments, in the following sections, of this Addendum are included 
in the present work in an effort by the author to bring into the discussion a balanced viewpoint. 
A few major points raised by the referees about the present work may require further investiga
tion. The defect examples given in the thesis may be somewhat limiting. These examples are 
intended to reveal the salient features of the theory presented in the thesis. More future work 
is required to demonstrate the theory by exploring the complexity of defect species with a wider 
range of defect parameters. The experimental work may require significant development. In this 
respect, the theory may lead to the implementation of new techniques of multiple level measure
ment namely Fundamental Frequency Spectroscopy and, single-level measurement namely Analytic 
Lifetime Spectroscopy, described in this thesis. The thesis is heavily reliant on the mathematics 
underpinning the theory. This is because the physics of the carrier transitions via defect levels is 
described by nonlinear differential equations. The problem then becomes a mathematical one in 
terms of obtaining a general solution. These equations present a significant problem in terms of 
finding a general solution by virtue of their nonlinearity. This mathematical context may detract 
from the physics of the problem to the extent that the readability and comprehension of the theory 
can be demanding. A stronger effort to simplify the presentation of the theory may be required.

Nevertheless, it is my view that a large problem can be made more manageable by judiciously 
choosing smaller pieces of the puzzle and solving the related problems. The reader may note 
that there are three paths leading to the same series solution in the thesis. One is differentiation 
of an assumed solution, the second, integration which leads to a series solution and the third, 
multitransient analysis of the numerical solution of the differential equations, which confirms the 
predicted fundamental frequencies. Furthermore, the physics of a problem can lead to assumptions 
which simplify or reduce the complexity in terms of understanding the phenomena, but at the 
same time one has to quantify those assumptions. I believe this is best done by understanding the 
relationship between the quantities through a mathematical description so that the variables may 
be quantified. This may be said to be just common sense. However, just as the description of the 
physics can be misleading via assumptions, so too can the mathematics via approximations. In 
this event, several paths leading to the same solution provide a consistent means of understanding 
the problem, which in this case is a general solution without approximation to the multiple-level 
differential equations.

I would like to take the opportunity to thank the referees for their time and their constructive 
comments. I look forward to an extension of the work in the form of improvements in defect level 
measurement and refinement of the theory, presented in this work. NOTE: The referees’ comments 
were transcribed from the photocopy of the original reports into latex text format.

regards Didier
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J.2 Comments by Referee A
The main objective of this thesis to solve a mathematical problem that is at the heart of semi
conductor physics, the complex dynamics of electrons and holes mediated by discrete defect levels 
within the energy band gap. It is an old problem and it has been investigated quite exhaustively. 
Yet, its general mathematical treatment has remained too difficult a task for most researchers. 
Mr. Debuf has demonstrated impressive mathematical skills and achieved the goal of obtaining 
analytical solutions.

Although I am impressed by the quality of the mathematical work, the thesis contains a serious 
misconception of the physical mechanism of minority carrier trapping that, in my opinion, should 
be precluded from being passed on to future scholars. I would rate this as a major correction, and 
recommend that it be properly addressed in an Addendum to the thesis. The reasons for this are 
given at the end of this report.

The main outcome of such an impressive amount of mathematical derivations seems to be that 
it is not possible to talk of a single carrier lifetime parameter, because the detailed theory predicts 
two time constants to characterise recombination via the SRH mechanism. This in itself is not new, 
but Mr. Debuf gives new and ample proof of it. Yet I have reservations about this result being of 
much practical significance. The concept of carrier lifetime has proven to be powerful enough to 
interpret experimental data and perform device modeling. The fact that it is in general an effective 
parameter that represents a host of physical mechanisms (with corresponding time constants) is 
well known. It is a fact that the lifetime varies in numerous and frequently unpredictable ways, 
and this in most cases is more important than the possible impact of there being two or more 
time constants. Nevertheless, the theoretical models in the thesis are powerful tools to study the 
complexities of recombination in semiconductors.

The thesis is mathematically overwhelming, but fails to be physically convincing. After read
ing it, one gets the impression that the physical understanding is inversely proportional to the 
mathematical sophistication. Compared to earlier work, which focused on the physics and used 
mathematics as a means towards clarifying them, this thesis achieves the opposite, with mathe
matics becoming an end. In some circumstances the thesis seems to try to bend the physics and 
so they conform to the mathematics.

The thesis purports that the physical models for carrier recombination that have so effectively 
allowed the progress of semiconductor technology of the last 50 years are wrong and should be 
replaced with new methods. Indeed, those physical models have approximations and limits of 
applicability and it is worth reminding experts in the field of that. Yet, to make the more accurate 
models acceptable would require a much more exhaustive study than is presented here. It is 
scientifically unacceptable to base such strong statements on just one case study of one specific 
defect level that happens to lead to a 30% discrepancy with the simplified SRH model. This case 
is used ad nauseam throughout the thesis (in chapters 2, 3 and 6), together with large chunks of 
text and other figures, which, incidentally, makes the thesis presentation quite awkward. Surely 
it should be possible to apply the theory to other cases, unless the computations are so time 
consuming that they can only be performed once or twice during a whole PhD research ?

A serious assessment of the exact solutions in this thesis compared to the simpler models is 
lacking. It is obvious that the error depends on the specific parameters of the defects and that the 
simple models are perfectly adequate in many cases. A systematic study, perhaps similar to that of 
Rein (reference [46]), would be necessary to make the arguments of this thesis more convincing and 
clarify what their real significance is. As it stands, I am afraid that Chapter 3 is not a scientifically 
sound discussion of the accuracy of the SRH model. This chapter provides zero extra information 
compared to chapter 2. In page 46 it is said that the time constants (please refrain from using 
the word ”decay” in steady-state situations, and amend also section 2.7 in this regard) in the 
steady-state case can be difference from those in the transient case. It would be good to show this 
by plotting both in the same graph, although it is possible that a different defect center may have 
to be chosen to reveal such difference.

Chapter 4 successfully tackles the still more complex problem of several defects simultaneously 
present. As shown in Fig. 4.1, the approach taken is that these defects are independent, that is 
transitions between themselves are not considered. Once again, the conclusions of the chapter (”it 
thus becomes imperative...”, p. 77) are not substantiated by the study of just one example. It 
would have been interesting if the detailed model had been compared to the usual way in which 
multiple defects are dealt with, by adding the recombination rates (the inverse lifetimes) produced 
by each of those centers.

Chapter 5 contains the only experimental results in the thesis, showing the type of work 
that would be desirable to consolidate the models. It is a pity that only one wafer has been 
measured, because the diversity of situations that can be found in the physical world is enormous, 
and their study would have assisted to demonstrate the applicability of theoretical models and 
raise some interest among experimental researchers. As it stands, the comparison between theory 
and experiment presented in this chapter is not convincing, partially because this particular wafer 
shows practically no features of interest (the time constants are practically flat as a function of
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excess carrier density, Fig. 5.1), and also because it is possible to fit almost anything to the 
experimental points, considering that there are so many free variables. In fact, the two defect 
properties attempted in Fig. 5.1 and 5.2 do a pretty good job at explaining the data, considering 
that there are extra reasons for the drop of r at high carrier densities than those considered in the 
model. (Please choose a vertical axis that allows to see the real quality of the theoretical fit; ten 
orders of magnitude makes things look artificially close).

Instead of dismissing the IDLS and TDLS methods (in Chapter 6), the author should consider 
more carefully the work by Schmidt, Rein, Macdonald etc., to cite a few, showing that it is not 
possible to conclusively identify the properties of a defect using just one wafer (unless TDLS and 
IDLS are combined). The Analytical Lifetime Spectroscopy method proposed in Chapter 6 has, in 
my opinion, very little value in practice, because it relies on the knowledge of too many, usually 
unknown, parameters (density of defects, capture cross sections, etc). This chapter does not explore 
in sufficient depth the TDLS and IDLS methods, certainly not enough to show their limitations 
(using again the same Fig. 6.4 as in chapters 2 and 3 seems a poor effort).

Finally, I come to the most important point of this report. There are not many instances in 
which the author ventures to discuss physics, but there is one (repeated too many times in the 
thesis by virtue of word processing, p.28, p.71, etc) where he explains the behaviour of the first 
time constant with excess carrier density in terms of carrier trapping. In my opinion, he shows 
a misconception of trapping effects, possibly due to the double meaning given to this word in 
early literature. In page 28, the author explains the behaviour of T\ shown in Fig. 2.2, in terms of 
’’minority carrier trapping”. He affirms that at very low carrier densities (the ’’linear region”) there 
is recombination only, whereas beyond the critical carrier density both trapping and recombination 
are at work. In actual fact, it is the other way around; it is well documented that trapping effects 
are more important the lower the carrier density is. The ’’linear region” is actually where trapping 
effects are more significant, while the dynamics of carrier retention and release that occur in the 
’’non linear region” are to be seen, in my opinion (and that of most researchers), as part of the 
normal statistics of SRH recombination.

I will use the author’s statement in section 2.7 as an argument to support my interpretation. He 
concludes that ’’the reason for the discrepancy in the linear region is that in the paper of Shockley 
and Read the change in charge density produced by changing the (carrier) concentration in the 
traps is neglected”. Indeed, that is so, and this is no other but the definition of minority carrier 
trapping, which is discernible because it alters the balance of charge between excess electrons and 
holes. So the difference between this thesis’ model and SRH’s is the inclusion of trapping effects, 
which results in the observed discrepancy in the linear region (and only there!). Hence it is the 
linear region that is affected by trapping, while the recombination only model of SRH is perfectly 
adequate to explain the rest of the curve.

I would like to encourage Mr. Debuf to read sections of the excellent book by Blakemore 
(reference below). I will paraphrase this book (p. 256): ’’What makes the problem so complicated is 
that the flaws indulge in both recombination and trapping...they behave primarily as recombination 
centers if, after capturing an electron...they capture a hole. On the other hand, the flaw is acting 
primarily as an electron trap if it more likely to return the electron to the conduction band”. 
Additional clarifications are offered in p. 249: ’’...trapping effect, in the sense that the flaws 
produce a marked disparity between the excess of electrons and excess holes”, and elsewhere in 
the book. I would also strong recommend a correction of the author’s distorted perception of the 
physics of trapping in the papers he has submitted for publication. A much stronger trapping effect 
than the 30% discrepancy observed by him is frequently found in many types of silicon wafers. Such 
strong trapping requires specific theoretical modeling, as discussed by Fan (ref. 6 of the thesis) 
and more comprehensively , by Hornbeck and Haynes. Reference to these author is is obliged for 
any person seriously interested in understanding trapping effects. I am almost certain that the 
author’s model is capable of explaining strong trapping as well, simply by choosing the appropriate 
parameters for the defect level. What Hornbeck, Haynes, Fan, Blakemore and others point out is 
that such parameters would not lead to that defect being an effective recombination center, which 
leads to their models having at least two types of defect (or the same level having a dual role), one 
mainly for recombination, the other mainly a trapping center. I would also recommend consulting 
some recent papers by Macdonald given below. Of particular relevance is a paper in Phys. Rev. 
B that precisely discusses the limitations of the SRH model at low carrier densities, reaching very 
similar conclusions to this thesis, although with a simpler approach and clearer physics.

The relevant references are:

• J. S. Blakemore, Semiconductor Statistics (Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1962)

• J. A. Hornbeck and J. R. Haynes, Phys. Rev. 97, 311 (1955)

• D. Macdonald and A. Cuevas, Minority carrier trapping in multicrystalline silicon, Appl.
Phys. Lett, vol 74 (12), pp. 1710-1712 (1999)
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• D. Macdonald and A. Cuevas, Validity of Shockley-Read-Hall statistics for modeling carrier 
lifetimes in silicon, Phys. Rev. B. vol 67, No 15 (II), p 075203 (2003)

Part C

After examination of the thesis I recommend that:
2. The thesis merits the award of the degree subject to minor corrections as listed 
being made to the satisfaction of the head of school.

NOTE: the word minor above was crossed out in favour of substantial.
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J.3 Author’s comment to Referee A
General comments:

• Section 2.6, Further Aspects of Trapping, was included to expand on the concept of trapping 
and encompass the more realistic situation of electron trapping, hole trapping, recombina
tion and generation. In this section the rates of carrier capture and emission from the 
original SRH rate equations define the processes of electron trapping, hole trapping, recom
bination and generation by means of inequalities. These definitions indicate that the unique 
behaviour of T\ in both n-type and p-type semiconductor may be explained as correspond
ing to minority carrier trapping with increasing excess carrier concentration as discussed in 
Section 2.5, for the given example. However, the author feels that the the theory presented 
in this thesis is applicable generally.

• With the fundamental frequencies either resolved from the measured decay or calculated 
from known defect parameters the multiple level defect species carrier transitions may be 
modeled exactly as they occur in the real world.

• The fundamental frequency Ai = 1/ri behaves in a unique way in both n-type and p-type 
semiconductor as opposed to the other fundamental frequencies Xk+i- Referee A does not 
address this behaviour in the new theory. The author gives an explanation of the behaviour 
of Ti, which is the primary fundamental time constant.

• With the current effective lifetime theory significant multiple level transition information is 
lost as only a lumped effect is given. The new theory presents possibilities of more detailed 
defect species analysis by the concept of the fundamental frequencies which present more 
information on defect level parameters. This presents possibilities of new research such as 
ultra-pure semiconductors with a more detailed picture of multiple level effects.

• From Chapter 3 the expression for the original SRH single-level time constant Eq. (5.3) of 
[2] is shown to be incorrect. In effect this expression is strictly an inadequate description 
of the physics of carrier transitions for the single-level defect but more so for multiple level 
defects. Strictly, the concepts of minority carrier time constant and majority carrier time 
constant, in terms of Eq. 5.3 of Shockley and Read [2] often quoted in the literature, also 
inadequately describe the physics of minority carrier decay.

Specific comments:

• paragraph 6: Chapter 3 proves that the source of the error resulting in the single time 
constant expression Eq. (5.3) of [2], is the definition of recombination U = An/r. This 
definition is given in [2] without justification. In Chapter 2 there is no mention of the role 
played by this SRH recombination term. As a consequence of the new theory this SRH 
recombination term strictly has no physical meaning. Paragraph 3 of Section 3.1 was added 
to Chapter 3 to show this inaccuracy. An accurate recombination term derived in terms of 
fundamental frequencies of the new theory is given in Chapter 5. As indicated by Referee 
A, a graphical demonstration of the steady state and the transient solutions would clarify 
the distinction between the two solutions. Figure 3.3 was added to Chapter 3 to show the 
difference between the steady state solution and the transient solutions. Furthermore, the 
steady state defined in the original 1952 SRH paper by setting the recombination rates 
equal, Un = Up, suggests that the slopes of the variation of excess carrier concentration 
with time (see Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13)), may vary but steady state is maintained as long 
as they are equal. This implies ”decay” and as I understand it is the principle behind the 
Quasi-Static technique of measurement.

• paragraph 7: Chapter 4 indicates that the fundamental time constants should be derived 
from the determinant of the matrix of the governing equations. This is further expanded 
in Chapters 4 and 6 on the accuracy of DLTS, which shows that the multiple level time 
constants are the roots of a polynomial. The frequencies of the exponential terms in the 
series solution are a linear combination of the fundamental frequencies. These frequencies 
become very large (very rapid time constant). By summing all the frequencies or inverse 
time constants, the overall inverse time constant may be taken to correspond to that of the 
shortest time constant (see Eq. (5.34) of Chapter 5). This would give an unrealistic value 
for this sum. Hence, the time constant for the overall carrier transitions cannot be modeled 
by the summation of the individual inverse time constants.
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• paragraph 8: The Experimental work provides proof of concept in applying the new theory 
with given experimental constraints or boundary conditions to identify a particular defect 
species in CZ grown silicon. A paper has been accepted for publication (2003) in J. Appl. 
Phys.

• paragraph 9: The Analytical Lifetime Spectroscopy method presented in Chapter 6 has 
a significant advantage over the present Lifetime Spectroscopy method. The advantage is 
that variables resolved by multitransient analysis from the measured decay may be plotted 
against 1/kT to determine a single-level defect level depth without ambiguity. With Lifetime 
Spectroscopy from Figure 6.4 a plot (linear part) for a level in the lower half of the bandgap 
intersects that of a level in the upper half. Effectively the two level depths cannot be 
distinguished from one measurement technique. In effect two defect level depth measurement 
methods are required to identify, the level depth, and which half of the bandgap the level 
resides (see Rein et al [46]). It is clear from the graph of Figure 6.5 for Analytic Lifetime 
Spectroscopy that the level depth represented by the slope of the plots (linear part indicated 
by a level depth) does not have this ambiguity as there are no intersections. Only one 
measurement and one wafer is required to determine level depth making the procedure very 
straight forward and simple. This is a very practical outcome of the new theory. In Chapter 
6, Section 6.3, paragraphs 4 and 5 were added to clarify the application of the new theory 
to a practical measurement technique namely DLTS. Here I include a new measurement 
method termed Fundamental Frequency Spectroscopy for resolving multiple defect level 
depths. This further enhances the application of the new theory to practical problems.

• paragraph 10. I agree that trapping effects may be more significant for device performance 
at low excess carrier concentrations. This part of the text is intended to explain the unique 
behaviour, of T\ of the new theory, with excess carrier concentration in both p-type and 
n-type semiconductor. I feel referee A has applied existing concepts of trapping usually 
applied in terms of an effective lifetime to explain the behaviour of T\. In my view this 
is not appropriate as n is not the same as the effective lifetime although they appear to 
behave similarly with excess carrier concentration.

• paragraph 11. The 30% error in the linear region is not a trapping effect (see also response 
to paragraph 13). The new theory takes care of trapping and recombination over the whole 
range of excess carrier concentration below non-degenerate doping, so it is not necessary 
to think in terms of regions of trapping and regions of recombination. The new theory 
provides an analytic solution over this range of excess carrier concentration, arbitrary defect 
parameters and arbitrary uniform doping. However, as Referee A points out evaluation of 
the theory over such a range with an extensive set of example defect parameters, may be 
required to clearly demonstrate the application of the theory.

• paragraph 12. I agree that a center may act as both a recombination and trapping center.

• paragraph 13. Again the 30% error is not a trapping effect. It is the relative error between 
the SRH single time constant and the exact time constant T\ with excess carrier concen
tration derived from the new theory. This demonstrates graphically that the single SRH 
time constant expression is inaccurate and strictly interpretation of the physics of carrier 
transitions in terms of this expression is also incorrect. As referee A indicates earlier in 
paragraph 3 that for the single level there are in reality two time constants and the physics 
of trapping, recombination and generation should be investigated using the full set of time 
constants as in Section 2.6 of Chapter 2.
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J.4 Comments by Referee B

Part A

1. Objective
The main objective of this work is the theoretical evaluation of the differential equations describing 
charge carrier recombination and trapping via defect centers in semiconductors. The result of this 
calculation is compared with the standard Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) statistics which is normally 
used for the description of charge carrier recombination.

The relevance of the calculations is demonstrated on practical examples and a new evaluation 
scheme based on the theoretical calculations is presented.

The theoretical derivation of the carrier kinetics via single and multiple defect levels is on a 
very high level and shows the thorough working style of the author. Thus, the main objective of 
the work is fully met by the author. The very high standard of the calculations and theoretical 
analysis is rewarded in several publications in journals with a very high standard (Physical Review 
Letters).

Nevertheless, the demonstration of the practical relevance of the new model and its application 
to the experiment is not absolutely convincing.

2. Originality
The theoretical calculation and the new model of the author are very original, since the use 
of the standard SRH model is widespread usually without any critical questions about possible 
assumptions underlying the calculations. Thus, the author’s work can have an important impact 
on the characterization of defect centers in semiconductors.

3. Presentation
The presentation of calculations and conclusions is clearly written and understandable. Neverthe
less, since the calculation are on high mathematical level it would have been very good to keep the 
reader a bit more motivated by giving more insight in the practical importance of the new model.

Part B

1. Literature Review
The literature review is complete especially in the field of the theoretical background of carrier 
recombination in semiconductors.

2. Method
The methods chosen for the theoretical evaluation of the carrier kinetics and the comparison to the 
standard SRH model demonstrate the very high mathematical skills of the author. This excellent 
theoretical description of physical processes is reflected in the impressive publication list of the 
author. However, the analysis of the experimental results using the new model (chapter 5) is 
not absolutely convincing. While the principal experimental constraints (surface passivation,...) 
are discussed properly, the description of the practical determination of the physical values from 
the experimental curve is not appropriate. Only the result of the multi-exponential fit is shown 
(Fig.5.1) while the decay curve itself, the fit and especially the error bars of the determined values 
are missing. This weakens the conclusions drawn by the author concerning the defect type observed 
in the investigated sample.

3. Results and findings
The theoretical findings and results shown in this work are on a very high level. Since the de
scription of carrier kinetics via defect levels in semiconductors is of great importance, they can be 
very significant. Nevertheless, the demonstration of this significance and the deviation which is
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achieved if the standard SRH model is used for evaluating practical measurements is not demon
strated satisfactory.

4. Discussion of results
As said above, the discussion of the theoretical results is very comprehensive and thorough. In 
Chapter 6 the practical importance of his calculations for important experimental methods such as 
Deep-Level Transient Spectroscopy or Lifetime Spectroscopy is shown. Nevertheless, this discussion 
remains on a theoretical level although especially here it would have been extremely important 
to demonstrate the practical relevance by showing the deviation when applying the author’s new 
model instead of the standard SRH theory to an experimental example.

5. Style
The writing style is very good and the virtual presentation is good.

Part C
After examination of the thesis I recommend that:
2. The thesis merits the award of the degree subject to minor corrections as listed 
being made to the satisfaction of the head of school.

Corrections:
Fig 6.5: The lifetimes are deceasing with increasing temperature. The opposite trend is observed 
in reality. The underlying calculation of this figure seems to be not correct.
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J.5 Author’s comment to Referee B
• Figure 6.4 was amended to reflect the correct slope of the linear portion of the plots in the 

graph.

specific comments

• part B 2. see author’s response to Referee A, paragraph 9.

• part B 3 and 4. see author’s response to Referee A, paragraph 9 and 13.
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J.6 Comments by Referee C

Part A

A1 Objective
• A full analytical solution to the widely-used Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) rate equations for 

carrier recombination through defects in semiconductors.

- Transient and steady state illumination conditions;
- single-level defect types;
- multiple single-level defects
- single multiple-level defect types;

• Numerical confirmation;

• Demonstration of error in original SRH theory;

• Impact on experimental time constant measurements and on deep level transient spec
troscopy (DLTS).

The objectives were definitely achieved in a theoretical sense, although the real-world impact 
of the differences of the new theory from that which is in general use will need in the future, to be 
better demonstrated than in the present thesis. However, the extent of the theoretical development 
alone is easily adequate to justify the award of the degree.

A2 Originality
The work is highly original and some may think almost heretical in its challenge to experimental 
techniques so widespread and generally accepted and to the theory developed by scientists of such 
stature and repute as Shockley.

A3 Presentation
The subject matter is heavily reliant on mathematics and, consequently the thesis is very math
ematical. I think the candidate should have made more effort, in an engineering thesis, to make 
the work more accessible to readers who have not lived and breathed SRH recombination theory 
for as many years as he has himself, particularly by greater use of explanatory diagrams, graphs 
and tables.

Part B

B(l) Literature Review
The literature referenced in the text is relevant and its coverage minimally adequate. There is 
a German language reference cited by [6] that is probably relevant to the early development and 
should have been included in the review. However, the reader is faced by a bewildering array of 
conditions, approximations and special cases for which approximate solutions have been found in 
the past. This could have been clarified somewhat by, for example, tabulation of prior theoretical 
work with clear labeling of whether transient or steady state conditions were assumed, type and 
number of defect types considered and the resulting expressions in each case. Consideration of such 
a table should help the reader quickly grasp the differences and agreements between the various 
results and how they relate to each other and to the candidate’s results.

The sentence about Fan’s work (pages 1 and 39) is confusing in that it speaks of two time 
constants ”in terms of’ three listed time constants. While this is not incorrect, it is also unclear 
and the reader deserves an explanation. Fan, in his equations 24, 25 does have two constants 
defined in terms of the three listed times. This thesis should either (1) detail how the two are 
defined in terms of the three or (2) simply say that Fan’s work yielded two time constants, which 
is the important point here.
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B(2) Method
This work uses highly appropriate methods to produce the first complete solutions to these equa
tions that are of great technological importance. I hope the candidate will proceed to develop 
the practical application of his theory and demonstrate convincingly the sorts of cases in which it 
is important to consider his more comprehensive model in preference to the erroneous model in 
common sense.

I felt concerned about the strict conditions (negligible drift and diffusion) and whether they 
are compatible with the oft-repeated ’’without any approximation”. However, those conditions are 
in the SRH derivation and are not additional conditions in the solution of the SRH equations.

B(3) Results and Findings
The project examines in great detail, from a mathematical and, to a lesser extent, a physical, point 
of view. It gives importantly and for the first time, a full analytical solution to the widely-used 
Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) rate equations for carrier recombination through defects in semiconduc
tors. Transient and steady-state solutions are given for single, single-level defect types; multiple 
single-level defects at different energy levels that each interact with the conduction and valence 
bands; and single multiple-level defect types whose energy levels each interact with each other and 
with the conduction and valence bands. The solutions are verified numerically.

An important aspect of the work is the confirmation that in the simplest case, for single, 
single-level defect, the solution of the SRH rate equations contains at least two time constants, 
not a single one as was rather arbitrarily proposed in the original SRH theory and is usually 
assumed by experimentalists and theorists today. That assumption occurs despite the several 
credible prior theoretical developments, cited in the thesis, that have shown the existence of a 
minimum of two time constants. The solution is an infinite series of terms whose decay rates are 
linear combinations of two fundamental time constants. The thesis shows that the solutions for the 
more complicated cases of multiple single-level defect types and single multiple-level defect types 
are similarly expressible as infinite series of terms whose decay rates are linear combinations of a 
known number of fundamental time constants.

The impact of the acceptance of the original SRH treatment on deep level transient spec
troscopy (DLTS) is considered and a different method is proposed. Chapter 6 is about inaccuracies 
due to multiple defect levels so it is odd that the proposed new method is illustrated in Sect. 6.4 
with a single level case.

The work is of great theoretical performance although its practical importance for experimen
talists still needs to be better demonstrated.

B(4) Discussion of Results
The candidate has demonstrated a full understanding of the work but could probably have pre
sented it in a form less challenging to the reader with greater use of tables and diagrams. These 
results are very important, theoretically and almost certainly also in the interpretation of at least 
some experimental results but the present method of analysis is deeply embedded and experimen
talists will need to see a valid and convincing reason to adopt a change. Even the stimulation of 
further research will require the wide acceptance of the practical need for reconsideration of the 
currently accepted methods.

B(5) Style
I found the style rather confusing and presumptive of a greater familiarity of the reader with the 
details of the subject matter than is reasonable. A more tutorial and gentle treatment, written 
as if aimed at a less expert student, say, would have been preferable. Particularly in chapters 2, 
4 use could have been made of dot points or, better, flow charts to clarify the solution methods. 
References could then be made in the text to such charts to help clarify the explanation.

The style of literature referencing in the thesis is novel and slightly irritating since it spoils the 
flow of sentences. If the names of authors are to be given then they should be included as parts of 
the sentences, not as if they were in parentheses but aren’t. The Harvard referencing style would 
have been a preferable way to incorporate the authors’ names.

Corrections:
There are a number of minor corrections or changes that could optionally be made:
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• 1. The title page misses ’’Engineering” from the School name;

• 2. p. 5: the ’’thirty per cent error” refers only to some particular set of parameters;

• 3. p. 17: the rewriting of (2.20) with inclusion of given terms was obscure to me.

• 4. p. 18: The mathematical development is obscure and insufficient effort has been expended 
by the candidate to explain it clearly enough for this examiner to grasp it easily without 
significant study. For example, the connections of (2.25) to (2.23) and (2.26) to (2.24) are 
not obvious since terms in the later equations cannot be seen in the earlier. It would help 
if (2.23) and (2.24) were rewritten with gn and gp included.

• 5. p 55: It is unclear whether the presented work is a whole new mathematical method for 
solution of differential equations or just the application of a known method to this particular 
problem. This must be clarified. A flowchart would be helpful.

• 6. p. 71, line 2: I don’t see that Fig. 4.4 compares numerical and analytical results as the 
text implies it does.

• 7. p.77: Is a 10% error serious ?

• 8. Eq.(5.6): It is confusing that u is used here, with unspecified meaning, while u was used 
in Eq. (5.4) and previously as an index;

• 9. p.90: The absorption coefficient seems to affect both the coefficients and the decay rates 
in Eqs. (5.31), (5.32) but the text states that it only affects the magnitudes;

• 10. p91/92: Text implies a single characteristic time constant but one point of the thesis is 
that there are more than one;

• 11. p 102: It is not the polarity of the pulse that reduces the layer width;

• 12. p 126: Is the existing SRH method adequate for comparisons on samples anyway even 
though it is erroneous ?

Part C
After examination of the thesis I recommend that:
2. The thesis merits the award of the degree subject to minor corrections as listed 
being made to the satisfaction of the head of school.
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J.7 Author’s comment to Referee C
general comment

• Referee C would like to see more practical application of the new theory and in this context 
my response to Referee A paragraph 9 may satisfy this requirement.

optional corrections

• 1. The word Engineering was added to the school title

• 2. Although the theory allows for the evaluation of the fundamental time constants for 
arbitrary defect level parameters and subsequent assessment of the error, this was not ex
tensively demonstrated in the thesis.

• 3. The reference [4] is given and expansion of the equations in this reference with Eqs. 
(2.15) and (2.18) results in Eq. (2.20). This is straight forward and inclusion of the working 
is not thought to be warranted.

• 4. The differential rate equations for the single level and the multiple levels are scaled 
as indicated in the text. This is a standard method of solution developed in the 1960’s 
although independently developed by the author for this problem. A reference is cited [32]. 
The scaling allows all variables to be compared on the same basis. The method of solution 
relies on making the non-linear component of the differential equations go to zero at a 
particular time to. At this point in time the equations in the matrix only contain terms in 
Xk+i and there are exactly k + 1 equations. Hence, all the fundamental frequencies Ajfc+i 
may be evaluated from the simultaneous equations. The A^+i are independent of time. 
Since the equations are normalised or scaled the magnitude of the coefficient, of the highest 
degree term in the resulting polynomial, is unity. This effectively reduces the number of 
variables to be solved for by one and allows the solution for A^+i to be found. Equally, the 
solution may be assumed and substituted into the differential equations, which results in the 
infinite series. Furthermore, the multi-transient analysis of the numerical solution confirms 
the existence of the same time constants in the decay as that predicted by the theory.

• 6. This line was removed from the text

• 7. The 10% error is Further expanded in Chapter 6. Here the theory is applied to the 
existing DLTS measurement technique, which is shown to yield discrepancies in level depth 
measurement for the multiple level case.

• 8. Unfortunately I discovered a problem with the consistent use of so many symbols through
out the thesis. Being limited with alphabetic symbols I set u to mean a symbol and a 
function, with the function differentiated from the symbol by the brackets.

• 9. The absorption coefficient a\ occurs in an exponent which does not have a time variable 
t. Hence, this exponential term is a constant and applies directly to the magnitude not the 
exponential terms with a time variable t.

• 10. Luke and Cheng [28] refer to modes of decay, which become apparent in the development 
of their solution. These modes of decay are in addition to the fundamental frequencies 
determined in this work. The modes are only significant for the surface recombination 
velocity S >> 0 ie. a poorly passivated surface.

• 11. The sentence containing the word polarity was clarified to indicate that forward bias 
reduces the depletion layer width and reverse bias extends the depletion layer width.

• 12. The existing method may be adequate for comparison in a relative sense. However, in an 
absolute sense it is not adequate. Furthermore, the existing SRH theory cannot adequately 
predict or model behaviour of carrier dynamics via multiple defect states, which exists in 
the real world. The fact is that the original SRH theory is not designed for multiple levels 
and so does not strictly apply to the real world. Why is it that a high effective lifetime 
wafer does not necessarily produce a highly efficient solar cell? The new theory encompasses 
a significant aspect of the theory of carrier transitions via multiple levels for what may be 
said to be arbitrary defect level parameters and uniform doping. This may lead to resolving 
such issues as raised by the above question.
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The decay of excess carriers in nondegenerate semiconductors generated by a light impulse S(t) is governed 
by the differential equations referred to as the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) rate equations. In the past, linear 
approximations were used or restrictive conditions imposed to obtain an analytical solution limited to low or 
high injection. For defect level parameters of practical interest, the nonlinear differential equations were 
numerically solved. Whereas carrier decay is often approximated by one time constant r, in the present paper 
it is shown that recombination occurs with both the minority (r,) and majority (r2) time constants present in 
the decay. Expressions for tx and r2 are derived without an approximation at a given temperature, for arbitrary 
excess carrier concentration, doping concentration NA D, defect level concentration N,, cross section a„ p , 
and energy level E,. A general analytic solution to the SRH rate equations represented by an infinite series of 
monoexponential terms, the frequencies or inverse time constants of which are a linear combination of the 
fundamental frequencies X.j = 1 Itx and \2= l/r2, is derived without an approximation. The solution is the sum 
of the responses to an infinite number of linear systems and in this sense represents the impulse response. A 
critical point representing the transition between the linear and nonlinear variation of fundamental frequency 
with excess carrier density is identified. The analytic solution is verified by analyzing the numerical solution of 
the SRH rate equations for the fundamental frequencies using a multitransient technique. The trapping behavior 
of the minority carrier at a single-level defect, with excess carrier concentration, is examined.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.245211 PACS number(s): 72.20.Jv

I. INTRODUCTION

The basic concepts of the recombination of excess carriers 
in semiconductors via a defect level within the band gap 
were developed in the 1950s. The Shockley-Read-Hall 
(SRH) rate equations,1’2 describe the evolution with time of 
recombination, capture and emission of excess carriers via a 
single defect energy level in the band gap of a semiconduc
tor. Analyses of the recombination process were based pri
marily on numerical solutions of the differential equations, 
with analytic solutions provided in some limiting cases such 
as low or high excess carrier concentration3. Using linear 
approximations of the Shockley-Read-Hall rate equations, it 
has been shown that, for a single-level defect, there are two 
fundamental time constants, the inverse of which are referred 
to as the fundamental frequencies. These two time constants 
appear in steady-state conditions1 with an approximation, as 
well as in transient carrier decay situations4'5 also with an 
approximation.

The equation describing the time evolution of the normal
ized excess electron concentration Annm(t) is a second-order 
nonlinear differential equation and has a cubic power of 
An„m(0-3 We expect at least two time constants in the solu
tion (the eigenvalues of the linear system) as the differential 
equation is second order. However the existing interpretation 
of experimental data relies on one time constant tss (steady- 
state case) or rb (bulk decay, transient case). This implies a 
first-order differential equation. While this situation may be

sufficient as an approximation, it lacks the provision for pre
dicting behavior and a unified approach to interpretation. For 
example, with regard to the effect of a defect energy level in 
bulk silicon or in low-dimensional structures, a consistent 
theoretical basis is required.

While the above findings were based on linear approxi
mations of the underlying rate equations, in the present paper 
we derive a solution to the rate equations to obtain the time- 
dependent response to a light impulse 5(t) without an ap
proximation. Our analytical solution shows that the entire 
decay curve consists of an infinity of monoexponential terms 
and that all inverse time constants or frequencies are a linear 
combination of the two fundamental frequencies. One ex
pression for the minority (r^ and one expression for the 
majority (r2) carrier decay time constant is derived without 
an approximation at a given temperature for arbitrary excess 
carrier concentration, doping concentration NA D, defect 
level concentration N,, cross section an p, and energy level 
E,. A critical point representing the transition between the 
linear and nonlinear variation of excess carrier density with 
fundamental frequency is identified. This has not been pre
viously given (see Refs. 4 and 5) with the result that the 
linear approximations above were difficult to apply in prac
tice. The theory presented addresses the whole decay process 
from 0 + <r<°° as the excess carrier decay is expressed by a 
sum of monoexponential terms with coefficients and time 
constants calculated from the above parameters. As such the 
sum of exponentials is nonlinear. However each monoexpo-
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nential term is the response to a linear system and the series 
represents the sum of the responses to an infinite sum of 
linear systems. Hence in this sense, the derived solution rep
resents the impulse response. To our knowledge the impulse 
response of the SRH rate equations for the transient case has 
not been derived for low through to high injection, and pre
sents a unified approach to the analysis of the single-level 
defect. As the present work extends the theory of the original 
SRH papers of 1952 which describe a simple case of uniform 
excess carrier concentration and a single level, it is intended 
to provide a clear theoretical basis for further work.

To verify the theory the present work contains a numerical 
solution of the SRH rate equations, which is analyzed by a 
multitransient analysis method for the component exponen
tials. This analysis of the numerical simulation confirms time 
constants predicted by the theory presented. We provide a 
consistent solution to the differential equations, with support
ing evidence being the multitransient analysis of the numeri
cal solution. Notwithstanding this, provision for the experi
mental position is also given. This work extends that of 
Streetman4 and Sandiford5 for the transient case, and Shock- 
ley and Read1 for the steady-state case, by providing an ana
lytical solution from low through to high injection. Note also 
that the SRH rate equations are valid for the nondegenerate 
statistics, which indicates the high injection level limit.6 Fur
ther work seeks to address the multilevel and interface or 
surface effects in terms of the analytical solution to the SRH 
rate equations.

For practical device operation the effect of defect levels at 
the surface or interface is minimized by passivation, which 
limits the concentration of such energy levels. As a result the 
bulk levels may have a significant impact on device opera
tion such as solar cell efficiency and stable field effect tran
sistor threshold voltage. However device operation occurs 
under varying injection levels from low through to high in
jection. Hence the requirement to model the effect of defects 
accurately and under varying conditions. Minority-carrier de
cay is usually modeled by one time constant rb (representing 
bulk recombination, which is approached asymptotically for 
t>rb), derived from the simplified carrier continuity equa
tions incorporating the law of mass action. Sah7 points out 
that the law of mass action is valid for the equilibrium situ
ation.

The linear approximation referred to above infers low ex
cess carrier concentration in relation to the equilibrium ma
jority carrier concentration, for which approximate time con
stant expressions are deemed to apply1 depending on defect 
level concentration N,. An experimental restriction of low 
excess carrier concentration is often imposed to facilitate in
terpretation of the data using the approximations in order to 
determine defect level parameters such as cross sections, en
ergy level, and concentration. In addition to the approximate 
expressions, the transition to high injection, where a different 
expression applies for the given sample, is not known. It is 
shown that for the transient case, whereas at high injection 
Tj is adequate for modeling recombination, at low injection 
r2 is also required as the magnitude of the coefficient can be 
significant. For the steady state, at low injection the frequen
cies are the same as the transient case although the coeffi-
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cients may be markedly different and, furthermore, the coef
ficient for the r2 term may be significant.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II demonstrates 
the solution to a nonlinear differential equation represented 
by a quadratic. In effect the SRH rate equations have a qua
dratic form and the example given is intended to illustrate 
the infinite series of monoexponential terms in the solution, 
the bounds of the solution, and, in particular, the nonlinear 
nature of the solution. Two approaches to obtaining the indi
cated solution demonstrate a consistency in its derivation. 
This is further expanded in a more rigorous approach in Sec. 
IV. However the eigenvalues and X2 of the linear solution 
to the SRH rate equations are first determined in Sec. III. The 
fundamental frequencies and X2 are derived isothermally 
for arbitrary excess carrier concentration, doping concentra
tion NA D, defect level concentration Nt, cross section an p 
and energy level E,. An excess electron concentration An(t) 
and hole concentration Ap(t) is assumed to be uniformly 
generated throughout the wafer thickness at r=0 + . It is 
shown that the nonlinear terms in the rate equations for 
A/i(t) and Ap(t) go to zero at r=0+ or at some time t 
= tit where r,>0 + . The resulting linear differential equa
tions may be solved at r = 0+ or t = f, for the two fundamen
tal frequencies Xj and X2. In Sec. IV, the response to a light 
impulse N0S(t) is determined for a p-type semiconductor 
with a single-level defect, including the effect of arbitrary 
injection level An(0) = Vo. Having obtained the fundamen
tal time constants, a general solution for An(t) and Ap(t), 
represented by the impulse response as stated above, is found 
from the nonlinear rate equations being expressed in integral 
form. Section V contains a multitransient analysis of the nu
merical solution to determine the component exponentials in 
the sum of exponentials. The agreement of the predictions of 
the analytic solution with the results of the multitransient 
analysis of the numerical solution is very good. Also the 
theory indicates calculated magnitudes in agreement with 
those derived from the numerical analysis. In particular, the 
linear combination of fundamental frequencies in the expo
nents predicted by the analytic solution and the variation of 
the time constants t^I/Xj and r2=l/X2 with injection 
level indicate close agreement. An indication of recombina
tion only and of trapping is discussed. Section VI indicates 
the proposed experimental conditions for determining the 
time constants T] and r2 and the onset of minority-carrier 
trapping is indicated. Note that the defect level concentration 
is assumed to be uniformly distributed throughout the silicon 
sample.

II. NONLINEAR RATE EQUATION WITH SERIES 
SOLUTION

The processes of capture and emission of carriers from a 
defect level and recombination and trapping via a defect 
level are governed by the SRH rate equations. These pro
cesses determine the average lifetime of minority carriers 
and hence device characteristics. As stated in the Introduc
tion, current methods of analysis to determine defect level 
parameters are approximate in nature. Despite the probability 
that many defect levels may be present in a given semicon-
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ductor sample, an effective lifetime re is often evaluated as if 
they may be represented by one dominant level. A major 
contribution of the current work is the derivation of a general 
analytic solution to the SRH rate equations for a single-level 
defect in order to provide a basis for future work.

It is shown in Ref. 3 that the SRH equations can be rep
resented by a second-order nonlinear dynamical system. Fur
ther as discussed in Sec. IV the nonlinearity is quadratic in 
nature. Derivation of a general analytic solution for such a 
system is quite tedious and involved (as is demonstrated in 
later sections). However, the fundamental concepts involved 
in such a solution are very simple. The main aim of this 
section is to illustrate these concepts through a simple first- 
order example. Towards this end, consider the following 
first-order nonlinear dynamical system:

dn(t)
= Nln(t) + N2n2(t) (1)

Note the nonlinearity due to a quadratic term. In fact when 
N2 = 0 the system is linear and has the usual solution n(t) 
= n(0)exp(V1r). When A^O the system has two equilib
rium points 0 and — A^ /N2. It is an easy matter (by linear
izing the system about the equilibrium points) to show that 
for AjCO, 0 is a stable equilibrium point and — Ar1 /N2 is an 
unstable equilibrium point. Further the domain of attraction 
of the stable equilibrium point 0 is rather large. Any trajec
tory starting from an initial condition in the range — 
<n(0)< — Ar1 /N2 for N2>0 and in the range — Nl/N2 
<n(0)<°° for N2<0 converges to this equilibrium point. 
From a mathematical standpoint, trajectories outside this do
main of attraction can be shown to diverge to infinity. From 
a physical standpoint the effect of the nonlinearity for an 
initial condition, starting inside the stated ranges and given 
an appropriate value of N2, may enhance generation of mi
nority carriers corresponding to the impurity photovoltaic 
effect.8 This effect indicates an improved infrared response 
of solar cells by the addition of defect levels such as pro
duced by indium. The effect is not evaluated in the present 
work.

Suppose that we have an initial condition that lies within 
the domain of attraction. Then what is the exact nature of the 
solution? A solution to the linearized system would suggest 
that n(t) = «(0)exp(A1r) and indeed it is a good approxima
tion if n{0) is sufficiently small. However, for large n(0) we 
need to take the nonlinear nature of the system into account. 
Because of the quadratic nature of the nonlinearity, it is pos
sible to integrate the system (1) exactly to arrive at

N,n( 0)eN'‘
n(t) =------------- —--------------— (2)

[N, + N2n(0)]~ N2n(0)eNd

Another method to obtain the above solution is the fol
lowing that highlights certain points. A solution to the linear
ized system suggests that we should try solutions of the form 
n(t) = n(0)exp(Wjf). However when we substitute this into 
Eq. (1), a term involving exp(2Njt) is generated on the right- 
hand side. This suggests that we should try solutions of the

form /i(r) = n1exp(A,1r)+n2exp(2A1r). Proceeding in this way 
a possible solution takes the form

n(t) = nleN',+ n2e2N',+ n2e3Ni, + n4e4N',+ ..(3)

where

dn(t)
dt

nlNleN'l + n22Nle2N't + n33Nle3Ni,+ ....

(4)

Substituting Eqs. (3) and (4) into Eq. (1) and noting that 
exp(V1r), exp^A^f),... are linearly independent functions, 
the equality in Eq. (1) can only be achieved when the coef
ficients on both sides of the equation match. Solving for the 
nk, where k = 1,2,3,..., a geometric series results:

n{eNlt

N2 m '

Using the initial condition

n(0) =----- -J----- (6)

results in the following, which is equivalent to Eq. (2) that 
was obtained by direct integration:

A,n(0)
n'~N{ + N2n( 0)- (?)

So despite their differences both methods lead to the same 
solution. It is essentially the first method that we use to ob
tain the general solution of the SRH rate equations. However 
it is shown that this leads to equivalent expressions when 
equating coefficients as derived from the assumption of the 
solution being a series of exponential terms (second method). 
Note that if Eq. (1) is modified to include a constant term N0 
on the right side, then for initial conditions in the domain of 
attraction, the trajectories reach a nonzero steady-state value. 
This can easily be accommodated in the second method by 
including a constant term n0 on the right side of Eq. (3).

A few salient points in the above development should be 
noted. These are also true for our general solution developed 
in Sec. IV. A solution to the linearized system is a good 
approximation only for initial conditions that are sufficiently 
close to the equilibrium point. Following the second method, 
within the domain of attraction the general solution is a lin
ear combination of what could be said to be an infinity of 
exponential terms. Further, the frequencies of these exponen
tial terms are integer multiples of a fundamental frequency 
(in the above example they are multiples of A^). Finally the 
fundamental frequency is associated with the linearized sys
tem. In the following section it is shown that there are two
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fundamental frequencies for the single-level defect system 
associated with the linear solution of the SRH rate equations.

III. DERIVATION OF A, AND X2 FOR ARBITRARY 
INJECTION LEVEL

Neglecting the effect of excited states of a defect energy 
level, Auger recombination, and radiative recombination, the 
carrier continuity equations for the one-dimensional case are 
given as follows:

p(t) = bp„m(t)bp(0)+ppo, (15b)

NJ(t)=N£f(t) + Nj0 (15c)

with the corresponding equilibrium concentrations npo and 
ppo and where at equilibrium the electron occupancy of the 
defect level is/o=/(0-) given in terms of ppo by

dn(x,t) 
dt

dp(x,t)
dt

dJ„
(8)

dJ,
■g>-u>+7? (9)

with n(x,t) and p(x,t) being the electron and hole concen
trations having a time t and a spatial x dependence. Gn p is 
the generation rate, Un p is the recombination rate, and J np 
is the current density given by, respectively,

dn{x,t)
Jn = qHnn(xd)Z+qDn———, (10)

Jp qp.pp(x,t)^~qDp
dp(x,t)

dx (ID

Simplifications are made such that the generation rate 
Gnp, diffusion components qDndn(x,t)/dx and 
qDpdp{x,t)ldx, and the electric field £ are considered neg
ligible. Hence the continuity equations simplify to

dn(t)
dt ~U„ (12)

dp(t)
dt ~Up. (13)

and in terms of npo by

with

fo:
ftpo

n{ = Nc exp

Pi=Nv exp

npo + n, ’ 

E~Et
kT

Et—Ev

(16b)

(17a)

(17b)

A charge neutrality relation indicates the conservation of 
charge with time,

Ap„m(')Ap(0) = Annm(OArt(0) + A/fA/(/). (18)

N,Af(t) may be written as An,(t) with An,(t) being the 
defect level excess electron concentration. By rewriting the 
charge neutrality relation with An(0) = Ap(O), the valence, 
conduction and defect level electron concentrations may be 
directly compared, since the three quantities are normalized 
to one injection level An(0),

Ap„m(0 = Art„m(r) +
A n,(t) 
Aaj(0) ’ (19)

From Eqs. (15) and (18) the SRH rate equations3 may be 
written in normalized form as

Note that n and p do not depend on x. The excess electron 
concentration An(t) and the excess hole concentration 
Ap(t) are written in terms of normalized excess carrier con
centrations A nnm(t) and A pnm(t), respectively. Note 
An„m(0 + )=1 and Ap„m(0+)=1,

An(t)
An„m(0-An(0), (14a)

, Ap(f)
APnmiO-Ap(0) ' (14b)

The defect level electron concentration NJ(t) is written in 
terms of the departure from equilibrium N,Af(t) and the 
equilibrium concentration NJa. As such the electron and 
hole concentrations and the defect level concentration may 
be written as follows, respectively, with Nt being the defect 
level concentration:

n(t) = knnm(t)An(0) + npo, (15a)

dknnm{t)
dt yo^nnm(t)-a^pnm(t)

“C„[ApnmAp(0)-An„mAn(0)]An„m(f),
(20)

dApnm(t)
------- Jt-----= oc0Apnm(t) + P0Annm(t)

+ Cp[ApnmAp(0)-.AnnmAn(0)]Apnm(t),

where

«o CpN, P1 PPo "1"P 11
PPo + P\ N, j’

Po—CpNt
Ppo + P i|

I

(21)

(22a)

(22b)
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To =CnN,
n1 | npo + n}

npo + ni N,

Using the charge neutrality relation with yn(t) = Af(t), 
(22c) the nonlinear term in Eq. (23) referred to as gn(t) may be 

written as follows:

a0 = CnN,
npo + nx

Nt .
(22d)

with Cn = vthncrn and Cp = vlhpap being the capture coeffi
cients for electrons and holes, respectively.

By extending the work of Streetman4 and Sandiford5 to 
cover the wider range of injection levels from low through 
to high injection, the rate equations are rewritten so as to 
make the nonlinear terms go to zero at some time t. To 
do this, the differential equation (20) may be written 
with the inclusion of — yn(t)CnAn2(0)Annm(t) and 
+ yn(t)CnAn2(0)Annm(t) for the minority carrier, and 
~ 77„(f)CnAn2(0)Apnm(f) and + yn(t)CnAn2(0)Apnm(t) 
for the majority carrier, where yn(t) = Af{t). Inclusion of 
the yn(t) terms above in Eq. (20) and a corresponding set of 
terms in yp(t) into Eq. (21) is a construction which allows 
the application of the boundary conditions to evaluate the 
nonlinear terms in both equations and determine the precise 
time at which the equations become linear. If the resulting 
Eqs. (23) and (24) are multiplied out, the yn(t) and yp(t) 
terms cancel, reducing to Eqs. (20) and (21), respectively. 
Effectively the equations are unchanged by inclusion of the 
above terms,

dAnnm(t)
dt

cyv, A nnm(t)
npo + n\ ni J7„(f)An(0)\

N,
■ +

npo + n i N, I

-hPnm(t)
(«»„ + «l) 7n(OA/?(0)\

Ni Nt I
1

+ Tr[Art„m(f)An(0)-A/?„m(r)Ap(0)]

X[Annm(t)-y„(t)] . (23)

Similarly for Eq. (21), substitutions of a corresponding set 
of terms containing yp(t) result in Eq. (24):

dApnm(t)
dt A Pnm(t)

Ppo "h P1 P1
N, PPo+P\

+
rjp(t)Ap{0)\

Nt )
~hnnm(t) (Ppo+P l) 

Nt

gn(t)= -[Annm(t)~ yn(t)]yn(t). (25)

From Eq. (25) two cases exist for the nonlinear function 
gn(t) to vanish at a certain time t0. Either Annm(t0) 
~Vn(*o)>0 and yn{tQ) = Q>, or Annm(t0)~ yn(t0) = 0 and 
Vn(t o)>0-

The first case is satisfied at r0 = 0+ as ?7n(0 + ) = 0 since 
A/(0 + ) = 0 and from the charge neutrality relation, 
?7p(0 + ) = 0- This corresponds to a linear region of frequency 
variation with excess carrier concentration as is further ex
plained at the end of this section. At ?o = 0+ the nonlinear 
term vanishes and Eq. (20) becomes linear.

In the second case, which corresponds to a nonlinear re
gion of frequency variation with excess carrier concentration 
(see end of section), yn(t0)>0 and yp(t0)>0 with t0 = ti, 
such that Annm(ti)— yn(ti) = 0. Again gn(tt) goes to zero 
with rjn(ti) = Af(tt) = Annm(ti) Effectively there is an inter
section of Af(t) and Annm(t), whereas in the linear region 
of frequency variation above there is no intersection.

Similarly the nonlinear term in Eq. (24) referred to as 
gp{t) may be expressed using the charge neutrality relation 
for Apnm(t),

gp(t) = ^Annm(t) + Af(t)-^Qj- i7,(f)J yn(t). (26)

At low injection 77p(0 + ) = 0 and at high injection the 
choice of yp(t0)>0, given A/(r,) = An„m(r,), results in 
gp(t) = 0 at t0 = ti.

yp(ti) A/(f,-) 11.0+ (27)

The differential equations (23) and (24) are written in a 
simplified linear form similar to that by Streetman4 at t0 
= 0f or t0 = tj as Eqs. (28). Constants yn(t0) and yp(t0) are 
dependent on the injection level. In Appendix A yn(t0) and a 
condition for yn(t0)>0, at some ?o = ?i evaluated,

dApnm(t)
dt = aApnm(to)-Phnnm(to),

l=to
(28a)

dAnnm(t)
dt = yAnnm(t0)-o-Apnm(t0),

l=lo
(28b)

where a, (3, y, and cr now contain the yn(t0) and yp(t0) 
terms for the two cases indicated above such that ?o = 0+ or 
t0 = tj, with An(0) = Ap(0),

yp(t)An(0)\ 1
+ ------ ] + ^[Ap„m(»A/>(0)

-Annm(t)An(0)][Apnm(t)-yp(t)] .

(24)

^ .. f P\ , Ppo + P 1 , 7p(^o)AP(0)la=CpN\N, i
(29a)

R=r vf*V> + P» , VP(to)^n(0)\ 
P N[ j (29b)
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y=cnNt npo+n i
+ npo^h + Vn(t o)An(O)]

N, V
(29c)

CnN,
npo + n i 77„(r0)Ap(0)}

Nt
(29d)

The method using the differential operator D = d/dt,9’10 
whereby the determinant of the matrix of equations (28) 
equals zero, allows the formation of the characteristic equa
tion

[D2 + (a+ y)D + (ay— a(3)]e x'=0. (30)

The characteristic equation at t = t0 (where the nonlinear 
terms go to zero) may be written as Eq. (31). As such the 
fundamental frequencies and X2 (inverse time constants) 
may be evaluated,

X2 — (<*+ •y)\ + (a'y— a(3) = 0. (31)

By evaluating the roots of Eq. (31) such that the frequency 
X! = l/r+ and X2= l/r_ by comparison with,4

1 a + y
x,=---------2 ay— a/3 1+ 1-4

ay— a (3

(a+y)2
(32a)

X, = -
1 a+ y
2 ay—a/3 1- 1-4

ay— a/3

(a+y)2
(32b)

The linear solution of Eqs. (28) for Apnm{t) and Annm(t) is 
AiPnmiO and A/n^fr), respectively, with AJ(t) derived 
from the charge neutrality relation,

^iPnm(t) = Pto* ki,+ Poie (33a)

kin„m(t) = Nl0e~xit+N0le-'K*t, (33b)

= Fioe~Xi' + Fo^-*2'. (33c)

The range of excess carrier density where the fundamental 
frequencies change with injection level, is expressed by Eqs. 
(29) and (32). Low injection refers to the situation where the 
excess carrier density is much less than the equilibrium ma
jority carrier density.6 The linear region of variation of fun
damental frequencies Xj 2 with injection level or excess car
rier density is defined by Eq. (34). This condition is satisfied 
upon expansion of Eq. (34) for rjn(t0) — 0 and rjp(t0) = 0 at 
r0 = 0 + . The requirement is found from yn(t) = Af(t), which 
equals zero at t = 0+ as A/(/), the defect level excess elec
tron concentration, is zero at t=0 + . An upper limit for the 
linear region of excess carrier density exists referred to as 
An(0)criticai and is evaluated in Appendix A. Hence 
77„(0 + ) = 0 and ?7p(0 + ) = 0 render Eqs. (23) and (24) linear 
for all injection levels less than An(0)criticai,

1,2

dAn(O)
(34)

The nonlinear region of variation of fundamental frequen
cies Xj 2 with injection level or excess carrier density is de
fined by Eq. (35). This corresponds to the range of excess 
carrier density whereby the change in fundamental frequency 
with injection level is nonzero as expressed by Eq. (35). This 
condition is satisfied for r]n{to)>Q and rjp(to)>0 for some 
value of t0. As such Af(t)>0 can only be achieved with 
r0>0+ as Af(t) is greater than zero except at r = 0+ and t 
= oo. Equations (23) and (24) are linear at to = ri>

^1,2

dAn(O) >0. (35)

IV. DERIVATION OF AN ANALYTIC SOLUTION 
FOR Annm(t), Apnm(t), AND A/(/)

Having evaluated the frequencies X[ and X2 derived from 
the linear equations at time t = 0 + or , it now remains to 
find a solution for the rate equations away from the equilib
rium points 0+ and tt. It is shown below that the general 
solution for Annm(t), Apnm(t), and Af(t) consists of the 
same infinite series of monoexponential terms with different 
coefficients, respectively, the inverse time constants of which 
are a linear combination of those frequencies of the linear 
solution. The nonlinear differential rate equations for 
Annm(t) and Apnm{t) are rewritten as indefinite integral ex
pressions for Annm(t) and Apnm(t), respectively. These ex
pressions are solved by repeated integration by parts, to re
veal an infinity of monoexponential terms for Annm{t) and 
APnmiO- In this format the coefficients may be derived re
cursively in a nested fashion which is not computationally 
convenient. Having established that the solution is an infinity 
of exponential terms, equating coefficients on both sides of 
the rate equations realizes simultaneous equations which are 
independent, provided X j /X2 is irrational. This uniquely 
identifies and allows the evaluation of the coefficients by a 
recurrence relation. A definition of linearity is provided in 
Ref. 11, which includes the state of the system prior to ap
plication of the impulse S(t). Since each monoexponentional 
term in Annm(t) is the solution of a linear differential equa
tion with a constant coefficient, the solution is the response 
to an infinite number of linear systems. As such the solution 
for Annm{t) represents the impulse response and provides a 
general solution to the rate equations. The region of conver
gence about the equilibrium point t = 0+ is examined.

The unconstrained coupled differential equations we are 
interested in are of the form (36)-(38) taken from Eqs. (20) 
and (21), and substituting the charge neutrality relation:

dAnnm(t)
--------jt-----hn(0) = (y0-a0)Annm(t)An(0)-a0NtAf(t)

~ CnN,Annm(t)An(0)Af(t), (36)

dApnm{t) 
dt An(0) = (a0-/30)Apnm(t)An(0) + /30N,Af(t)

+ C pN ,Ap nm(t) An(0) Af(t), (37)
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„„,(*) hn(0) = Annm(t)An(0) + NtAf(t). (38)

An insight is gained into the solution of the above non
linear rate equations as follows. On substitution of the linear 
solutions (33) for Atnnm{t) A,pnm(t) and AJ(t) into the 
above coupled differential equations (36) and (37) represent
ing the global evolution of Annm(t) and Apnm(t), respec
tively, we find that, for example, exp(—exp(—2X2r) 
and exp[ —(X1+X2)/] are generated on the right-hand side and 
not on the left. Continuing by including exp(—2X]0, etc. in a 
solution and further inclusion of exponents which do not 
match, we intuitively expect an infinity of exponential terms 
in the solution form for Annm{t), Apnm(t) and via the 
charge neutrality relation for Af(t). We expect the nonlinear 
solution to have an infinite number of exponential terms and 
the time constants to be a linear combination of the two 
fundamental frequencies X[ and X2, where the eigenvalues 
of the linearized system are given by — Xj and — X2. A more 
rigorous analysis is given in Appendix B.

The following solution form is proposed for Annm(t), 
ApnmiO via the charge neutrality relation Af(t), with 
the notation Fiy = exp(—i\\t—y’X20,

00 oo

&nnm(t) = 'Z 2 Nij exp( — i'X,r—y'X2/)
1 j 

00 00

= 2 2 Nu Eu, (39a)
i j

00 00

Ap„m(0 = 2 2 Pij exp(-iX1f-yX20 
i J

00 00

= 2 2 (39b)
i j

00 00 00 00

A/(0= 2 2 Ftj cxp(-iX1r-7'X20SB2 2 FtjEij.
i = 0 j=0 i j

(39c)

The coefficients of the exponential terms are determined 
by solving simultaneous equations. The procedure for evalu
ating the coefficients P, j, Ntj, and Ftj is to substitute Eq. 
(39) into Eqs. (36)-(38). Note that e\p[—(i\l+j\2)t] are lin
early independent functions for various (i,j) provided Xj /X2 
is irrational. So equality for all t can only be attained by 
matching the coefficients of appropriate exponentials on both 
sides. For i = 0 and j = 0 the coefficients Nqq , Pqq , and F00 
are defined to be equal to values at r0 = 0 + or r0 = f,. As t 
—>0 + , £,j—> 1 and hence Annm(0+) = Nqq with Noo=l. 
Confirmation of the above method of equating coefficients is 
given in Appendix B and the coefficients F10 and F01 are 
determined in Appendix C. Hence A10 and F10 may be 
evaluated in terms of F10 as follows:

Nt
[(To °o) Ml^io o’o^Yoj^'io-C„Ar,(2A00F10),

(40a)

PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 245211

[(ao A>) Xi]/,10+/3°A^oyFl0- CA(2FooF10).
(40b)

Three simultaneous equations may be formed by equating 
coefficients for i=l,j=l, such that Nn and Fn may be 
evaluated in terms of A10, N01, F10 and F01 given F10 and 
^ot.

N,
[(To- o'o)-(^i + ^-2)]^n — ^11

= CnNt(Nl0F0l+N0lFl0+2N00Fu), (41a)

Nt
[(ao A>) (Xi + X2)]F11-+-/?o^Q) 1

= -CpJV,(F10F01 + Poi^io+2PooAi), (41b)

PnAp(0)-NnAn{0)-N,Fn = 0. (41c)

Continuing to solve the simultaneous equations for further 
coefficients, a solution set for Annm(t) and Apnm(t) may be 
realized in terms of F10 and F01. A global solution for/(r) is 
obtained by the substitution of solutions for An(t) and 
Ap(t) into the expression for the charge neutrality relation 
(18). From Eq. (36) a recurrence relation may be formed 
which simplifies the calculation of the coefficients Nt j and 
Ftj with i = 1,2,... and j= 1,2,...,°°. Similarly a recur
rence relation for P,; may be formed,

00 oo

2 2 (;\,+jx2)nue,j
1 j

00 00 00 00

= (yo-<To)2 2 2 2 FtjE,j

~CnN,2 2 su, (42)

where Fo,o= 1

Sij= 2 2 Ni-U,j-VFUyVEi-uj-vEu v. (43)
U V

The nature of the quadratic form for the SRH differential 
equation representing Annm(t) is determined in Appendix D. 
Further, the sum of the responses to an infinity of linear 
systems which the solution represents is examined in Appen
dix E.

V. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF SRH EQUATIONS: 
IDEAL IMPULSE 8{t)

The unconstrained coupled differential equations we are 
interested in are of the form (44)-(46) taken from Eqs. (20) 
and (21), and substituting the charge neutrality relation:
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i i i 111 n

FIG. 1. Phase diagram indicating convergence to the equilib
rium point for the given example, where An(t) is normalized to 
An(0) with An(0) = 5X 109 cm-3.

dAnnm(t)
dt

An(0) = (y0-cr0)Annm(t)An(0)-a0NtAf(t)

~ CnN,Annm(t)An(0)Af(t), (44)

dApnm{t) 
dt An(0) = (a0-/30)Apnm(t)An(0) + /30NtAf(t)

+ CpNtApnm(t)An(0)Af(t), (45)

dApnm(t)
dt An(0)

dAnnm(t)
dt An(0) + N,

dAf(t)
dt

(46)

The three equations (44)-(46) form a set of second-order 
coupled differential equations3 which are nonlinear and 
solved numerically. No a priori knowledge is available for 
Annm(t+ At) as it represents the time evolution of the ex
cess carrier concentration derived numerically. A correlation 
between the numerical solution and the predictions of the 
analytical solution is made and found to indicate close agree
ment. This confirms the method used to analyze the decay as 
a useful tool.

A fourth- and fifth-order Runge-Kutta scheme,12'13 is cho
sen to represent discrete values of Annm(t), Apnm(t), and 
Af(t), to ensure convergence to the equilibrium concentra
tion for the minority carrier as t—Figure 1 representing 
the phase diagram14 indicates the convergence to the equilib
rium point for the example given by Table I. The normalized 
excess carrier concentrations at r=04 are given by 
Annm(0 + )= 1.0 and Ap„m(0 + )= 1.0. The defect level initial 
occupation is assumed not to change from t = 0~ to t 
= 0 + [/(04)=/(0-)]. Table I indicates typical data used in 
the numerical solution.

Multitransient analysis refers to the extraction of compo
nent exponential terms from a sum of exponentials compris
ing the signal. The methods available15-20 present a means of 
analyzing signals with additive white Gaussian noise. In ad
dition, where the data matrix and the observation matrix may 
be subject to noise fluctuations, the total least-squares

TABLE I. Typical parameters for numerical solution.

T 300.0 Temperature (K)
nn 2048 Number of time samples
At 2 X 10-8 Time sample interval (sec)
na 5 X 1013 Majority carrier concentration (cm-3)
Et~Eu 0.65 Energy level depth from valence band (eV)
A/j(0) 5 X 109 Excess carrier concentration (cm-3)
N, 5x 1011 Discrete level concentration (cm-3)

aP 8.5X10-17 Cross section for holes (cm-2)
9X10-15 Cross section for electrons (cm-2)

method21 (TLS) is employed. This method models the mul
tiexponential signal as an autoregressive process. For the 
present analysis the TLS (Refs. 15 and 22) multitransient 
analysis method using singular value decomposition23 is ap
plied to the analysis of the multicomponent exponential de
cay.

The TLS multitransient analysis of the numerical solution 
of Eqs. (44)-(46) results in the determination of frequencies 
which are compared with the existing theoretical expressions 
(32) for low through to high injection. Figure 2 shows the 
comparison between the decay time constants tx = 1/X ] and 
r2 = 1/X2 as calculated from Eq. (32) and as evaluated by the 
TLS analysis of numerical data [A«(r+Ar)J for T 
= 300 K. The figure indicates the variation from low injec
tion through to high injection. Note that the excess carrier 
concentration A/j(0) varies from 1X108 cm-3 to 1 
X 1016 cm-3. Agreement is excellent and as such contrib
utes to the confidence in the TLS method of analysis. The 
onset of the nonlinear variation of frequencies Xj and X2 
with An(0) for An(0) = An(0)crilicai is clearly seen in the 
figure where the linear portion extends to 5 X 10*1 cm-3 and 
begins to diverge for An(0) greater than 5X1011 cm-3. 
This indicates that the linear region is in close agreement 
with the definition given by Eq. (34). See Appendix A for the

high injection

low injection

io10 io" io‘2 io13 1014 to15 io'6

FIG. 2. A graph of tx = 1/Xj and r2= 1/X2 versus excess elec
tron concentration A/i(0). The doping concentration NA of the 
sample is 5X 1013 cm-3. See Table I for defect level parameters. 
Continuous line: tx and r2 predicted by Eq. (32). Circles: rx and r2 
derived from multitransient analysis of the numerical solution
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T [ S ] n-type

FIG. 3. Decay time constant tx = 1/A x and r2= 1/X2 versus the 
Fermi level EF (eV) for doping concentrations of NAD = 5 
X1010 cm-3 to W4D=1X1016 cm-3 with An(0) = 5 
X 109 cm-3. Continuous line: tx and r2 calculated by Eq. (32) 
Circles: TLS analysis of numerical solution An(t + At).

evaluation of An(0)crilicai. For parameters listed in Table I, 
An(0)cri„cfl/ = 5.44X 1011 cm-3. Note also that the TLS 
multitransient analysis of the numerical solution results in r, 
and r2, in close agreement with that predicted by the solution 
for tj and r2 of Eq. (32) for high injection.

Figure 3 shows the comparison between the decay time 
constants tx and r2 as calculated from Eq. (32) and as evalu
ated by the TLS analysis of numerical data [An(f + A/)] for 
7=300 K versus the Fermi level Ef. The doping concen
tration for the p-type and n-type samples varies from 5 
X 1010 cm-3 to 1 X 1016 cm-3. Agreement is very good for 
the numerical solution and the calculated tx and r2. From 
this figure, tx describes the minority-carrier decay constant 
and r2 the majority-carrier decay constant, in analogy with 
Shockley and Read1 for the steady state. As such they repre
sent fundamental decay time constants.

Figure 2 indicates that for An(0)> An(0)critica[, tx in
creases realizing a situation where the minority carrier 
(p-type) time constant represented by rx is becoming longer. 
The minority carriers (electrons) remain in the conduction 
band for a longer average time indicating that there are fewer 
holes at the defect level to recombine with. As such the de

fect level electron population is increasing and electrons re
main at the defect level for a longer average time. This is 
referred to as minority-carrier trapping. The time constant tx 
remains constant in the linear region of variation of r, 2 with 
An(0). This region corresponds to recombination only, 
whereas the nonlinear region undergoes recombination and 
trapping. Eventually the trapping saturates as Arc(O) is in
creased to high injection and the time constant tx reaches a 
maximum becoming almost constant.

Further by recalling the expression (39) for the decay 
Annm(t), the infinity of time constants is found to be a linear 
combination of two fundamental frequencies Xt and X2. 
Table II indicates the correlation with the prediction of Eqs. 
(32) and (39) and the TLS analysis of the decay An(t 
+ A t) within the limitations of the TLS method. No a priori 
knowledge is available for time constants associated with the 
numerical solution, yet the agreement of the analytical and 
TLS methods with respect to the linear combination of Xj 
and \2 and their magnitude is excellent. The TLS multitran
sient analysis also reveals the same magnitudes of the coef
ficients of the exponential terms as by the analytical ap
proach (see Appendix C). Note that the magnitudes of the 
coefficients decrease rapidly. In addition, for the transient 
case in low injection, the magnitude of the coefficient for r2 
is significant. By evaluating an error term e, Eq. (47), being 
the difference between the series with calculated coeffcients 
as determined in Appendix C and the numerical solution, an 
estimate of the agreement of the two approaches may be 
made,

2 2 NijEij— hn(t + At) 
«' j

Figure 4 indicates the agreement for the linear and non
linear regions of variation of X] 2 with An(0). The indicated 
closeness of fits between the two approaches is good for the 
initial part of the decay and diverges for large time. This may 
be explained by accumulation of error in the Runge-Kutta 
numerical method. Further, the value for dAnnm(t)/dt at t 
= 0+ for the series Nitj at f = 0 + at the indicated injection 
levels is 9.150 75X 104, which is in close agreement with the

TABLE II. TLS analysis of numerical data An(t + At) and evaluation of Eq. (32). Note the prediction of 
Eq. (39) with frequencies being a linear combination of the fundamental frequencies and calculated coeffi
cients Njj . NA = 5X 1013 cm-3 with An(0) = 5X 109 cm-3.

X
Equation (32)

X (sec-1)
TLS frequency

X (sec-1)
TLS coefficient 

normalized to An(0)
Calculated 

coefficient Ntj

X, 3.92871 X104 3.92871X104 V10=6.5804X10-1 6.5804X10-1
2X, 7.99744X104 V20=—2.135X 10-4 — 2.024 X 10-4
X2 19.10753 X104 19.1069X104 A01 = 3.3825X10-1 3.3783X 10-1
X, + X2 23.3579X 104 Wn = 3.0767Xl0-3 3.4045 X 10-3
2X2 38.3739X 104 A02=8.4177X10-4 8.3745X 10-4
3X2 60.1207 X 104 V03= 1.3457X 10" 6 1.8820X10-6
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,5x10 
.5x 10

,5x 10

,5x10 

,5x 109

I I I I I I I I I III! I I I I I I I I I III

time sec

FIG. 4. Normalized error e, Eq. (47), between predicted values 
of NijEjj, and numerical solution An(H-Ar) for An(0) = 5 
X 109 cm-3 to An(0) = 5 X 1014 cm-3. This corresponds to the 
linear and nonlinear regions of variation of An(0) with \12. NA 
= 5X1013 cm-3 and At = 1 X 10-8 sec.

predicted value [see Eq. (Cl)]. This verifies the calculated 
values of the coefficients NXj by the method outlined in Ap
pendix C.

VI. PROPOSED EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Specifically with regard to a p-type silicon wafer, for in
frared light pulses produced by a yttrium aluminum garnet 
(YAG) laser at f = 0+ with a wavelength of 1.064 pm, a 
uniform excess carrier concentration may be generated 
within a sample of 50 pm thickness.24 This produces the 
initial condition An(0) = Ap(0) at t= 0 + . Silicon nitride 
passivated surfaces provide a low effective surface recombi
nation velocity Seff on a float-zone p-type silicon wafer.25 
Similarly a low surface recombination velocity may be at
tained with the Si-Si02 system.26 The effective surface re
combination velocity is taken to be injection level dependent 
in Refs. 25 and 26. For excess carrier concentrations 1 
X 108 cm-3 to 1 X 1016 cm-3, Seff<50 cm/s is assumed 
to be attainable with appropriate processing with the Si-Si02 
system for a wafer resistivity of the order of 250 fl cm (5 
X 1013 cm-3). The decay of excess carriers may be detected 
by a contactless microwave photoconductance measurement. 
Furthermore a dominant level with an energy near midgap 
(such as that of the gold levels at Et—Ev = 0.65 eV), which 
represents an efficient recombination center, is the basis for 
the single-level model. The defect level concentration is as
sumed to be uniformly distributed throughout the sample.

In terms of direct application a possibility immediately 
arises from the present work where a silicon sample is pro
cessed as above. Minority-carrier trapping for a dominant 
defect level may be evaluated by an analysis of the decay 
due to an impulse of light as previously indicated to deter
mine rx and a plot of this quantity against the excess carrier 
concentration An(0). Since rx represents the minority- 
carrier for a dominant defect level, a measure of material 
quality is attained by an assessment of minority carrier trap
ping. From the charge neutrality relationship, increasing the

PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 245211

10 11 12 13 14 13 16
10 10 10 10 , 10 10 10

FIG. 5. A graph of tx = 1/X., and tl.srh , th.srh versus excess 
electron concentration An(0). The doping concentration NA of the 
sample is 5 X 1013 cm-3. See Table I for defect level parameters.

excess carrier concentration in the sample means that both 
An(t) and Ap(t) are measured. However from the present 
work both quantities contain the same decay constants. The 
decay may be analyzed for r, and given the relative magni
tude of excess carrier concentration, wafers may be com
pared for quality. Ideally the range of excess carrier concen
tration should encompass the linear region and the nonlinear 
region of variation of r12 with excess carrier concentration.

VII. DISCUSSION

As stated previously the steady-state decay time constant 
is the same as the transient decay time constant with only the 
magnitudes of the coefficients of the exponential terms dif
fering from steady state to transient. Existing experimental 
data are largely interpreted using the expressions derived in 
Ref. 1 with approximations as indicated in the Introduction. 
The current work seeks to address the anomalies arising from 
such an interpretation in terms of the defect level parameters 
such as level depth. To this effect, for example, Fig. 5 indi
cates the variation of rx with excess carrier concentration 
and that of tl.srh and th.srh of Ref. 1 representing Eqs. 
(5.3) and (6.1) respectively of that paper. Note that tl.srh is 
the low excess carrier-concentration time constant and 
th.srh is the high excess carrier-concentration time constant. 
From the figure rL_SRH underestimates tx by ^30% in the 
linear region. Although th.srh is a good fit in the nonlinear 
region in terms of determining material quality for a domi
nant defect, again the degree of trapping is unknown. How
ever for defect level parameter estimation decay experiments 
are usually conducted in the linear region (low excess carrier 
concentration). The reason for the discrepancy in the linear 
region is that in the original paper1 the change in charge 
density produced by changing concentration in the traps is 
neglected. The present work makes no such assumption. 
Refering to the figure from the low and high excess carrier 
concentration time constants the An(0)crifica; cannot be de
termined. As a result the extent of the linear region is un
known from these time constants. The extent of the linear
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region is also unknown with the work of Ref. 4. Without 
knowing the limit on excess carrier concentration defining 
the linear region reduces the application of Refs. 1 and 4 in 
practice unless the time constants are plotted against a range 
of excess carrier concentrations to ascertain the onset of 
trapping.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Initially at t=0 + , An(0) electrons and Ap(0) holes are 
uniformly generated in the material. Expressions for the 
minority- (T]) and majority- (r2) carrier decay time con
stants are derived without an approximation at a given tem
perature for arbitrary excess carrier concentration, doping 
concentration NA D, defect level concentration N,, cross 
section crn p, and energy level E,. The transition from low 
to high injection is also given. A general analytic expression 
for the carrier decay An(t) for f>0+ derived from the rate 
equations is represented by an infinity of exponential terms, 
the frequencies of which are linear combinations of the two 
fundamental frequencies X, and X2. These frequencies are 
attributed to minority Xj and majority X2 decay frequencies 
(inverse time constants). Very good agreement is found be
tween the decay frequencies X! and X2 for the theory pre
sented and by the TLS multitransient analysis of the numeri
cal solution at one temperature. This independent verification 
of the theory derived from the Shockley-Read-Hall rate 
equations confirms the properties of the above solution. Fur
ther, the solution represents the impulse response as the ex
ponential terms are the response to an infinite sum of linear 
systems.

The fundamental frequencies uniquely identify the defect 
level properties of capture cross section crn p , level concen
tration N,, and energy E,, as a signature of time constants. 
The numerical solution at temperature Tit excess carrier 
concentration An(0) and doping concentration NA indicates 
the evolution of the decay with the above defect level param
eters. This unifies the theory of minority-carrier decay via a 
single-level defect by providing a means of modeling such 
decay.
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1 +
N,

An(O)

1 + N,
An(0) (A3)
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APPENDIX A: EVALUATION OF r/n(t0) AND rjp(t0)

For low injection rjn(t0) and rjp(t0) at t0 = 0 + are both 
zero. It remains to find a value for rjn(t0) and rjp(t0) at t0 
= f,. First, a relationship between the differential terms in 
Eqs. (27) is established and subsequently an expression for

Having established this relationship, Eq. (28) may be solved 
for 77„(f,). The value of is evaluated from Eq. (27),

(<t>ac0-/30)-(<f>y0-<f>2(r0)

VnUl) *An(O)(l-0)(C„ + C,) ’ * 6)

where a0, f30, y0> ar>d or0 are given by Eq. (22). Solving the 
following quadratic resulting from Eq. (A6) with A 77„(t,) 
= 0, corresponding to the linear region of variation of Xj 2 
with An(O), indicates the onset of the nonlinear region. For 
An(0)>0, the onset of the nonlinear region is termed
A/l(0^critical >

0 = A n 2 (0) [ (<2 0 - £0) - (7 0 - °0) ]

+ An(0)(Nta0-Nty0 + 2Nto-0) + N*(T0. (A7)
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Note also that from Eqs. (28) and (A2), the following may 
be established for r(-:

U (y-a (A8)

and

7rn(/) = exp i- rn(t)dt

= g~(yo~a0^le~(CnNlfrlO,^Oe ~(CnNlF0j /X2)e Xj‘~c'

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF AN ANALYTIC 
SOLUTION FOR Annm(t), Apnm(t), AND A/(/)

More formally, the nonlinear equation (36) may be written 
in the following form, given rn(t) and qn{t), where An(t) 
= Annm(t)An(0):

dAn(t)
—jt— + rn(t)An(t) = qn(t), (Bl)

(B6)

such that

A n(t) = i;n(t)(Iqn(t) + C), (B7)

where C is a constant of integration to be determined by the 
boundary conditions. Performing the integration by parts for 
the first term of Iqn(t) as follows:

where Af(t) is the nonlinear occupation function.

rn(t) = (Vo-°'o)-CnNAf(t), (B2)

qn(t) = °'oNAf(t). (B3)

An analytic solution for An(t) may be written as follows 
(see Ref. 27):

A«(r) = exp

1= I udv (B8)

where

u = e(CnNlFl0/\l)e-^, + (CnNtF0ll\2)e-^‘ + c' ^ (B9a)

du = g(C„Af,F10/X1)«-X>' + (CnYtF01 /\2)e-^‘+c'( _ CnN,Fl0e~Xl'

-CnNtF0le(B9b)

It is assumed that the nonlinear function Af(t) may be 
given by A,/(r), Eq. (33). A solution of Eq. (B4) is obtained 
by substitution of A,f(t) and evaluating the indefinite inte
gral by repeated integration by parts. An infinite sum of ex
ponentials, with the exponents being a linear combination of 
the fundamental frequencies and \2 is revealed for An(r) 
[Eq. (BIO)].

The solution of Eq. (B4) is briefly outlined as follows. Let 

Iqn(t)= I o-0JVt(Fwe-^-hFole^)e(yo--o)r

Xe{CnNtFW^l)e~^, + (CnN,F0l^2)^2,+c'dt

(B5)

-----W,o----- [ (r0—cr0) - x i ] r
[(ro-*o)-*.]

(B9c)

dv = e hyo-°-o)-^ih (B9d)

Multiplying Eq. (B5) through by /,T„(0 and collecting 
terms yields an expression for An(t) in which Rxyz(t) is an 
integral which may be further integrated by parts. The equa
tion representing the function An(t) is given by Eq. (BIO) 
indicating a series of exponential terms, which on further 
integration goes to an infinity of terms. Effectively the inte
gration is performed until the magnitude of the remainder 
[Rx>,z(r)] is less than some e. The constant of integration C 
is evaluated at the end of this section.

+ 'Al|foi[f"(‘‘, + X2,'+'F2l';'lo{f“(2X, + X2>'+«.2l«)}+^2foi{e"<Xl+2X2,'+«122(')}])

+ «lf0l^_,'2'+^O|[«"2k2'+*'?O.{e_3X2'+«222«)>+^2fl0p'<kl+2X2)'+R22l(')}]

+ ^l/r.o[e"<k,+k2)'+02lFio{e‘,2k|+k2)'+R2ii(')}+^oi^'(k,+2k2)'+«2l2(')}])+/r„«)C, (BIO)

where

<i>n
U

_______ OqN,_______
(To -<ro)~ (^i+./M’

(Bll)

€j
CnN,

(yo-^o)- ('A1+A2) ’
(B12)

Consider now the second nonlinear expression (37) for
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Ap„m(r), which may be similarly written in the following An analytic solution for Ap(t) may be written as follows 
form with Ap(t) = Apnm(t)An(0): (see Ref. 27).

dAp(t)
-jr- + rp(t)bp(t) = qp(t), (B13) Ap(r) = exp - J rp(t)dt 1 J qp(t)exp J rp(t)dt dt + CJ.

where

rp(t) = (a0-/30) + CpN^f(t), (B14)

(B16)
Similarly an analytic solution for Ap(t) is available by inte
grating Eq. (B16) by parts to reveal an infinite series of mo-

qP(t) = -Po NAf(t). (B15)
noexponential terms with inverse time constants, 
combination of the frequencies X[ and X2,

a linear

J

Ap(l)=^0f,o(€~’l''-*F,o[^2k|'-*flo{^3X,' + «lll(0}-^,foi{<!_<2k, + X!,' + ';|l2(<>}] 

-^0i[«'<),'+k2)'-^1F|o{f'<2Xl+k2)'+«i2i(<)}-^2Me'<X'+2X2)'+«.22(<)}])

+ ^Ol(e“X!'-*Foi[^2X!'-CM*'3X!'+*222«}-^lo{e_<X| + 2X2)' + *22l(')}]

-^lFlo[e"<X| + X2)'—^iMe"<2X,+X2)' + ff2ll('>l-<2Mf"(X,+2X2>'+K2i2(')}])+/;;,(OC, (B17)

where

-j30Nt
— (iX.+yXj)’ (BI8)

^ (a„-M-a\,+jK2)- (B19)

From the charge neutrality relation as follows, a solution for the nonlinear function Af(t) should also contain an infinity of 
exponential terms contradicting the assumption that Af(t) be represented by A J(t),

A,A/(r) = Ap(r)-An(r). (B20)

Hence monoexponential terms containing the linear combination of the fundamental frequencies should also be included in 
Af(t) as follows:

A/(0 = A,/(/) + y20e~2Xlt+ yu<r(xi+x2)' +

As such the following solutions for An(t) and Ap(t) may be determined.

(B21)

A/l(r) — ri0Fwe X‘f+ ( 010^20^10 020 Y2o)e 2X‘f+ ( <^”0 *A20 030^ 10 03o73o)e 3X,,+ ( (pio^20 021^10^01 + 010011021^10^01

+ 0Si«i«if?oPoi + ftr2i)e‘<2x'+X2,'+(^o^i'2.ofoi+^i^ifiofo. + 'A;,rM)«'<x‘tk2)'

<^01^'7l^'l2^710^'oi'^ <^0i^'02^'i2^'i0^701 (^12'),12)f <X| t k2<

+(WMiFl,+0o2ro2)<’“2k2'+( ‘t’"oM2'KA+<t>’my<a)‘'3k2'+«"(»)+/„(0C (B22)

and

Ap(t)=<f>\qFI0e X|f + (0?o02O^?O + 02o72o)e 2X{IF (4,P101/j201J/?ioF]o+<f>30y3o)e 3Xl,+ ( 0^0020021^10^01

+ 0?iril)« (X| ,22" + ( ‘T'kj I '/'i' I '//^2^r ^ •KA'KlF KJ^'oi + 4’!’]2'y\l^ 1X1 2 x 2 *(

+ ^g,'roi^X2'+('Wi*'roi + ^2ro2)^2X2'+(^1«2^3foi + *ro3)^3X2'+R'’(') + /r7»)c. (B23)
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Using the charge neutrality relation and equating coeffi
cients, the factor y20 * f°r example, may be evaluated,

Nt720e 2Xl'— (<^K)i/'20^'k)+ <f>20'Y2o)e ZXl‘ 101^20^10 

+ ^5or2o)<,“2>‘1'. (B24)

such that

(4^10^20 ^10^20)^10 

<^20 + *^20
(B25)

Using the notation in the text an expression for N20 may 
be evaluated and is equivalent to that derived by equating 
coefficients of like exponential terms,

[(yo-o-o)-(^i + ^2)-c,Ar,,.(»()]w„«-<xi+kJ)'/

= (<r°4^W + 2C”A,'['Voo+';"('')])'r"e"<k' + ^''

+ C„N,(N10F01 + W0,F10)f-<x' + x!)'<. (B31)

APPENDIX C: CALCULATION OF COEFFICIENTS 
F10 > ^01» AND Njj

All coefficients Nitj and Pi;- are a function of F10, F01, 
A!, X2, and 77„(r,). Note that the differentials of the normal
ized variables Annm(t) and Apnm(t) at t = 0+ are equal to a 
constant independent of the injection level and derived from 
Eqs. (20) and (21),

i^t<f>r\olp2o+ ^0^20^20 ^10^20^20)^10
N20=--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- •

*,-*&)+*20
(B26)

Evaluation of the constant of integration C and confirma
tion of the method of equating coefficients to realize simul
taneous equations are as follows. Equation (B10) may be 
expressed as Eq. (B27):

dknnm{t)

/ = 0 +

— CnN,( 1 —f0), (Cl)

d^Pnm(t)
~CpNJ0 (C2)

f = 0 +

At t = 0 + , the normalized expressions (39) are represented 
by Eq. (C3), given Eq. (Cl),

A n(t) = i;n(t)Iqn(t) + i;„(t)C (B27)

and the constant C determined at r0 = 0f or which
represent boundary conditions where the value of An{t) is 
known,

\ — Nl0+N0i +eN, (C3a)

CnNt{ 1 -f0) = X, Af10+ ^01 + *'N . (C3b)

where e and e' are error terms representing the series

An(t0) I rn(to)I(in(to)

1M
(B28)

Differentiating Eq. (B27) results in an expression (B29) 
(with the value of C [Eq. (B28)] included) which may be 
equated with Eq. (20) and substituting the charge neutrality 
relation,

dkn(t)
dt

d[i;n(t)iqn(t)]
dt

'='o

+ [&n(t0)-Irn(t0)Iqn(t0)][-(y0-cr0)

+ CnNtFl0e-^‘ °+ CnN,F0le-x2‘ °+ • • • ].

(B29)

At t0—ti for example, equating like exponential terms for Xt 
yields the following, where rjn(ti) = A/(r,):

eN=N\l + N20+^02+N\2+N2l + N30+N02 +
(C4a)

ev~(^i+ ^2)^11 + 2X iA20

+ 2X2A02+(X1+2X2)A12+--.. (C4b)

From Eq. (B30) with yn(ti) = 0, the values of F10 and F01 
may be evaluated, given Nw and A01, as follows:

^KT
[(To °o) ^-iJ^io

o-Q N, 
A/i(0) + 2 CnN,

(C5)

^01
[(7o-°'o)-X2]^01

°-oMt
An(0) + 2 CnN,

(C6)

[(7o~ °o) “ x 1 “CnN,vn(ti)]NI0e Xl'-

N,
'Aai(O) + 2CnNt[N00+r/n(ti)]jFl0e x‘r‘

(B30)

and for i = 1 ,j — 1,

At t=tif the values of F10 and F01 may be determined from 
Eq. (B30).

Let eN— 0 and e'N=0 and calculate A10 and A01 from Eq. 
(C3). With an initial value of A10 and A01, the components 
N(j of the series for eN and e'N may be evaluated by equat
ing coefficients and solving simultaneous equations. Simi
larly for P10 and P01, the Fi ; for the series eP and eP may
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be evaluated. The coefficients Nl0 and A01 are reevaluated 
from Eq. (C3), corrected for the error terms eN and e'N as 
follows:

^10+^01= l-eJv> (C7a)

X i/V,o+ X2/V01 = CnN,( 1 -f0)~e'N. (C7b)

Nl0 and /V01 are reevaluated, and the Ntj, Ptj, and Ftj are 
determined from the simultaneous equations such that the 
sum of the coefficients at f = 0 equals 1. Note that at t- 0 + 
the resulting series for Ntj should yield a value for 
dhnnm(t)/dt given by Eq. (Cl) for arbitrary injection 
An(0).

PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 245211

APPENDIX D: RATE EQUATION, QUADRATIC FORM

At / = 0 + the following quadratic form applies for the 
transient case at hand. As such the easiest way to deal with 
this is to do a coordinate change so that the N0 term disap
pears in the new coordinates.

0 = A0 + A1n(0 + ) + A2n2(0 + ). (Dl)

Now n(0 + ) approaches nt, the nonzero solution of the 
above quadratic, and using the coordinate change n 
= n(0 + ) — nt, the N0 term is eliminated. In terms of Eq. 
(42), Eq. (1) is written as follows such that for all (ij) we 
have

22
dNtjEtj

N,
(7o - or0)Nij~ tr0 FtJ-CnNt<S>i>;-

2 2 nueu

2 2 N'jE.j+C.N,^, s jjf-NljEfj.

(D2)

where <J>(J is the sum of the cross terms and

N0=CnN,(l-fo), (D3)

w, = -|(ro-o-o)-c„w,2 2 *,j . (D4)

N1 = C„N,’2 2 JT- (D5)
i J NiJ

APPENDIX E: ANALYTIC SOLUTION, INFINITY 
OF LINEAR SYSTEMS

It may be shown as follows that the infinite series solution 
represents the sum of responses of an infinite number of 
linear systems to an impulse S(t). Given the infinity of ex

ponential terms comprising the solution for A/i„m(Q, each 
NijEij term may be written as

uU = NiJEiJ’ (E1)

which is a solution of a linear differential equation with a 
constant coefficient and X^O and X2>0:

-^=-(lX,+j\2)“W- (E2)

As such the infinite series of exponential terms comprising 
the solution of the differential equation for Annm{t) is a sum 
of linear responses and the solution represents the impulse 
response. Stability for linear ordinary differential equations28 
is assured if the eigenvalues —/X, and — j\2 lie on the real 
axis in the left half plane, i.e., Re( — tXt)<0 and Re 
(—yX2)<0. This is certainly the case here.
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Multiple-level defect species evaluation from average carrier decay
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An expression for the average decay is determined by solving the the carrier continuity equations, 
which include terms for multiple defect recombination. This expression is the decay measured by 
techniques such as the contactless photoconductance decay method, which determines the average or 
volume integrated decay. Implicit in the above is the requirement for good surface passivation such 
that only bulk properties are observed. A proposed experimental configuration is given to achieve 
the intended goal of an assessment of the type of defect in an n-type Czochralski-grown silicon 
semiconductor with an unusually high relative lifetime. The high lifetime is explained in terms of a
ground excited state multiple-level defect system. 

PACS numbers: 72.20.Jv, 72.40.+W, 85.30.De

I. INTRODUCTION

Decay of carriers due to an impulse of light N0S(t) via 
a single-level defect in the band gap is described by the 
Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) differential rate equations by 
Shockley and Read1. These equations refer to the average 
rate of transitions via the defect level for the processes 
of recombination, capture and emission. The recent ana
lytic solution to the SRH rate equations of Ref.2 is com
posed of an infinity of monoexponential terms, the fre
quencies LOk+i or inverse time constants (ujk+i = 1/rjfc+i) 
of which are a linear combination of two fundamental 
frequencies for the single level case. The fundamental 
frequency uq = 1/ti refers to the minority carrier de
cay. Application of the single-level method of solution to 
two multiple defect systems in Ref.3 indicates that the 
decay contains k + 1 fundamental frequencies or inverse 
time constants for k discrete defect levels. The time con
stant T\ is the dominant decay time constant. A plot of 
T\ versus the excess carrier concentration indicates the 
recombination only and trapping with recombination re
gions.

These analytic solutions for the single-level differential 
equations, and consequently for the multiple-level case, 
were derived without any approximation for uniform ar
bitrary doping concentration Na,d, nondegenerate ex
cess carrier concentration and defect-level parameters, 
the concentration Ntk, and the electron and hole cross 
sections for the kth level, ank, crpk, respectively. Note 
that the differential equations apply for nondegenerate 
statistics so that there is an upper limit on the excess 
carrier concentration4.

A contribution of the present work is the solution of 
the carrier continuity equation including a multiple-level 
defect recombination term. This solution is determined, 
with constraints which reflect the experimental condi
tions, in order to ascertain the nature of the decay as

a) Electronic mail: didier@ee.usyd.edu.au

Also, minority carrier trapping is investigated.

predicted by theory in Ref.3 and the average decay de
termined in Sec. II. The diffusion term Dnp, which is 
expressed in terms of the mobility /tn>p, may be taken to 
first order at low frequency5. The first-order dependence 
of the diffusion term, expressed in terms of the mobility 
as above, also applies for nondegenerate statistics. The 
differential rate equations referred to as the Shockley- 
Read-Hall rate equations for the single-level defect1 and 
the differential rate equations for the multiple defect sys
tems of Ref.3 apply for nondegenerate statistics. Fur
thermore, in the derivation of the SRH rate equations, 
the carriers are assumed to reside at the band edge, and 
so Boltzmann statistics apply and nonparabolic, multiple 
bands are not considered.

A silicon wafer grown by the Czochralski method (Cz) 
often contains a defect species complex related to oxygen. 
The relatively long lifetime of the particular Cz silicon 
sample under consideration suggests that the impurity 
levels are close to the band edges, yielding a long time 
constant T\. The current work investigates two-level car
rier transitions for the ground and excited states or the 
coupled level system of Chen et al6 and Frens et al7. Ex
perimental results are explained in terms of defect com
plexes which have these ground and excited states near 
the band edges. For the particular silicon Cz sample, 
three defect complexes are identified as possible sources 
of the relatively long time constant t\. The first is the 
carbon interstitial-oxygen interstitial C{ — Oi complex7, 
the second is the vacancy-oxygen V — O complex Ref.7 
and the third is the phosphorus donor (n-type) and the 
ground state of the V — O complex or Ci - Oi complex6. 
These complexes have energy levels near the band edges.

It is shown that multiple-level fundamental time con
stants for the ground excited state or coupled level sys
tem, for one of the complexes above, are in agreement 
with experimental data determined by a contactless pho
toconductance technique. This technique measures the 
average or volume integrated decay. The average decay 
in a semiconductor wafer (silicon) with an ideal surface 
passivation described by the surface recombination ve
locity S — 0 cm/s is derived in Luke8. An assessment

mailto:didier@ee.usyd.edu.au
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of the effect of bulk minority carrier recombination and 
trapping is not performed in Ref.8 although an effective 
bulk lifetime is included. The effective bulk lifetime de
scribes the effect of a dominant defect level. For the more 
accurate case of multiple defect levels the average decay 
is determined analytically from the theory of Ref.3. This 
forms the basis for interpreting the experimental results. 
An evaluation of recombination and or trapping is per
formed in the present work by plotting the Tk+i versus 
excess carrier concentration. For the complexes stated 
above a difference is found in the nature of the plots. 
This represents a method of identifying particular defect 
species.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II the 
method of solving the carrier continuity equations analyt
ically for the above constraints is presented. The average 
decay, which indicates the volume integrated decay mea
sured by the photoconductance decay method, is evalu
ated. Section III describes the derivation of the ground 
excited state system equations and the excess carrier con
centration decay equation. This equation includes the 
fundamental frequencies for this defect system. Sections 
IV, V, and VI describe the experimental constraints, the 
experimental conditions, and the experimental results, 
respectively. This is followed by a Sec. VII on a discus
sion of the results.

II. IMPULSE RESPONSE AND AVERAGE 
EXCESS CARRIER CONCENTRATION

For the purposes of illustrating the method of solution, 
a multiple-level defect analytic solution of Ref.3 to the 
rate equations is used in the carrier continuity equation 
solution method. Consider a p-type silicon wafer with a 
defect with a ground excited state uniformly distributed. 
The analytic solution to the rate equations with excess 
minority carrier concentration An(t), in the absence of a 
field £ and diffusion Dn,p is represented by Eq. (1). This 
expression is the impulse response An(t) as derived in 
Ref.2 to a light impulse N06(t) with a single level defect. 
In the above derivation the excess carrier concentration 
An(0) is uniformly distributed throughout the sample 
at t — 0+. The non-uniform excess carrier generation, 
through the thickness of the sample, for the multiple de
fect system equations of Ref.3 is considered in Sec. III.

An(t) = ^ Nj,u,vexp (-juit - uu2t - vlj3t),
j=0 u=0 v=0

(1)
oo oo oo

— ^2 ^2 ^2 Nj,u,vEj,u,v(,t). (2)
j=0 u=0 v=0

The recombination rate Un(t) is defined as follows 
Wertheim,9 where An(t) represents the impulse response

for recombination:

Unit) = -
dAn(t)

dt (3)

and from Eq. (1):

Un(t)
OO OO OO

J2^2^2 + UUJ2 + VUJ*> Nj,u,vEj,u,v{t),
j=0 u—0 v—0

(4)

where

Ej,u,v(t) = exp - uu2t - vu3t). (5)

In the present analysis the carrier and recombination 
spatial profile, as well as the time evolution, is sought 
normal to the surface at the point of the incidence of 
light. For the single level, neglecting excited states, 
Auger recombination, and radiative recombination, the 
carrier continuity equation for the one-dimensional case 
is given as follows:10. Simplifications are made such that 
the generation Gn,P at t = 0+ after cessation of the im
pulse, is negligible. The electric field £ in the bulk is also 
considered negligible:

=Dn**&4_Un(ttt) (6)

Consider the following expressions for the recombina
tion rate Un(x,t) and the excess carrier concentration 
An(x,t), which include the spatial dependence in the 
term u{x, t):

Un(x,t) = u(x,t)
OO c

Y1^2^2 +uuj2+vuj^ *i.u,vEjtu,v{t)
oo oo oo

j- ;0 it=0 v=0

(7)

An(x,t) — u(x, t) ^ ^ NjjU,vEjiU,v(t). (8)
j=0 u—0 v=0

It remains to find an expression for u(x,t).
The following are the boundary conditions due to the 

surface passivation where S is the surface recombination 
velocity and Dn is the diffusion constant. Consider both 
surfaces to be identically passivated such that they both 
have the same value of S.

Dn
dAn(x, t)

x——d/2
SAn(-d/2,t), (9a)

~Dn dAn(x, t)
x=+ii/2

SAn(+d/2, t), (9b)
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and where the boundary conditions transform to

Dn
du(x, t) Su(—d/2,t), (10a)

x--d/ 2

A general solution An(x, t) is found by multiplying the 
impulse response given by Eq. (1) by that of Eq. (16), 
as shown in Eq. (18).

= Su(+d/2,t). (10b)
x=+d/2

Using the principle of the separation of variables, the 
required solution of Eq. (6) is represented by

u(x,t) = X(x)T(t), (11)

such that by substitution of Eq. (11) into Eq. (6) realizes 
expression Eq. (12), whereby the two functions of x and 
t can only attain equality if equal to a constant:

1 d2X(x) _ 1 dT{t)
X(x) dx2 ~~ DnT{t) dt

The respective solutions become,

T{t) =e~a2Dnt,

X{x) = A cos (ax) + B sin(o:x).

(12)

(13)

(14)

„ du(x,t)
Un r\ An(x, t) — y ] NjtUtVEj}U'V(t)

j=0 u=0 v—0

X [^m(A)e a"Dnt cos(amx) .
m

(18)

Similarly, for the solution Un(x,t) given by Eq. (19).

Un(x,t) = ^2^2 C7Wl + UUJ2 + vus)Nj,u,vEj,u,v(t)
j—0 w=0 v=0

x Y2 [^m(A)e_a-Dn< cos(Q!rna:)j (19)
m

An equation for u(x, t) (excess carriers) results from the 
separation of variables,11, where the Am and Bm are 
given in Ref.8. A linear superposition of solutions Eq. 
(11) is required to satisfy the boundary conditions Eq. 
(10). Each term in the summation (each value of m) 
satisfies the boundary conditions:

u(x,t) = ^um(x,t)
m

= ^2 [^me“a-Dn< cos(amx)
m

+ 5me"a"Dnt sin(amx)] . (15)

Due to symmetry, the spatial dependence of excess carrier 
concentration An(x, t) must be an even function of x, so 
Bm —>■ 0. However the boundary condition Eq. (10) must 
also be satisfied, requiring agreement of Eq. (15) and Eq. 
(10), resulting in Eq. (16), using the method for finding 
the coefficients of a Fourier series (see the Appendix of 
Ref.8):

Au{x,t) = ^2 [^m(A)c a™Dnt cos(amx) ,
m

where
(1 +

(o| + «?„) [amd + sin(amd)]

(16)

X
. i (&\d\ famd\

a*smh{—)cos{—)

It may be shown by substitution for each value of the 
mode of decay m that Eqs. (18) and (19) are a solution 
to the carrier continuity Eq. (6). These solutions include 
the spatial dependence, a term related to the diffusion 
of carriers to the surfaces and a recombination via the 
multiple-level defect term.

The value am is found by substituting Eq. (16) into 
one of Eq. (10), resulting in the following condition to 
be satisfied by the selection of an appropriate surface 
recombination velocity S.

cot &m,Dn
S (20)

The average excess carrier concentration is now sought. 
Integrating Eq. (18) with respect to x, Eq. (21), realizes 
an expression for the average density of minority carriers 
representing the impulse response given by Eq. (22):

l rd/2

Anav(t) = — / A n(x,t)dx. (21)
d J-d/2

+am cosh sin Oimd

~Y~

The integral Eq. (21) may be evaluated yielding the re- 
(17) suit in Eq. (22):
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Anav (t) —

x

oo oo oo
^2 Nj,u,vexp (-juJit - uu2t - vuj3t)

j—0 u=0 v=0

8g0e~axdj'2 ^______ sin (amd/2)_______
d ^(a2x + a2m) [amd + sin(amd)]

x . i (ot\d\ /amd\
a^mh[—)cos{—) + am cosh e~(°dnDn)t

(22)

r

As 5 -> oo, from Eq. (20), amd/2 =
7r/2, 37t/2, 57t/2 ..., such that for m = 1,2,3,..., am is 
given by Eq. (23):

The average density of minority carriers representing 
the impulse response for S —> oo, is given by Eq. (24) 
with m = 1,2,3,..., being the mode of decay:

Oi-m
(2m — 1)7r 

d (23)

j

Anai;(t) —

x

00 00 00
^2 Nj,u,vexP (-]U\t - UUJ2t - VUJ3t)

u=0 v=0

8g0e~axd/2 ______ sin (amd/2)_______
d “L (aA + am) \amd + sin(amd)]

X . /axd\ (amd\
^sinh(—)cos(~r) + am cosh e-(a2mDn)t

(24)

r

The initial average minority carrier profile is exponential 
with a peak at x = —d/2 normal to the incidence of light.

For the case where the surface recombination velocity 
S approaches zero in the limit, the condition given by 
Eq. (20) indicates that amd/2 = 0, 2tv, 47t, 67t, ..., and 
all the terms in the summation of Eq. (22) vanish except 
for amd/2 = 0. The mode of decay is m = 0. This results 
in an indeterminate form for the limit, which is solved by 
the use of L’Hopital’s rule. The result for the 5 = 0, the 
case given by Eq. (25), indicates that only the bulk term 
is involved in the decay.

lim Apav(t)&o—>0

oo oo 00

P3,u,vexp (-juJit - UUJ2t - VUJ3t)
j—0 u—0 v=0

4goqAsinh(g^)e-°>‘'/2
(26)

Note that the coefficient of the exponential terms con
tains the absorption coefficient a\, which is related to 
the wavelength of the incident light. The expressions for 
average decay indicate that the fundamental frequencies 
are unaffected by the absorption coefficient.

GROUND AND EXCITED STATE SYSTEM: 
FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCIES uk+i

lim
c*o->0 Anav(t) = X! Nj’U>vexP 1* “ UUJ2* “ vu3t)

j=0 u=0 v=0

4gQa\ sinh (^) e axd/2

As mentioned in Ref.3 consider a defect energy level 
Egnd representing the ground state with an excited state 

(25 fa in the band gap of an n-type semiconductor. The 
set of linear equations representing the ground excited
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state system are Eqs. (27) with the differential operator values of fog and fox are determined from dfg/dt = 0 
D = d/dt, where C”x, CJ}X, Cxg and C%g are constants and dfx/dt = 0, respectively: 
related to the carrier transitions between states. The

[D+h(5) “*(*)) 0 -a(g) -a(x)
+ (7(x) — ^(x))]

- (7(5) - <r(g)) (<*(g) - 0(g)) { [D + (*(5) + P(g))\ ~ Nt{g)

(7(x) a(x))

+ Nt(x) /in fox
H*s) fJog

+ a

, rip (1 fox) |

tv t riP f°x

sip fog 
>*)/0x 

n (1 ~ fog) 
(XS) (1 - fox)

(a(x) A*)) Nt(x) C(gx) f { \P + ia{x) + Ax))]

in (1 — fox)+ C,
(9x) (1 — fog) J + Nt(g)

-1
+ Cf.

sin f°g
^igx) fJ O
(i - M

X

(SX)(1 -/ox).

Afinm (t0) 

Apnm(t o) 

Afg(to)

. Afx(t0)

= 0, (27)

where constants pn(g,x)(to) and r]p(g,x)(t0) in Eq. (28) 
may be evaluated as in Ref.2:

ftix = Nc exp -

a(g,x) ~ ^v(g,x)^t(g,x)

+

Pl(g,x)
Ppo + Pi(g,x) 

rjp(g,x)(to)Ap(0)

4-
Ppo + Pl(g,x)

7(5,x) Pix = Nv exp ( -

7(5, x)

(Ec — Ex)
kT

(EX ~ Ey)

(28a)

(29c)

(29d)

fl(g,x) ~ ^v(g,X)Nt(g,x)
Ppo + Pi(g,x) Vp(g,x) (to)An(O)

N,

7(5,*) Cc(g,x)Nt(g,x)

t(g,x)

nl(g,x)

7(5,x)

The method using the differential operator D, as in 
Refs.12 and13 whereby the determinant of the matrix of 
Eqs. (27) equals zero, allows the formation of the char
acteristic equation:

(28b) (D3 + bD2 4- cD -|- d) exp (—cot). (30)

+

Jlpo ^l(g,x) 
»7n(5,x)(*o)An(0)'

+ Tl'po "b nl(g,x)

The fundamental frequencies 04,2,3 (inverse time con
stants) may be evaluated by solving for the three roots 
of Eq. (31):

7(5, x)

7(5,x)
(28c)

—a;3 4- bu>2 — cuj + d, (31)

a(g,x) — Cc(gx)Nt(g,x)
Tlpo 4* ^l(g^x) Vn(g,x)(to)Ap(0)

7(5,x) 7(5,x)

with

with the frequencies given by uq = l/n, u>2 = l/r2 and 
^3 = 1/t3.

Following the analysis in Refs.2,3, and14, the following 
equations for the excess carrier concentrations Anav(t), 
Eq. (32), and Apav(t), Eq. (33), may be written for the 

(28d) multiple-level or ground excited state system. There are 
three fundamental time constants:

OO OO OO

ni5 = Nc exp (Ec — Egn(j) \
I ? (29a) Anav(t) = X X X Nj,“,vexP (-fait - uu2t - vuj3t)

j—0 u=0 v=0

P15 = Ny exp -
(Egnd Ey) (29b)

4gQot\ sinh e axd/2
(32)
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and
OO OO OO

Apav(t) = '^2^2^2PjweXP(~iUJlt~UUJ2t~VUJ3t)
j—0 u=0 i>=0

4g0Oi\ sinh e axd/2 
d

(33)

Equations (32) and (33) indicate that for ideal surface 
passivation (5 = 0) there is an infinity of exponential 
terms in the decay and the frequencies are a linear com
bination of the fundamental frequencies.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

In Secs. II and III the theoretical analysis reveals that 
for ideally passivated surfaces (5 = 0) the fundamental 
frequencies may be determined from the average decay. 
Furthermore, the diffusion term vanishes due to condi
tions imposed on the modes of decay. For this case of 
a very low surface recombination velocity (S fa 0) the 
modes of decay are restricted to m = 0. Also, in the 
previous Sec. Ill, it is shown that for average decay the 
fundamental time constants are unaffected by the wave
length of light. The absorption coefficient only affects the 
magnitudes of the coefficients of the exponential terms 
in the decay. For the purpose of illustrating the range 
of excess carrier concentrations over which the funda
mental frequencies may be measured, an impulse of light 
N0S(t), with a single wavelength and a energy slightly 
greater than the band gap, is chosen to represent the 
light source. In the limit of weak absorption, an impulse 
of light 5(t) generates a uniform excess carrier concen
tration in the semiconductor material where An(0) and 
Ap(0) are equal and represent the photoexcited excess 
carrier density. The relative change in conductivity of 
sample wafers of different resistivity when photoexcited, 
defines a criteria for decay detection by a microwave or 
inductively coupled detector. Low resistivity p implies 
high conductivity a and the relative change Acr/a may 
be small:

rd/2
Act = / q(pnAn(x,t) + ppAp(x,t))dx. (34)

J-d/2

For sufficiently small Ap(0) (n-type silicon) the contri
bution to conductivity in the majority band is negligible 
as opposed to the sudden increase in minority carriers 
above the equilibrium concentration in the minority band 
[for n-type Ap(0) << npo\. As the photoconductivity 
perturbation Acr is small compared to the wafer conduc
tivity, the time dependence of the microwave signal is 
the same as the average excess carrier density Apav(x,t) 
proportional to Acr. Although the microwave reflectance 
is a nonlinear function of wafer conductivity, the above 
is true for high (p = 0.2flcm2) and low (p = 1000cm2)

conductivity samples considered here where the values 
in brackets represent resistivity. The difference is that 
for high conductivity wafers, high-order modes of decay8 
(m >> 1) decay much faster and are not observed by the 
microwave system. As the excess carrier concentration is 
increased the contribution to conductivity of the major
ity band is not negligible and both carriers contribute to 
the conductivity Acr as in Eq. (34).

After the optical excitation pulse in the absence or 
low concentration of discrete levels (trapping centers), 
the decrease in the average minority carrier concentra
tion and subsequent observed decay is determined by 
bulk and surface recombination and diffusion of carriers 
to the surfaces. The average carrier concentration, pro
portional to the sheet conductance of the wafer, decays 
with a characteristic time constant rm for a given sur
face recombination velocity S >> 1 cm/s. This volume 
integrated concentration is measured by the microwave 
reflectance photoconductance decay method8. Equation 
(32) represents the impulse response with k + 1 funda
mental frequencies due to k = 2 multiple defect levels in 
the band gap for S = 0, indicating that only the three 
fundamental time constants are involved in the decay.

Analysis of the decay for Tk+i, the fundamental time 
constants, is performed using a multitransient technique. 
Multi-transient analysis refers to the extraction of com
ponent exponential terms from a sum of exponentials 
comprising the signal. The methods available, as in 
Refs.151617 present a means of analyzing signals with ad
ditive white Gaussian noise. In addition, where the data 
matrix and the observation matrix may be subject to 
noise fluctuations, the total least squares method Van 
Huffel18 (TLS) is employed. This method models the 
multiexponential signal as an autoregressive process. For 
the present analysis the TLS method of Refs.17 and19 
multitransient analysis, using singular value decomposi
tion (SVD),20 is applied to the analysis of the multicom
ponent exponential decay.

From Eq. (34), increasing the excess carrier concen
tration in the sample means that both An(t) and Ap(t) 
contribute to the conductivity Acr. However, from the 
present work, both quantities contain the same decay 
constants Eqs. (32) and (33). Hence, the decay may 
be analyzed for T\ with arbitrary excess carrier concen
tration. Ideally, the range of excess carrier concentration 
should encompass the linear (constant) region and the 
nonlinear region of variation of t\ with excess carrier con
centration. Longer minority carrier time constants (ti) 
indicate lower defect level effects and an estimate of the 
linear region of T\ with excess carrier concentration re
alizes a range of excess carrier concentration before the 
onset of trapping.

V. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Experimental conditions for determining bulk decay 
are discussed below. Specifically, with regard to a n-type
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Cz silicon wafer, a uniform excess carrier concentration 
may be generated within a sample of 400 /zra thickness8 

by light of a wavelength of the order of 1 /im. For a light 
source with multiple wavelengths, whether it be blue light 
(strongly absorbing) or infrared light (weakly absorbing), 
a variation in generation of excess carrier concentration 
is expected at the surface with respect to the bulk. The 
high excess carrier concentration generated at the surface 
produces a long time constant riong contribution given 
a good surface passivation. This is due to trapping at 
bulk states near the surface (see Ref.2 for an explanation 
of minority carrier trapping). From Eq. (35) it may be 
seen that the effective time constant re is that of the bulk 
states Tshort away from the surface, which is shorter.

— =------- 1---------, (35a)
7"e Tiong Tshort

Te ~ Tshort- (35b)

Simulations indicate that the infrared light produces 
a near uniform excess carrier concentration away from 
the surface in the bulk. The light source produces the 
initial condition An(0) = Ap(0) at t = 0+. A low sur
face recombination velocity may be attained with the 
Si — S1O2 system as in Ref.21. A phosphorus surface 
diffusion (n type) of Ref.22 or boron surface diffusion (p 
type) of Ref.23 provides a surface field that limits the in
jection of carriers into the surface states. However it may 
be modulated by the excess carrier concentration, so the 
effective surface recombination velocity is taken to be in
jection level dependent in Refs.21 and24. A subsequent 
oxidation step22 provides the surface passivation. For 
excess carrier concentrations 1 x 108 cm-3 to 1 x 1016 

cm-3 an 5e// < 50 cm/s is assumed to be attainable 
with appropriate processing with the Si — Si02 system 
for a wafer resistivity of the order of 5 f\cm (5 x 1014 
cm-3 doping density). This value of the surface recom
bination velocity is an upper limit with the value of Sef / 
decreasing with increasing excess carrier concentration 
from the injection level dependence of 5e//. The decay 
of excess carriers may be detected by a contactless mi
crowave as in Ref.25 or inductively coupled as in Ref.26 

photoconductance measurement.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The following is the author’s experimental results. As 
indicated in the Introduction, three candidate complexes 
are considered for assessment as to the unusually long 
lifetime of the Cz silicon sample by application of the 
theory developed in Ref.3. This theory describes the 
decay due to pulse of light for the coupled levels sys
tem in terms of the fundamental frequencies = 1/n, 
cj2 = l/r2 and U3 = l/r3- The first defect complex is 
the carbon interstitial-oxygen interstitial Ci — Oj complex 
Ref.7, the second is the vacancy-oxygen V — O complex

Ref.7 and the third is the phosphorus donor (n type) and 
the ground state of the V — O complex or Ci — Oi com
plex Ref.6. These complexes have energy levels near the 
band edges, which may give rise to the long lifetime.

The resistivity of the n-type Cz silicon sample is 5.5 f2 
cm which corresponds to a doping concentration, No, of 
8.34 x 1014 cm-3. An n+ surface diffusion is performed 
as in Ref.22, followed by an oxidation step. The thickness 
of the wafer is 411 /im. The photoconductance measure
ment is performed with an inductively coupled system 
similar to Ref.26 except that the frequency is lower (8- 
10 MHz) and the light source is a tungsten flash. The 
major component in terms of intensity, in a tungsten 
flash, is infrared light. This light is assumed to gener
ate near-uniform excess carrier concentration throughout 
the thickness of the wafer except near the surface. The 
dominant time constants are expected to be that of the 
bulk states away from the surface (see Sec. V). Further
more, the silicon sample is not subjected to high energy 
radiation of electrons, which would be expected to create 
vacancies in the silicon lattice as in Ref.7.

The first fit of experimental data by theoretical val
ues of 7*1 and t2 Eq. (31), determined by adjusting ex
cited state defect parameters, is shown in Fig. 1. The 
defect parameters adjusted were the defect concentra
tion, Nt, the electron and hole cross sections, anx and 
apx, respectively, for the excited state and the electron 
and hole cross sections; and ang and apg respectively, 
for the ground state, shown in Table I. Energy lev
els for this coupled state system correspond to the car
bon interstitial-oxygen interstitial complex (Ci — Oi)7, 
with Ec — Ex = 0.04 eV for the excited state, and 
Ec — Eg = 0.84 eV, for the ground state. From Fig. 1 
the agreement is good for n and r2 with the adjusted pa
rameters of Table I. Experimental data for 73 could not 
be determined because this time constant is very short.

A fit of theory for the ground excited state system of 
Table II, corresponding to the vacancy-oxygen complex 
(V — O),7 is shown in Fig. 2. Again, the concentration Nt 
and cross sections of the defect were adjusted to provide 
as close a fit to the experimental data with the theoret
ical values of T\ and r2, Eq. (31). The energy levels for 
the V — O complex are Ec — Ex =0.17 eV for the ex
cited state, and Ec - Egnd = 0.76 eV, for the ground 
state. From Fig. 2 agreement is relatively poor for T\ 
as the theoretical curve enters a trapping region. This is 
because at low excess carrier concentrations the minor
ity carrier is the major contributor to the decay, which 
corresponds to t\. At higher excess carrier concentra
tions the time constant T\ is becoming longer, indicating 
that for the n-type silicon there are fewer electrons at 
the defect levels to recombine with. Hence, the minor
ity carrier holes are accumulating or being trapped at 
the defect levels. Experimental data points do not follow 
this trapping behavior. It is concluded that the vacancy- 
oxygen complex is not a major contributor to the decay. 
This is to be expected since the silicon sample did not 
undergo radiation with high energy electrons to create
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vacancies in the silicon lattice. A fast time constant 73, 

shown in Fig. 2, could not be resolved by the contactless 
photoconductance method because the sampling time is 
too large.

A fit of the experimental data with theory for the phos
phorus donor with a concentration of 8.34 x 1014 cm1 2 3 4 5 6 and 
cross sections ap = 5 x 10~21 cm2 and crn = 5 x 10-15 
cm26 and ground states of the complexes could not 
be achieved. The phosphorus donor lies at an energy 
level Ec — Ed = 0.045 eV. The ground states were 
Ec — Et — 0.17 eV and Ec — Et = 0.76 eV, corresponding 
to the vacancy-oxygen complex and Ec — Et — 0.84 eV, 
corresponding to the carbon interstitial-oxygen intersti
tial complex7 8 9 10 11.

VII. DISCUSSION

Given a silicon wafer sample with a well-passivated sur
face, the fundamental time constants T\ and 72 may be 
determined from the photoconductance decay by multi
transient analysis. A relatively long time constant is at
tributed to defect levels near the band edges. Examples 
of coupled levels used to fit the experimental data have 
levels near the band edges. A consistent fit to the exper
imental data is provided by the Ci — Oi complex. The 
vacancy-oxygen complex V — O shows trapping behav
ior which is not apparent in the experimental data. The 
phosphorus V — O ground state complex could not be fit
ted to the data given the concentration of the doping con
centration Nd and the much smaller ground state con
centrations of the Ci — Oi and V — O complexes. Also, the 
history of the silicon sample indicates that it is unlikely 
to have a high vacancy concentration. This indicates that 
the V — O complex is less likely than the Ci — Oi complex. 
A plot of the fundamental time constants versus excess 
carrier concentration may be a method of identifying a

defect species.
The small concentration of the defects (5 x 10-6 cm-3) 

determined from the fit, is consistent with the theory of 
Ref.3 for the ground excited state system. The dip in t\ 
of the experimental data points, at higher excess carrier 
concentration, is attributed to the beginning of Auger 
recombination.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This work introduces the solution of the carrier con
tinuity equation, which includes multiple defect levels 
in the carrier recombination terms. The recombination 
term is expressed as an infinite number of exponential 
terms with frequencies which are multiples of fundamen
tal frequencies. The resulting expressions for the excess 
carrier concentrations Anav(x,t) and Apav(x,t), may be 
readily formulated by analyzing the decay for a well pas
sivated surface (5 = 0) for n and 72, the fundamental 
time constants. Simplifications are made which reflect 
the experimental situation envisaged to carry out a sim
ple contactless photoconductance decay measurement. A 
silicon Cz wafer with both surfaces well passivated is 
shown to yield consistent experimental time constants, 
with an exact theory.
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TABLE I: Defect level parameters used for the fit of experimental data of the ground excited state system, for Cz sample 6_1, 
(carbon interstitial - oxygen interstitial).

Parameter Ground state Excited state
Ec — Ex energy depth from conduction band [ eV ]
Ec - Egnd energy depth [ eV ] 0.84

0.04

Nt discrete level concentration [ cm~3 ] 5 x 106 5 x 106
ctp cross section for holes [ cm2 ] opg = 4.5 x 10“19 

o2g = 2.5 x 10_2°
opx = 6.5 x 10~9

On cross section for electrons [ cm2 ] o?x = 8.5 x 10-15

TABLE II: Defect level parameters used for the fit of experimental data of the ground excited state system, for Cz sample 6_1, 
(vacancy - oxygen complex).

Parameter Ground state Excited state
Ec — Ex energy depth from conduction band [ eV ]
Ec - Egnd energy depth [ eV ] 0.76

0.17

Nt discrete level concentration [ cm~3 ] 2.8 x 104 2.8 x 104
op cross section for holes [ cm2 ] opvg = 7.5 x 10-19 

oncg = 2.5 x 10~19
opvx = 6.5 x 10~9

on cross section for electrons [ cm2 ] o?x = 8.5 x 10"13
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Figure Captions

FIG. 1. Graph of T\ = 1/uq, r2 = l/o;2, and t3 = 1 /c^3 
for the excited state system of C* — 0* (carbon intersti
tial - oxygen interstitial) vs excess carrier concentration 
An(0) = Ap(0). The doping concentration Np of the 
sample is 8.34 x 1014 cm-3. See Table I for defect level 
parameters. Continuous line: fit of T\ and t2 determined 
from the characteristic Eq. (31), to the experimental 
data. Circles: experimental data for n-type Cz sample

6_1.

FIG. 2. Graph of T\ — 1/wi, r2 = l/u;2, and r3 = I/W3 

for the excited state system of V — O (vacancy - oxygen 
complex) vs excess carrier concentration An(0) = Ap(0). 
The doping concentration Nd of the sample is 8.34 x 1014 

cm~3. See Table II for defect level parameters. Contin
uous line: fit of T\ and r2 determined from the char
acteristic Eq. (31), to the experimental data. Circles: 
experimental data for n-type Cz sample 6_1.
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The recent analytic solution to the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) rate equations for the transient 
case is derived without an approximation for near equilibrium and non-equilibrium situations. The 
method of this solution is applied to derive a new steady state solution. It is shown that the result
ing two time constants or eigenvalues of the linear system, are in agreement with the order of the 
underlying second order differential equation. In this work we describe the nature of the approxi
mation in the original SRH work that leads to one time constant and compare the approximation, 
the new exact solution and the analysis of the numerical solution for component time constants.
The new exact solution is in agreement with the analysis of the numerical solution. Furthermore, 
this solution is shown to unify the work of previous authors for the single-level defect and small 
departures of carrier concentration from equilibrium (small signal).

PACS numbers: 72.20.Jv, 72.40.+w, 85.30.De

I. INTRODUCTION

A dominant recombination mechanism in semiconduc
tors, apart from Auger recombination, is Shockley-Read- 
Hall (SRH) recombination as described by the SRH rate 
equations in 1952 [1] [2], Shockley and Read developed 
an expression for the recombination time constant in the 
steady state rss. Although developed for the steady state, 
the theory has been applied to the transient case in the 
neighbourhood of the equilibrium point (small signal) 
and the time constant is referred to as t\,. This applies 
to a single-level defect although in practical situations 
multiple defect levels occur. These rate equations have 
been applied to the analysis of experimental data assum
ing a dominant defect energy level. The literature indi
cates conflicting partial solutions to the rate equations, 
notably the expression with a single time constant [1] 
which is defined as (1), where U represents the recombi
nation rate, and expressions of several authors with two 
time constants, indicated below.

T~ss —
An
~u~

(i)

The focus of the present work is to show that the SRH 
expression is an approximation, indicate the source of the 
approximation which for the given example amounts to

‘Electronic address: didierfflee.usyd.edu.au 
tElectronic address: yashfflee.usyd.edu.au 
tElectronic address: R.Corkishfflunsw.edu.au

a relative error of thirty percent, and resolve the con
flicting issues. The recent general analytic method of 
solution [3], for the transient case developed without an 
approximation, is applied to the SRH rate equations (2) 
to obtain a new steady state solution. This solution is 
compared to the existing steady state SRH time constant 
expression.

-^ = CpNtp(t)f(t) - epNt (1 - /(()) (2a)

----= CnNtn(t) (1 — f(t)) — enNtf(t) (2b)

In Eq. (2), Nt is the defect concentration, n(t), p(t) are 
the electron and hole concentrations respectively, /(f) is 
the defect occupancy function or probability function, Cn 
and Cp are the electron and hole capture coefficients and, 
en and ep are the electron and hole emission rates.

In the present work the theoretical predictions of time 
constants from the analytic solution are compared with 
the analysis of the numerical solution for component time 
constants in the steady state case. Good agreement is 
found for this comparison. Previous analyses in the lit
erature have assumed the validity of the single time con
stant expression (3) (Eq. 5.3 of Ref. [1]) derived from 
Eq. (1) without such a comparison.

(npo + ni + An)
CpNt {jipo Ppo T An)

| (Ppo + Pi + A p)
CnNt (pipo Ppo T An)
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It is shown that the definition, Eq. (1), leads to an incor
rect theoretical prediction of one time constant tss of Eq. 
(3) for the steady state whereas at least two time con
stants are predicted by the analytic steady state theory 
presented in this work. This indicates that the definition 
Eq. (1) is not related to the physics of the carriers.

The present work demonstrates that the steady state 
solution, determined both analytically and by analysis of 
the numerical solution, converges to the transient solu
tion of Ref. [3] in the small signal transient limit. This 
confirms the transient and steady state multiple time 
constant solutions to be consistent. The single SRH time 
constant tss of Eq. (3) is inaccurate which implies from 
Eq. (1) that the recombination term U = Ati/tss is 
also inaccurate. In the literature this recombination term 
is included in the carrier continuity equation which de
scribes the flux of carriers into and out of a volume of 
semiconductor. Within the volume there may be recom
bination and generation. The definition of Eq. (1) leads 
to a recombination term, which at best is convenient as a 
means to represent the SRH equations in the carrier con
tinuity equation in a mathematical context, is however 
not physically meaningful.

A brief survey of developments related to the partial 
solutions of the SRH rate equations follows. A partial 
solution to the rate equations [4] yielded two time con
stants written in terms of a ’’recombination time”, ”a 
time to trap a carrier” and ”a time to release a trapped 
carrier”. In this case the recombination time constant is 
defined as in (1). In [5] the defect problem is addressed 
with approximations introduced to elucidate the differ
ent features of types of defects. For the transient case, 
an approximate solution of [6], yields two time constants 
comprising an initial decay and a transient decay. A set 
of differential rate equations for multiple discrete levels 
based on a summation of the single level SRH equations is 
stated in [7]. Approximations were introduced to provide 
a linear solution to the non-linear differential equations 
for small changes in Ap and An from the equilibrium val
ues. For the single-level, two time constants result from 
this solution for the transient case which were simplified 
to one time constant and an ’’adjustment time” which 
agree with [6].

In [8] approximations were applied to the solution not 
of the rate equations but to the second order differential 
equation in Ap (4) that results from the rate equations

and the charge neutrality condition.

{•■■(
+y' 2 i + ^l+y i+£

_Cn
Cp

1 + rh+2Cp
Po Cn

+
Po ) /(i + f-Po

+ 1 +
Po + Cn + 1 + Cp Pi 

Cn Po

£{■+y-£- \ y +y
Pi ni pT\ NtPi2+ — + . +

Po Po J Po Po / 1+

+ 1 + —

= 0

1 + 2i?ij+^Pi/ (1 + Ei\}\
PoPoJ PoPo V Po) JJ

(4)

where y = Ap/p0 and similarly for An and,

m = Ncexp 

pi = Nv exp ( -

(£c-£i)\
kT J

(5a)

(Et-Ev)\
kT y (5b)

As pointed out by [8], all previous methods of solution 
of (4) including perturbative methods, were unsuccessful 
in yielding a solution. For this reason previous attempts 
at solving the rate equations have inherently involved ap
proximations in order to gain some insight into the carrier 
dynamics. However, Streetman [9] confirmed the exis
tence of two time constants, as also indicated by [7], for 
small departures from equilibrium for the transient case 
applied to the single-level defect. In [10], application of 
the rate equations to coupled states and two indepen
dent states is investigated for the transient and steady 
state situations. The transient time constant expressions 
agree with [7] and [9] for small departures of the carrier 
concentration from equilibrium for the single-level case. 
There are two time constants in these solutions which 
are in agreement with the exact solution of [3]. This is 
consistent with the governing second order differential 
equation (4) since there are two eigenvalues of the linear 
system because the equation is second order.

However, the equations in the multiple level and single 
level cases, were stated but the resulting time constants 
were not verified against an analysis of the numerical so
lution for the component time constants. In Section II 
the exact steady state analytic solution is discussed and 
the steady state fundamental time constants presented. 
In Section III the theoretical prediction of these funda
mental time constants and analysis of the numerical so
lution for component time constants are shown to be in 
close agreement. This solution comprises, for the single- 
level, two fundamental time constants, T\ and T2, which 
are in agreement with previous derivations notably Refs. 
[7] [9] for the small signal case and the order of the under
lying second order differential equation. In Ref. [3] the
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minority carrier time constant is defined as T\ and the 
majority carrier as T2. In this respect these two funda
mental time constants are directly related to the physics 
of carrier decay which affect structures such as solar cells. 
In this case it is the minority carrier represented by T\ 
which is involved in the physics of trapping [3].

In [4] and [10] the steady state time constant is defined 
as (1) as in [1] (Eq. 5.2), without justification. Although 
two time constants are derived for the minority carrier 
in n-type and p-type semiconductor material in the ap
pendix of [1], these time constants are defined similar to 
(1). It may be shown that these time constants as de
fined, for the linear region (constant region) of variation 
of the dominant time constant T\ with excess carrier con
centration, corresponding to the small signal case of [3], 
do not agree with the exact solution as given in [3].

For the single level case, the equation describing the 
time evolution of the normalised excess electron concen
tration (4), Annm(t), is a second order non-linear dif
ferential equation and has a cubic power of Annm(t) 
given as Eq. (9) in [8]. Since the differential equation 
for Annm(t) is second order, at least two time constants 
are expected in the solution (the eigenvalues of the lin
ear system) for all excess carrier concentrations less than 
the Auger limit and the non-degenerate doping concen
tration. The steady state is realized with the boundary 
condition dn(t)/dt = 0 at t = 0+ for electrons in the 
conduction band. Application of the boundary condition 
is still expected to realize two time constants in the solu
tion since the underlying differential equation is second 
order.

In [1] the steady state is realised by setting Un = Up 
given as Eq. 4.1 of [1]. They define only a single time 
constant (Eq. 5.2 of [1] repeated as Eq. (1) of this work), 
tss, implying the solution of a first, rather than second, 
order governing differential equation. For a second order 
equation to become first order, a zero must be cancelled 
by a pole of the same magnitude and frequency as the 
zero for all excess carrier concentrations. A zero that 
is not cancelled should be realized in the solution. It is 
shown in Figure 1 that the time constant tss = tsrh is 
approximately equal to the dominant time constant t\ 
for only part of the range of excess carrier concentration. 
Furthermore, the analysis of the numerical solution for 
component time constants (see Section III) yields close 
agreement with the predicted value of t\ for the steady 
state. Parameters used for the evaluation are given in 
[3]. Hence the definition of rss in [1], as stated above, 
yields a time constant expression which is inaccurate.

II. ANALYTIC STEADY STATE SRH 
SOLUTION

A recent analytic solution (6) [3] to the SRH rate equa
tions (2) is obtained without any approximations for 
uniform arbitrary non-degenerate doping concentration 
Na,d, defect energy depth Et, defect concentration Nt

and cross sections crn and crp. The exact solution (6) for 
the single-level comprises an infinity of monoexponential 
terms with frequencies or inverse time constants a linear 
combination of two fundamental frequencies uq = 1/ri 
and u>2 = l/r2-

OO OO

Annm(t) = T y NUiVexp (-uuit - vu2t) (6a)
ti=l V—l

OO OO

A Pnm(t) = pu,Vexp (-ULJit - vu2t) (6b)
U=1 V = 1

OO OO

A f{t) = Y y FUyVexp (-uujit - vu}2t) (6c)
U=1 V=1

The magnitude, of the coefficients NU)V and PU)V of the 
exponential terms, falls away rapidly to a very small value 
so that less than eight terms are significant in the series. 
The first two coefficients are the most significant, (u, v) = 
(1,0) and (0,1). Expressions for the minority carrier time 
constant T\ and majority time constant r2 are derived 
and given as (12). The dominant time constant is t\ and 
its behaviour with excess carrier concentration indicates 
the onset of trapping. A critical point, representing the 
transition between the linear (constant) and non-linear 
variation of fundamental frequency with excess carrier 
density, is identified.

Application of the method of solution derived in [3] 
as indicated above, to the steady state is performed as 
follows. Fundamental frequencies are derived by scaling 
the differential equations and solving the linear form (7) 
of the non-linear differential equations.

dA Pnm (0
dt t—to

Q;Apnm(to) /3Annm(to) (7a)

dAUnm (t)
dt t—t o

7Annm(to) crApnrn(to) (7b)

where a, /3, 7 and a now contain the r]n{t0) and 7/p(to) 
terms ( see [3] ), with An(0) = Ap(0) and rjn(to) defined 
as follows,

Vn{to) = fs(0+) - f0 (8)

From the charge neutrality relation with An (to) = 
A/s(t0) = r}n(,to) the quantity rjp(t0) may be defined as 
Eq. (9),

VP{to) ~ (1+ An(0)) (9)

The steady state definition of the occupancy function 
/s(t) (Eq. 4.2 of [1]), with n(t) = np0 + An(t) and 
p(t) = ppo + Ap(t) and corresponding equilibrium con
centrations npo and ppo, is given as Eq. (10).

, ,n+x _______ Cnn{t) + Cppi_______
Cnn{t) + Cpp{t) + Cnn\ + Cppi

(10)
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At equilibrium the electron occupancy of the defect level 
is f0 = /(0_) given in terms of ppo by:

So =
Ppo + Pi

(lla)

and in terms of npo by:

t Tlpo
Jo — .

Tlpo Tl\
(lib)

The fundamental frequencies 77 = l/^i and 77 = 1/^2 
are given as Eqs. (12) (see Ref [3]).

1 a + 7
2 ay — a/3

1-4 ay — a/3 
{a + 7 y

(12a)

UJ 2
l_a + 7_ / / a7-^V)
2 ay - a/3 ( ( (a + 7 f) )

(12b)

IV. DISCUSSION

The steady state solution converges to the transient 
solution for low excess carrier concentrations and hence 
confirms the transient solution for the near equilibrium 
case referred to as the small signal case. This steady state 
solution is independently determined from a different set 
of boundary conditions and yet converges to the tran
sient solution as expected from the physics for the small 
signal case. Furthermore, for the case of intermediate ex
cess carrier concentration the steady state and transient 
solutions for the time constants are different as shown 
in Figure 3. The present work independently addresses 
the solution of the steady state, proving consistency in 
the solution and indicating a more accurate set of time 
constants than that of the 1952 SRH time constant.

V. CONCLUSIONS

III. NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR THE 
STEADY STATE

The unconstrained coupled differential equations are of 
the form (2) and (13), where (13) results from the steady 
state condition Un = Up [1] or:

dp(t) _ M*) /13n
dt dt

The initial conditions are n(0+) = p(0+) due to the gen
eration rate G and /(0+) determined Eq. 4.2 of [1] for 
the steady state.

For small deviations from equilibrium (low excess car
rier concentrations) referred to as the linear region (con
stant region) of variation of time constant with excess 
carrier concentration at least two time constants are ex
pected in the steady state as with the transient case. 
This is because the governing equation is second order. 
For higher excess carrier concentrations away from equi
librium the time constants are expected to differ from the 
transient case because dn(t)/dt = dp(t)/dt will necessar
ily give a different An(0)critiCai [3]. See [3] for the fifth 
order Runge-Kutta scheme and typical data used in the 
numerical solution.

Multi-transient analysis using the Total Least Squares 
(TLS) method, refers to the extraction of component ex
ponential terms from a sum of exponentials comprising 
the signal (see [3]). Figure 2 shows the comparison be
tween the decay time constants t\ = l/oq and r2 = l/u>2 
as calculated from equation (12) and as evaluated by TLS 
analysis of numerical data (An[t + At)) for T = 300 
K. The figure indicates the variation from low injection 
through to high injection. Agreement is very good. Also, 
the steady state values for 77 and 72 agree with the tran
sient values for the constant region.

From a theoretical standpoint, the SRH lifetime ex
pression tss for the dominant single level model, is shown 
to be approximate. The existing interpretation of exper
imental data relies on one time constant tss (steady state 
case) or 77, (bulk decay - transient case) derived from the 
definition Eq. 5.2 of [1] (repeated as Eq. (1) here). Fig
ure 1 and Figure 2 indicate that for low injection the 
SRH single time constant expression, applied to both 
the steady state and transient situations (small signal), 
does not adequately reflect the actual decay. Whereas at 
high injection 77 is adequate to model recombination and 
trapping, at low injection 72 is also required as the mag
nitude of the coefficient can be significant. For the steady 
state, in low injection the frequencies are the same as the 
transient case. From the above it can be seen that the 
single SRH time constant expression is not sufficient as 
an approximation and it lacks the ability to predict be
haviour. Furthermore, the steady state solution together 
with the TLS analysis of the numerical solution, confirms 
the presence of at least two time constants in the decay. 
This unifies the existing solutions of the rate equations in 
the literature, as expected from inspection of the second 
order differential equation (4), for small departures from 
the equilibrium carrier concentration where the transient 
and steady state solutions are identical.
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Figure Captions

FIG. 1. A graph of fundamental time constant n and 
SRH time constant tss = trrh versus excess carrier

concentration An(0+). Circles: T\ derived from multi
transient analysis of the numerical solution. There is a 
relative error e m 30% between T\ and tsrh in the linear 
region.

FIG. 2. A graph of t\ = l/u;i and r2 = l/u;2 versus 
excess electron concentration An(0) for the steady state. 
The doping concentration Na of the sample is 5 x 1013 
cm~3. Continuous line: t\ and r2 predicted by equa
tion (12) Circles: n and r2 derived from multi-transient 
analysis of the numerical solution.

FIG. 3. A graph of T\ = l/uq and r2 = l/o;2 versus ex
cess electron concentration An(0). Comparison between 
the transient ([3]) and steady state solutions. Continuous 
line: T\ and r2 predicted by equation (12).
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In materials’ characterisation, the defect level depth, 
which is directly related to carrier recombination, is pre
dominantly determined from rate equations. A dominant 
recombination mechanism (apart from Auger recombina
tion) is Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination [1] [2] 
as described by the SRH rate equations. Strictly, these 
rate equations apply to a single-level defect although in
terpretation of experimental data has usually relied on 
the assumption of a dominant defect energy level. A set 
of differential rate equations for multiple discrete levels 
based on the summation of the single-level equations is 
given in [3] and [4]. A recent analytic solution to the 
SRH rate equations [5], extended to include multiple de
fect levels in a first principles approach, indicates that 
the equations of [3] and [4] for multiple discrete levels 
are correct only in the neighbourhood of the equilibrium 
point.

The Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) tech
nique of semiconductor defect level depth measurement, 
first developed in 1974 by Lang [6], is extended in the 
present work by including all multiple-level carrier tran
sitions in a full set of rate equations. The method of solu
tion of the recent analytic solution [5] to the single-level 
(SRH) rate equations, is extended to the two multiple 
level systems, namely the multiple discrete level system 
and the ground excited states or coupled levels system. 
This proposed theory indicates that the accuracy of the 
usual method of DLTS measurement is affected by addi
tional defect levels comprising the multiple-level systems. 
These two defect systems have a major effect on the mi
nority carrier and hence the physics of device operation. 
In the present work the three-multiple-discrete-level sys
tem, using the exact solution in the neighbourhood of 
the equilibrium point, provides a clear distinction of the 
effect between one and multiple levels on the dominant

time constants in the decay. The extended solution is ob
tained without approximation for arbitrary excess carrier 
concentration below non-degenerate doping, uniform ar
bitrary doping concentration Na, d, defect energy depth 
Ettk, defect concentration Nt,k and cross sections an>k 
and C7p,jfc (for the kth level). The solution is comprised 
of an infinity of mono-exponential terms, the frequencies 
(inverse time constants) of which are a linear combination 
of the fundamental frequencies cok+i = l/^fc+i- Expres
sions for the minority carrier time constant T\ and time 
constants Tk+i arising from majority carrier transitions 
are derived for m discrete defect levels with k = 1,2,... m 
(the magnitude of the time constants is in descending or
der Ti > T2 > r3 > ...Tfc+i). The dominant time con
stant is ti for n-type or p-type semiconductor and its 
behaviour with excess carrier concentration indicates the 
onset of trapping.

In order to place the extended solution in context, a 
brief review of DLTS is warranted to see what emerges 
when it is applied to a multiple defect level system, as 
may often exist in practice. In DLTS, a pulse is applied 
to a device with a depletion layer, which is reduced in 
width by the polarity of the pulse to fill deep levels with 
carriers. On application of a reverse pulse the depletion 
layer widens and the carriers in each band travel to the 
depletion layer edge in a matter of picoseconds. Due to 
thermal emission, carriers in the deep levels are emitted 
to the respective band and this is detected as a change 
in capacitance AC of the depletion layer. The thermal 
emission rate determines the decay rate of the depletion 
layer. In order to detect the decay rate, a rate window 
t\ — £2 is usually employed although similar schemes (cor
relator) are available. At low temperatures the decay 
rate is slow and the difference in the decay AC at times 
ti and £2 is small. At intermediate temperatures, the
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difference is greater. However, at high temperatures the 
decay rate is very fast as thermal emission is greater and 
again the difference is small. Hence, a peak in the emis
sion rate versus inverse temperature occurs. A plot of 
several peaks, corresponding to different rate windows, 
produces a straight line plot with the slope proportional 
to the level depth. This plot is referred to as an Arrhenius 
plot. For multi-exponential decays rate windows may be 
selected to resolve the different time constants resulting 
in several Arrhenius plots.

Laplace Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (LDLTS) 
[7] is a mathematical refinement of the usual Deep Level 
Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS), giving better resolution 
of the spectral peaks. Although LDLTS is used to re
solve multiple defect level depths, it may not lead to the 
direct identification of the defect species. However this 
may be possible in conjunction with other methods both 
theoretical and experimental. The DLTS method has 
limitations on the sensitivity or detection of low defect 
concentrations.

As originally conceived, DLTS assumes that the ef
fect of each level may be independently determined from 
the multi-exponential decay of a capacitance transient 
with the dominant time constant r arising directly from 
a dominant defect species. One carrier type is assumed 
to be emitted from the defect levels. The thermal emis
sion rate en,p = 1/r derived from the detailed balance 
relations is given by Eq. (1) [8].

&n,p
an,pvth(n,p) Nc,v—-———----- exp

9
AGn^p
kT (1)

where crl n is the thermal cross section for electrons or 
holes, vth(ntP) is the thermal velocity of electrons or holes, 
Nc<v is the effective density of states for electrons or holes, 
g is the degeneracy and AGn<p is defined by (2).

A Gn,p = AHn,p-TASn,p (2)

AG„)P represents the change in Gibb’s free energy re
quired to emit an electron (hole) from the center at con
stant temperature. Eq. (2) expresses this quantity in 
terms of the change in enthalpy AH and the change in 
entropy AS. By substitution of the relevant terms, where 
AG is replaced by AE, implying no change in entropy 
(adiabatic process), an emission time constant r results 
in Eq. (3).

where

T (Jh,pl'n,p^c,v T2 GXP
-A E' 
kT

7 n,p 2y/3 k2m*iV
27r 2

h?

(3)

(4)

with k being Boltzmann’s constant, m* v the effective 
mass for electrons or holes and h is Planck’s constant.

Modulation by a pulse of the depletion layer of a Schot- 
tky barrier or pn junction produces a change in capaci
tance where the capacitance of the depletion layer is given 
by Eq. (5).

G(t) = C(0+)exp(-A -C„ (5)

A rate window is defined by txrepresenting two points 
on the decay curve. A change in capacitance of the de
pletion layer may be expressed by Eq. (6).

A C(t) = C(tx)-C(t2) (6a)

A C(t)
C(0+)

(6b)

Differentiating equation (6b) with respect to r yields the 
familiar expression relating the rate window tx —t^ to the 
maximum emission time constant r as Eq. (7).

t\ —12

ln{%)
(7)

LDLTS or the usual DLTS uses the concept of a rate 
window to resolve the dominant time constant in the 
decay. Over a temperature range a time constant ex
pression containing the rate window Eq. (7), which is 
proportional to the emission time constant of Eq. (1) 
(r = l/eniP), is evaluated. The emission rate eH)P is re
lated to the dominant decay time constant through this 
expression. A maximum emission rate is expected at a 
particular temperature. This maximum is related to the 
defect level energy depth via Eq. (3). A plot of several 
maxima versus the inverse of the temperature allows the 
defect energy depth to be resolved from the slope of the 
linear plot.

Having discussed the DLTS method, the proposed ex
tended multiple-level theory, comprising the full set of 
carrier transitions using the recent method of solution in 
Ref. [5], is now applied to the three level system. A re
view of the DLTS method applied to the actual resulting 
time dependent decay and how the rate window scheme 
interprets it is examined later in the paper. Fundamen
tal frequencies are derived by scaling the differential rate 
equations and solving the linear form of the non-linear 
differential equations. The determinant of the matrix of 
these differential equations, Eq. (8), is reduced to a poly
nomial of the differential operator D = d/dt, termed the 
characteristic equation, Eq. (9) [9]. From this polyno
mial the fundamental frequencies may be determined as 
in Eq. (10). For m defect levels there are m+1 funda
mental frequencies where tx — l/wi is the dominant time 
constant. This matrix concept may be seen in [4] for low 
excess carrier concentration where the carrier concentra
tion does not deviate appreciably from the equilibrium
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concentration, and so can be neglected. In this case the as in [5]. Eqs. (8) describe the full set of carrier transi-
non-linear rate equations become linear. For higher ex- tions whereas Eq. (1) is an approximation involving only
cess carrier concentrations the matrix terms are modified the emission of one carrier type.

3

D + £ (to* - 00*) 0
k=l

- (701 - 001) (aoi An)

- (702 - 002) (002 — P02) 0

- (703 - 003) (c*03 — Po3) 0

1 1

Nticr oi 
An(0)

Nt2&02 Nt3&03

An(0)

An(0) An(0)

0 0

Nt2 (D + <Tq2 + P02) n

An(0)
Nt3 (D -f (7q3 + /5o3 )

Nti
An(0)

Nt2 
An(0) 

- 0

Nt3
An(0)

An(0)

where the aok, Pok, 7ok and a0k, with k = 1,2,3, refer to 
the near equilibrium case.

The characteristic equation is given by equation (9) 
and may be solved for the time constants where the coef
ficients (b, c, d, e) are determined from the determinant 
of the matrix formed from Eq. (8).

[D4 + bD3 + cD2 +dD + e\ exp(-cot) = 0 (9)

The fundamental frequencies Uk+i (inverse time con
stants) may be evaluated from the polynomial of degree 
m -f 1 given by Eq. (10).

uj4 — bu>3 + cu2 — dw + e =0 (10)

By evaluating the four roots of the polynomial (10) the 
fundamental frequencies are given by uq = 1/ri, w2 = 
11t~2, uj3 = I/7-3 and uj4 = l/r4.

The square matrix, with the differential operator D in 
the off diagonal entries as in the matrix of Eq. (8), is of 
order m+2. Similarly for the square matrix of Ref. [4] for 
the near equilibrium case of two levels. This means that 
when more levels are added the order of the matrix in
creases by the additional number of levels and the degree 
of the polynomial or characteristic equation increases cor
respondingly. It is important to note that with additional 
defect levels, the size of the matrix changes and the co
efficients of the polynomial Eq. (10) change. Hence, 
the roots or fundamental frequencies of the polynomial 
change. This alters the values of all the fundamental 
frequencies. For instance with additional defect levels, 
t1 becomes lower in value, and is not a linear change. 
Hence the effect of all the defect levels is not the sum 
or linear superposition of the individual effects of each 
defect level.

The main assumption inherent in the multiple-level 
theory is that the matrix of Eqs. (8), which strictly

Annm(io)

APnm (^0)

A/i(to) 

A/2(*o)

A/3 (to)

(8)

I

describe the full set of carrier transitions in a field free 
region, also apply within the depletion region where an 
electric field £ is present. Equivalently, the resulting fun
damental frequencies (which are the irrational eigenval
ues of the linear system [5]) are unique for the given de
fect level properties (see Table I) and are independent of 
the electric field £ being determined by equilibrium values 
of defect level occupancy, cross sections and concentra
tion. Hence, it may be concluded that the level depths 
may be recovered from these same fundamental frequen
cies in a field or field free region because they reflect the 
same level depths. Although the depletion electric field 
£ may enhance emission through the Poole-Frenkel effect 
[10], the effect is neglected in the present analysis.

In order to recover the true level depths, decay mea
surements are performed at constant temperature over a 
temperature range. The fundamental frequencies Uk+i 
must be resolved using a multi-transient analysis tech
nique [5] from each experimental decay and a set of si
multaneous equations formed at each temperature from 
the polynomial of Eq. (10). Each equation in the set 
contains a different lj. The coefficients (b,c,d,e) of Eq. 
(10) are determined in terms of the u>k+i from the simul
taneous equations. From expressions for each coefficient, 
found by expanding the matrix Eq. (8), the level depths 
may be evaluated from the slope of the plot of each co
efficient in terms of the u>k+i versus 1/kT. A graph of 
linear plots, with the x abscissa in units of 1 /kT, is ob
tained with the slopes of each line representing the level 
depths. This measurement technique is termed Funda
mental Frequency Spectroscopy.

To place the DLTS method of measurement in con
text with the foregoing multiple-level theory an example 
set of three defect levels from Table I is examined with 
respect to the resolution of the levels using the rate win-
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dow concept. For the combined effect of three levels, 
the best a rate window can do is to resolve a r (Eq. 
(3)) with time constants r = T\ and t = T2. The time 
constants T\ = l/o;i and 72 = l/u;2 make the most sig
nificant contribution to the respective exponential decay 
term, whether all three levels or just one level is included 
in the matrix of Eqs. (8). The fundamental frequencies 
(cji, Uk+1 for k = 1, 2 • • -m), for the two cases of three 
levels (m = 3) and one level (m = 1), are the respective 
roots of the polynomial of Eq. (10) resulting from Eqs. 
(8) for each case.

For a doping concentration of No = 5 x 1013 cm~3 in 
a silicon sample, Figure 1 indicates the variation of the 
dominant time constant t\ for the combined effect of the 
three levels in Table I, and for each level as if it were the 
only defect present in the semiconductor sample. A rate 
window may be chosen corresponding to the dominant 
time constant T\. Figure 1 is a log plot of r versus 1/kT, 
from which the energy level depth may be recovered from 
the slope of each line as described by equation (3).

It is seen from Figure 1 that level one is resolved as 
the plot of t1 for level one alone almost coincides with 
the time constant r\ for the combined effect of all three 
levels. In resolving the level there is a relative error of 
a few percent. From Eq. (10), the next significant con
tribution to the decay comes from the component with 
t2 as the time constant. Examining this time constant, 
72, from Figure 2, the combined effect of all levels pro
duces a T2 which does not coincide with any level except 
at low temperatures (with a different slope). The closest 
level to the combined time constant of 72 is the level one. 
However, the level resolved is effectively a ’’ghost level” 
because it does not exist. It is evident that level one has 
the dominant effect on the dominant time constant T\ 
and the time constant 72, for the combined levels, due to 
a combination of deep level depth and concentration (see 
Table I).

As shown in Figure 1 at any one temperature t\ is low
ered by the addition of other defect levels arising from 
other defects which are electrically active. That means 
that since T\ is the dominant decay time constant in both 
n-type and p-type, it varies in an unpredictable manner 
with each semiconductor sample. Without taking into 
account all the other fundamental time constants and 
linear combination of them, DLTS effectively measures 
Ti, the dominant decay constant, via the rate window 
concept. Given a dominant defect species in two semi
conductor samples, but with different numbers of back
ground defect species in each sample, the values of t\ in 
each sample will be different. Each DLTS peak will shift 
in an unpredictable way if the background defects are 
unknown. Hence, in the two cases the level is resolved 
with an error compared to the case where the dominant 
defect species level exists on its own, without any other 
defect levels present. A similar argument applies for time 
constant 72.

In conclusion the above discussion may help to shed 
some light on the anomalies arising from interpreting 
data in experimental methods such as LDLTS which de
termine the dominant decay time constant for a given 
rate window at a given temperature. In the literature 
there is a spread of values reported for defect level pa
rameters such as level depth. This is because a given sam
ple with, for example, iron as the dominant defect will 
have different background defect levels to another simi
larly doped sample, resulting in a different time constant 
T\ as well as different resultant fundamental frequencies
Uk+l = 1/Tfc+l-

The Special Research Centre of Excellence for Ad
vanced Silicon Photovoltaics and Photonics is supported 
by the Australian Research Council’s Special Research 
Centres scheme.
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Table Captions

TABLE 1. Defect level parameters for the analytical 
solution of the rate equations of Eqs. (8) for the multiple 
discrete defect level system.

Figure Captions

FIG. 1. A graph of fundamental time constant Ti, from 
the root of Eq. (10) versus 1 /kT, for the combined effect 
of three levels in Table I and for the case of each level 
in the Table as if it were the only level present in the

semiconductor sample. Solid line: plot of T\ for each 
level. Solid line with circles: combined effect of three 
levels.]

FIG. 2. A graph of fundamental time constant 72, from 
the root of Eq. (10) versus 1/kT, for the combined effect 
of three levels in Table I and for the case of each level 
in the Table as if it were the only level present in the 
semiconductor sample. Solid line: plot of 72 for each 
level. Solid line with circles: combined effect of three 
levels.]
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TABLE I: Didier Debuf, Phys. Rev. Lett.

parameter level one level two level three
Ec — Et energy depth from conduction band [ eV ] 0.55 0.35 0.25
Nt discrete level concentration [ cm-3 ] 5 x 1011 5 x 1010 5 x 109
ap cross section for holes [ cm2 ] avl = 8.5 x 10~15 av2 = 8.5 x 10-17 aV3 = 8.5 x 10-12
<7n cross section for electrons [ cm2 ] Gci = 9.0 x 10-17 <JC2 = 9.0 x 10-15 Gc3 = 9.0 x 10"14

T [S]

Tj level two only

T level three only
t level one only

= x, combined effect of three levels

FIG. 1: Didier Debuf, Phys. Rev. Lett.

-4

x level one only

x2 combined effect of three levels 
x level two only

x9 level three only

FIG. 2: Didier Debuf, Phys. Rev. Lett.
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A GENERAL ANALYTIC SOLUTION TO THE SHOCKLEY-READ-HALL RATE EQUATIONS WITH A
SINGLE LEVEL DEFECT

Didier Debuf, Yash Shrivastavab
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ABSTRACT: A recent derivation of an analytic solution to the Shockley-Read-Hall rate equations is compared to the 
currently accepted steady state expression. The new solution is written as an infinite sum of monoexponential terms, 
the frequencies or inverse time constants of which are a linear combination of two fundamental frequencies. Whereas 
the analytic solution is derived without approximation it is shown that the usual steady state expression is approximate 
and the source of the approximation is identified. Independent agreement between theory and the numerical solution of 
the non-linear rate equations is provided by multitransient analysis which determines the component exponentials in a 
sum of exponentials. Minority carrier recombination and trapping is discussed and a definition for the minority carrier 
time constant is proposed.
Keywords: Lifetime Defects Recombination

1 INTRODUCTION theory of [3], The conclusions follow.

The average rate of processes of recombination and 
trapping, capture and emission via a single-level defect 
is given by the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) rate 
equations first developed in 1952 [ 1 ][2]. A steady state 
solution given in [1] is often used with approximations 
to interpret experimental data in the literature. In this 
respect the assumption of a dominant electrically active 
defect is made to simplify the interpretation. A recent 
derivation of an analytic solution to the SRH rate 
equations [3] indicates that the solution is an infinite 
series of monoexponential terms, the frequencies or 
inverse time constants of which are a linear combination 
of two fundamental frequencies X\ and Xi. The solution 
is determined without approximation for doping 
concentration Na,d limited to non-degenerate doping 
and, arbitrary defect level concentration Nt,, defect level 
depth Et and cross sections <Tn,P for electrons and holes 
respectively. As each exponential term in the series 
solution represents the response to a linear system, the 
solution is the sum of responses to an infinite number of 
linear systems. In this sense the analytic solution is the 
impulse response. A spatially uniform defect 
concentration and uniform excess carrier concentration 
are assumed as initial conditions. Note the SRH 
equations apply for non-degenerate statistics.

In the present paper it is shown that approximations 
were introduced in the steady state solution of [1], The 
present work seeks to address the effect of the 
introduced approximations in interpreting decay data 
using the steady state solution of [1] in the light of the 
analytic solution of [3], The paper is organized as 
follows. Section 2 begins by stating the carrier 
continuity equation and indicating constraints in order to 
delineate the boundary conditions under which 
consideration of the transient and steady state solution is 
found to apply. The transient solution due to an impulse 
N08(t) is first considered and the solution of [3] given. 
Then the implications of the usual SRH time constant 
expression are discussed. Section 3 confirms the time 
constants determined from the theory of [3] by a 
multitransient analysis of the numerical solution. 
Included is the definition of minority carrier time 
constant and minority carrier trapping in the light of the

2 TRANSIENT AND EXISTING STEADY STATE 
SOLUTION

2.1 Carrier continuity equations
The carrier continuity equations (1) and (2) describe 

the flux of carriers into and out of a volume and apply 
for low excess carrier concentration, low electric field E 
and parabolic bands (Boltzmann statistics ) [4],

dn(x,t) 
dt G„~U„ +

+ ^»E
dn( x, t) 

dx + Dn
d2n(xj)

dx2

(i)

dp(x,t)
dt = GP ~Up~ /ipp(xj)

dE
dx

. c3p(*,0 , „ d2P(x, t) 
MpE-dT+Dp—x~

(2)

Consider a single parabolic band such as that found in p- 
type silicon where Un represents the recombination rate 
for electrons. For the transient solution given in [3] the 
generation rate Gn, the electric field E and diffusion Dn 
terms are considered negligible. Similarly terms in the 
carrier continuity equation for p(x,t) are considered 
negligible. These conditions are imposed in order to 
determine the impulse response as stated above. In the 
steady state the term Gn and a corresponding term Gp in 
the p(x,t) expression is not negligible and effectively is 
required to maintain the steady state.



2.2 Non-linear SRH Rate Equations
The recombination rates Un and Up are given by the 

first principles’ derivation given in [1] known as the 
SRH rate equations.

U„ = C„ Nt'KW ~ fit)) - Cn tnNt fit)
(3)

U P = C pNi pit) fit) -CpPxNti 1 - fit))
(4)

Given an impulse of light that generates excess carriers 
in equal concentrations such that An(0)=Ap(0) the above 
two equations (3) and (4), with the carrier continuity 
equations and the constraints indicated, yield the 
following.

differential equation is second order. These two time 
constants are the fundamental time constants determined 
from the response to an impulse (transient solution of 
[3]). In [1] the steady state is realized by Un=Up as in 
Eqn. 4.1 of [1], Shockley and Read define only a single 
time constant Eqn. 5.2 of [1], x, implying the solution of 
a first, rather than a second order governing differential 
equation. For a second order equation to become first 
order, a zero must be cancelled by a pole of the same 
magnitude and frequency as the zero for all excess 
carrier concentrations. In effect the zero that is not 
cancelled should be realized in the solution as for the 
transient case. It is shown below that the time constant 
x=xH-srh (where the subscript H-SRH refers to Eqn. 5.3 
of [1] with agreement for high excess carrier 
concentration) is approximately equal to ti for only part 
of the range of excess carrier concentration.

Hence the definition of t in [1] as stated above, 
results in an approximation for the time constant 
expression Xh-srh ( Eq. 8 ) with Tl-srh indicating the low 
excess carrier concentration limit for An=0.

dn(x,t)
(5) tpo^ipo + n\ + An)+ Tno \p po + px + bn)

ut TH-SRH ~ A
npo + Ppo + An

dp{xj)
(6)

dt (8)

Applying the charge neutrality condition with (5) and (6) 
a second order differential equation for the excess 
carrier concentration An(t) may be determined [5]. 
Perturbative methods of solution were unable to yield 
satisfactory forms of solution for this non-linear second 
order equation. So the rate equations have traditionally 
been solved numerically.

2.3 Infinite Series Solution to SRH Rate Equations
The infinite series transient solution to the SRH rate 

equations is given in [3] and may be written as follows 
with X,i=1/ti and X.2=l/x2. io11 io13 iq13 , io14 io13 io13

An(t)=Il ZNjjexp[-(U\ + jA2)t\

Since the differential equation for An(t) is second order, 
two time constants are expected in the solution for all 
excess carrier concentrations less than the Auger limit. 
The two fundamental frequencies are determined from 
the linear form of the non-linear rate equations. The 
minority carrier time constant is defined to be i\ and the 
majority carrier time constant is defined to be 12. The 
dominant time constant is Xi.

2.4 Steady State SRH Time Constant Expression
The steady state is realized with the boundary 

condition dn(t)/dt = 0 at t=0+ for electrons in the 
conduction band where the population remains constant 
with time. Application of the boundary condition is still 
expected to realize two time constants (the eigenvalues 
of the linear system) in the solution as the underlying

Figure 1 Variation of xi with excess carrier 
concentration for parameters in Table 1 and 
calculated by the method of Ref. [3], Also shown
is Xh-srh ( Eq. 8 )

Fig. 1 indicates the variation of xi with excess carrier 
concentration An(t) for t=0+. In addition the components 
th-srh and Tl-srh are shown with the th-srh solution 
providing partial zero cancellation for moderate to high 
excess carrier concentrations.such that Ti«th-srh- At low 
excess carrier concentrations the SRH expression varies 
in a non-linear manner towards the lower limit. In this 
region the linear region of th-srh is not clearly defined 
and is difficult to apply in practice. For the series 
solution of [3], the linear region of variation of Xi with 
excess carrier concentration is independent of excess 
carrier concentration. The critical point at which the 
excess carrier concentration departs from the linear 
region is also clearly defined.



Table I: Parameters for the single defect modeled in 
Fig. 1__________________________________________________________

parameter value units
temperature T 300 K
doping concentration NA 5xl013 cm'3
defect concentration Nt 5x10“ cm'3
defect level depth Et-Ev 0.65 eV
electron capture cross section an 9xl0'15 cm2
hole capture cross section ap 8.5xl0'17 cm2

3 MULTITRANSIENT ANALYSIS AND MINORITY 
CARRIER TRAPPING

The analysis of the numerical solution of the rate 
equations (3),(4) provides a means of confirming the 
theory developed in [3], No a priori knowledge of time 
constants is known about the numerical solution as it 
represents the evolution with time of the rate equations 
for parameters listed in Table 1.

3.1 Numerical solution of rate equations
A fifth order Runge Kutta scheme [3] is employed 

to numerically solve the non-linear rate equations 
(3),(4) for the transient case. Fig. 2 shows the variation 
of ii and i2 with excess carrier concentration for both 
that predicted by theory and that determined by 
multitransient analysis of the numerical solution. 
Multitransient analysis refers to the extraction of 
component exponential terms from a sum of 
exponentials comprising the signal. In addition where 
the data matrix and the observation matrix may be 
subject to noise fluctuations, the Total Least Squares 
method [3] is employed. This method models the multi
exponential signal as an autoregressive process.

high injection
-3_ x [sec]

lowinjecdon

i 11 mill I 11

io‘° io“ 1012 1013 , 1014 1015 10“

Figure 2 Variation of x2 and x2 with excess 
carrier concentration. Continuous line: theory 
derived in Ref. [3]. Circles: multitransient 
analysis of numerical solution. Parameters for 
the calculations are listed in Table 1.

Agreement is good and indicates independent 
verification of the theory.

3.2 Minority carrier trapping
Fig. 2 indicates that the time constant i\ increases as 

the excess carrier concentration is increased. At low 
excess carrier concentration the time constant is 
independent of excess carrier concentration. For high 
injection the time constant saturates and is almost 
constant. An earlier definition of the minority carrier 
time constant is now examined for consistency in the 
light of the above behaviour of xi.

Consider the p-type sample with electrons being the 
minority carrier. As ii increases the electron population 
in the conduction band is increasing as the average time 
they remain before recombination is increasing. This 
means fewer holes exist at the defect level for 
recombination and the defect occupancy or population of 
electrons is also increasing. Effectively the minority 
carrier is being trapped at the defect level.

As high injection is approached the hole population 
although small becomes relatively constant and the 
electron occupancy at the defect level saturates. For low 
excess carrier concentration the time constant
corresponds to recombination only as there is very little 
trapping. The evidence for this is that xi is independent 
of excess carrier concentration. As x\ is increasing, x2 
significantly decreases. The time constant x2 corresponds 
to the majority carrier (holes) which are in abundance in 
the valence band. Together with the increasing electron 
occupancy at the defect level considerable recombination 
takes place decreasing the majority carrier time constant. 
This implies that the rate of change of the holes in the 
valence band is increasing with excess carrier 
concentration.

3.3 Variation of Xi and x2 with doping concentration
Fig. 3 indicates the variation of Xi and x2 with Fermi

level which effectively implies that the doping 
concentration is varied.

- T [sec p-type n-type

Figure 3 Variation of xi and x2 with Fermi level. 
Continuous line: theory developed in Ref. [3]. 
Circles: multitransient analysis of numerical 
solution.
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The figure shows close agreement with the predictions 
of [3] and the multitransient analysis of the numerical 
solution.

4 DISCUSSION

For the example listed in Table 1 the relative error in 
the value of i\ and th-srh in the linear region of Fig. 1, 
is of the order of thirty percent. Further the governing 
differential equation is second order so two time 
constants are expected in the decay whether it be 
transient or steady state. Therefore the usual SRH time 
constant expression represents an approximation.

It is evident from Fig. 2 that ii and 12 are significant 
decay components in the linear region of variation of 
time constant with excess carrier concentration. This is 
the region most often employed to determine defect 
parameters from experiment. The magnitude of the 
coefficients of the exponential terms determines the 
contribution of the components to the decay for the 
transient and steady state. The magnitudes may be 
modeled as in [3] with known defect parameters.
In the Appendix of [ 1 ] two time constant expressions are 
derived for small departures from equilibrium. However 
these expressions do not agree with the two time 
constant expressions derived in [6] for exactly the same 
conditions of small departures from equilibrium. 
Although [6] applies to the transient case, the steady 
state is expected to have the same time constants with 
only the magnitudes of the coefficients differing from 
transient to steady state. This is because the steady state 
is a boundary condition and does not change the 
underlying governing second order differential equation. 
The results of [3] agree with those of [6]

The SRH approximate time constant expression is 
difficult to apply in practice as the extent of the linear 
region is unknown. Further the degree of the 
approximation is unknown as the relative error changes 
in this region. As such the SRH approximate time 
constant expression indicates trends only.

Fig. 3 indicates that x\ behaves uniquely for p-type 
and n-type and so the definition of ii as the minority 
carrier time constant is consistent. The proposed infinite 
series solution indicates the recombination-only region 
and a trapping region. The variation of time constant 
components with excess carrier concentration should be 
plotted in order to determine the onset of the trapping 
region.

5 CONCLUSIONS

A general analytic solution to the SRH rate equations 
derived in [3] is shown to be consistent by the 
multitransient analysis of the numerical solution. There 
are few constraints which amount to non-degenerate 
statistics, spatially uniform defect concentration and 
uniform excess carrier concentration. Further the theory 
is developed without an approximation. This work 
presents a unified approach to recombination and 
trapping.

The Special Research Center for Third Generation 
Photovoltaics is supported by the Australian Research 
Council’s Special Research Centres scheme. A special 
thanks to Dr R. Corkish for helpful discussions.
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MULTIPLE DEFECT LEVELS AND ISOTHERMAL TRAPPING: SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIAL QUALITY
EVALUATION
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ABSTRACT: A solution to the single level Shockley-Read-Hall rate equations developed recently is applied to two 
multiple level systems. The two systems considered are the multiple discrete level system and the ground excited state 
or coupled level system. It is shown that the solution to the differential rate equations for the two multiple level systems 
derived without an approximation lead to a consistent interpretation of the minority carrier time constant. Hence a 
measure of semiconductor quality may be determined by an assessment of the variation of minority carrier time constant 
with excess carriers due to an impulse or after steady state conditions.
Keywords: Recombination Lifetime Defects

1 INTRODUCTION

The processes of capture and emission of carriers 
from multiple defect levels and recombination and 
trapping via multiple defect levels are governed by rate 
equations. These processes determine the average 
lifetime of minority carriers and hence device 
characteristics. A recent exact solution of the single- 
level rate equations is derived in [1] and extended to the 
multiple level case in [2], A brief overview of the 
multiple level solution is given in the present work.

Consider the decay response of a semiconductor to a 
light impulse 8(t). The Shockley-Read-Hall ( SRH ) rate 
equations [3][4] describe the evolution with time of 
recombination, capture and emission of excess carriers 
via a single defect energy level in the bandgap of a 
semiconductor. These rate equations have, to date been 
applied to the analysis of experimental data assuming a 
dominant defect energy level. Multiple defect energy 
levels were discussed in [5] with approximations 
introduced to elucidate features of types of defects. A set 
of differential rate equations for multiple discrete levels 
based on a summation of the single level SRH equations 
is given in [6], Again, approximations were introduced 
to provide a linear solution to the non-linear differential 
equations.

The validation of the summation of the single level 
SRH equations for the multiple discrete level case has 
not previously been confirmed. This is especially 
important since many analyses applied to the multiple 
defect situation have involved approximations. The 
validity of the set of multiple-defect rate equations is 
confirmed in the present work by applying the method of 
solution developed in [1]. This solution represents the 
impulse response and is given by an infinite number of 
mono-exponential terms the inverse time constants or 
frequencies of which are the linear combination of 
fundamental frequencies. The fundamental frequencies 
are derived from the linear form of the differential 
equations. Expressions for the minority Xi and majority 
Tk+i with k= 1,2... .m carrier decay time constants for the 
discrete case (see Figure 1) and x 1,2,3, for the ground 
excited state system ( see Figure 2 ) are given. These are 
derived without any approximation at a given 
temperature for excess carrier concentration limited to 
non-degenerate doping, arbitrary doping concentration 
Na,d, defect level concentration Ntk, cross section apk,nk

and energy level Etk. The theory presented addresses the 
whole decay process from 0+ < t < 00.

Despite the probability that many defect levels may 
be present in a given semiconductor sample, an effective 
lifetime, xe, is often evaluated as if all the levels may be 
represented by one dominant level. In photoconductance 
decay for example, at low excess carrier concentration, 
the decay is due to minority carriers. At high excess 
carrier concentration both carriers contribute to the 
decay. Since xe is a cumulative time constant the exact 
definition of the physics of what xe represents from low 
to high excess carrier concentration is difficult to 
address. In the exact solution representing all defect 
levels, the time constant x\ represents the minority 
carrier decay for low and high excess carrier 
concentration. Its behaviour with excess carrier 
concentration gives an indication of the onset of minority 
carrier trapping whether the decay is produced by an 
impulse N05(t) or in the steady state. A more accurate 
measure of semiconductor quality is proposed [ 1 ][2] 
which is based on a measure of time constant xi. A 
critical point representing the transition between the 
linear and non-linear variation of fundamental frequency 
with excess carrier density is identified. For practical 
assessment of semiconductor material quality a 
contactless isothermal method is required. The 
photoconductance decay method may be applied for a 
range of silicon conductivities suitable for device 
fabrication. Given ideal surface passivation, S=0, where 
S is the surface recombination velocity, a measure of xi 
may be extracted from the decay. Proposed experimental 
details are given in [1], In particular the following are 
addressed in the present paper as a result of the 
implications derived from the theory developed.

• xi is more naturally defined as the minority
carrier decay constant

• xi is the dominant decay process in p-type and n-
type material.

• A measure of semiconductor quality is
determined from the linear region of Xi versus
excess carrier concentration

• The value of T\ is influenced by the presence of
other defect levels in the bandgap

• For multiple defect states, all the fundamental
time constants should be measured.

mailto:didier@ee.usyd.edu.au


The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
contains a multi-transient analysis of the numerical 
solution to determine the component exponentials in the 
sum of exponentials. Comparison of the predictions of 
the analytic solution for the multiple discrete system and 
ground excited state system with the results of the multi
transient analysis of the numerical solution is very good. 
An indication of recombination only and of trapping is 
discussed. An excess electron concentration An(t) and 
hole concentration Ap(t) is assumed to be uniformly 
generated throughout the wafer thickness at t=0+. The 
differential rate equations are scaled [7] and when the 
normalised excess carrier concentration versus time, 
intersects the defect occupancy function the non-linear 
terms in the rate equations for An(t) and Ap(t) go to zero 
at t = to > 0+. The differential equations may be solved 
at t = 0+ or t = to for the fundamental frequencies or 
eigenvalues -Li+i. Having obtained the fundamental time 
constants, a general solution for An(t) and Ap(t), 
represented by the impulse response may be evaluated. 
An analysis for the ground excited state system may be 
similarly performed.

Section 3 discusses the implications of the 
theoretical results determined above. In particular defect 
level parameters for the same level as in [1] are retained 
in the present analysis and it is shown that with 
additional levels the minority carrier time constant i\ 

becomes shorter. This has implications in terms of 
interpretation of experimental data that relies on 
measuring the dominant decay constant.
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Figure 1 Band diagram for three discrete levels 
( m=3) indicating carrier transitions with the 
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Figure 2 Band diagram for the ground excited

state system indicating carrier transitions.

2 NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR MULTIPLE AND 
EXCITED STATE SYSTEMS

2.1 Multiple Discrete level System
In the multiple discrete defect level system the 

coupled differential equations form a second order 
differential equation in n(t) [8] which is non-linear. The 
coupled equations are solved numerically. No a priori 
knowledge is known about An(t + At) as it represents the 
time evolution of the excess carrier concentration 
derived numerically. Table 1 indicates the defect 
parameters for the discrete case. A comparison is made 
between the numerical solution and the predictions of 
the analytical solution and found to indicate close 
agreement [2], This confirms the method used to analyse 
the decay. A fifth-order Runge-Kutta scheme [9] is 
chosen to represent discrete values of n(t), p(t) and fk(t), 
to ensure convergence to the equilibrium concentration 
for the minority carrier as t —> oo. The defect level initial 
occupation is assumed not to change from t = O' to t = 0+ 
( f(0*) = f(0 ) ).

Table I: Parameters for multiple discrete level system

parameter value units
state one ErEv 0.55 eV
defect concentration Nti 5xl012 cm'3
cross section holes state 1 avi 8.5xl0'15 cm2
cross section electrons state 1 aci 9.0xl0'17 cm

state two ErEv 0.65 eV
defect concentration Ng 5x10" cm'3
cross section holes state 2 av2 8.5xl0'17 cm2
cross section electrons state 2 aC2 9.0xl0'15 cm2

state three Et-Ev 0.75 eV
defect concentration No fy

i
X C

^ 0 -3cm
cross section holes state 3 aV3 8.5xl0'12 cm2
cross section electrons state 3 ctC3 9.0xl0'14 cm2

Table 2: Parameters for ground excited state system

parameter value units
excited state Ec-Ex 0.320 eV
ground state Ec-Egnd 0.745 eV
defect concentration Nt 5xl04 cm'3
cross section holes gnd state avg 8.5xl0'14 cm2
cross section holes excited state Qvx 8.5x10'“ cm2
cross section electrons gnd state acg 8.5x1 O'17 cm2
cross section electrons excited acx 8.5xl0'15 cm2

The Total Least Squares method ( TLS )
multitransient analysis of the numerical solution [1] 
results in the determination of frequencies which are



compared with those derived from a theoretical 
expression. Figure 3 shows this comparison between the 
decay time constants xm+i = 1/Xm+i for m=3 as calculated 
theoretically and as evaluated by TLS analysis of 
numerical data An(t + At ) for T=300 K. The figure 
indicates the variation of fundamental frequencies with 
excess carrier concentration. Note that the excess carrier 
concentration An(0) varies from 1 x 108 cm'3 to 1 x 10l0 
cm'3. Agreement is excellent and confirms the TLS 
method of analysis. The onset of the non-linear variation 
of frequencies Li+i with An(0) at An(0) = An(0)cnticai is 
clearly seen in the figure where the linear portion 
extends to 5 x 1011 cm'3 and begins to diverge for An(0) 
greater than 5 x 1011 cm'3. This indicates the linear 
region is in close agreement with the definition given by 
Ref. [1], For parameters listed in Table 1, An(0)criticai = 

5.44 x 1011 cm'3 [2], Note also that TLS multitransient 
analysis of the numerical solution results in ti+i are in 
close agreement with that predicted by the analytic 
solution [2], Some values (circles) could not be resolved 
due to the very small magnitude of the coefficient of the 
exponential term.

high injectionc' - T [ sec ]
lowlnjecdi

1C12 io13 1014 10“ 1016

Figure 3 A graph of xt, x2, x3 and x4 versus the 
excess electron concentration for the multiple 

discrete level system. Continuous line: TUrMas 
predicted by analytic solution [2]. Circles: 

"t-1,2,3,4 derived from multitransient analysis of 
numerical solution.

x [ sec ] p-iype n-type

Figure 4 Decay time constants Xi,2,3,4 versus 
Fermi level Effor the discrete level system.

Continuous line: as predicted by analytic 
solution [2].

Figure 4 shows the comparison between the decay time 
constants 11,2,3,4 versus the Fermi level Ef for the discrete 
level system with m=3 discrete levels and T=300 K. The 
doping concentration for the p-type and n-type samples 
varies from 5 x 1010 cm'3 to 1 x 1010 cm'3. Agreement is 
very good between the numerical solution and the 
calculated Xk+i. From this figure ii describes the 
minority carrier decay constant for p-type and n-type, 
and Tk+i with k>l, the majority carrier decay constants, 
by analogy with [3] for the steady state. As such they 
represent fundamental decay time constants.

Figure 3 indicates that for An(0) > An(Optical, xj, 
being the dominant time constant, increases. The 
minority carriers (electrons) are remaining in the 
conduction band for a longer average time indicating a 
shortage holes at the defect level with which to 
recombine. The defect level electron population is 
increasing and electrons are remaining at the defect level 
for a longer average time. This is referred to as minority 
carrier trapping. The time constant xj remains constant 
in the linear region of variation of Xk+i with An(0). This 
region corresponds to recombination only whereas the 
non-linear region undergoes recombination and trapping. 
Eventually the trapping saturates as An(0) is increased to 
high injection and the time constant xi reaches a 
maximum becoming almost constant.

= t [sec]
* lowinjecdon high injection

1 1 min 1 11 min 1 1 mini 1 1
ID10 ID" 1012 1013 ID14 1015 10“

Figure 5 A graph of xu^ versus excess electron 
concentration for the ground excited state 
system. Continuous line: as predicted by 

analytic solution [2]. Circles: multitransient 
analysis of numerical solution.

2.2 Ground Excited State System
The equations describing the time evolution of the 

decay for the ground excited state system are given in 
[2], Table 2 indicates the defect parameters for this case. 
Again, a fifth-order Runge-Kutta scheme is chosen to 
represent discrete values of n(t), p(t) and fg^/t) for an n- 
type silicon sample. TLS multi-transient analysis of the 
numerical solution of the given equations results in the 
determination of frequencies which are compared with 
the derived theoretical expressions [2], Figure 5 shows



the comparison between the decay time constants 11,2,3 = 
IA.1,2,3 as calculated theoretically and as evaluated by 
TLS analysis of numerical data An(t + At) for T=300 K. 
The figure indicates the variation of fundamental 
frequencies with excess carrier concentration. 
Agreement is excellent. Again the onset of the non
linear variation of frequencies X.1,2,3 with An(0) for An(0) 
= An(0)cnticai is clearly seen in the figure.

3 DISCUSSION

It is evident from the theory presented that xi represents 
an important parameter in terms of the minority carrier 
behaviour of a semiconductor sample. This extends to 
both the multiple discrete defect level system and the 
ground excited state defect level system. These two 
systems are considered to be the most significant sources 
of defect level effects on the minority carrier. As such 
the measurement of ii with excess carrier concentration 
for a given temperature in the linear and non-linear 
region realises a basis for evaluating semiconductor 
material quality. In particular the linear region which 
represents recombination only allows comparison of 
time constants xi. A longer dominant decay time 
constant may indicate a defect level close to the band 
edge. Comparison of time constants in the non-linear 
region is at best unreliable as the degree of trapping is 
unknown and the range of variation of Xi with excess 
carrier concentration is significant.

The ground excited state system may be applicable 
to the boron-acceptor complex [10]. It is evident that 
even the very low concentration of the ground excited 
state levels (see table 2) has a dramatic effect on xi (see 
Fig. 5) compared to the discrete case. Further 
experimental evidence for coupled states is provided in 
Refs. [11][12],

The defect level parameters for the single defect 
level in [1] were intentionally retained in the present 
analysis of the multiple discrete level case in [2]. 
Comparison of Xi=2.55xl0'5 secs for the single defect 
state [1] and that for the multiple discrete level state 
Xi=2.21xl0'5 secs in the linear region (see Figure 3), 
reveals that additional levels results in a lower minority 
carrier time constant. This represents a relative error 
greater than ten per cent in addition to measurement 
errors. This has obvious implications for interpretation 
of experimental data where xi is the dominant decay 
time constant. It thus becomes imperative that a multiple 
level model such as proposed in the present work be 
used to interpret data since the dominant level model is 
not sufficient to provide accurate defect level 
parameters. Further, the above discussion may help to 
explain the anomalies arising from interpreting data in 
experimental methods such as Deep Level Transient 
Spectroscopy (DLTS) which determine the dominant 
decay time constant for a given rate window at a given 
temperature. In the literature there is a spread of values 
reported for defect level parameters such as level depth 
from such methods. This is because a given sample with, 
for example, iron as the dominant defect will have 
different background defect levels to another similarly 
doped sample, resulting in a different time constant xi 
for each sample.

4 CONCLUSIONS

It is shown using the method of solution developed in [1] 
that the differential rate equations derived for the two 
defect level systems are consistent with the numerical 
solution of the rate equations. The transition from the 
linear to non-linear variation of fundamental frequency 
with excess carrier concentration is indicated. Trapping 
behaviour of the minority carrier xi is discussed and a 
measure of semiconductor quality is proposed based on 
the value and behaviour of xj. A priori knowledge of the 
number and value of time constants in the numerical 
solution is not known. This independent verification of 
the theory determined from the first-principles 
derivation of the rate equations confirms the properties 
of the above solution and the method of multi-transient 
analysis.

The fundamental theory of transient decay due to 
the multiple defect level system given in the present 
work may find a wide range of application. Some of 
these applications may be comparing the quality of 
crystalline silicon, polycrystalline silicon and cast silicon 
used for solar cells. Furthermore, the effectiveness of 
different experimental techniques may be refined with 
the measurement of the fundamental decay time 
constants associated with multiple defect levels. Hence a 
uniform interpretation of defect level parameters across 
the techniques may ensue.
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Abstract
Based on the solution of the Shockley-Read-Hall differential rate equations for the single level defect 
developed recently, the multiple level solution indicates that the dominant single level model is 
inadequate. The solution of differential equations for a multiple discrete level defect system and a 
ground excited state system is derived without an approximation. It applies for a given doping 
concentration, defect level concentration, defect level depth and electron and hole cross sections. A 
consequence of the unified solution for a range of excess carrier concentrations is that a measure of 
semiconductor quality may be assessed by measuring the minority carrier time constant Xi. This 
applies for single crystal, polycrystalline and cast silicon. Further the solution has implications in 
terms of defect level measurement and modelling of device structures such as solar cells.

1 INTRODUCTION

The processes of capture and emission of carriers from multiple defect levels and recombination and trapping via 
multiple defect levels are governed by rate equations. These processes determine the average lifetime of minority 
carriers and hence device characteristics. The solution of the single-level rate equations is derived in Ref. Debuf et al, ( 
2002 ) and extended to the multiple level case in Ref. ( Debuf, 2002 ). A brief overview of the multiple level solution is 
given in the present work for the purpose of elucidating the features of the solution with application to determining the 
properties of electrically active defects. A considerable effort is being expended on improving the quality of 
semiconductor material to minimise the mostly detrimental effects of defect levels on device performance. Current 
methods of analysis to determine defect level parameters or semiconductor quality are approximate in nature. Despite 
the probability that many defect levels may be present in a given semiconductor sample, an effective lifetime xe is often 
evaluated as if they may be represented by one dominant level. A more accurate measure of semiconductor quality is 
proposed which is based on a measure of one time constant Xi whether the decay is produced by an impulse N08(t) or in 
the steady state. This time constant x\ represents the minority carrier decay and its behaviour with excess carrier 
concentration gives an indication of the onset of minority carrier trapping. A critical point representing the transition 
between the linear and non-linear variation of fundamental frequency with excess carrier density is identified. For 
practical assessment of semiconductor material quality a contactless isothermal method is required. The 
photoconductance decay method may be applied for a range of silicon conductivities suitable for device fabrication. 
Given the degree of surface passivation S=0 where S is the surface recombination velocity, a measure of i\ may be 
extracted from the decay. Proposed experimental details are given in Ref. Debuf et al, ( 2002 ).

Consider the decay response of a semiconductor to a light impulse 5 (t). The Shockley-Read-Hall ( SRH ) rate 
equations Shockley et al ( 1952 ), ( Hall, 1952 ) describe the evolution with time of recombination, capture and 
emission of excess carriers via a single defect energy level in the bandgap of a semiconductor. These rate equations 
have been applied to date to the analysis of experimental data assuming a dominant defect energy level. Multiple defect 
energy levels were discussed in ( Rose, 1955 ) with approximations introduced to elucidate features of types of defects.
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A set of differential rate equations for multiple discrete levels based on a summation of the single level SRH equations 
is given in Ref. ( Wertheim, 1958 ). Again approximations were introduced to provide a linear solution to the non
linear differential equations. The validation of the summation of the single level SRH equations for the multiple discrete 
level case has not been previously confirmed. This is especially important since many analyses applied to the multiple 
defect situation have involved approximations. The validity of the set of multiple defect rate equations is confirmed in 
the present work by applying the method of solution developed in Debuf et al, ( 2002 ). This solution represents the 
impulse response and is given by an infinite number of mono-exponential terms the inverse time constants of which or 
frequencies are the linear combination of fundamental frequencies. The fundamental frequencies are derived from the 
linear form of the differential equations. Expressions for the minority X] and majority xk+1 with k= 1,2.... 1+1 carrier 
decay time constants for the discrete case ( see Figure 1 ) and xij2j3> for the ground excited state system ( see Figure 2 ) 
are given. These are derived without an approximation at a given temperature for arbitrary excess carrier 
concentration, doping concentration N^d, defect level concentration N*, cross section apkink and energy level E&. The 
theory presented addresses the whole decay process from 0+ < t < oo. The analytic solution is verified by analysing the 
numerical solution of the rate equations for the above given parameters using a multitransient technique.

In particular the following are addressed in the present paper as a result of the implications derived from the theory 
developed.

• Ti is more naturally defined as the minority carrier decay constant
• X] is the dominant decay process in p-type and n-type
• A measure of semiconductor quality is determined from the linear region of xj versus excess carrier 

concentration
• The value of X[ is influenced by the presence of other defect levels in the bandgap
• For multiple defect states, all the fundamental time constants should be measured.

Ec

Figure 1 Band diagram for three discrete levels indicating carrier transitions with the respective band.

The paper is organized as follows. A section 2 contains a multi-transient analysis of the numerical solution to determine 
the component exponentials in the sum of exponentials. Comparison of the predictions of the analytic solution for the 
multiple discrete system and ground excited state system with the results of the multi-transient analysis of the numerical 
solution is very good. An indication of recombination only and of trapping is discussed. An excess electron 
concentration An(t) and hole concentration Ap(t) is assumed to be uniformly generated throughout the wafer thickness 
at t=0+. It is shown that the non-linear terms in the rate equations for An(t) and Ap(t) go to zero at t=0+ or some time t = 
to where to > 0+. The resulting linear differential equations may be solved at t = 0+ or t = to for the fundamental 
frequencies or eigenvalues -h+x ■ Having obtained the fundamental time constants, a general solution for An(t) and Ap(t), 
represented by the impulse response may be evaluated. An analysis for the ground excited state system may be similarly 
performed. A section 3 discusses the implications of the theoretical results determined above. In particular defect level 
parameters for the same level as in ( Debuf et al, 2002 ) are retained in the present analysis and it is shown that with 
additional levels the minority carrier time constant becomes faster. This has implications in terms of interpretation of 
experimental data that relies on measuring the dominant decay constant. As such the minority carrier lifetime 
represented by xj is degraded with the presence of other levels.
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Figure 2 Band diagram for the ground excited state system indicating carrier transitions.

2 NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR MULTIPLE AND EXCITED STATE 
SYSTEMS

Considering the multiple discrete defect level system the coupled differential equations form a second order differential 
equation in n(t) Nomura et al ( 1958 ) which is non-linear. The coupled equations are solved numerically. No a priori 
knowledge is known about An(t + At) as it represents the time evolution of the excess carrier concentration derived 
numerically. A correlation between the numerical solution and the predictions of the analytical solution is made and 
found to indicate close agreement. This confirms the method used to analyse the decay as a useful tool. A fifth order 
Runge-Kutta scheme (Dormand, 1996 ), Press et al, ( 1992 ), is chosen to represent discrete values of n(t), p(t) and fk(t), 
to ensure convergence to the equilibrium concentration for the minority carrier as t -> oo. The normalised excess carrier 
concentrations at t = 0+ are given by An^Cf) =1.0 and Ap^O*) =1.0 where the subscript nm indicates normalised 
quantities. The defect level initial occupation is assumed not to change from t = O' to t = 0+ ( f(0+) = f(0) ).

The Total Least Squares method ( TLS ) multi-transient analysis of the numerical solution Debuf et al, ( 2002 ) results 
in the determination of frequencies which are compared with those derived from a theoretical expression. Figure 3 
shows the comparison between the decay time constants xi+i = 1 A,i+1 for 1=3 as calculated from and as evaluated by TLS 
analysis of numerical data An(t + At) for T=300 K. The figure indicates the variation of fundamental frequencies with 
excess carrier concentration. Note the excess carrier concentration An(0) varies from 1 x 108 cm'3 to 1 x 1016 cm'3. 
Agreement is excellent and as such contributes to the confidence in the TLS method of analysis. The onset of the non
linear variation of frequencies with An(0) for An(0) = An(0)cntlcai is clearly seen in the figure where the linear 
portion extends to 5 x 1011 cm'3 and begins to diverge for An(0) greater than 5 x 1011 cm'3. This indicates the linear 
region is in close agreement with the definition given by Ref. Debuf et al, ( 2002 ). See Ref. ( Debuf, 2002 ) for the 
evaluation of AnCO)^^. For parameters listed in ( Debuf, 2002 ), An(0)cntical = 5.44 x 1011 cm 3. Note also that TLS 
multitransient analysis of the numerical solution results in xi+i in close agreement with that predicted by the analytic 
solution ( Debuf, 2002 ). Some values ( circles ) could not be resolved due to the very small magnitude of the 
coefficient of the exponential term.
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high injection

= lowinjection

Figure 3 A graph of xx, x2, t3 and x4 versus the excess electron concentration for the multiple discrete level 
system. Continuous line: x1(2,3,4as predicted by analytic solution ( Debuf, 2002 ). Circles: xUrJ,4 derived from

multitransient analysis of numerical solution.

n-typep-type

Ev Ef [eVj

Figure 4 Decay time constants xli2t3t4 versus Fermi level Effor the discrete level system. Continuous line: as 
predicted by analytic solution ( Debuf, 2002 ).

Figure 4 shows the comparison between the decay time constants Xi >2>3,4 versus the Fermi level EF for the discrete level 
system with 1=3 and T=300 K. The doping concentration for the p-type and n-type samples varies from 5 x 1010 cm'3 to
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1 x 1016 cm'3. Agreement is very good for the numerical solution and the calculated xk+i. From this figure x\ describes 
the minority carrier decay constant for p-type and n-type, and xk+1 with k>l, the majority carrier decay constants, by 
analogy with Shockley et al ( 1952 ) for the steady state. As such they represent fundamental decay time constants.

Figure 3 indicates that for An(0) = An(0)cntlcal, xx increases realising a situation where the carrier ( p-type) time constant 
represented by xx is becoming longer. The minority carriers ( electrons ) are remaining in the conduction band for a 
longer average time indicating that there are fewer holes at the defect level to recombine with. As such the defect level 
electron population is increasing and electrons are remaining at the defect level for a longer average time. This is 
referred to as minority carrier trapping. The time constant xx remains constant in the linear region of variation of xk+1 
with An(0). This region corresponds to recombination only whereas the non-linear region undergoes recombination and 
trapping. Eventually the trapping saturates as An(0) is increased to high injection and the time constant xi reaches a 
maximum becoming almost constant.

- lowinjection high injection

10 =

Figure 5 A graph of xli2r3 versus excess electron concentration for the ground excited state system. Continuous 
line: as predicted by analytic solution ( Debuf, 2002 ). Circles: multitransient analysis of numerical solution.

The equations describing the time evolution of the decay for the ground excited state system are given in Ref. (Debuf, 
2002 ). Again a fifth order Runge-Kutta scheme is chosen to represent discrete values of n(t), p(t) and f(g,x)(t). TLS 
multi-transient analysis of the numerical solution of the given equations results in the determination of frequencies 
which are compared with the derived theoretical expressions ( Debuf, 2002 ). Figure 5 shows the comparison between 
the decay time constants x1>2,3 = IA.1,2,3 as calculated and as evaluated by TLS analysis of numerical data An(t + At) for 
T=300 K. The figure indicates the variation of fundamental frequencies with excess carrier concentration. Note the 
excess carrier concentration An(0) varies from 1 x 108 cm'3 to 1 x 1016 cm'3. Agreement is excellent. Again the onset of 
the non-linear variation of frequencies A.1,2,3 with An(0) for An(0) = An(0)cntlcai is clearly seen in the figure.

3 DISCUSSION

From the theory presented it is evident that Xi represents an important parameter in terms of the minority carrier 
trapping behaviour of a wafer sample. This extends to both the multiple discrete defect level system and the ground 
excited state defect level system. These two systems are considered to be the most significant sources of defect level 
effects on the minority carrier. As such the measurement of xx with excess carrier concentration for a given temperature 
in the linear and non-linear region realises a basis for evaluating semiconductor material quality. In particular the linear 
region which represents recombination only allows comparison of wafer time constants ( xx ) so that the longer time 
constant wafers may be preferentially processed. A longer dominant decay time constant may indicate a defect level
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close to the band edge. Comparison of wafer time constants in the non-linear region is at best unreliable as the degree of 
trapping is unknown and the range of variation of xi with excess carrier concentration is significant. The defect level 
parameters for the single defect level in Debuf et al, ( 2002 ) were intentionally retained in the present analysis of the 
multiple discrete level case in Ref. ( Debuf, 2002 ). Comparison of X!=2.5453 x 10'5 secs for the single defect state 
Debuf et al ( 2002 ) and that for the multiple discrete level state X!=2.2104 x 10'5 secs ( see Figure 3 ) reveals that 
additional levels results in a faster minority carrier time constant. This represents a relative error greater than ten per 
cent in addition to measurement errors. This has obvious implications for interpretation of experimental data where is 
the dominant decay time constant. It thus becomes imperative that a multiple level model such as proposed in the 
present work be used to interpret data as the dominant level model is not sufficient to provide accurate defect level 
parameters. Further, the above discussion may help to explain the anomalies arising from interpreting data in 
experimental methods such as Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy ( DLTS ) which determine the dominant decay time 
constant for a given rate window at a given temperature. In the literature there is a spread of values reported for defect 
level parameters such as level depth from such methods. This is because a given wafer sample with for example iron as 
the dominant defect will have different background defect levels to another similarly doped sample.

4 CONCLUSIONS
Using the method of solution developed in Ref. Debuf et al, ( 2002 ) it is shown that the differential rate equations 
derived for the two defect level systems are consistent with the numerical solution of the rate equations. The linear form 
of the rate equations predicts fundamental time constants which agree with those determined from the analysis of the 
numerical solution. The analytic solution to the differential rate equations for the multiple defect state systems indicates 
an infinity of exponential terms, the frequencies of which are a linear combination of fundamental frequencies. The 
fundamental frequencies are derived from the linear form of the rate equations without an approximation. The transition 
from the linear to non-linear variation of fundamental frequency with excess carrier concentration is indicated. Trapping 
behaviour of the minority carrier xi is discussed and a measure of semiconductor quality is proposed based on the value 
and behaviour of xi. A priori knowledge of the number and value of time constants in the numerical solution is not 
known. This independent verification of the theory determined from the first principles derivation of the rate equations 
confirms the properties of the above solution and the method of multi-transient analysis. The fundamental theory of 
transient decay due to the multiple defect level system given in the present work may find a wide range of application. 
Some of these applications may be comparing the quality of crystalline silicon, polycrystalline silicon and cast silicon 
as described in the case of solar cells. Further the effectiveness of different experimental techniques may be refined with 
the measurement of the fundamental decay time constants associated with multiple defect levels. Hence a uniform 
interpretation of defect level parameters across the techniques may ensue.
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ABSTRACT

Semiconductor material characterization in terms of defect parameters is presently evaluated experimentally 
by applying the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination time constant expression. A recent analytic solution 
to the SRH rate equations extended to differential rate equations for two multiple defect level systems, yields a 
solution derived without an approximation. In terms of material characterisation, this exact solution is shown to 
provide detailed information on multiple level depths in contrast to the existing theory, which relies on one 
dominant single level. Furthermore, for semiconductor samples known to be predominantly doped with one 
defect species, it is shown theoretically that the dominant decay is influenced by the other defect species present 
in the semiconductor sample.

INTRODUCTION

Materials' characterisation, in particular the defect level depth, which is directly related to carrier 
recombination, is predominantly determined from rate equations. A dominant recombination mechanism apart 
from Auger recombination is Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) [1][2] recombination as formulated by the SRH rate 
equations. This applies to a single-level defect and interpretation to date of experimental data has relied on the 
assumption of a dominant defect energy level. A set of differential rate equations for multiple discrete levels 
based on the summation of the single-level equations is given in [3], However approximations were introduced 
in [3] to simplify the analysis by reducing the non-linear differential equations to a linear form. A recent 
derivation of an analytic solution to the SRH rate equations [4], extended to include multiple defect levels in a 
first principles approach [5], indicates that the equations of [3] for multiple discrete levels are correct.

This extended solution is obtained without any approximations for a given doping concentration NA D, defect 
energy depth Etk, defect concentration N^ and cross sections a,* and apk ( for the kth level ). The solution is 
comprised of an infinity of mono-exponential terms, the frequencies (inverse time constants) of which are a 
linear combination of the fundamental frequencies cok= l/xk+i. Expressions for the minority carrier time constant 
xi and time constants xk+i are derived in [5] for m with k=l,2,....m, discrete defect levels. The dominant time 
constant is xx and its behaviour with excess carrier concentration indicates the onset of trapping. The time 
constants tk+i are associated with the majority carrier and the defect energy levels.

In this work the focus is on determining the level depth as a means of assessing material quality. From this 
measurement other defect parameters may be determined from the equations. Laplace Deep Level Transient 
Spectroscopy (LDLTS) [7] is commonly used to ascertain defect level parameters. Although LDLTS is used to 
resolve multiple defect level depths, it may not lead to the direct identification of the defect species. However 
this may be possible in conjunction with other methods both theoretical and experimental. Another method in 
recent use is Lifetime Spectroscopy [8], Both methods have limitations on the sensitivity or detection of low 
defect concentrations.

There are two main barriers to the determination of defect level depth for a useful assessment of material 
quality. The first is the inherent approximations in the derivation of the SRH lifetime expressions in common 
use. The recent solution indicated above [5] is determined without an approximation. The second barrier is that 
methods that measure the dominant time constant, such as LDLTS, may be in error for another reason. This is 
because from the first principles' analysis for multiple defect levels the dominant time constant is influenced by 
the presence of other defects, as discussed below. This may lead to a level resolution that is in error.

The defect level parameters for the single defect level in [4] were intentionally retained in the analysis of the 
multiple discrete level case in [5], Comparison of xt =2.55xl0'5 s for the single defect state [4] and that for the 
multiple discrete level state xi =2.21xl0"5 s in the linear region, reveals that additional levels result in a lower 
minority carrier time constant. This represents a relative error greater than ten per cent in addition to 
measurement errors. This has obvious implications for interpretation of experimental data since the level depth is
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contained in the time constant of the exponential term. Furthermore, the above discussion may help to explain 
the anomalies in terms of defect parameters arising from interpreting data in experimental methods such as 
LDLTS which determine the dominant decay time constant for a given rate window at a given temperature. In 
the literature there is a spread of values reported for defect level parameters such as level depth. This is because a 
given sample with, for example, iron as the dominant defect will have different background defect levels to 
another similarly doped sample, resulting in a different time constant Xi for each sample.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses the existing lifetime spectroscopy method of 
defect level depth evaluation. Then an account of the proposed lifetime spectroscopy method, termed Analytic 
Lifetime Spectroscopy, is given for the single level case as an illustration of the method which may be applied to 
multiple levels in Section 3. Section 4 indicates the limitations on material characterisation due to theoretical 
approximations and material properties that may lead to erroneous parameter determination as discussed in the 
Introduction. The conclusions are given in Section 5.

2 LIFETIME SPECTROSCOPY

An existing method of lifetime spectroscopy [8] using the SRH expression Eq. (1) for lifetime x (Eqn. 5.3 of [1]) 
proposes the following expression Eq. (2) (Eqn. 18 of [8]) for determining the level depth Ec-Et where x=x1 is the 
dominant decay constant for low level injection.

Tno po ^P P\)+ Tpo (wpo n\)

npo + P po + kn

\Tj
——— + const

kT
(2)

As indicated in the introduction the dominant time constant value does not accurately reflect the effect of a 
single defect level if there are other defect species present in the semiconductor sample. It is an effective lifetime 
only. Furthermore, Eq. (1) is inaccurate for low injection [6],

3 ANALYTIC LIFETIME SPECTROSCOPY

Consider a single level for the purposes of illustrating the proposed method of the Analytic Lifetime 
Spectroscopy [9] described below. Multitransient analysis of the numerical solution of the governing differential 
equations has independently verified the fundamental frequencies predicted by the theory [4], Re-writing the 
characteristic equation as Eqs. (3) and substituting the values of the fundamental frequencies ©i and co2 
determined from the measured decay, yields an expression developed below, that allows the evaluation of level 
depth.

-co\ = -(ao + r^an + ^ctoYo^VoPo) (3a)

-co\ = -{a0 + 70)<V2 + (a0rQ~ ao Po) (3b)

Eqs. (3) are solved for (a0+y0) and (a0y0-a0(30) in terms of coi and co2. Expressions for (ao+y0) and 
(aoyo-cr0(3o) yield the following Eqs (4).

C„ifipo + m) CnNl(\-fo)-CpNl/o 

CP^p° + C„N&-f0)-CpN,f0

(4a)

(4b)



where,

g„ = (ao + ro)CnN,{l-f0)-{aoro-VoPo)-lCnNt^-fo)f <5a)

gp = {cto + r0)CpN,{l - /„)- (a0r0~ Vo P0)~ lc pNt^-foK <5b)

and at t=0+

-^f^\t=0+ = CnNl(l-fo) (6)

By dividing Eq. (5a) by Eq. (5b), yields Eq. (7) that is the basis of the proposed Analytic Lifetime Spectroscopy.

Ec-Et
kT

-fin C n N c
C P P po

(7)

In expression (7), Cn and Cp are the capture rates of electrons and holes respectively, Nc is the effective density 
of states and ppo is the equilibrium carrier concentration for a p-type semiconductor. From an analysis of the 
decay, dn/dt at t=0+ and the time constants x1=l/coi and x2=l/co2, are evaluated. The quantity gn for a p-type 
semiconductor may be determined from quantities which can be measured such as X], x2 and dn/dt. This is 
plotted against 1/kT. The slope of the plot yields the level depth Ec-Et. Figure 1 indicates a number of plots of 
various single level depths.

In the multiple level case, the graph has a simultaneous plot of lines with slopes corresponding to the multiple 
level depths for the fundamental time constants determined from the decay. Since the fundamental time 
constants are related to the level depths via the characteristic equation [4][5], more information is available to 
determine the multiple levels. This contrasts with the single line plot for an effective lifetime for a dominant 
single level used in equation (1), which is approximate

Tl IIIII11 ll

1/kT [eV1]

Figure 1 Proposed Analytic Lifetime Spectroscopy plot for various single level depths from the valence 
band edge.



4 DISCUSSION

As indicated above the limitations on material characterisation using the existing method of lifetime 
spectroscopy [8] become apparent as follows. From a theoretical standpoint the lifetime expression x for the 
dominant single level model, is approximate. Furthermore, from both a theoretical consideration as indicated and 
the differences in background defect species of physical semiconductor samples known to be predominantly 
doped with one defect species, the dominant time constant in the decay is influenced by the other defect species 
present in the semiconductor sample. As indicated in Section 3, the new Analytic Lifetime Spectroscopy is based 
on theory which is an extension of the single level theory developed in [4]. A multitransient analysis of the 
numerical solution yields very good agreement with the theoretical prediction of the fundamental frequencies 
cok+i for the multiple discrete level case. This independent verification of the theory derived from the differential 
rate equations determined from first principles, confirms the properties of the above solution. An advantage of 
the proposed lifetime spectroscopy is that multiple levels, corresponding to the fundamental frequencies 
determined from the decay, may be resolved. This increases the capability of identifying defect species.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Existing experimental data are largely interpreted using the time constant expression x derived in [1] and for 
multiple levels with approximations as indicated in the introduction. The current work seeks to address the 
anomalies arising from such an interpretation in terms of the defect level parameters such as level depth using 
exact theory developed recently.
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